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PREFATORY NOTE 
This work has developed out of investigations 
undertaken in connection with a thesis, entitled 
"An Investigation of the Work of the Worcester School 
Board 1871-1903, and its contribution to the Develop- 
ment of Elementary Education in the City", submitted 
in 1974 to the University of Nottingham-for the degree 
of M. Phil. The existence of this thesis was declared 
to Bristol on commencing an M. Ed. course. It was 
submitted to the supervising tutor for detailed exami- 
nation prior to transferring to a Ph. D. Bristol's 
regulations allow material contained in one thesis to 
be incorporated in another providing it is clearly 
identified. Great care has been taken to cite this 
earlier research when it has been the source of parti- 
cular insights or interpretations. 
However the influence of the earlier research on 
the present work has been limited by two factors: the 
differing approaches of the two works and the wider 
range of source material in the second. 
The Nottingham thesis examined the origins and 
work of the Worcester School Board, including the poli- 
tics of Board elections, the administration of the Board, 
its policies, the role of its Visitors Committee, and 
the work of its schools and their relationship with the 
Victoria Institute. The present work sets out to explore, 
the idea that civic pride might have been an important 
conscious motive underlying the provision of education 
in the city of Worcester, particularly in the second half 
of the 19th Century. The work of the School Board is 
placed in a wider context concentrating on an interpre- 
tation which emphasises intentions as well as outcomes. 
In addition it is only one example of a wider range of 
cultural and educational activities developed by the 
Worcester City Council during the second half of the 
19th Century. If the relationship between education and 
civic pride was to be fully explored it was felt essential 
to reconsider certain aspects of the work of the School 
Board within this new context. 
The earlier part of the present work (Chapters 4 
and 5) considers the conflict between the old ecclesi- 
astical order over the development of the cathedral 
school. There is no overlap with the previous research. 
In later chapters (8 and 9) there is a limited degree 
of overlap int he sense that the Victoria Institute is 
considered in both works. In the M. Phil its existence 
was seen as a means of sparing the School Board the 
expense involved in the provision of Higher Grade 
schools, and the maintenance of a Pupil Teacher Centre. 
In this work it is examined in relation to the new in- 
terpretation that civic pride, among a range of social 
and economic groups, was an important motive underlying 
educational activity. 
In addition the range of sources used here is much 
more extensive than in previous work: - 
i) Contemporary local sources have been examined 
more thoroughly, and over a greater period of time. 
School Board Minute Books and folios were cited fre- 
quently in the Nottingham research. Their existence is 
acknowledged here in the bibliography, but they do not 
constitute a major source. Instead City Chamber Order 
Books, annual reports of the City Chamber of Commerce, 
and Minute Books of the Literary and Scientific Insti- 
tution, which were not widely used or whose existence 
was not known, have been cited more frequently. Manu- 
script records also provide new sources, and a number 
are reproduced as appendices. Collections of contempo- 
rary photographs and wall posters were discovered dur- 
ing the development of this work. A number have been 
reproduced as illustrations, with the permission of the 
City Archivist, particularly in the section of the work 
devoted to the Victoria Institute. Access was granted 
to the Worcester Cathedral Library for the first time 
in connection with this work. As a result a range of 
manuscript evidence relating to ecclesiastical matters 
and the influence of the Chapter on local affairs was 
examined and is cited. In addition a number of contem- 
porary printed local sources have been used. 
ii) Reference has been made to a large-number of 
contemporary official publications, includiig Acts of 
Parliament, and reports of Royal Commissions and Select 
Committees, dating from the second decade of the 19th 
Century. The subjects of these publications are diverse: 
with the exception of some educational enquiries, none 
of them had been examined and cited previously. 
iii) Two thirds of the theses to which direct 
reference has been made in the development of this work 
have not been consulted previously. The range of books 
concernipg the locality exemplifies the wider spectrum 
of this work. The same point can be made in respect of 
books devoted to national affairs: in addition a number 
of them have been published since the completion of 
the Nottingham research. Also nine major academic jour- 
nals, and other specialist serials, have been examined 
carefully for the first time, and numerous references 
included from articles published during the last twenty 
years. 
ABSTRACT 
As an introduction, a brief examination is 
undertaken of certain 19th Century political rela- 
tionships. This is followed by an attempt to'gen- 
eralise on administrative development and civic pride 
in industrial and ancient boroughs, from recent res- 
earch. Worcester is set against this generalisation. 
The development of education in Worcester during 
the 19th Century is then outlined. Attention is drawn 
to voluntary activity, and individual initiative in 
relation to specific minorities. Three areas are seen 
as potential examples of developments which occurred 
as a result of a number of factors, including civic 
pride. 
In the first case, the reform of the Worcester 
Cathedral School is studied, from 1851, when the City 
Council first became directly involved with it, to 
1884 when a scheme acceptable to all local interests 
was approved. Attention is focussed on the spectacle 
of a City Council taking an active interest in advanced 
education from the middle of the century and establish- 
ing a formal sub-committee to protect the position of 
the locality, to the struggle between civic and clerical 
powers for the right to speak on behalf, of the locality, 
and to the conflict between local and central bodies 
over the reform of the school. 
There follows an examination of the politics and 
daily operation of the Worcester School Board to assess 
the degree to which it can be said to have been motiva- 
ted by civic pride. Using a model of government growth, 
an attempt is made to attribute the initiative for pol- 
icies from which the city took most satisfaction, to 
political and professional members of the School Board, 
as appropriate in each particular case. 
Finally attention is concentrated on the develop- 
ment by the City Council, following the approval of the 
citizens generally of a polyglot institution, aided 
from the rates under the terms of Public Libraries 
legislation. Civic pride is seen in the activities 
of the group promoting the development of such an 
institution, in the general support that grew for a 
facility that would enhance the city's claim to regio- 
nal dominance and in which the city could take legiti- 
mate pride, and in the realisation of such an initia- 
tive within the conceptual confines of prudent expendi- 




Perhaps the most wide-ranging research into the 
political culture of democracy was that undertaken by 
Almond and Verba, and published in 1963. 
(1) 
Predominant 
among its themes were a concern with civic virtue and 
its consequences for democratic states, and an attempt 
to identify the kind of community life, social organi- 
sation and child development that fosters this civic 
virtue. These themes were explored by means of survey 
research. 
(2) 
Almond and Verba saw the development of civic cul- 
ture in Britain as a product of a series of encounters 
between modernization and traditionalism - encounters 
which were fierce enough to effect major change, but 
not so severe as to create disintegration or polarisa- 
tion. (3) Britain's ability to tolerate a greater measure 
of aristocratic, corporate and local autonomy than could 
contemporary continental states was attributed in part 
to its insular security 
! 4) 
But the toleration of reli- 
gious diversity which was distantly anticipated by the 
break with Rome, and the emergence of a self-confident 
merchant class, together with the involvement of court 
1. G. A. Almond and S. Verba 'The Civic Culture: Political 
Attitudes and Democracy in Five Nations', Princeton 
U. P. New Jersey (U. S. A. ) 1963. 
2. Ibid p viii): - 
"Some 5,000 people - Britons, Germans, Italians, 
Mexicans, and Americans - were interviewed to provide 
us with our data. We asked our respondents in the 
cities, towns and villages of these five countries 
to co-operate with us in a scientific study, under 
university auspices, of problems of democracy and 
political participation. In a very real sense this 
is their book ..... 
3. Ibid p 7. 
4. Ibid. 
ii 
and aristocracy in trade and commerce played their 
parts. 
(5) 
In consequence, Britain entered the Indus- 
trial Revolution with a political culture among its 
elite which allowed rapid, substantial changes in 
social structure to be assimilated during the 18th 
and 19th Centuries, without severe repercussions. 
Aristocratic Whigs allied with nonconformist indus- 
tialists and merchants to establish the principles of 
parliamentary supremacy and representation. 
(6) 
From this there emerged a culture, neither tradi- 
tional nor modern, but combining both -a culture based 
on communication and persuasion, characterised by con- 
sensus and diversity, permitting change but moderating 
it: - 
"This was the civic culture" (7) 
With this civic culture consolidated the working clas- 
ses could be admitted into the political context, and 
gradually develop the language in which to present 
their demands effectively. 
"It was in this culture of diversity and consen- 
sualism, rationalism and traditionalism, that the 
structure of British democracy could develop: 
parliamentarism and representation, the aggrega- 
tive political party and the responsible and neu- 
tral bureaucracy, the associational and bargaining 
interest groups and the autonomous and neutral 
media of communication" (9) 
In. an attempt to understand the problems of the 
diffusion of democratic culture, Almond and Verba set 
out to determine those elements of democratic culture 
which exist within functioning democratic systems, and 
also examined the contribution open to the individual 
5. Ibid. 
6. Ibid. 




as political actor. They concluded that civic culture 
was a mixed political culture which stressed the parti- 
(, 0) 
but cipation of individuals in the input process, 
not to the exclusion of subject 
(11 
and parochial poli- 
tical orientations. 
(12) 
The outcome was a balance be- 
tween political activity and involvement, and passivity 
and a commitment to traditional values. Denis Brogan'. s 
view was cited that in the historic development of 
Britain the culture of democratic citizenship, with 
an emphasis on initiative and participation, was amal- 
gamated with an older political culture stressing the 
obligations and rights of the subject, 
(13) 
to reinforce 
the point. The characteristic of civic culture was the 
emphasis on the participant at the expense of the sub- 
ject and the parochial. In this shift, parochial or 
local autonomies, if they survived, were likely to con- 
tribute to a democratic infrastructure. England was 
again used to exemplify this point. Such local groups 
as municipal corporations and religious communities 
were identified as the first interest groups in the 
10. Ibid p. 31. Participant political culture is defined 
(p 19) as present when the subject is positively 
oriented toward the political system in terms of 
input and output. 
11. Ibid p 19. In these circumstances the subject is 
aware of government authority and is affectively 
oriented towards it, but is passive in terms of 
input and as a participant. 
12. Ibid p 18. Defined as a lack of orientation to the 
political system, or an absence of any expectation 
of change from the political system. 
13. Ibid p 37. (The original source is given as D. Bro- 
gan 'Citizenship Today' Chapel Hill 1960 p 9. Other 
sources are cited making a similar point). 
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developing British democracy. 
(14) 
But it was stressed 
that the categories of 'participant' 'subject' and 
'parochial' were not mutually exclusive. The citizen 
(15) 
was an amalgam of all three. Also civic culture 
comprised citizens, subjects and parochials. 
(16) 
In turning to consider what influenced the propo- 
rtion of elements which led to the definition of indi- 
viduals as 'citizens' 'subjects' or 'parochials', Al- 
mond and Verba concluded that education was the most 
(17) 
significant factor. The more educated person was 
more aware of the impact of government on the indivi- 
dual, and to claim to follow politics. 
(18)He 
was also 
likely to have more political information, to have 
opinions on a wider range of political subjects and 
to engage in political discussions with a wide variety 
of people. He was also likely to be an active member 
of an organisation, and to consider himself capable of 
(19) 
influencing government. 
In considering this research in relation to the 
motives underlying educational development in the 19th 
Century, four important qualifications must be made.: 
Almond and Verba considered democratic attitudes at 
national level, making cross-national comparisons based 
on inter-continental research. In 19th Century England 
the provision of education was seen to be predominantly 
a local concern. In general the educational legisla 
tion that was passed in the last generation of the 
century allowed the locality to choose the most appro- 
priate form in which to implement it. The response to 
such legislation emphasised the diversity of attitude 
among local communities, and bears out Asa Briggs' 
14. Ibid p 25. 
15. Ibid p 20. 
16. Ibid. 
17. Ibid p 177. This conclusion is derived from table 3 
on page 176. Chapter III provides more detail. 
18. Ib id p 380. 
19. Ibid pp 380-81. 
V 
rejection of Mumford'u view that Victorian towns were 
all alike. Briggs argued that the first effect of 
industrialization was to differentiate communities 
not to standardise them. 
(20) 
A paper delivered to the 
1976 History of Education Society Conference by W. B. 
Stephens reached a similar conclusion: - 
"Clearly, types of mid-Victorian British towns 
were manifold, and to the differences of type we 
might add the likelihood that regional differen- 
ces were often extremely significant" (21) 
In turn Stephens acknowledged his debt to Checkland, 
who had warned that: - 
"... those who make thumping generalizations about 
what happened, even within a particular group of 
(towns)..... for example British industrial cities, 
are likely to find themselves highly vulnerable" (22) 
In view of this it is felt that the focus of much edu- 
cational activity was much narrower in range than the 
national picture developed in what Almond and Verba 
presented as: - 
"... but a snapshot in a rapidly changing world"(23) 
This point was developed in a related context by 
Derek Fraser in another paper presented to the 1976 
History of Education Society Conference, 
( 24) 
which 
summarised his earlier research into the structure 
of urban politics! 
25) 
He suggested an institutional 
political structure operating at four levels. At the 
lowest level were such parochial and urban institutions 
as Select Vestries, Improvement Commissions and Poor 
Law Boards. Next came municipal government, most clear- 
ly seen in the growing importance of town councils. The 
third stage involved parliamentary elections, to be fol- 
lowed, finally, by political activists, engaged in pur- 
suit of reform or a social or economic goal. 
(26) 
Educa- 
20. Asa Briggs 'Victorian Cities' Penguin 1968 ed p 33. 
21. W. B. Stephens in D. Reeder (ed) 'Urban Education in 
the 19th Century!. Taylor and Francis 1977 p 28. 
22. S. G. Checkland in H. J. Dyos (ed) 'The Study of Urban 
History' Edward Arnold 1968. p 359. 
23. G. A. Almond and S. Verba op cit 1963 p vii). 
24. D. Fraser in D. Reeder (ed) op cit 1977 pp 11-25. 
25. D. Fraser 'Urban Politics in Victorian England'. 
Leicester University Press 1977. 
26. D. Fraser in D. Reeder (ed) op cit 1977 p 11. 
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tion as a political issue penetrated the urban political 
system at all levels: for much of the century the natio- 
nal level was not the most important. To exemplify his 
structural model Fraser identified four cases. Among 
them were School Boards, described as the 1870s equiva- 
lent of parochial and township institutions, and the 
"crucial experiment"(27) in Liverpool, which concerned 
municipal government. 
(28) 
Opportunity to participate forms another contrast 
between the 19th and 20th Centuries. The survey res- 
earch of the 1950s was able to assume compulsory edu- 
cation, however rudimentary, and a universal franchise. 
In England education was not compulsory before 1880. 
Therefore the level of education of participants in the 
19th Century needs to be seen in part as a result of 
the opportunity to gain access to education as well as 
the ability to benefit from it. Even more important was 
the nature of the franchise. Various parochial and 
municipal institutions had their own peculiar franchises, 
in terms of qualifications to participate, 
(29) 
and the 
number of votes to be deployed by different categories 
of electors(. 
30) Willingness, or even anxiety to partici- 
pate, was irrelevant unless supported by property and 
residential qualifications. 
27. So called by James Murphy in his 'The Religious Pro- 
blem in Enqlish Education: The Crucial Experiment' 
Liverpool University Press 1959. 
28. D. Fraser in D. Reeder (ed) op cit 1977 p 12. 
29. No qualifications were prerequisites for participa- 
tion in School Boards. Boards of Guardians were limi- 
ted to those paying rates of between £15 and £40, de- 
pending on the unions. Non rate payers could qualify 
to vote in the election of Town Councils and Local 
Boards by the possession of personal property worth 
£500 or £100 according to the size of population. 
30. Voters cast as many votes as there were seats on 
School Boards. Owners and occupiers could deploy up 
to six votes in electing Boards of Guardians. Own- 
er-occupiers could cast up to twelve votes. The 
electors of Town Councils had single votes. 
vii 
The final point to be made is that the situation 
which existed in the mid 20th Century of complex poli- 
tical systems characterised by specialised role struc- 
tures - bureaucratic, executive, party, interest group 
(31) 
- 
was in its early stages of development in the 19th Cen- 
tury, nationally and locally. In recent years a group 
of historians have concentrated on analysing the growth 
of government, developing analyses to account for it. 
(32) 
Education has been one of many case-studies on which 
(33) 
One conclusion to be these models have been, tested. 
drawn from this work has been the rudimentary nature 
of a central and local educational bureaucracy for 
much of the century. 
However these qualifications are not intended to 
invalidate the conclusions reached by Almond and Verba. 
What they are meant to emphasise is that an investiga- 
tion of the motives underlying educational development 
in the 19th Century should be seen in the context of a 
growth of political relationships, in which parochial 
31. G. A. Almond and S. Verba op cit 1963 p 29. 
32. The two seminal papers are held to be: - 
0.0. G. M. McDonagh 'The 19th Century Revolution in 
Government: A reappraisal'. Historical Journal 
Vol. I 1958 pp 52-67- 
H. Parris 'The 19th Century Revolution in Government: 
a Reappraisal'. Historical Journal Vol. III 1960 pp 
17-37. 
Subsequent commentaries have included: - 
Jenifer Hart '19th Century Social Reform: A Tory 
Interpretation of History' Past and Present No. 31 
July 1965 pp 39-61. 
Valerie Cromwell 'Interpretations of 19th Century 
Administration: An Analysis'. Victorian Studies 
Vol IX No. 3. March 1966 pp 256-58. 
J. R. B. Johnson in Gillian Sutherland (ed) 'Studies 
in the Growth of 19th Century Government' R. K. P. 
1972 p 111, dubbed this group historians of 
government. 
33. For example J. R. B. Johnson 'Educational Policy and 
Social Control in Early Victorian England' Past and 
Present No. 49 November 1970 pp. 96 -149 Gillian Sutherland 'Some Aspects of the Making of 
Policy in Elementary Education in England and Wales 
1870-1895' D. Phil. University of Oxford 1970. 
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and local autonomies survived, as contributors to a 
democratic infrastructure. 
(34) 
One important reason 
for this was that cpportunities to participate occurred 
earlier in relation to local affairs, than national, 
particularly after municipal reform in the 1830s. How- 
ever before examining the tensions implicit in the dev- 
elopment and government of cities, and the participation 
of their inhabitants in this process, an appraisal of 
terms is necessary. 
Two of the most distinguished recent studies of Victo- 
rian cities have cited Coke and Blackstone's seventeenth 
century definition of a city - an incorporated borough 
which was or had been an episcopal see - only to reject 
it in favour of a 'common sense' concept. Dyos and Wolff 
saw little necessary practical difference between the 
terms 'town' and 'city' apart from an impression of size, 
and a traditional sense of dignity associated with the 
latter. 
(35) 
Asa Briggs found the mid-Victorian term 
'large towns and populous districts' a useful one before 
rejecting it as too cumbersome. (36) 19th Century Worce- 
ster shows up another weakness of the original defini- 
tion - its lack of a dynamic dimension. On two occasions 
the city's boundaries were extended, recognising retro- 
spectively the existence of large numbers of inhabitants 
who lived in the conurbation, and were, for most daily 
purposes, indistinguishable from their fellows who lived 
within the administrative boundary. This 'human' aspect 
of a city is a significant one, as the Oxford English 
Dictionary (37) makes clear. 
In defining the noun 'city', its association with the 
church is located in Norman practice of moving bishop- 
rics from villages to the chief boroughs of dioceses. 
34. G. A. Almond and S. Verba op cit 1963 p 25. 
35. H. J. Dyos and M. Wolff (eds) 'The Victorian City - Images 
and Reality' (2 vols) R. K. P. 1973 pp xxvii-xxviii. 
36. A. Briggs op cit 1968 ed. p 32. Briggs went on to define 
the term according to the values associated with it. 
37. Oxford English Dictionary. O. U. P. 1961 ed. Vol-II (c) 
columns 443-445. 
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The confirmation of this policy by Henry VIII, who in 
establishing new bishoprics confirmed the boroughs 
in which they were established as cities, is noted, as 
is similar practice in the early 19th Century. Atten- 
tion is also drawn to an innovation in the 19th Century: 
the conferring of the status and rank of 'city' upon 
major boroughs which were not bishoprics, by royal 
authority. But it is made clear that the historic 
relationship between the Latin terms 'civitas' and 
'civis' is the reverse of that between the English 
terms 'city' and 'citizen'. The primary sense of the 
word 'city' was 'citizenship', hence a community of 
citizens. Only later was it taken to define the place 
occupied by the community. Even then the original con- 
cept of a self-governing community with dependencies 
was retained. In defining the related term 'civic' 
a range of meanings, all of which were current in the 
19th Century are given. It could apply to a city, to 
citizens, or to the act of citizenship. A number of 
examples from the 19th Century will bear this out. 
The most polished case in support of a civic iden- 
tity was associated with Joseph Chamberlain. His con- 
cept was of the city as 'polis', a self-conscious commu- 
nity with a will and a capacity of its own. 
(38) In a 
speech to Birmingham Town Council on his election as 
M. P. he reviewed a number of successful undertakings 
which had co-incided with his term as Mayor. These 
included a new park, a reading room and public baths, 
as well as improvements to the public health and appear- 
ance of the town. 
(39) 
This mirrored the views of the 
Earl of Derby who looked for the improvements in living 
conditions for city dwellers by the provision of such 
municipal services as sanitation and housing. Together 
they underlined in practical terms the claims made by 
Vaughan in his polemic on cities. 
(40) In his view 
society was indebted to cities for a higher moral tone. 
38. B. Coleman (ed) 'The Idea of the City in the 19th Cen- 
tury' R. K. P. 1973 p 9. 
39. C. W. Boyd (ed) 'Mr. Chamberlain's Speeches'. Constable 
(2 vols) 1914 Vol. I pp 72-3. 
40. Rev. R. Vaughan 'The Age of Great Cities' Jackson and 
Walford. 1843. 
X 
Good laws, liberal arts and letters mainly originated 
from cities, as did activities in the maintenance of 
public morals, and in aid of the needy 
(41). 
- 
'The provisions which are thus made against the 
ignorance, the vice and the miseries of society 
are so manifold that it would require a large 
span to explain their nature, and be tedious even 
to enumerate them. The oversight of this spontan- 
eous benevolence extends to the suppression or 
discountenance of vice in almost every form, to 
the restoration of the multitudes who have become 
its victims, to the needs of the sick, the sorrows 
of the bereft, the conditions of the homeless and 
perishing, and even to the protection of the animal 
creatures against the cruelties often inflicted 
upon them by the hand of man. These are among the 
good fruits of great cities'. (42) 
In a speech at Bristol in 1857 Charles Kingsley made 
explicit the fruitfulness of such actions, in his claim 
that making urban life tractable could bring out the 
nobility in people by impelling them to act on behalf 
of others. 
But a qualification is necessary. Civic pride was 
not an absolute, objective entity but an embodiment of 
the aspirations of individuals and groups in particular 
cities. The expression of these aspirations in differ- 
ent cities could lead to totally different consequences. 
For example the attitudes of Birmingham and Leicester to 
civic tradition were in total contrast. In a speech to 
mark the laying of a foundation stone for municipal buil- 
ding in 1874, Joseph Chamberlain drew attention to the 
great cities on the Continent in whose tradition new 
cities were following. 
(43) 
On the other hand the radi- 
cals who gained control of Leicester Corporation in 1835 
were so anxious to dissociate themselves from tradition 
and establish their own particular civic identity that 
they sold off all the symbols of the old civic order - 
crockery, glass, plate and even the mace. 
(44) Even in 
41. Ibid pp 296-97. 
42. Ibid pp 297-98. 
43. C. W. Boyd op cit 1914 Vol. I pp 41-2. 
44. A. Briggs op cit 1968 ed p 371. 
In fairness it should be noted that Leicester's 
reformed Corporation was faced with heavy debts, 
and was involved in litigation with its former 
(cont'd) 
xi 
the cathedral city of Lincoln the reformed Corporation 
took pains to break with the past: - 
'In their eagerness to have done with ancient abuses, 
the reformers abolished the small pomp and circumst- 
ances of civic life. There was to be no more turtle 
soup at the public expense, therefore the corpora- 
tion plate was no longer needed and must be sold' (45) 
Nor was it necessarily a constant characteristic. 
Briggs has shown it to have existed intermittently in 
Leeds, but tc have been at the heart of civic philosophy 
in Birmingham. 
(46) 
However it is now appropriate to con- 
sider in more detail the develbpment of urban democratic 
systems, and the opportunities for individuals to parti- 
cipate in policy formulation and implementation, parti- 
cularly in relation to education. 
4 
44. (continued) Town Clerk. G. B. A. M. Finlayson 'The Muni- 
cipal Corporations Act 1835' B. Litt. University of 
Oxford 1959 pp 242-45. 
45. Sir F. Hill. 'Victorian Lincoln' C. U. P. 1974 p 41. 
46. A. Briggs op cit 1968 ed. pp 184-86. 
PART I 
ADMINISTRATIVE DEVELOPMENT, CIVIC 
PRIDE AND EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION 
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CHAPTER ONE : ADMINISTRATIVE DEVELOPMENTS AND CIVIC 
PRIDE i) A GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The historian of 19th Century education who 
observes Silver's injunction to be aware of the inter- 
relationships between education and society faces a 
daunting task. In attempting to understand the context 
underlying developments in urban education he has to 





tics(4) and religion 
ý; ý in addition to material on cities 
1. H. Silver 'Aspects of Neglect: The Strange Case of Vic- 
torian Popular Education' Oxford Review of Education 
Vol. III No. 1 1977 p 66. 
2. Q. Bell 'The Schools of Art'R. K. P. 1962. 
T. Kelly 'History of Public Libraries in Great Britain 
1845-1965' Library Association 1973. 
H. Meller 'The Organised Provisions for Cultural Acti- 
vities and their impact on Communities 1870-1910, with 
special reference to the City of Bristol' Ph. D. Univer- 
sity of Bristol 1968. 
3. J. R. B. Johnson 'The Education Department 1839-1864: A 
Study in Social Policy and the Growth of Government'. 
Ph. D. University of Cambridge 1968 (The writer wishes 
to record his appreciation at Dr. Johnson's generosity 
in making his thesis available for extended study). 
H. Roper 'The Education Department for England and 
Wales 1865-1885: A 
_study 
in Legislation and Admini- 
strative Response' Ph. D. University of Cambridge 1972. 
Gillian Sutherland (ed) 'Studies in the Growth of 19th 
Century Government' R. K. P. 1972. 
4. Patricia Hollis (ed) 'Class and Conflict in 19th Cen- 
tury England 1815-50' R. K. P. 1973 
W. C. Lubenow 'Politics of Government Growth - Early 
Victorian Attitudes to State Intervention! David 
and Charles 1971. 
Gillian Sutherland 'Policy Making in Elementary Edu- 
cation 1870-1895' O. U. P. 1973. 
5. O. Chadwick 'The Victorian Church'. A. &C. Black Vol. I 
1966 Vol. II 1970. 
M. A. Crowther 'Church Embattled: Religious Controversy 
in Mid-Victorian England' David and Charles (Archon 
Press) 1970. 
K. S. Inglis 'Churches and the Working Classes in Vict- 
orian England' R. K. P. 1963. 
David M. Thompson 'Nonconformity in the 19th Century' 
R. K. P. 1972. 
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and education. Having undertaken this examination the 
historian of education, accustomed to the significance 
generally attached to the 1833 Grant, may be reassured 
to discover that the 1830s have been seen widely as a 
turning point in society. 
(6) 
Before that time society entailed rigid, hierarchi- 
cal relationships. 
(7) 
English civilisation was largely 
rural: towns were the playground not the home of the 
upper classes. 
(8) 
Travel was difficult and often dang- 
erous, and this, together with the personal element impli- 
cit in contemporary social morality, emphasised the isola- 
tion in society with obligations confined to a particular 
locality. 
(9) 
Investigations of ancient boroughs stigma- 
tised them as corrupt and irresponsible: akin to private 
clubs with clear rules for admission 
(10) 
and no obligations 
to non-members. 
6. As in: - 
G. B. A. M. Finlayson 'England in the 1830s - Decade of 
Reform' Edward Arnold 1969 (Foundations of Modern 
History Series). 
A1Llewellyn 'The Decade of Reform - The 1830s' David 
and Charles 1972. 
Eileen Yeo 'Social Science and Social Change: A Social 
History of Some Aspects of Social Science and Social 
Investigation in Britain 1830-1890' D. Phil. University 
of Sussex 1972. pp 1-2. 
7. G. Kitson Clark 'Churchmen and the Condition of England 
Question 1832-1885' Methuen 1973. p8 : - 
"In this old conception, therefore, society depended 
for its ordered existence on the maintenance of a 
social framework in which everyone did his duty in 
that state of life into which it should please God 
to call him". 
8. E. P. Hennock 'Fit and Proper Persons - Ideal and Reality 
in 19th Century Urban Government' Edward Arnold 1973 p 2. 
9. G. Kitson Clark op cit 1973 p. 12. 
10. G. H. Martin in H. J. Dyer (ed) op cit 1968 p 157. 
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'The Corporations look upon themselves, and are 
considered by the inhabitants, as separate and 
exclusive bodies; they have powers and privileges 
within the towns and cities from which they are 
named, but in most places all identity of interest 
between the Corporation and the inhabitants has 
disappeared' (11) 
Hostile opinion claimed that the raison d'etre of incor- 
porated boroughs was the 
Westminster(ý2ý Even Sir 
otherwise highly critica: 
corporations produced by 
(sioners; 4ý 
acknowledged 
return of political nominees to 
Frances Palgrave(13) who was 
L of the report on municipal 
himself and other Royal Commis- 
that some of its criticisms were 
valid and that some action was necessary to reform corpor- 
ations(ý5ý 
The Municipal Corporations Act 1835 was this action: 
a response to the need to extend democratic principles into 
local government(16) or at least into the 178 boroughs to 
which it applied. As a consequence councils became insti- 
tutions of government, with public obligations and duties, 
11. Report of the Commissioners on Municipal Corporations 
in England and Wales 1835 Vol-III pars 71. 
12. Ibid para 73: - 
'... a great number of Corporations have been pre- 
served solely as political engines, and the towns 
to which they belong derive no benefit, but often 
much injury from their existence'. 
Also G. B. A. M. Finlayson 'The Municipal Corporations Act 
1835 B. Litt. University of Oxford 1959 p 81, quotes 
the remark of Joseph Parkes: - 
'.. the Corporation Bill will be the death of Toryism'. 
Parkes, the Secretary of the 1835 Corporation, had be- 
come involved with the Whig hierarchy through his 
successful advdcacy in cases of disputed elections. 
13. G. B. A. M. Finlayson B. Litt. op cit 1959 p 40. Palgrave, 
the only Commissioner of public repute according to 
Finlayson, found himself surrounded by Benthamites. 
14. Ibid pp 44-53. Palgrave's attempts to slow down the 
proceedings and amend the report were unsuccessful. 
15. Ibid p 234. 
16. S. & B. Webb 'English Local Government from the Revolution 
to the Municipal Corporations Act' Vol. II Longmans 1908 
p 748, f. n. 1 quotes Joseph Parkes: - 
'Municipal reform was the steam engine for the mill 
built by Parliamentary Reform'. 
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instead of self-perpetuating obligarchies. A relationship 
between council and electorate was sketched out, with 
limited responsibilities for an entire borough. For 
example, all funds and fines were to be paid into a Bor- 
ough fund, to pay the salaries of officials and for such 
purposes as the upkeep of a gaol. Any surplus had to be 
devoted to town improvements, any deficit necessitated 
the raising of a rate. A public audit of accounts was 
instituted. Ratepayers were entitled to inspect these 
accounts. A reformed council was allowed to draw up bye- 
laws for the good government of a borough and for the 
suppression of nuisances. It was vested with the duty 
of appointing a Watch Committee and establishing a borough 
police force, and empowered to light the borough(ý7ý 
Another consequence of the act was that the electo- 
rate and council members could be drawn from wider interests 
than previously 
(18) 
However in practice it was not immediately possible 
to change the assumptions and ideas implicit in the old 
system, or to replace an old social order by a new one 
(19) 
The old titled and proprietary classes continued to contest 
the political system, even though the challenge of success- 
ful Dissenting business men who had originally made their 
mark in parochial affairs, proved too strong in the years 
17. G. B. A. M. Finlayson B. Litt. op cit 1959 pp 235-237. 
18. B. Keith-Lucas 'English Local Government Franchise: 
A short History' Blackwell 1952 pp 58-59. The municipal 
electorate remained a tins minority of the urban popu- 
lation. In 10 boroughs it actually declined in size 
after 1835. 
19. G. Kitson Clark op cit 1973 p 8. 
5 
after 1835, even in Anglican areas(,? 
) 
For a number of 
years the transfer of power that became theoretically 
possible as a result of municipal reform in 1835, occurred 
in practice between politico-religious, rather than socio- 
economic 
1) Property groups(. qualifications and the com- 
pounding of rates(22effectively barred members of the lower 
orders. So too did the custom of holding council meetings 
during the working day. Even Chartist council members 
tended to be small masters, publicans or small shopkeepers(23) 
It was not until the 1860s that the franchise was extended 
to cover large new groups following further legislation 
(24) 
20. Sir Francis Hill 'Victorian Lincoln' C. U. P. 1974 p 3. 
Local leadership was claimed by prosperous business 
men, mostly radicals or liberals, resentful of the old 
social and ecclesiastical hierarchy, who had formerly 
controlled city life. . T. C. Turberville 'Worcestershire in the 19th Century' 
Longman 1852 p 178. The 1835 elections to a reformed 
council saw the end of a Tory monopoly. Reformers took 
34 of the 36 seats on Worcester City Council. 
21. D. Fraser op cit 1976 p 118. He also suggests (p 143) 
that there was little to choose, socially, between the 
councils in Nottingham before, and after 1835. The same 
point is made by Finlayson B. Litt op cit 1959 pp 207-8 
and Hennock op cit 1973 p 185 in Leicester and Manches- 
ter, and Leeds respectively. 
22. After 1835 many rating authorities charged the owners of 
small houses for rates, and left them to recover the 
costs from their tenants, by increased rents. One 
consequence of this was to disenfranchise the tenants. 
23. E. P. Hennock op cit 1973 p 10. 
24. The Small Tenements Rating Act 1850 was permissive and 
in those areas that ignored it, nineteen years elapsed 
before the Municipal Franchise Act 1869 imposed the same 
benefits, by enfranchising compounder-tenants, and 
women, and reducing the period of rate payment which 
was necessary as a qualification to vote. 
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School Boards were amongst the earliest public institu- 
tions to be influenced by the extensions of popular par- 
(25) 
ticipation . 
But an inability to vote in any of the local 
elections did not disqualify an individual from all part 
(26) 
in political life . Throughout the 19th Century existed 
a variety of groups whose objectives were to influence 
political activities. Clubs, societies and associations 
proliferated - the first political act of many men being 
to join one such group(27) t Local political unions demon- 
strated in disapproval at such events as the failure of (28) 
Reform in 1831 , and similar groups continued to express 
the opinions of particular sectors of society at contemp- 
(29) 
orary abuses or events . There is some disagreement 
about the degree to which such groups were merely reflec- 
tions of horizontal, conflicting class divisions in the 
25. J. Redlich & F. W. Hirst 'The History of Local Government 
in England' Second Edition (ed. B. Keith-Lucas) 1972 rep. 
Macmillan pp 199-201. An extended footnote details dif- 
ferences in scales of qualification for candidates and 
electors, as well as variations in the method of elec- 
tion at local level. Only school board places no 
qualifications on candidates or electors. 
26. Ibid. Among the different authorities governed by 
various different franchises and regulations were 
Town Councils, Local Boards, Boards of Guardians, 
Burial Boards, Highways Boards, Lighting Inspectors, 
Overseers and School Boards. 
27. D. Fraser op cit 1976 p 237. 
28. T. C. Turberville op cit 1852 p 71. The Worcester Political 
Union met and voted addresses to the King following the 
failure of the Reform Bills in 1831. 
29. D. Fraser op cit 1976 p 254 cites the Birmingham Political 
Union as one such example. The Chartists afford another. 
In the case of education the National Public Schools 
Association fulfilled this role. 
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early 19th Century(30) But a consensus1supports the view 
that from mid-century some organisations grew up in relation 
to particular courses of action, which emphasised interests 
(common 
to various classes32ý From this time also organisa- 
tion grew more sophisticated with ward and caucus groups 
attempting to control political campaigns, once the electo- 
(rate had become too numerous to bribe33) 
But, given a progressive democratization of local 
(administration 
in some towns34ý and a continuing pattern 
of pressure group activity, it still remains necessary to 
identify the policies that preoccupied councils and popular 
interest groups. Initially the scope of corporations was 
limited to implementing the duties vested in them by the 
Municipal Corporations Act 1835, and continuing to honour 
30. J. R. B. Johnson 'Notes on the Schooling of the English 
Working Classes 1780-1850' in R. Dale et al 'Schooling 
and Capitalism: A sociological Reader' R. K. P. 1976 p 50 
repeats the Marxist claim that working class radica- 
lism constituted a threat to the propertied classes, 
and occasionally to the state, and a challenge to the 
cultural hegemony of the dominant classes. D. Fraser 
op cit 1976 p 115 suggests that endemic political rivalry 
in early Victorian cities was not between the bourgeoisie 
and proletariat, but within the middle classes. Large 
cities were characterised by a diverse and fragmented 
social structure, which blurred the lines between the 
owner and servant of capital. 
31. J. R. B. Johnson loc cit 1976 p 51 dates the re-establish- 
ment of a liberal alliance from the 1860s. 
Eileen Yeo D. Phil. op cit 1972 p1 repeats her earlier 
findings that socialists, hitherto ideologically 
exclusive, mellowed after 1850 and worked with middle- 
class progressives. Among the dissenters from this 
consensus Jennifer Ozga 'The Origins of the Tripartite 
System: Society, Politics and Education in the mid 19th 
Century' M. Ed. University of Aberdeen 1972 p2 sets the 
tone : - 
"... the limits of space and time have necessarily led 
to oversimplification, omission and generalisation. 
This essay is also written from a particular standpoint 
which sees much of 19th Century history in terms of a 
class 'struggle"'. 
32. The establishment, and activities of the National Educa- 
tion League provides a clear illustration of such an 
onganisation. 
33. D. Fraser op cit 1976 pp 192-93. 
34. K. B. Smellie 'A History of Local Government'. Unwin 
Fourth edition 1968, p 25 makes the point that the 
1835 reforms did not apply to all urban areas, still 
less to rural areas. 
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any traditional obligations untouched by that act(35) 
Since few had developed any social responsibility for 
the community(36)apart from occasional duties in relation 
to education(37) the years immediately after 1835 saw a 
gradual acceptance of this social role(38) In part this 
was done by a positive policy on amalgamations. Reformed 
corporations and newly incorporated boroughs frequently 
existed alongside much older administrative units - the 
Vestries, and perhaps the Improvement Commissioners too. 
In the 1840s individual towns began their own campaigns 
to amalgamate the powers of these ancient bodies with 
those executed by town councils. The older bodies were 
unwilling to capitulate to new municipal organisations, 
and struggles ensued. One aspect of the conflict was 
which was the most appropriate body to superintend action 
to promote the public interest, with councils moving slowly 
and individually to a position of arbiter of civic well- 
being. 
35. J. Fletcher 'An Investigation of the Work of the Worcester 
School Board 1871-1903, and its contribution to the Dev- 
elopment of Elementary Education in the City' M. Phil. 
University of Nottingham 1974 p365. The reformed cor- 
poration took over its predecessor's responsibility for 
the administration of the long-established Bridge, and 
Enfranchisement Funds. However as the Town Clerk subse- 
quently admitted the purpose of the funds was no longer 
understood: their balances remained inviolable. 
36. D. Fraser in D. A. Reeder (ed) op cit 1977 p 12 claims that 
Liverpool was almost unique in this respect. 
37. Sir F. Hill op cit 1974 pp 56-58. Control over Lincoln 
Grammar School was divided between the Dean and Chapter 
and the Corporation, following a merger in 1548 between 
cathedral and city grammar schools. Between 1836 and 1850 
the two parties disputed the best way of reforming and 
expanding the institution. 
G. B. A. M. Finlayson B. Litt op cit 1959 p 250. The reformed 
Liverpool Corporation inherited two schools. It reorga- 
nised them, and in so doing replaced denominational edu- 
cation by non sectarian, with a special time set aside 
for religious instruction to be conducted by clergy of 
different denominations. Worcester City Council had had 
some responsibility for a grammar school since the 1550s. 
38. D. Fraser op cit 1976 p 154. 
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A context for these disputes was provided by 
'Improvement' in the years immediately after 1835. In 
Birmingham the Political Union broadened its horizons of 
interest beyond parliamentary reform, until by the 1830s 
it organised activities covering a wide sweep of local 
affairs(39)while in a number of cities sanitary matters 
were either shared between councils and improvement"com- 
missioners, or were not the responsibility of councils 
at all(4° The number of local bills introduced into 
Parliament in the 1830s and 1840s underlined the locality's 
initiative in relation to 'Improvement'. The majority of 
these were introduced by councils rather than individuals 
or informal groups(41) However, the principle of legisla- 
tion on a municipal issue was seldom contentious, since 
council and commission alike recognised that certain situ- 
ations were no longer tolerable. Local disputes resulted 
from differences as to the best methods of ameliorating 
these situations: - 
'Basic questions about the legitimate use of the 
power of the urban community were involved in the 
mundane questions of water and drains'(42) 
39. Ibid p 254. Its leaders (Attwood, Muntz, Parkes, Salt) 
emerged as the most active supporters of Dissenters in 
their opposition to the reform of Birmingham Grammar 
School, and were active on the committee to oppose 
the governors' bill, which sought to restrict member- 
ship of the governing body to Anglicans. 
40. G. B. A. M. Finlayson B. Litt op cit 1959 p 255. During a 
debate on the Health of Towns Bill 1848, Lord Morpeth 
drew attention to the spread of control for sanitary 
measures in different towns. Of corporations reformed 
as a result of the 1835 Act: - 
29 had direct powers of cleaning, draining and paving. 
66 shared these powers with bodies of commissioners. 
30 had no such powers - total control was vested in 
commissioners. 
62 had no such powers at all, under corporations or 
commissioners. 
41. E. P. Hennock op cit 1973 p 4.1836-1848 is identified as 
a prolific period for local bills. After then the num- 
ber presented declined. The cost of drafting and presen- 
ting bills took them beyond the reach of interests other 
than councils in general. 
42. D. Fraser op cit 1976 p. 10. 
10 
But older authorities could be stubborn. It was only 
the threat of centralization in the Public Health Act 
1848 that finally and significantly persuaded the 
Birmingham Street Commission to surrender its powers 
to the Council(43) 
'Significantly' because the mention of central 
authority introduces another important aspect of the 
development and scope of local policy. Until the 1830s 
local authorities were largely independent of central 
intervention. In the years immediately after the Muni- 
cipal Corporations Act local government's contacts with 
central government were predominantly confined to the 
introduction of their own bills, and to the implementation 
of numerous acts to extend the scope of the 1835 legisla- 
tion(44) With hindsight it can be seen that as councils 
were developing their own sense of authority within 
localities, an impetus was building up to end their 
autonomy, albeit in a haphazard way. It occurred first 
in relation to the Poor Law,. but in such a way as to pro- 
voke hostility(45) It was also a feature of the mandatory 
legislation that became more common as the century pro- 
gressed, and of the practice of establishing inspectorates 
to supervise and report on local observance of social 
policy. The prevalent view in mid century that good 
(46) 
government was unobtrusive government militated against 
numerous compulsory legislative programmes. Instead govern- 
ment intervened in local affairs by linking grants to the 
maintenance of minimum standards 
(47 In 
a number of fields 
43. D. Fraser op cit 1976 pp 170-174. 
44. S. & B. Webb op cit 1908 p 751 f. n. 2 draws attention to 
the large number of amending acts necessary as supple- 
ments to the Municipal Corporations Act 1835. 
45. E. P. Hennock op cit 1973 p 6. It is suggested that local 
hostility may have delayed the introduction of similar 
measures. 
46. Gillian Sutherland (ed) op cit 1972 pp 9-10. This view 
is attributed to Ralph Lingen in particular. He was 
Permanent Secretary to the Education Department 1849- 
1869, and Permanent Secretary to the Treasury 1870-1885. 
47. Exchequer grants were offered on these conditions from 
1856. 
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including education(48) From this point onwards central 
government slowly acquired more powers and impinged, in 
theory and in practice, on the recently developed authority 
of local councils 
(49) 
By the close of the century compulsion 
had become a characteristic of legislation particularly in 
education and public health : - 
'This meant that over some of the most important 
spheres local authorities lost the power of initi- 
ative that they had enjoyed for so long' (50) 
It was in the conscious exercise of this authority, in the 
face of central intervention that councils began to deve- 
lop individual civic identities. Joseph Chamberlain's may 
have been the most polished case in support of a civic 
(51) 
gospel: it was not the only one . On occasion internecine 
local political disputes were set aside, while a temporary 
alliance was forged to enable a council to combat the 
common enemy - central government. In other instances 
critical pressure groups could turn to a local council for 
its status and support in a campaign. But whether local 
interests came together or not in the face of central 
pressure, their skill was in the awakening of the local 
imagination, often by justifying their actions and expen- 
diture in the name of civic pride(52) 
48. The Revised Code 1862 is an obvious example here, 
though it obviously did not apply to councils. 
49. After 1866 it was able to act against sanitary autho- 
rities guilty of gross neglect. In legislation in 1870 
to establish school boards, it vested powers in the 
Education Department to intervene in the affairs of 
school boards declared in default. In fairness it has 
to be said that these powers were. seldom exercised. 
50. E. P. Hennock op cit 1973 p 5. 
51. E. P. Hennock op cit 1973 pp 284-91. The New Era in Leeds 
was another example, though it lacked the ideological 
dimension (p 288) present in Birmingham. 
52. On occasion local imagination remained dormant. Propos- 
als in Leeds concerning water, highways, a new bridge, 
a new library, a park, and slum clearance combined to 
produce a ratepayers' resistance movement in the late 
1860s. Its leader complained that: - 
'... the desire for public improvement is becoming 
almost a mania'. 
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The part to be played by local newspapers was 
crucial here(53) In general a civic gospel was evolved 
on behalf of a city and its inhabitants by a minority, 
who had obtained positions of influence by virtue of 
their social status, financial security and ownership 
(54) 
of property . In practice this meant that the aspira- 
tions of cities were most frequently realised by councils 
themselves. Local newspapers served as a bridge between 
this minority and the local population. Editorials were 
important in informing the public of national developments 
and the response of local leaders, in acquainting the 
reading public with the activities of neighbouring towns, 
but above all in providing a commentary on local affairs 
which distinguished between honourable aspirations to civic 
pride and mere extravagance. News columns covered local 
events in minute detail, giving exhaustive accounts of 
alternative proposals and providing an accompanying oancord- 
ance of bracketed comments, so that the reception accorded 
to the various proposals was also clear to the reader. 
This was of particular value to the interested citizen, 
since he might well have found it impossible to attend all 
the meetings or events in relation to an issue, particularly 
if they clashed with his working hours, or were held simul- 
taneously. The correspondence columns allowed the best, and 
in some cases the only opportunity for all the literate local 
populace to express opinions on the schemes or policies being 
considered on their behalf( 
; 5) 
and on those acting in their 
name. Even when local newspapers initiated an issue, it was 
still necessary to win popular support for it, and convince 
councils. This was most likely to happen if the issue could 
53. F. Hill op cit 1974 pp 8-9. Once interest in reform was 
stirred in Lincoln a number of papers were founded, 
representing various interests. Previously only one 
had existed. 
54. In addition to residential qualifications voters had to 
own real or personal estate worth £1000, or occupy a 
property with a ratable value of £30 p. a. (In smaller 
boroughs, without ward divisions, these figures were 
halved). 
55. R. B. Newton 'Victorian Exeter 1837-1914' 4 vols. Ph. D. 
University of Exeter 1966 p xxii. In 1871 a bricklayer 
told a meeting of the Exeter Working Men's Improvement 
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be seen to deal with an intolerable local situation in 
such a way as to benefit all the local population(56) 
Briggs' examination of Victorian cities has iden- 
tified certain common factors. They grew rapidly and 
suffered severely from the human problems associated with 
so swift and unco-ordinated an expansion. They were 
heavily industrialised and benefitted directly from the 
rapid development of transport and communications systems. 
Most important, for all their problems they possessed a 
dynamic energy which enabled them to devise programmes 
to transform their conditions(57) Civic pride was not 
limited to the formulation of policies to combat urban 
dereliction however. It also involved important questions 
of status and tradition. 
In certain circumstances civic pride could extend 
beyond municipal boundaries and lay claim to national and 
regional attention. As the base of the Manchester Stati- 
stical Society, the Anti Corn Law League, the National 
Public Schools Association and the Manchester and Salford 
Education Bill Committee, Manchester made a significant 
contribution to political life in a number of fields, until 
superceded by Birmingham, whose National Education League 
took up the reins that Manchester was laying down(58) and 
reminded of earlier activity by the Birmingham Political 
55. continued.. Society that it was impossible for the 
ordinary man to express his views freely, as he could 
in a large city, without becoming a marked man. 
56. A. Briggs op cit 1968 p 24. 
57. Ibid. 
'... At their best, the cities created genuine muni- 
cipal pride and followed new and bold courses of 
action'. 
58. F. Adams 'History of the Elementary School Contest' 
Chapman and Hall 1882 pp 192-95. George Dixon's comment 
in the Manchester Examiner is quoted (p 195) : - 
"Had my suggestions been favourably received by the 
gentlemen to-whom they were made, Birmingham would 
not have originated the League, but would have 
followed Manchester, which in my opinion ought to 




Union . Regional pre-eminence involved a pronounced 
sense of rivalry, since the new industrial towns tended 
to be concentrated. In such areas as the East Midlands, 
the Black Country, Lancashire( O) the West Riding and 
South Yorkshire, towns in close proximity took pride in 
outstripping each other, and in the quality of their 
civic programmes. The claims made by James Kay (Shuttle- 
worth) on behalf of Manchester, could have been repeated, 
with some justice, in many other industrial towns: - 
'The improvements which are constantly projected 
here are carried on with an energy which shows 
that the inhabitants of Manchester, as they are 
second to none in the successful application of 
science to the arts - in foreign enterprise - and 
in wealth - so are they determined, in the future, 
to yield the palm to none in the perfection of 
their municipal regulations - the number of their 
institutions for the spread of knowledge and the 
advancement of science - in the stability of their 
civic economy, and the ornaments of their social 
state' (61) 
But whatever a city's aspirations to national or 
regional significance, it was at local level that pride 
was most commonly and obviously an issue, and most clearly 
affected by tradition. Ancient boroughs had public build- 
ings that attracted widespread admiration for their beauty 
and taste62ý Civic buildings in new boroughs could serve 
the same purpose, and indicate that London did not mono- 
polise all that was finest in terms of architecture, could 
(serve 
as an affirmation of their new-found responsibilities63) 
59. A. Briggs op cit 1968 pp 185-86. 
60. T. H. Sanderson and E. S. Roscoe (ed) 'Speeches and Addresses 
of Edward Henry XVth Earl of Derby' (2 vols) 1894. Vol I 
p 7. In a speech in Bolton in 1855 Stanley commented on 
the proximity of many industrial towns to Manchester.. The 
impression was almost of one continuous town. 
61. J. P. Kay 'The Moral and Physical Condition of the Working 
Classes employed in the Cotton Manufacture in Manchester' 
2nd edition 1832, in B. I. Coleman (ed) op cit 1973 p 67. 
62. A. J. Peacock 'York in the Age of Reform' D. Phil. Univer- 
sity of York 1973 p 8. The Assembly Rooms and Mansion 
House in York were two such examples. 
63. A. Briggs op cit 1968 p 159. Sir Charles Barry saw a Town 
Hall as: - 
'... the exponent of the life and soul of the city'. 
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(64) 
and could symbolize their progress . In addition cities 
took pride in the acquisition of specific public functions 
which they saw as bestowing status in allowing them to be 
seen in the same light as ancient boroughs. For all its 
size, and the splendour of its municipal buildings Leeds 
was anxious to become an assize town(65) In one other way 
the importance of fine public buildings and the acquisition 
of particular responsibilities had important consequences 
for Victorian boroughs. While cities as apparently dis- 
parate as Birmingham and Worcester might take pride in the 
fame and utility of their products 
(66) 
the presence of 
fine civic buildings in industrial boroughs helped to 
combat criticisms that they were concerned solely with 
economic and social growth. On occasion boroughs were 
prepared to neglect basic concerns and spend huge sume 
on the establishment of monuments to civic taste, whatever 
the opposition(67) As heirs to a civic tradition they were 
determined to prove worthy of it no matter what the cost 
or effort required. 
If this was representative of the growing assertive- 
ness of relatively new boroughs to which direct represent- 
ation in Parliament and the functions and trappings of 
traditional civic life were still something of a novelty, 
it might be wondered what was the attitude of ancient 
boroughs? If the new industrial boroughs were vociferous 
in defence of their newly won powers and responsibilities, 
how did ancient boroughs face a situation in which their 
former eminence was being usurped? Since no comparable 
investigation of pre-industrial boroughs has been under- 
taken, the evidence to set against the work of Briggs, and 
64. Ibid. pp 159-60 and 165. Briggs sees all these factors 
as underlying the building of Leeds Town Hall. 
65. Ibid p 179. 
66. Ibid. p 184. Also a local porcelain manufacturer was 
able to discipline a hostile and unruly public meeting 
in Worcester in 1872, by listing the products for which 
the city was famous, and to conjure a spontaneous burst 
of applause from the crowd at the mention of the most 
notable product, '... Worcester Sauce: ' Berrows Worce- 
ster Journal. 4th May 1872 p 7. 
67. G. B. A. M. Finlayson B. Litt op cit 1959 pp 248-49. Liver- 
.. continued.. 
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Dyos and Wolff is slight. However studies have been 
undertaken of Bath, Exeter, Lincoln and York during the 
19th Century, and the evidence does appear capable of 
limited and tentative generalization, especially when 
supplemented by contemporary comments about cathedral 
cities. 
Ancient boroughs could still lay claim to national 
and regional attention in the 19th Century. For example 
Bath entered the 19th Century with a national reputation 
based on its position as the English watering place with 
fine buildings, amenities, and social, literary and cul- 
tural activities designed to satisfy the influx who came 
to enjoy the Season(68) It derived the same pride from 
its contribution to the social life of the country as 
Birmingham and Manchester did from their political influ- 
ence. But this was exceptional. Most cities were able to 
enjoy national attention briefly, as venues for the annual 
congresses of such prestigious societies as the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science(99) or the Nati- 
onal Association for the Promotion of Social Science. Until 
the latter's prestige began to wane in the early 1880s there 




and that its presence was felt to 
confer some real status, (as well as economic benefit) on 
67. .. continued.. pool Council did little to attack living 
conditions in which epidemics raged,, but instead allotted 
£100,000 to the building of the prestigious St. George's 
Hall. 
68. R. B. Hope ! Educational Developments in the City of Bath 
1830-1902 with special reference to its inter-relation- 
ships with social and economic change' Ph. D. University 
of Bristol 1970 p 7. 
69. H. E. Meller Ph. D. op cit 1968 p 71: - 
'The intense competition between towns to secure a 
visit from the (British) Association was not prompted 
entirely by a zeal for scientific activities. A visit 
by the Association was a great local event, long pre- 
pared for beforehand and long remembered afterwards' 
70. Eileen Yeo D. Phil op cit 1972 p 12. In 1862 Edinburgh 
and York competed to stage the annual congress of the 
Social Science Association. 
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the host city. 
(71) 
Though opportunities for individual cities to sustain 
a position of national prestige were limited, those to domi- 
nate a region were not. Many cities were able to take pride 
from the knowledge that neighbouring regions were dependent 
on them. The social pre-eminence of York in the early 19th 
Century as the capital of the North and the focus of York- 
shire society has been noted recently by Peacock(72) Simi- 
larly, in a monumental study of Exeter Newton commented that 
the early 19th Century saw the city continuing to fulfil 
its function of two centuries previously : - 
'Devon met at Exeter for business, politics, religion 
and amusement' (73) 
In a similar sense the Three Choirs Festival provided a 
social and cultural focus to enhance the reputations of 
the cathedral cities of Gloucester, Hereford and Worcester(74) 
However such influence was largely residual: a legacy of 
pre-industrial society. 
Newton's conclusion that Exeter was largely untouched 
by the explosive combination of demographic pressure and 
economic expansion(75applies to other boroughs as well. 
Its basic concern was with survival: its major preoccupa- 
tion was with its waning status(76) Bath felt itself increa- 
singly overshadowed by Bristol(77) Lincoln suffered a sense 
of isolation(78) The main obstacle to a generalisation about 
the loss of status, is in dating the decline. It was 
already apparent in York by the end of the Napoleonic Wars, 
but not until mid-century in Exeter79ý In addition these 
71. Ibid p 216: - "The reaction of the local press to a Social 
Science Association meeting often reached an embarrassing 
pitch of hyperbole and civic pride" 
72. A. J. Peacock D. Phil op cit 1973 p 3. York declined from 
this eminence as the century progressed. 
73. R. B. Newton Ph. D. op cit 1966 p xvii. 
74. J. Bentley 'History and Directory of the City of Worcester' 
Bentley (Worcester) 1840 pp 45-6. The festival, which had 
attracted royal patronage had been established in 1720. 
75. R. B. Newton Ph. D. op cit 1966 p 353. 
76. Ibid p xix. 
77. R. Hope Ph. D. op cit 1970 p 28. 
78. Sir F. Hill op cit 1974 p 8. 
79. R. B. Newton Ph. D. op cit 1966 p 284, sees the enormous 
success of the Royal Agricultural Show in 1850 as the 
city's social swansong. 
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cities appear either to have been largely untouched by 
to have felt the impact of industrial expansion 
(80) 
industrialization relatively late(81) or to have seen 
their former industrial power dwarfed or disappear(82) 
Nor did they share the improved transport and communica- 
tions systems that accrued to the industrialized Victorian 
conurbations(83) The impact of railways on York was no 
compensation for its loss of social hold on the county. 
Bath, Exeter, Lincoln and York can be seen to have receded 
from any previous positions of national importance, and 
also to have lost much of their regional significance, 
settling down instead as medium sized provincial towns. 
Once again Newton can be used to speak for ancient boroughs. 
He pointed out that Exeter was no less Victorian because it 
was unlike Leeds. It was typical of the secluded aspect of 
Victorian England(84) As a result, it lacked the brash self- 
confidence, and dynamism that exuded from the burgeoning 
new cities of Birmingham, Leeds, Liverpool and Manchester85ý 
80. A. J. Peacock D. Phil op cit 1973 p 642 quotes a local 
Directory, published in 1851, claiming that York was 
still largely non-industrial. 
81. Sir F. Hill op cit 1974 p 2. The Industrial Revolution 
is said to have reached Lincoln a century after it hit 
the great industrial areas of the country. 
R. Hope Ph. D. op cit 1970 pp 19 and 34 sees any indus- 
trial impact on Bath as relatively modest, and compara- 
tively late. 
82. Ibid pp 19-22. The 'Season' in Bath failed, as a result 
of the growing popularity of the seaside resort. 
R. B. Newton Ph. D. op cit 1966 p 210. Until 1801, Exeter's 
staple industry was wool; by 1851 it had virtually dis- 
appeared. 
83. Ibid p 355. The Exeter Canal, opened as late as 1827, 
brought little trade to the city, but it did impose a 
heavy debt on the Council. 
R. Hope Ph. D. op cit 1970 p 23. Not only did the coming 
of the railway to Bath fail to bring benefits in terms 
of an influx of industry and visitors, it also destroyed 
the city's thriving coaching trade. 
84. R. B. Newton Ph. D. op cit 1966 pp 356-58. 
85. Ibid p xix. 
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Therefore it would seem to be the case that the 
self-esteem of many ancient boroughs, based on pre- 
industrial society, tradition, and the politics of defer- 
ence and public ballots, was not proof against the vitality 
of 19th Century industrial cities, and that they were unable 
to match the aspirations to civic pride of those industrial 
cities as the century progressed(86) In one important sense 
they were handicapped. Since they already possessed civic 
buildings to accompany the traditional administrative, legal 
and social obligations of ancient boroughs, they were denied 
the incentive and motivation possessed by Victorian boroughs 
who were seeking these obligations for the first time(87) and 
were able to accommodate them in an appropriately grandiose 
style . The talisman of status used by Victorian 
boroughs 
to charm their citizens was ineffective in ancient boroughs. 
Their civic traditions were increasingly impotent. As the 
19th Century progressed they were increasingly overshadowed 
in size, and lost direct access to authority as a result of 
redistributions of seats in Parliament, which saw industrial 
boroughs enfranchised at their expense. 
For the state to challenge their civic autonomy would 
deprive them of their last vestige of pride. In view of 
this they viewed the growth of central government with 
hostility. A handful of boroughs, including Lichfield, 
refused to respond to the inquiries of the Commission on 
(Municipal 
Corporations in England and Wales 
89ýExeter took 
86. Ibid p 353. In a sense Newton invites this conclusion 
by judging Exeter in relation to the criteria applied 
by Briggs in his judgments on 'Victorian' cities. 
87. Ibid p 369: - 
'Exeter did not feel impelled to justify itself to 
the world in fine new buildings erected as monuments 
to civic pride and progress'. 
88. A. Briggs op cit 1968 p 274. Middlesbrough's Town Hall, 
opened in 1846, cost £2,000. Its successor, opened in 
1887, cost £130,000. 
89. Report from the Commissioners on Municipal Corporations 
. 1835 op cit Vol. III para 7. Corfe Castle, Dovor 
(sic), Maidstone and New Romney were identified as the 
other boroughs to have adopted a similarly intransigent 
attitude. Obviously other factors, including vested 
interest, led to this action. 
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an even more dogmatic position. In 1858 it refused a 
government grant towards police expenditure on the grounds 
that it would strengthen the principle of centralization, 
and as a result interfere with the freedom of local 
authorities(9° The following year, the city submitted 
a petition to Parliament, requesting it to : - 
'... take the earliest opportunity of repealing 
all laws, which by centralising power in London, 
have deprived provincial Corporations and other 
public Bodies of that independence which they 
have heretofore enjoyed' (91) 
This independence, and the desire to retain control 
and direction of local affairs in local hands, against an 
alien and uninterested central bureaucracy was perhaps the 
(92) 
most enduring aspect of civic pride . It might appear 
from this selective view of cathedral cities that this 
was the only avenue to civic pride open to them as the 
century progressed, and the phenomenon of the major 
industrial city, bursting with municipal zeal, developed. 
In turning to 19th Century Worcester, this tentative 
conclusion can be tested. 
90. R. B. Newton Ph. D. op cit 1966 p xviii. 
91. Ibid. 
92. Central intervention could be fully justified. Sir 
F. Hill op cit 1974 p 48, cites one such example in 
Lincoln. In 1855 the Treasury refused to allow the 
city to sell off more property to raise funds, 
arguing that the council was required by law to 
levy a rate to cover any deficiencies in revenue. 
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CHAPTER TWO : ADMINISTRATIVE DEVELOPMENTS AND CIVIC 
PRIDE ii) WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO 
WORCESTER 
By the time that Victorian cities were beginning to 
seek wider recognition, Worcester already had a well- 
established claim on national and regional attention. The 
motto on its civic coat of arms 
(1 
proclaimed its loyalty 
to successive monarchs. Its support for the Royalist 
cause during the Civil Wars, and as the headquarters of 
Charles II immediately before his defeat by Cromwell at 
the Battle of Worcester in 1651, were already part of the 
fabric of national political history . The city's geo- 
graphical significance as the major crossing place over the 
River Severn, commanding the routes into Wales(; ) had 
earlier been instrumental in its involvement with national 
political issues(. 
ýý In the 19th Century, however, its main 
claim to fame resulted from its commercial rather. than its 
strategic significance. The city's premier porcelain manu- 
1. 'Civitas in Bello et Pace Fidelis' (The City Faithful in 
War and Peace). A. MacDonald noted that a number of other 
cities, including Exeter, also claimed the title 'The 
Faithful City' as their own. A. MacDonald 'Worcestershire 
in English History' Press Alliance 1943 p 97. 
2. And still are. See for example G. Davies 'The Early Stuarts 
1603-1660' Oxford (Clarendon Press) 1959 ed pp 168-169. 
This is still an issue locally. At the time of writing, a 
lively correspondence is being conducted in the local 
press on the degree of support for Charles II, and whether 
a red-painted horned effigy, carved on the portico of the 
Guildhall is really meant to represent Oliver Cromwell. 
3. G. N. Minshull 'The City of Worcester' in B. H. Adlam ed. 
'Worcester and its Region' Geographical Association 1974 
p 13. 
4. A. MacDonald op cit 1943 pp 48-50,58-59. Prior to the 
Battle of Evesham in 1265, at which Welsh troops fought 
against him under Simon de Montfort, Prince Edward made 
Worcester his base. Later, as King Edward I he used the 
city as his headquarters in campaigns against Llewellyn 
ap Griffith, in 1277 and 1282. 
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factory had been allowed to style itself the 'Worcester 
Royal Porcelain Company' following a visit by the Royal 
Family in 17889 while other porcelain works had been 
patronised(6)or visited subsequently by royalty 
T In 
additon gloving expanded considerably, aided by a policy 
of prohibition on imports(8) Seventy manufacturers were 
in operation in 1801, catering not only for home demand, 
but also maintaining major export markets in the colonies 
and the United States? A loc a observation that the 
quality of Worcester gloves was noted at home and abroad, 
and that peace would aid the local economy(lappeared to 
be borne out subsequently. By 1825 well over 100 manu- 
(12) 
facturers were in existence contributing to a total 
(output 
of 7% million pairs for the year 
; 3) 
representing 
approximately half the national consumption. 
5. J. Bentley op cit 1840 p 49. Also the visit was recorded 
by Fanny Burney, who had accompanied the Royal party. 
W. R. Ward ed. 'The Diary and Letters of Madame D'Arblay' 
3 vols. Vizetelly & Co. 1890. Vol-II pp 199-201. 
6. Victorian County History of Worcestershire rep 1971. 
Vol. II p 277. Grainger's works had made dinner services 
for the Prince Regent and Princess Charlotte, among 
others. 
7. J. Bentley op cit 1840 p 49. The Prince Regent visited 
the showrooms of Messrs. Chamberlain and Co. in 1808. 
B. Berrows Worcester Journal 10th October 1771 records a 
h earing before two county magistrates at which a 
quantity of French gloves were confiscated. 
9. D. C. Lyes 'The Leather Glove Industry in Worcester in the 
19th Century'. Worcester City Museum 1976 (pamphlet) p 14. 
10. J. Price 'The Worcester Guide'. Worcester 1799 p 47. 
11. In 1812 over half the city's population was in receipt of 
parish relief. (6,908 out of 13,668 according to records 
in the Guildhall). One reason was felt to be the collapse 
of the American market following the outbreak of war with 
Britain. 
12. The figure is an estimate based on contemporary trade 
directories, and is likely to underestimate the true posi- 
tion. Local opinion felt that 140 could be a more reali- 
stic number. 
13. Worcester Herald 4th February 1832. This figure was given 
in the House of commons by Col. Davies, one of the city's 
M. P. S. 
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Additional claims were much more varied however. 
Its regional significance was not merely the result of its 
position as the major crossing place over the Severn bet- 
ween Bridgnorth and Gloucester; though in itself this placed 
it at the heart of the communications network. The medieval 
road system was much improved during the 18th Century; more 
than one hundred turnpike acts affecting the county during 
this period. The city developed into an important coaching 
centre for the region(14) In the same way its traditional 
importance as a major inland port was consolidated in the 
late 18th and early 19th centuries. Wine had been unloaded 
on the city's quays since the Middle Ages, while at a more 
mundane level it had been the main coal port of the Severn 
Valley since Elizabethan times, emerging as a coal distri- 
bution centre. The opening of the Birmingham-Worcester 
canal(15enabled it to regain some of the initiative it had 
lost to neighbouring Stourport. Industrial products from 
the Black Country were transferred to distinctive Severn 
trows at Worcester ready for a short journey to Bristol, 
from where they could be shipped abroad. 
As one of only three large urban areas in the entire 
county(16and the only one in the south, its commercial 
relationship to the region became more significant with the 
decline of the market towns of Evesham and Pershore from 
their former positions of importance (see illustration 1 
on p 24). It was able to build up its direct commercial 
influence, which had originally been predominantly over 
14. New Triennial Directory of Birmingham. Wrightson 
(Birmingham) 1818 pp 177-192. Four coaches a day tra- 
velled from Birmingham to Worcester. Others stopped 
in the city on journeys to and from Gloucester, Bristol, 
Bath and Exeter. Travellers to or from Hereford, King- 
ton, Ledbury, Leominster, Ludlow or Wales changed there. 
15. S. T. Broadbridge 'The Birmingham Canal Navigations'. Vol 
I 1768-1846. David and Charles 1972 p 46. The two cities 
were linked by canal in 1815. 
16. Dudley and Kidderminster were the other two. 
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the East and West of the county 
(17) 
It was sited at the 
point where the pastoral North and West merged with the 
arable South and East. As a result the diversity of 
goods exchanged at its numerous fairs and markets sur- 
passed that of any other town in the county(18) Some of 
its commercial activities extended their influence well 
beyond county boundaries. For example it had been an 
important drove road for cattle for centuries while 
Chalklin has pointed out that its hop market had a natio- 
nal reputation and clientele, one of the consequences of 
which was to retard the growth of Hereford(. 
But the city was more than just a focus for commu- 
nications, and a commercial centre for arable and pastoral 
(21) 
produce. Ever since 1621 when the City of Worcester was 
made a separate county, distinct from Worcestershire, by 
Royal Charter(22) administration for city and county had 
been centred in Worcester. For example the City Council: - 
'... keep in repair the Town Hall, which is used for 
the county sessions and assizes, and for other 
general businesses connected with the county at 
large, as well as with the City' (23) 
17. A. Dyer 'The City of Worcester in the 16th Century' 
Leicester University Press 1973 p 68. Until the 19th 
century the market towns of Bromsgrove, Droitwich, 
Halesowen, Kidderminster and Stourbridge had limited 
Worcester's influence to the North, Evesham, Ledbury, 
Pershore, and Tewkesbury had a similar influence to 
the South. 
18. Ibid p 70. 
19. P. Clark and P. Slack 'Crisis and Order in Enalish Towns 
1500-1700' R. K. P. 1972 p 149 refers to Worcestershire 
being the focus for cattle being driven into Kent as 
early as the 17th Century. 
20. C. W. Chalklin 'The Provincial Towns of Georgian England - 
a study of the building process 1740-1820' Arnold 
(Studies in urban History Series) 1974 p 30. Hereford's 
development was inhibited by the pull of other market 
towns also, as well as by poor communications. 
21. Report from the Commissioners on Municipal Corporations 
.... .... 1835' Appendix. Part Ip 151. 
22. Ibid p 153. 
23. Ibid p 157. 
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Even when the county built its own administrative and 
legal premises in 1835, (see illustration 2 on p 27) it 
was sited in Worcester(24) so the city remained the 
centre for administration. For centuries many people 
had been summoned to Worcester from all parts of the 
county to fulfil their public duties by sitting on 
the Bench, or as empanelled jurors(25) This practice 
continued. In addition the city was the centre for 
ecclesiastical administration and justice: its diocese 
extended well beyond the county boundary in the 19th 
(26) 
Century, taking in Birmingham and Coventry. The 
growth of ecclesiastical bureaucracy matched that of 
civil administration at this time with such innovations 
as the Worcester Diocesan Board of Education(27augmenting 
established elements like ecclesiastical courts. Educa- 
tion also gave the city a powerful regional significance, 
particularly when the increase in government activity 
highlighted its special responsibilities for neighbouring, 
scattered, communities whose endowed schools were moribund(28) 
But though observant citizens were reminded of the 
city's involvement with the monarchy and turbulent national 
affairs by the tomb of King John in the cathedral, and the 
statues of Charles I, Charles II and Queen Anne(29adorning 
the Guildhall, (see illustration 3 on page 28) and while 
they might take pride in the prestige which Worcester gained 
24. H. A. Leicester 'Forgotten Worcester' S. R. Publishers 1970 
rep p 50. 
25. A. Dyer op cit 1973 p 70. 
26. G. L. Prestige 'The Life of Charles Gore' Heinemann 1935 
p 249. Birmingham had been transferred to Worcester from 
the Lichfield diocese in 1836. 
27. T. C. Turberville op cit 1852 p 78. A public meeting held 
on 6th April 1839 accepted the recommendation of a 
working party to establish such a committee. 
28. In his report to the Schools Inquiry Commission James 
Bryce recommended that the Cathedral School be developed 
for city and county pupils alike. 
29. D. Defoe 'A Tour through England and Wales' Dent 1959 ed 
Vol. II p 44. Defoe was unimpressed and called them fig- 
ures, feeling that they hardly deserved to be described 
as 'statues'. 





















as the county town or as a regional centre, their daily 
preoccupations were understandably more limited. Archeo- 
logical finds endorsed local claims that the city had 
been inhabited even before the Romans had established a 
(30) 
there30ý It had been entered in Domesday Book 
as a borough and its earliest charter, 
municipal privileges, had been granted 
could trace back its representation in 
Model Parliament. Its bishops claimed 





to be able 






had been appointed bishop by Ethelred King of Mercia. 
Its entitlement to hold markets dated from a charter of 
1555, and had frequently been guaranteed subsequently(32) 
Distinguished travellers had noted its prosperity in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Commissioners were 
impressed by the relatively humane treatment of juveniles 
in various forms of employment34ý Even as unremitting a 
30. J. Bentley op cit 1840 p 14. Such finds were popular 
exhibits at the Natural History Society museum, opened 
in 1836. 
31. J. R. Somers Vine 'English Municipal Institutions' 
Waterlow 1879 p 59 (table 3, Part IV, Section 3). 
32. H. A. Leicester 'Worcester Remembered' S. R. Publishers 
1970 rep p 132. 
33. D. Defoe op cit 1959 ed. Vol. II p 46: - 
'This city is very full of people, and the people 
generally esteemed very rich, being full of business.. ' 
W. Cobbett 'Rural Rides' Dent 1953 ed. Vol. II p 115: - 
'The town is precisely in character with the beautiful 
and rich country, in the midst of which it lies. 
Everything you see gives you the idea of real solid 
wealth'. 
34. Children's Employment Commission: Second Report of the 
Commissioners (Trades and Manufactures) 1842. Part I. 
Appendix. Section C 20 paras 1-12. The Commissioner 
commented on the appearance of the children and young 
persons whom he interviewed in Worcester. They seemed 
alert, cheerful and ruddy of complexion. He attributed 
this to the limited hours they were allowed to work, the 
generous breaks for food, and the opportunities to ob- 
tain an education. 
Caution is necessary in interpreting these remarks, 
since the Commissioner had visited the Potteries and 
been shocked by what he had seen and heard, prior to 
his visit to Worcester. 
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critic as Cobbett noted: - 
"In taking leave of this county I repeat, with 
great satisfaction, what I before said about 
the apparent comparatively happy state of the 
labouring people; and I have been very much 
pleased with the tone and manner in which they 
are spoken to and spoken of by their superiors"(35) 
However, though the city had much in common, 
apparently, with such cathedral cities as Bath, Exeter, 
Lincoln and York in terms of traditions and development, 
even the most cursory examination of 19th Century Worce- 
ster will nullify any generalisations about confident 
industrial boroughs, and declining ancient boroughs bereft 
of the benefits of industrialization and commercialisation. 
While it might have been overshadowed by Birmingham, esp- 
ecially after the development of the 'Municipal Gospel', 
its officers, and leading citizens maintained an attitude 
of confidence in its prestige and institutions for much 
of the century. During the passage of the Municipal 
Corporations Bill in 1835, Worcester's Town Clerk opposed 
the measure in an appearance before the House of Lords, 
claiming that the borough was satisfactorily administered 
by its two chamber corporation. 
(36) 
Fifty years later, at a 
public meeting, E. J. Brodie H. M. I. spoke of the city, as a 
citizen of nine years' residence. In no town of comparable 
size did the municipal spirit burn so brightly 
(37) 
These 
sentiments were endorsed by Canon Mandell Creighton, another 
adoptive citizen 
(38) 
The threat of the termination of the 
Three Choirs Festival in Worcester Cathedral was enough for 
public subscriptions to be generously supported throughout 
35. W. Cobbett op cit 1953 ed. Vol. II p 125. 
36. T. C. Turberville op cit 1852 p 286. Local reformers 
disagreed and claimed that selective evidence had been 
offered, with the most venal practices omitted. The 
return of a Radical council in 1835 may indicate wider 
dissent from the Town Clerk's view. 
37. Worcester Daily Times 3rd October 1885. (see Appendix XIII) 
38. Ibid. Creighton stated that on arrival in Worcester he 
felt a citizen of no mean city. Both Brodie and Creigh- 
ton may have been exaggerating, but if so they were 
telling the inhabitants what they wished to hear. 
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the 1860s39while in 1882 a period of spontaneous loyalty, 
civic pride and county self-esteem culminated in the 
opening of the Worcestershire Exhibition(40) (see illus- 
tration 4 on page 32). The treasures and products of 
city and county were so numerous as to require a special 
venue. No conventional hall was large enough: an engine 
shed underwent a metamorphosis with the aid of chandeliers, 
potted palms and whitewash, and housed the exhibition. 
Earl Beauchamp journeyed through streets lined with sol- 
diers and policemen from all the county's forces to perform 
the opening ceremony. For the next three months the public 
packed the exhibition's three sections, devoted to Fine 
Arts, Industrial, and Historical items. 
If morale was maintained, men multiplied. By the 
late 18th Century the city was still recognisably based 
on its medieval plan, and road network. Between 1779 and 
1801 the city remained static, showing an overall increase 
of only two hundred, according to a local observer! 
41Iut 
the early 19th Century saw a transformation of the city and 
its population! 
42 In 
part the transformation was visual. A 
new building medium, brick, was used instead of the tradi- 
tional half timbering and stone. In-filling of burgage 
plots within the medieval heart of the city was accompanied 
39. M. Craze 'King's School Worcester 1541-1971' Baylis 
(Worcester) 1972 p 206. The Dean and Chapter stated 
that the cathedral was in urgent need of repair. 
Unless the city's financial support was generous, it 
could not be guaranteed the cathedral as a venue. 
One meeting in 1867 raised £ 4,700. 
40. Worcestershire Exhibition: Reports on the Various Sec- 
tions. Introduction C. M. Downes. Tucker and Co. (N. D. ) 
pp iii-vi. The original aim had been to cover a £200 
deficit in the building fund for the Worcester Public 
Library. Such was the enthusiasm at a public meeting, 
claimed to be representative of all classes and all 
parts of the county that the event was redefined as 
befitting: - 
"... a city and county which have given substantial 
evidences of their loyalty and devotion to the 
person of our Sovereign and, yet more, to the great 
principle of Monarchical continuity' (p xxx) 
41. T. Eaton 'A Concise History of Worcester 1829'. 
42. See Appendix I. 
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TO THE PUBLIC BY 
LORD THE LIEUTENANT 
TUESDAY, the ISth inst. 
And I berg to suggest to my fellow Citizens the propriety of 
marking their appreciation of the event by 
DECORATING THEIR HOUSES, 
 on. OW'U' %  . N. %  t  O, 
c MAYOR 
q Exhibition Poster 1982 
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(43) 
by major suburban development, in the shape of courts . 
The completion of a stone bridge over the Severn in 1781 
had been followed by the growth of the fashionable suburb 
of St. Johns. At the same time segregation of social 
classes was continuing as a result of building in Foregate 
Street and The Tything to the North, and Bath Road and 
London Road to the South. The early 19th Century saw this 
trend confirmed as the affluent and socially superior moved 
to such genteel surroundings as were to be found in Brit- (44) 
annia Square, St. George's Square, Barbourne Terrace 
Lansdowne Crescent and Lark Hill. (see frontispiece). 
In stark contrast to this salubrity was the growth 
of an area outside the city boundary. The opening of the 
Birmingham-Worcester Canal in 1815 led to the provision of 
factories, warehouses and workshops in the vicinity of 
(45) 
Lowesmoor Basin , and provided the 
incentive to build 
cheap housing for the work force. Land in the neighbouring 
Blockhouse district was available, and development took 
place. Since the district was administered by neither the 
City Council nor a Select Vestry, any faint opportunity 
that an overall strategy would be adopted was lost(46) A 
lack of public control was matched by a lack of amenity; 
no drainage was installed. The building process was piece- 
meal(47) Small plots were sold to dozens of builders, join- 
ers, slaters and other workers. Credit was allowed by local 
promoters if necessary, but the operation was facilitated by 
a plentiful supply of capital, to which artisans had easy 
access. Ironically the bulk of this capital came from pro- 
fessional people, and widows and spinsters, newly resident 
in Worcester's more affluent suburbs. 
These developments in and around the city are partly 
reflected in the rapid increase in population recorded in 
43. A. M. Green 'Victorian Model Dwellings in Worcester 1854- 
1876' Business Archives Nov. 1977 p 34. 
44. Ibid. 
45. Ibid p 35. 
46. Since Improvement Commissioners were not established in 
Worcester until 1832, it is unlikely that any control 
would have been exerted had the area been within the 
city limits. 
47. The information that follows is based on a sample of 
.. continued.. 
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early census returns(. 
}8 Between 1801 and 1811 the increase 
was in the order of 20%. The next decade saw this expansion 
surpassed: an increase approaching 30% was noted. On both 
occasions the city's growth rate exceeded that in the country 
generally. But two points need to be made about census 
returns and growth in Worcester. Returns were based on 
parishes or extra parochial districts, a number of which 
were athwart the boundaries of the old city. The final 
totals comprising 'Worcester's' population reflected only 
a part of the real increases, and seriously underestimated 
the numbers living in an urban environment 
(49) 
For example, 
a figure of 18,610 residents in 1831 was criticised by 
Turberville as inaccurate. He observed that the local 
estimate of the urban population at this time was some 
25,0005° Chalklin has also shown that housing failed 
to keep pace with population growth in the city(51) The 
second point to be made is that the returns as tabulated 
in Appendix I give not only an underestimate of the total 
population of city and contiguous suburbs, but also an 
entirely misleading impression of population growth and 
stagnation. A conclusion that the period vith the most 
striking rate of growth was the decade 1831-1841, would 
be incorrect. The return for 1841 was the first to be made 
after a major boundary extension. In fact the rate of 
increase was slowing down. A more accurate picture of 
47. .. cont'd... available evidence. Local archives contain 
a wealth of relevant papers including leases and convey- 
ances, as well as papers from solicitors' offices. 150 
boxes contain material dealing with Blockhouse. 
48. See Appendix I. 
49. There is a striking lack of agreement on what the city's 
population was during the 19th Century. Turberville op 
cit 1852, Victoria County History op cit 1891 rep 1971. 
Lyes loc cit 1973, and Chalklin op cit 1974 all quote 
different totals. Only the latter's figures tally with 
actual census returns. There appear to be two reasons 
for this. Other writers include the inhabitants of the 
city's gaol, and differing proportions of the populations 
of parishes straddling the city boundaries. 
50. T. C. Turberville op cit 1852 p 328. 
51. C. W. Chalklin op cit 1974 pp 305 and 306. It is conceded 
that the evidence to support this conclusion is slender. 
P 339 gives the number of houses in 1801 and 1821 as 
2,370 and 3,109 respectively, and the persons per house 
in the same two dates as 4.8 and 5.5. 
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population movement in Worcester during the 19th Century 
is contained in the Victoria County History, which pro- 
vides full details of extra parochial districts, and 
gives the total population of parishes divided by the 
city boundary. Totals cover the city and its immediate 
environs! 
52) They indicate a rapid and sustained increase 
in population during the first thirty years of the 19th 
Century(53) followed by a generation of sluggish growth 
resulting largely from boundary extensions in the 1830s 
and including a decade (1841-1851) of stagnation and 
migration, before a recovery which gathered momentum 
as the century drew to a close, although the impressive 
leap in population between 1881 and 1891 was heavily 
influenced by other boundary extensions in the mid 1880s 
which saw the large artisan suburb of Cherry Orchard 
brought within the city(54) 
A similar picture can be painted in relation to 
industry. Gloving, the city's staple industry, expanded 
so rapidly in the first quarter of the 19th Century as to 
exceed the supply of labour available. Colonies of female 
workers grew up in neighbouring villages(55) p, and extended 
into parts of Herefordshire and Oxfordshire. A complex 
organisation was built up, with Worcester as its hub. 
(Travellers56were 
given definite territories to service. 
52. Victoria County History op cit 1971 rep. Vol. IV p. 472. 
According to this source population was: - 
1801 - 13,670 : 1811 - 18,664 : 1821 - 21,542 
1831 - 25,581 : 1841 - 29,573 : 1851 - 30,329 
1861 - 34,696 : 1871 - 38,013 : 1881 - 40,850 
1891 - 55,633 : 1901 - 62,633. 
53. These are the only estimates which include the increase 
resulting from the development at Blockhouse. 
54. In addition another adjacent district, Claines, was 
brought within the city. 
55. Census of Great Britain 1851 Population Tables II. 
Ages, Civil Condition, Occupations and Birth Places 
of People Vol. I Eyre and Spottiswoode 1854. Returns 
for neighbouring villages indicate that this practice 
was still in existence in mid-century. 
56. Ibid. One woman in neighbouring Suckley recorded her 
occupation as 'Glove Carrier'. 
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They collected bundles of finished articles(57) distributed 
new work, and paid for previously completed bundles that 
had been declared satisfactory after inspection. The scale 
of these operations overshadowed other industrial activities, 
just as a decline in gloving affected the city and its 
immediate region. The decline can be said to have been 
initiated by the decision of William H uskisson(58lo end 
the prohibition on foreign gloves in 1826.59)It was 
exacerbated according to the Chamber of Commerce, by 
changes in fashion and the practice of sending gloves 
from Worcester to be stitched. At least three other fac- 
tors were also influential(s0) European competitors were 
spared the restrictive legislation that made English 
leather expensive and of poor quality Foreign manu- 
facturers had easy access to kid and lamb skins of superior 
quality, produced in countries where the emphasis was on 
breeding for the hide not wool. Most important, contin- 
ental glovers were more advanced economically. In part 
this resulted from cheaper raw materials. But the techno- 
logical superiority, enjoyed particularly by the French, 
was decisive. Mechanisation, and innovations in the dres- 
sing and staining processes, gave competitors the double 
benefits of lower unit costs and higher quality goods. 
Worcester's gloving industry never regained its early 
position of pre-eminence. It survived by concentrating 
57. By this time individual parishes, or villages, had 
gained a reputation for one particular stage in manu- 
facture. For example the close stitching of Crowle 
workers gained them a good deal of work even during 
the decline. 
58. In 1826, Huskisson who lived in South West Worcestershire 
at Birts Morton Court, was President of the Board of 
Trade. 
59. W. Cobbett op cit 1953 ed Vol. II pp 120-121. Cobbett's 
comments on the lack of hardship in the county were made 
only ten weeks after the lifting of restrictions on 
imports, long before the full effects of it were felt. 
60. D. C. Lyes loc cit 1973 pp 19-23. 
61. In England the hide could not be trimmed to a uniform 
thickness before tanning, in order to maximise duty 
received, which was calculated by weight. As a result 
it proved impossible to tan evenly. 
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on high quality goods, to capitalise on its former 
reputation, and on making its operations as cost effective 
as possible. This was achieved by dispensing with work- 
ers, frequently as a result of company bankruptcies, and 
improving individual levels of productivity in those 
factories which survived. It resulted in considerable 
hardship for the former labour force, mostly, -female, for 
whom the city provided few alternative outlets in mid- 
century 
(62) 
. The difficulties of this period were subse- 
quently presented to a wider audience by a local novelist, 
Mrs. Henry Wood, in a number of books(63) ý Though she had 
lived abroad for twenty years after her marriage in 1836, 
and had therefore not seen the city at its lowest point, 
she was in no doubt of the cause of its economic distress; - 
'The opening of our ports to foreign goods brought 
upon Westerbury, if not destruction, something very 
like it; ' 
(64) 
or of the consequences for masters: - 
'... half the manufacturers went to total ruin', (65) 
and men: - 
'Hundreds upon hundreds were thrown out of employ- 
ment, and those who were still retained in the few 
manufactories kept open earned barely sufficient 
to support existence', ... (66) 
Such hardships necessitated a process of industrial 
renewal to which the city was already well accustomed. 
Defoe had commented in the 18th Century on the city's repu- 
(67) 
tation in the cloth trade . One hundred years later it 
was non-existent. Gone too were other industries, notably 
carpet manufacture and needle making, which had moved to 
62. Worcester Royal Porcelain Company, another employer of 
women was itself in difficulties in mid-century. 
63. Mrs. H. Wood 'Mrs. Haliburton's Troubles' West and John- 
son (U. S. ) 1865 . 
Mrs. H. Wood 'Mildred Arkell' Bentley and Son 1884 ed. 
64. Mrs. H. Wood op cit 1884 ed. p 2. 
65. Ibid p 137. 
66. Ibid p 138. 
67. D. Defoe op cit 1959 ed Vol. II p 46. 
J. Bentley op cit 1840 p 34, quoted Leland, writing 
in 1540: - "The Wealth of the Town of Worcester standith 
most by drapering; no town in England at this present 
time maketh so many cloathes yearly as this town does". 
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Kidderminster, and Feckenham and Redditch respectively, 
supposedly because fewer restrictions were imposed on 
their manufacture than in Worcester(68) Porcelain and 
gloving were the city's oldest established industries, 
though both were in difficulties in the middle of the 
century. The city's pre-eminence as a centre of commu- 
nication and trade was underlined throughout the century 
by its boat and barge-building yards, its rope and twine- 
spinning industry, its-markets, mills and breweries, and 
by the activities associated with its river trade. The 
second half of the century witnessed a slow diversifica- 
tion of trade and industry(69) as an examination of con- 
temporary trade directories shows 
'ýý Railway engine works 
were established once a line reached the city in 1850. In 
addition there developed an extensive and prestigious 
carriage works, whose patrons included royalty, a brass 
and iron foundry, a plane and tool maker,,, a shoe factory, 
a spice and sauce factory and a vinegar works which the 
locality claimed to house the largest vat in Europe. 
Finally the city contained engineering and chemical 
plants. From limited beginnings 
(71Worcester 
developed 
a diversified economy with employment opportunities for 
men and women, in factories or at home as piece workers, 
in manufacturing and service industries, as well as in 
domestic occupations. In view of this it is tempting to 
68. H. A. Leicester op cit 1970 rep p 129. 
69. The diversification occurred too late to make any 
significant mark on the Occupation Returns in the 
1851 Census. Domestic, Agricultural and Labouring 
were major occupations as were trades relying on 
Leather. Engineers, Toolmakers, Machinists, Chemical 
and Railway workers featured rarely. 
70. The details of local industry which follow are taken 
from: - 'Post Office Directory of Worcestershire' Kelly 
& Co. 1854.1860.1864. 
'Slater's Royal, National and Commercial Directory and 
Topography' Isaac Slater 1850. 
'Directory and Gazetteer of the County of Worcester' 
Billings 1855. 
71. 'Limited' in view of the opinion expressed in the 
Children's Employment Commission .... op cit 1842. 
Para 12: 
'Considering Worcester therefore as anything but a 
manufacturing town, and the few engaged being 
.. continued.. 
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ascribe a degree of civic pride to an ancient borough 
keeping pace with industrial times, instead of ossifying 
around tradition. Recent research has pointed to Worce- 
ster's increasing industrial importance 
(72) 
But it is 
clear that the city, and its leaders, had little formal 
part to play in this. A Chamber of Commerce was established 
at a public meeting in 1839: - 
'to promote the commercial interests of the city 
without reference to politics' (73) 
In 1847 the City Council established a sub-committee to 
seek the return to the city of gloving work which had been 
sub-contracted elsewhere. In the same year a resolution 
was passed at a joint meeting of City Council, Chamber of 
Commerce, Boards of Guardians and glove manufacturers to 
establish a vocational school in order to improve the skill 
of gloveresses. But such efforts appear to have been the 
exception rather than the rule, and to have been more noted 
for good intentions than successful results. 
71. .. contd.. mixed up with so large a population.... ' 
This is a relative judgment, made in comparison with 
the Potteries, from where the Commissioner journeyed 
to Worcester. (Supra f. n. 34). In addition the Commis- 
sioner failed to inspect out work, where much glove 
manufacture was undertaken. 
72. M. Naslas 'The Effects of Technological, Socio-Economic, 
Political and Cultural Transformations upon the Origins 
and Development of the Industrial Town in England 1760- 
1850, with special reference to Bolton, Preston, Halifax, 
Dudley and Worcester' Ph. D. University of Reading 1975 
p 88: - 
'Socially and historically Worcester belonged to those 
parts of the country which had been important before 
the Industrial Revolution. Through the period of 
industrialization Worcester still owed, to a consider- 
able extent, its rise to its role as an historical 
(sic) centre, but at the same time became increasingly 
dependent on the growing trade activities and special- 
isations. An ancient borough, county town, and a 
bishop's see, Worcester is an example of a town which 
was an industrial as well as an administrative, cultu- 
ral and religious centre of historical importance'. 
73. T. C. Turberville op cit 1852 p 293. 
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The same might be said of attempts to improve 
communications further. By mid-century ships of up to 
80 tons could navigate the Severn to Worcester, despite 
more than a decade's opposition by Gloucester, which 
feared for its own prosperity. Successive bills to dredge 
the river and control it by means of weirs, allowing even 
larger craft to reach the city's quays were frustrated by 
an alliance of Gloucester, Shropshire, and Birmingham int- 
erests who feared their own revenues would fall away(74) 
The railway question offers a similar example. 
The county was relatively slow in acquiring a railway 
line: the Birmingham to Gloucester line being the first 
to traverse it, in 1840(75) Even then Worcester remained 
isolated. A halt was built at Spetchley, some four miles 
away, and for a decade any city passengers had to travel 
by carriage to the halt. It was with a combination of 
relief and gratitude that a local directory carried the 
information in 1850 that a line was soon to reach the 
city 
f76 )The 
absence of a railway did not indicate an anti- 
pathy to progress. A large number of proposals had been 
publicised throughout the 1840s, but none had commanded the 
joint support of the City Council, Chamber of Commerce and 
citizens(77) For all the local interest in a line passing 
through the city, Worcester City Council was unable to 
elevate its campaign above the level of a sectional inter- 
est, or to deploy sufficient funds to combat opposition 





By contrast A. J. Peacock DPhil op cit 1973 pp 4-5 shows 
that York's river trade was in decline at this time. 
A. MacDonald op cit 1943 pp 134-35. 
Directory and Gazeteer of the City of Worcester and its 
Neighbourhood Lascelles & Co. 1851. Also J. Simmons 
'The Power of the Railway' in H. J. Dyos and M. Wolff 
'The Victorian City: Images an d Reality' R. K. P. 1973. 
Vol. I p 278. By mid century Worcester and Hereford were 
the largest cities not served directly by railways. 
Worcester was reached in 1850, Hereford in 1853. 
A. MacDonald op cit 1943 p 135. Worcester was linked to 
London in 1852. 
77. Many proposals were rejected o n serious grounds, for 
example that they bypassed the city. 
, 78. T. C. Turberville op cit 1852 pp 150-64 detail the 
.. continued.. 
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Nor was united action possible in relation to 
Improvement. The rapid, and unplanned expansion on the 
outskirts of the city produced a situation injurious to 
health and morals, particularly because of the absence of 
any supervision. The reformed City Council turned its 
attention to these problems once boundary extensions brought 
them within its authority. A series of Public Health reports 
in 1840,1842 and 1844, and two reports on the local situa- 
tion in 1847 and 1848(79 left no doubt about the extent and 
gravity of the situation. The 1848 report observed: - 
'Most of the Worcester poor live in courts. They 
contain from five to twenty houses, are entered by 
a covered passage and have no thoroughfare. Most of 
the houses have a first, and many a second, floor. 
The court is generally narrow, ill-paved and without 
any drainage. It contains a pump, the water of which 
is too hard for washing and sometimes tainted; and 
near it are one, and sometimes two privies, the 
contents of which are received into a large cess- 
pool. In no case is any distinction of age or sex 
observed.... ' (80) 
Houses in the vicinity of church yards in a number of 
poorer parishes were overwhelmed by smells escaping from 
the often-coffined ground, while it was reported that in 
the extra-parochial Blockhouse district bodies were some- 
(81) 
. times left to rot in the streets In view of such condi- 
tions it is not surprising that epidemics were common, or 
that the death rate approached that of an industrial 
(conurbation82ý 
with infant mortality particularly highý83ý 
78. ... cont'd.. various projects and local reaction to 
them. 
79. H. Austin 'Report on the Sanatory (sic) Condition of 
the City of Worcester with an appendix by Edwin Chad- 
wick' T. Eaton (Worcester) 1847. 
G. Clark 'Report to the General Board of Health on a 
Preliminary Inquiry into the Sanatory Condition of-the 
Inhabitants of the City of Worcester' Clowes 1849. 
80. G. Clark op cit 1849 paras 109-110. 
81. Ibid para 77. 
82. Ibid para 47. Between 1838 and 1844 the death rate 
was 26.5 per thousand. In 1841 the Leeds death rate 
had reached 27.2 per thousand. 
83. Ibid. In an appendix to the report Edwin Chadwick 
claimed that in 1841 more than 1 in 5 children died 
before their first birthday. 
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In one sense it might seem that Worcester was 
better placed than most cities to act on a Public Health 
issue. One of its most eminent and well-respected figures 
was Dr. Charles Hastings who had been appointed as a 
surgeon at the Worcester Infirmary in 1812 
(8 and 
who had 
been instrumental in the establishment there of the 
Provincial, Medical and Surgical Association(85) twenty 
years later. In 1846 he appeared on the hustings and 
urged the crowd not to support any candidate for election 
who would not declare in favour of Public Health reform. 
He also addressed the City Council in the same vein 
(86) 
His success as a catalyst may be inferred from the number 
and range of local petitions to Parliament in support of 
the Health of Towns bills of 1847 and 1848(87) 
Once legislation had been passed a government 
inspector, George Clark, was invited to inquire into the 
appropriateness of the act for Worcester. On the publi- 
cation of his report in 1849(881he government issued a 
provisional order applying the Public Health Act to the 
(89) 
city, as it was entitled to do . The order was confirmed 
in Parliament in the same year, and the City Council imme- 
diately, set about complying with it. At this opponents of 
the measure, who had already denounced the principle of 
central control; 
) 
renewed their efforts. Ward meetings 
( 
84. T. C. Turberville op cit 1852 p 198. 
85. Ibid p 278. Writing twenty years later Turberville main- 
tained that the value and importance of the association 
was beyond dispute. It still exists - as the British 
Medical Association. 
86. Ibid p 190. 
87. One petition in support of the 1847 bill was said to 
have been signed by 700 of the working classes. Two 
others indicated the support of Anglican clergy and 
medical opinion. 
88. Clark estimated that a penny rate would cover the costs 
of necessary improvements: a proper water supply, sur- 
face paving and drainage. 
89. The Public Health Act 1848 could be applied to any 
borough whose death rate, according to the Registrar 
General's report, exceeded 23 per thousand. For some 
years Worcester's had been recorded as over 25. 
90. Berrows Worcester Journal April 20th, May 4th and 11th 
1848, contained a series of letters, hostile to Public 
Health reform, over the nom de plume 'Phylax'. Objec- 
tions were specifically directed at central control 
of local affairs. 
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were held, and memorials drafted calling for the delay 
of the measure(91until its true financial cost was 
known. On the refusal by the Council to be influenced, 
a public meeting was called whose main speaker was Joshua 
Toulmin-Smith, founder of the Anti-Centralisation Society(92) 
His message, that centralisation was not only unnecessary 
but unconstitutional, was no less effective for being 
predictable. His proposal: - 
'... to resist the application of the act ... 
and, if possible to obtain its repeal' (93) 
was endorsed by the meeting, no doubt impressed by his 
contention, already rejected by government, that the city's 
death rate had been over-estimated(94) In 1849 and 1850 the 
city's electors returned councillors pledged to oppose the 
implementation of the Public Health Act. They attempted to 
revise the bye-laws necessary under the Act, to allow 
responsibilities to be vested in an Inspector of Nuisances 
instead of an Officer of Health. The Home Secretary refused 
to approve such revisions. The locality responded by nulli- 
fying any impact the act might have had. No Medical Officer 
of Health was appointed(95) The only immediate benefit to 
result from this period of controversy was the Worcester 
91. T. C. Turberville op cit 1852 p 194. 
92. J. Redlich and F. W. Hirst 'The Histor of Local Govern- 
ment in England' 2nd ed. ¶7 rep. e ei - ucas) 
pp 150-51. Toulmin-Smith held that centralisation was 
in violation of the common law, which embraced the 
whole ordering of the constitution, based locally on 
the parish. 
93. T. C. Turberville op cit 1852 p 196. 
94. Report from the Select Committee on the Public Health 
Bill, 1855, paras 1592 and 1594. Toulmin-Smith argued 
that the Registrar General's return for Worcester 
greatly over-estimated the borough's death rate, by 
including figures covering the large rural district 
attached to it. In 1849 a memorial making the same 
point had been rejected by the Central Board of Public 
Health. 
95. A. Green loc cit 1977 p 35. The writer wishes to record 
his gratitude to Mr. Green for allowing him to see a 
manuscript on the Public Health question, prior to 
publication. The material here on Public Health and 
Model Dwellings owes a good deal to a discussion of 
his research with Mr. Green. 
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(96) 
Model Dwellings Association, established in 1854 , 
which attempted during the next twenty years to demon- 
strate how the working classes might be transformed by 
decent housing. The local press noted with satisfaction 
the presence in the Association of persons of all politics 
and social classes, acting together in the cause of 
Im rovement(97) p The evidence points to a different con- 
clusion however. The Association was the product of the 
leading supporters of Public Health reform. Its major 
figures were professional men or men of independent 
means. The support of influential local aristocrats 
like Lord Ward of Witley Court, to preside over the 
Association, was sought. It was conceived and operated 
as a combination of philanthropy and commercial enterprise, 
by a small group of men who realised that the conflict 
within the city on the Public Health issue had been so 
fierce as to make any united action on social issues most 
unlikely in the immediate future 
Though the spectacle of citizens and council putting 
personal and financial considerations before necessary 
social programmes 
(99 Is inconsistent with civic pride, at 
least the Public Health issue aroused keen local interest 
and debate, and was concerned to a degree with the prin- 
ciple of who was the best judge of the locality's needs. 
96. Ibid p 35. Its purpose may be inferred from its full 
title. 'The Worcester Association for Building Model 
Dwellings for the Labouring Classes'. 
97. Berrows Worcester Journal 23rd June 1855. 
98. Henry Aldrich, manager of the National Provincial Bank 
and governor of Worcester Royal Infirmary, was the 
instigator of the Association. His letter to Lord Ward 
offering him the Presidency, dated Ist November 1853, 
made this point. Worcester County Record Office 
BA 5589/167. 
99. T. C. Turberville op cit 1852 p 189 emphasised the need 
to safeguard all local citizens: - 
'It might seem wise and well to leave the unerring 
laws of health and disease to work out their own 
results, in punishing those who neglect the necessary 
conditions by which alone health can be maintained 
where men congregate together; but as the epidemics 
engendered by such neglect cannot be confined to 
those who are their responsible producers, the legis- 
lature, on behalf of society at large, has the right 
to interfere'. 
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In the same way if the Model Dwellings Association fell 
short of total support within the city, at least it 
showed the city's leading citizens acting to alleviate 
an obvious social problem, which they felt brought dis- 
credit on the city. But not even this special pleading 
can be used to excuse the city's apathy towards cultural 
provision in relation to a public park. 
A private company had built an Arboretum in 1850 
in one of the most attractive parts of the city. The 
public were allowed to enter, free, every Thursday 
loo) 
Besides the lawns, gardens and sports facilities common 
to parks, it also contained such attractions as a foun- 
tain, two Russian cannon taken at the Crimea, and what 
was hyperbolically termed a 'Crystal Palace'. In 1866 
the owners announced their intention of disposing of 
the Arboretum to a builder. The Earl of Dudley(1CwIo 
contributed to a number of aspects of civic life from 
his estate nearby offered to purchase the park intact 
and present it to the City Council, on condition that it 
be kept for ever for the use of the citizens. This was 
at the time when cities like Birmingham and Bristol were 
enhancing their own cultural pretensions by the establish- 
ment of public parks(102)But Worcester, when offered this 
amenity free of charge, declined it! 
(10 
r does there 
appear to have been any immediate criticism of this deci- 
sion by citizens generally(ý04) 
This brief and selective examination of Worcester 
in the 19th Century bears out an earlier assertion that it 
did not conform to a stereotype of a declining ancient 
borough. It remained proud of the features that brought 
it to national attention. If anything its important place 
100. Post Office Directory of Worcestershire. Kelly and 
Co. 1860 p 1266. 
101. Lord Ward had been allowed to assume this ancient 
family title in 1860. 
102. Helen Meller A. D. op cit 1968 p 250 (footnote). The 
cost of a public park at this time is conservatively 
estimated at £30,000: Bristol's first park cost 
£46,000. 
103. H. A. Leicester op cit 1970 rep. pp 81-2. 
104. However the incident left its mark locally. Twenty 
years later a pamphlet urging the public to recognise 
the importance of a municipal cultural enterprise was 





in the life of the region increased . It adapted to 
industrialization in the second half of the century. 
But in relation to particular social, cultural and 
communication issues its response was equivocal and 
often contradictory. If the desire to retain control 
of local affairs in local hands, and the determination 
to promote economical policies in relation to public 
expenditure can be claimed to be consistent with civic 
pride(; 
06)they 
are obviously much less potent manifesta- 
tions of that philosophy than the conscious attack on 
human and industrial problems found in industrial conur- 
bations, commended by Kay and Chamberlain, in Manchester 
and Birmingham respectively(. 
107) 
Writing in 1852 Turberville suggested a reason for 
Worcester's lack of overall civic philosophy: - 
'There has, moreover, been a lack of unity and 
co-operation amongst the inhabitants in the promo- 
tion of the general good which has been the 'worm 
i' the bud' to many schemes which would in all 
probability have greatly advanced the prosperity 
of the city. Considerations of the common weal 
have been postponed to the interests of partisan- 
ship. To make an application of our civic motto - 
Worcester, if faithful to herself, may flourish 
ever'. (108) 
His view may be over pessimistic. It was advanced shortly 
after the controversy over Public Health reform, which he 
himself had supported. It was obviously influenced by the 
low esteem of the city's two most notable industries, 
gloving and porcelain. At this time only twenty glove 
105. S. R. Broadbridge op cit 1972 Vol. I pp 46-7,56-8. 
The original proposals to link Birmingham and Wor- 
cester by barge canal were opposed by a rival company 
(and a barber in threatened Stourport, who cut the 
throat of the soligitor for the projected canal 
company). The completion of the Birmingham-Worcester 
canal in 1815 had economic benefits for the city and 
for local colliers and canal users, and had important 
consequences for the region. 
106. Civic parsimony is an equally likely motive. Each issue 
has to be examined individually before arriving at a 
judgment. No prior generalisation is possible. 
107. Supra pp 14 (Kay), and ix (Chamberlain). 
108. T. C. Turberville op cit 1952 p 18. 
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manufacturers survived: in 1826 120 had flourished(109) 
Local porcelain manufactories were at a low ebb as a 
result of the popularity of plate dinner services(110) 
In addition Worcester Royal Porcelain Company's exhibits 
had been shown up as clumsy and ill-designed against 
rival displays in the Great Exhibition of 1851. But 
confirmation of his view came in the work of Mrs. Henry 
Wood, whose recollections of a divided city dated from 
the mid 1830s! 
'11) 
However, to admit that not all issues were concept- 
ualised in terms of a civic crusade is not to deny that 
Worcester did on occasion find itself motivated to united 
action in the city's interest. The decision to establish 
a vocational school in 1847 has been cited. It is 
now intended to undertake a more thorough investigation 
of educational provision in the city. 
100. Ibid p 17. 
110. Ibid p 17. 
111. Mrs. H. Wood op cit 1884 ed. p 1. Westerbury's 
(Worcester's) 
'.. beautiful cathedral rises in the midst, the 
red walls of its surrounding prebendal houses 
looking down upon the famed river that flows. 
gently past; a cathedral that shrouds itself 
in its unapproachable exclusiveness, as if it did 
not belong to the busy town outside. For that town 
is a manufacturing one, and the aristocracy of the 
clergy, with that of the few well-born families 
time has gathered around them, and the democracy 
of trade, be it ever so irreproachable, do not, 
as you know, assimilate'. 
112. Supra p 3g. 
F UN1VERS: týf of B-: ` fOL 
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CHAPTER THREE : EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL INNOVATION 
IN WORCESTER IN THE 19TH CENTURY 
Worcester witnessed activity in relation to educa- 
tion at all levels, and for all classes, during the 19th 
century. Developments in elementary education began in 
the earliest years of the century, when it became clear 
that the established Sunday schools formed an insuffi- 
cient base for instructing the lower orders. Even more 
important was the local publicity given to the Monitorial 
System. Day schools now became a practical proposition, 
because economies of scale rendered them capable of 
operation at a cost small enough to be borne by a single 
parish, or a small group of subscribers. 
In 1809 a meeting of Worcester clergy and laity, 
representative of all faiths, agreed to open a subscrip- 
tion for the establishment of a free school for the bene- 
fit of children of the labouring poor. 
(2) 
By chance, 
Joseph Lancaster was to speak in Worcester within a week 
of this decision. After hearing him expand the claims 
made in the advance publicity, 
(3) 
the co-ordinating 
committee decided that the Free Subscription School, 
as it became known, should operate according to his 
principles. 
(4) 
However, this ecumenical initiative 
(5) 
was soon 
7. The title describes the chapter's contents: it is not 
meant to suggest that education and culture are entirely 
separate. On the contrary the writer accepts Cremin's 
view that schools were only one among several public 
institutions including churches, libraries and museums 
to educate the public. Educational and cultural inno- 
vation are seen as integral in the 19th century. 
2. Berrows Worcester Journal 13th April 1809 p 3. 
3. Ibid. The newspaper announcement of his visit concluded: 
"The chief advantages of Joseph Lancaster's system 
of tuition are that one Master may superintend the 
order and instruction of one thousand children, by one 
book only, and finish their education in a short time, 
and at one third the usual expense". 
4. Berrows Worcester Journal 20th April 1809" 
5. The group responsible for raising the money for the 
(continued) 
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replaced by a denominational rigidity. Gwilliam has 
suggested that this occurred in the 1830s as a result 
of a revival of interest in Church doctrine, and the 
claim of the Church of England to be the National 
Educator. (6) This overstates the position. Worcester 
was not noted for its support of Tractarianism. Nor 
did Anglican interests in Worcester ever claim an 
educational monopoly, but simply a dominance which 
accurately reflected their numerical superiority over 
other sects. 
(7) 
When can be dated from the 1830s is 
a growing parochial activity which resulted in the 
establishment of a number of Anglican schools, 
(8) 
with 
or without the support of the National Society, 
(9) 
occasionally in unlikely premises. 
(10) 
In addition a 
number of other sects provided and maintained their 
own schools. 
(11) 
The main result of this activity was that when 
the City Council was directly involved in education, 
as a result of the Elementary Education Act 1870, 
Worcester was in a relatively healthy position in terms 
5. (continued) establishment of the school included 
Anglicans, Catholics, Nonconformists and Quakers. 
Also at its opening tributes were paid to Samuel 
Galton and the committee of the Birmingham National 
School, for their assistance and advice. 
6. H. Gwilliam 'The Provision of Education for the Poor 
in the City of Worcester in the 18th and 19th Cen- 
turies'. Dip. Ed. University of Birmingham. 1966. 
7. J. Fletcher, M. Phil. op cit 1974 p vi. 
8. Not all adhered rigidly to the National Society's 
methods however. St. Martin's Parochial School was 
reported in 1841 to be operating under a modified 
version of the Lancasterian System. 
9. H. Gwilliam Dip. Ed. op cit 1966 p 66 and p 69, note 
the subsequent acceptance by the National Society 
of the parochial schools of St. Clement and St. George. 
10. Ibid pp 63-5. St. George's School was reported to 
have begun in a cowshed. 
11. For example, schools were established and maintained 
by Roman Catholics, Wesleyans, and members of the 
Countess of Huntingdon's Connection. 
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of the number of places available for the children of 
the independent poor. The return to the Education 
Department, submitted by the Town Clerk, revealed only 
one area of education destitution - Birdport, the 
city's poorest suburb which was ringed by churches and 
abutted the old Deanery. 
12' (See illustration 5 on p 51). 
The response of the City Council was immediate. A reso- 
lution was passed in December 1870, requesting the Edu- 
cation Department to allow a School Board to be established. 
Elections were held on 31st January 1871, after a lively 
contest. There is some evidence that the School Board 
saw its responsibilities as embracing all city pupils 
and even extending into the county. The work of the 
Attendance Officers, and the School Board Visitors 
contributed to the education and welfare of all children 
in the city, no matter what school they attended. 
(13) 
In addition the School Board responded to an initiative 
by the "Worcester and District Central Classes for Pupil 
Teachers Committee" 
(14) 
and established a Pupil Teacher 
Centre, initially in the Board School itself, whose 
classes were open to city and county students alike, 
whether at Board or Voluntary schools. 
(15) 
During the century secondary education in Worcester 
exemplified two features. Its development was the result 
of government interest and local initiative. In 1818, 
Carlisle noted that while neighbouring schools had atro- 
12. 'Berrows Worcester Journal'8th April 1871. 
13. Visitors were appointed by the School Board on a mont- 
hly basis. Not all Visitors were members of the Board 
itself. They acted as a liaison between the Board and 
such groups as local teachers, and voluntary school 
managers, frequently initiating discussions with these 
groups.. Monthly reports, in manuscript, covering the 
period 1871-1886, still exist, among the School Board 
papers in the Guildhall. 
14. 'Worcester School Board Minute Book' Vol IX pp 435-38. 
The committee was dominated by Anglican clergy, and 
represented voluntary schools. 
15. Annual Report of the Worcester and District Pupil 
Teacher Centre for IRQR_ 
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Worcester still contained two endowed schools, 
each dating from the 16th century. 
(17) 
One was Queen 
Elizabeth's Grammar School. 
(18) 
Its name was misleading 
since it was an ancient foundation that had become 
attached to the Trinity Guild in the 14th century. In 
1550 or 1551, the City Council had bought the Trinity 
Hall, in which the school was conducted, and had assumed 
some responsibility for it. 
(19) 
In 1559 the City Coun- 
cil agreed to pay the salary of a master appointed to 
replace an absentee master. In addition a number of 
citizens bequeathed property to the corporation for the 
endowment of the school. The Council was recognised as 
a responsible body by the charter of 1561, which re- 
founded the school, and gave it the name by which it 
was still known in the 19th century. The Trinity alms- 
houses and school were combined as a single institution, 
to be governed by a corporation of six members. These, 
the "Six Masters" were to be drawn from the . City Corpo- 
ration's senior body. 
(20) 
By contrast, the Worcester Cathedral School was, 
to all intents and purposes, a post-Reformation founda- 
tion. An earlier attempt by monks to establish a Choir 
School had failed in the late 15th century, in the face 
of opposition from the Bishop. But as part of the post- 
Dissolution refoundation, a grammar school was included, 
under the authority of the Dean and Chapter. 
(21) 
During the 19th century Worcester became important 
to the region as the centre for advanced education. -In 
his examination of the county's endowed schools, James 
16. N. Carlisle "A Consise Description of the Endowed 
Grammar Schools in England and Wales" 2 vols. Bulmer 
1818 pp 748-9 state that no free scholars existed 
at Bewdley. pp 766-7 indicate that Martley no longer 
functioned as a Grammar school. 
17. Ibid pp 776-777. 
18. A. Dyer op cit 1973, pp 244-45, are the source for 
the summary which follows. 
19. In this sense the Worcester Corporation was in the 
same position as corporations in Lincoln and Liver- 
pool (supra chap I p8) in having direct responsibi- 
lity for schools long before the 19th century. 
20. In common with many other boroughs, Worcester's pre- 
1835 corporation consisted of an Upper (the '24') 
and a Lower (the '48') chamber. 21. A. Dyer op cit 1973 p 245. 
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Bryce commended Worcester's two establishments, though 
this may have been the result of the destitution of 
provision elsewhere. 
(22) 
His recommendations for the 
reorganisation of the Cathedral school appear to have 
been made with the interests of the entire county in 
mind, 
(23) 
not just those of the city. Apart from this 
his opinions were curiously muted, 
(24) 
and appear to 
have been influenced by the poor building housing 
Queen Elizabeth's school, and its traditional rela- 
tionship with the Cathedral school, 
(25) 
rather than 
by the genuine quality of the education offered at 
both. He suggested that if the schools were to be 
changed, this might best be achieved either by amal- 
gamating them, or by assigning Grade II status to 
Queen Elizabeth's school, which could then act as a 
feeder to the Grade I Cathedral school. In the event, 
22. Schools Inquiry Commission. Report 1868. Vol XV. 
pp 537-630. Dudley, Evesham, Halesowen and Hartle- 
bury grammar schools were regarded as only semi- 
classical, while Feckenham, Hanley Castle, Rock 
and Wolverley were operating as elementary schools 
only, in terms of their curricula. 
23. Ibid p 617 : - 
"Worcester is excellently fitted to be the seat 
of a great county school, not only as being the 
shire town and a cathedral city, but also at the 
point at which several great railway lines unite. 
The farmers and tradespeople in the smaller country 
towns are at present extremely ill-educated; and in 
the southern half of the county there is not a single 
grammar school capable of doing anything to educate 
them better". 
With the exception of the Cathedral school, Broms- 
grove was the only other potential Grade I school 
in the county, according to Bryce. 
24. Ibid pp 624-5. ".... I do not know that there is 
much to regret in the present state of things; both 
schools are flourishing and the town seems to gain 
by their healthy rivalry. Possibly, however, it might 
be better .... ". 
25. The 1561 charter which refounded Queen Elizabeth's 
Grammar School clearly established it in a subordi- 
nate capacity to the Cathedral School. Advanced 
work was to be confined to the latter establishment. 
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the changes experienced by both these schools, which 
took a generation to decide, involved clerical and lay, 
formal and informal, central and local interests. They 
will be examined in greater depth in the next section. 
However, in addition to the reform of these two 
ancient grammar schools, Worcester also witnessed the 
establishment of two special secondary schools, by 
purely voluntary effort. The two special minorities 
catered for were girls and the blind. In a recent book 
on the girls school in question appeared a foreword 
which can most charitably be described as a triumph of 
rhetoric over reality : - 
"The Alice Ottley School is a living demonstration 
of how, at the appointed time, the social conscience 
of a complete cross-section of Worcestershire people 
was awakened to a need for the further educating of 
girls"(26) 
The establishment of the school appears to have been 
more prosaic, in fact. The Schools Inquiry Commissioners 
had drawn attention to the dearth of advanced education 
for girls throughout the country. In Worcester, as else- 
where, the idea that middle class girls might receive an 
advanced education was gaining ground. The catalyst 
arrived in the shape of Canon W. J. Butler, a proponent 
of girls education. 
(27) 
On 20th February 1883 he held 
what was euphemistically described as a public meeting 
in his home. 
(28) 
Those who attended represented the 
Anglican Church, the county's landed interests, and 
the city's professional and business communities. 
(29) 
26. V. Noake "History of the Alice Ottlev School Worcester" 
Baylis 1952 (Foreword by Viscount Cobham). 
27. Before his arrival in Worcester, Butler had been inst- 
rumental in the establishing of Wantage. Girls High 
School. 
28. One wonders how many members of the general public 
would have felt free to attend a meeting at the offi- 
cial home, in College Green, of one of the Cathedral 
canons. The venue is likely to have imposed its own 
social exclusivity. 
29. Miss M. E. James "Alice Ottley: A Memoir" Longmans 1914 
pp 42-45. 
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Within a month the Worcester High School for Girls 
Limited had been formed. The school opened in June 
1883, 
(30)with 
Miss Alice Ottley as its first headmis- 
tress (see illustration 6 on p 56). Its curriculum and 
scale of fees clearly established it as catering for 
the middle classes. A more accurate assessment of what 
the establishment of the school represented was made 
some years after its opening : - 
"This school is a conspicuous example of the power 
of exclusively voluntary effort, even in these days 
of state-aided, and rate-aided education, to create 
and maintain a great school" (31) 
While the school was conceived as serving the country, 
not just the city, it was an enterprise devised by a 
narrow sectional interest for its own benefit. 
So too was the final example of voluntary initiative 
in 'secondary' education. In 1861, R. H. Blair was appoint- 
ted to the staff of the Cathedral school. He had an int- 
erest in the problems to be overcome in teaching the blind, 
and limited practical experience. 
(32) 
This interest was 
shared by another Worcestershire clergyman, Rev. W. Taylor. 
The two men met. Their collaboration produced not only 
a number of papers on the subject, 
(33) 
but also an insti- 
tution. In 1866 the Worcester College for the Blind was 
established, 
(34) 
in temporary quarters in the city's 
historic Commandery. Though the locality provided some 
financial support for the venture, and was helpful in the 
early years with regard to premises, neither the Council 
nor the city generally played any positive part in the 
establishment of so specialist an institution, whose 
appeal and clientele was national, not regional or local. 
In turning to consider education by means of a cul- 
tural environment it has immediately to be conceded that 
30. Victoria County History op cit 1971 rep Vol IV p 533. 
31. Ibid 
32. M. Craze op cit 1972 p 199. 
33. See for example. Transactions of the National Asso- 
ciation for the Promotion of Social Science 1868. 
Longmans, Green 1869. pp 410-18 and 458. 
34. Mary Thomas "The First 70 Years" (Worcester College 
for the Blind 1866-1936) n. d. N. I. B. pp 2-5. 
ý.: 
6 The High School- for Girls 1983 
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Worcester was entirely typical of cities, ancient---and 
industrialised, in its development of cultural and intel- 
lectual societies. In considering such provision in 
Bristol, 
(351Ieller 
suggested that one motive was to 
bring the city into line with provincial cities like 
Birmingham, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester and Sheffield, 
where these developments extended back into the 18th 
century(. 
36)Similar 
provision was a feature of Bath; 
37) 
Exeter, 
38)Lincoln(39)and York(4O) in the early 19th 
century. In Worcester the premier cultural society for 
city and county was the Natural History Society, opened 
in 1836 as a result of the endeavours of a number of 
leading local figures including Mr. (later Sir) John 
(41) 
Pakington, and Dr. (later Sir) Charles Hastings. 
35. Among them were a Literary and Philosophical Society, 
a Statistical Society, a Microscopical Society, a 
Madrigal Society, the Philharmonic Society and an 
Athenaeum. 
36. H. E. Meller "Leisure and the Changing City 1870-1914" 
R. K. P. 1976 p 44. 
37. R. Hope Ph. D. op cit 1970 pp 288-290. For example 
1825 saw the establishment of a Literary and Philo- 
sophical Association, a Literary and Philosophical 
Institute and a Mechanics Institute, in Bath. 
38. R. B. Newton Ph. D. op cit 1966 pp 38-9 Exeter included 
the Devon and Exeter Institution, founded in 1813, 
whose library contained 15,000 volumes by 1837, an 
Athenaeum which was opened in 1835 and a Public 
Select Library, which originated in 1807. 
39. F. Hill op cit 1974 pp 150-51. Lincoln Library was 
formed in 1814, and soon accumulated a stock of 
6,000 volumes. A Choral Society, a Harmonic Society 
and the Sons of Vulcan were amongst its cultural 
societies. 
40. A. Peacock D. Phil. op cit 1973 pp 8-9 and p 21. York's 
facilities ranged from a Literary and Philosophical 
Institute to a Mechanics Institute, and included a 
museum. 
41. Sir John Pakington (created Baronet in 1846) was 
returned to Parliament in 1837. He figures prominertly 
in local life from his estate at Westwood Park, Droit- 
wich. 
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It augmented local cultural facilities which ranged 
from an Athenaeum to a Society of Arts, whose exhibi- 
tions were patronised by such practitioners as John 
Constable. 
(42) 
In addition local directories listed 
four libraries, the earliest of which dated back to 
1790. 
(43) 
But some distinctions are necessary. In many 
cities the establishment of literary and cultural 
societies indicated only the aspirations of groups 
of citizens, rather than of the city itself. Meller 
has suggested that membership of such clubs and socie- 
ties could, and did, cut across social barriers, crea- 
ting a sense of unity among their members. Such insti- 
tutions were neutral ground, largely outside the realms 
of politics. 
(44) Neither observation is particularly 
apt when applied to Worcester, as two examples will show. 
The cost of membership at the Natural History Society 
put it beyond the reach of the majority of local citizens5) 
while the appearance in Worcester, in 1840, of George Holy- 
oake of the Association of All Classes of All Nations, as 
a paid social missionary attached to the newly-established 
Chartist Hall of Science, 
(46)indicated 
not only that many 
42. T. C. Turberville op cit 1852 pp 283 and 285 record that 
canvasses by Constable were hung in exhibitions in 
1834 and 1835. Subsequently in evidence before the 
Select Committee on Arts and Manufactures, sitting 
in 1836, it was reported that operatives in the 
porcelain manufactories had felt visits to the exhi- 
bitions to have been professionally beneficial. 
The existence of a Literary and Scientific Insti- 
tution was also reported, one of whose most success- 
ful early events had been a lecture by John Constable 
on Fine Arts. This too had been patronised by porce- 
lain illustrators, and was claimed by them to have 
benefitted their taste and judgment. 
Report from the Select Committee on Arts and Manufac- 
tures Part II 1836 pp 11-12. 
43. J. Bentley op cit 1840 pp 30,43,46-7 and 53. 
44. H. E. Meller op cit 1976 p 41. 
45. J. Bentle-y op cit 1840 p 46. In 1840 costs ranged up- 
wards from one guinea (£1.05) annually. 
46. G. J. Holyoake "Sixty Years of an Agitator's Life" Unwin 
1892 pp 133-35 describe his joining the A. A. C. A. N. in 
1838, and his brief spell in Worcester, before moving 
to Sheffield. 
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of the working classes rejected the Mechanics Institute 
in favour of their own sectional institution, but also 
that a number of intellectual societies had political 
as well as cultural motives. If the Hall of Science 
symbolized the Chartist belief that the goal of social 
transformation could only be achieved by a direct appeal 
to the labouring classes, the Natural History Society 
by its social exclusiveness was an obvious buttress of 
the socially stratified society, with a minority acting 
in what they took to be the best interests of the lower 
orders. The absence of such intellectual and cultural 
institutions from many history of education texts does 
not nullify their educational im plications. However, 
it would be equally misguided to regard all such socie- 
ties as symbols of civic pride. Some examples of cultural 
innovation for civic motives can be identified, as in 
Exeter where the Albert Memorial Museum was conceived 
and promoted by the old social hierarchy, 
(47) 
both as 
an appropriate mark of civic respect for the late Con- 
sort, and as a cultural facility for the city. 
(48) 
But for the most part cultural provision had voca- 
tional overtones. The decision of the Board of Trade, 
in 1836, to promote the establishment of a Normal School 
of Design, attracted a number of inquiries from the 
provinces for financial support towards the foundation 
of schools of art. 
(49) 
One such inquiry came from 
Worcester. Impressed by the quality and range of 
exhibits at the Great Exhibition, and alerted by a 
letter 
(50) 
from Lord Ward, 
(51) 
who claimed to have seen 
the value of a School of Design to Industry, on a visit to 
47. R. B. Newton PH. D. op cit 1966 p xix. 
48. Ibid p 375. The idea derived from a public meeting in 
1862, called to decide on a public memorial to the 
late Prince Albert. 
49. Q. Bell op cit 1963 records 21 schools which were crea- 
ted or subsidised between 1842 and 1852. 
50. The letter was originally part of a private corres- 
pondence with the Chairman of the Worcester Chamber 
of Commerce. It was subsequently published, with 
permission, in Worcester Herald 25th January 1851. 
51. The family later succeeded to the Earldom of Dudley. 
From the family seat at Witley Court, successive 
earls made a notable contribution to local life 
(Supra p. 45). 
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the Potteries, 
(52) the Chamber of Commerce requested 
the Mayor to call a public meeting. Though thinly 
attended, the audience compensated in prestige for 
what it lacked in numbers. A proposal to establish 
a School of Design was adopted, 
(53) 
as was a motion 
to seek assistance from the Board of Trade. 
(54) As 
a result of the Board's co-operation, 
(55) 
a School of 
Art was in pperation by autumn of 1851. 
(56) (see illu- 
stration 7 on p 61). The motives behind this cam- 
paign were anything but altruistic. A school was felt 
necessary in order to keep pace with the porcelain 
industries of the Potteries, and France, and also to 
avoid the city slipping behind other industrial towns 
which had already established such schools. The decline 
of the gloving industry was a salutory reminder of the 
risks of competition and technological innovation. 
(57) 
The foundation of schools which would improve 
industrial output and standards as a result of the 
application of the principles of design, was a major 
52. Schools of Design existed at Hanley, and Stoke on 
Trent at this time. 
53. Worcester Herald 8th February 1851 p 4, contains a 
full report of the meeting. 
54. City Chamber Order Book 1850-1853. At a meeting on 
18th March 1851, the City Council approved a memo- 
rial on the subject to the Board of Trade pp 219-220. 
55. The scheme received official approval. The Board of 
Trade offered a grant of £150. 
56. Worcester Herald 27th September 1851 p 2. A resume 
of the events leading to the opening of the school 
is given. 
57. D. C. Lyes loc cit 1976 pp 20 and 33 show the indus- 
try failing to keep pace with foreign, particularly 
French, innovations in dressing, and staining 
leather. Markets declined in consequence; many firms 
ceased trading. In 1847 a girls School of Industry 
was established in the city to train gloveresses, 
after a joint initiative between the City Council, 
Chamber of Commerce and industrialists. Supra p 39. 
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concern of William Ewart M. P. 
(58) 
In addition he was 
one of a small group within Parliament 
(59) 
anxious to 
relate education to notions of culture; a task which 
he felt would be facilitated by the systematic provi- 
public libraries. sion of museums and 
(60) 
The Museums 
Act 1845, and Public Libraries Act 1850 went some way 
towards this, and the Public Libraries Act 1855 was 
even more influential. 
(61) 
58. Q. Bell op cit 1963 pp 51-2. Ewart moved for a 
Select Committee to enquire into the best means 
of extending a knowledge of the arts and principles 
of design among the people (especially the manu- 
facturing population) in 1835. 
"Report from the Select Committee on Arts and Manu- 
factures" 1835. In reply to a question (168) as to 
the reason for the superiority of design in foreign 
manufactures, James Morrison pointed to 'the fact 
that they have public schools for teaching the art 
of design' (p 13). 
'Report from the Select Committee on Arts and Manu 
factures" Part II 1836. Part of the evidence of 
T. J. Howell, a Factory Inspector, referred to porce- 
lain manufacture in Worcester (qq 77-101 pp 11-12. ). 
No public exhibitions of casts, or other works of 
acknowledged eminence existed in the city. Asked 
if the absence of such exhibits was felt to be a 
disadvantage (q 85) the witness replied : - 
'Yes; particularly by the operatives'. 
59. E. R. Reid-Smith "Parliament and Popular Culture in 
the 19th Century" Research in Librarianship (Pam- 
phlet No. 3) 1969. Buckingham, Dunlop, Hume, Praed 
and Wyse had similar views. 
60. Ibid p 11. In the 1835 debate on the £20,000 Educa- 
tion Grant, Ewart declared his opinion that : - 
"the best mode of securing the happiness of a 
people is to educate them; and that, in furtherance 
of that object, public libraries are most necessary, 
in order to enable them to educate themselves". 
The original source is given as Barrow's'Mirror of 
Parliament' 1835 Vol II p 1836. 
61. Ewart introduced both the Museums Bill 1845, and the 
Public Libraries Bill 1850. The former allowed a %d 
rate to be raised, in towns over 10,000 in size, for 
the acquisition, provision and upkeep of land and 
buildings. It was repealed by the latter, whose 
original intentions were much amended by the time 
it reached the Statute-Book. The level of %d rate 
was retained. The new act covered the provision of 
public libraries as well as museums. It could only 
be adopted after the approval of two thirds of all 
ratepayers, in a referendum. The Public Libraries 
(continued) 
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The presence of educational clauses in legislation 
whose fundamental objectives were cultural, together 
with the unprecedented requirement that Borough Councils 
consult ratepayers before taking action, 
(62) 
have impli- 
cations which educational historians have generally 
overlooked. The potential scope of the legislation was 
more far-reaching than other 19th century education leg- 
islation, possibly because the concept of education 
implicit in it was so diffuse. But its permissive nature 
rendered its adoption difficult in practice. 
(63) 
A num- 
ber of attempts were made in Worcester(64) to gain 
public support for a scheme which combined cultural and 
vocational goals, originally by means of a Public Library, 
in the generation following the establishment of the city's 
School of Art. Since the ultimate success of the scheme 
represented the acceptance by the City Council of the 
collective will of the ratepayers, supported by wider 
sections of the public, it will be examined in detail 
later, to establish what were the significant factors 
in the campaign. 
61. (continued) Act 1855 repealed the 1850 Act and was 
much more liberal. Adoption of the Act now required 
a two-thirds majority of ratepayers attending a pub- 
lic meeting. A 1d rate could now be raised, and used 
for the erection of a building, whether Library, 
Museum, School(of Art or Science), or for Books, 
Maps, Art and Science specimens for use in Library, 
Museum or Schools. 
62. P. M. Whiteman "Baths, Books and Burials: notes on 
certain 19th century adoptive acts" Journal of Lib- 
rarianship, Vol V No. 2 April 1973, pp 132-37. 
Amendments to the 1850 Act : - 
"... made it necessary for a Borough Council to 
submit the question of adoption to a referendum of 
the ratepayers with a two-thirds majority necessary 
to secure adoption (ss 1-3) - the first example of 
such a requirement being imposed on the Borough 
Councils", 
63. T. Kelly op cit 1973 p 25, notes that rejections were 
common in ancient and industrial boroughs. 
64. Ibid. Four attempts in Worcester were unsuccessful. 
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According to Meller(65) the concept of cultural 
emity was an intellectual ideal which appealed most to 
the professional classes - clergy, doctors, lawyers, 
artists, writers, and scholars associated with the 
public schools and ancient universities. In Bristol, 
during the 1860s and 1870s this group was involved in 
the city's cultural institutions, and was largely res- 
ponsible for a concerted effort to achieve cultural 
unity. The city was seen as an appropriate context for 
experiments in social equality: - 
'The inhabitants of a large city were but one 
large community and equal opportunities for all 
could be provided by civic institutions, equally 
available to all. 
Promoting this idea and working out its implica- 
tions was the most important development in the 
cultural life of (Bristol)' (66) 
The picture in 19th century Worcester is signifi- 
cantly different in three ways. What may be termed an 
era of cultural capital occurred a generation earlier 
in Worcester than in Bristol. This conscious develop- 
ment of a civic imprimatur was not merely the expres- 
sion of a professional minority in all cases. Depend- 
ing on the issue and the nature and scope of any rele- 
vant legislation members of many sectors of society 
played an active role. Finally it is important to 
emphasise that Worcester witnessed no grand campaign, 
and possessed no overall civic strategy. 
(67) 
This 
chapter has underlined the lack of any pattern in rela- 
tion to the provision of education. Each issue was con- 
sidered separately, and independently. Those that were 
65. H. E. Meller op cit 1976 p 42. 
66. Ibid. 
67. A. Briggs op cit 1968 ed. pp 184-86 shows that a 
similar attitude prevailed in Leeds. (See also 
supra p 11 f. n. 52) 
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felt important at the time to a number of sectors of 
society were pursued. Many died away because of the 
absence of a broad base of support. 
Worcester witnessed three major campaigns, in 
which the prevailing attitude could be seen as con- 
sistent with the public interest rather than sectional 
interests. However, even in these protracted educa- 
tional campaigns the contributions of Council and 
Church, formal and informal groups varied. The first 
campaign began in mid-century, and focussed on the 
Cathedral School. 
PART II 
THE CLAIMS OF CLERICAL AND LAY 
INTERESTS IN RELATION TO THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF SECONDARY EDUCATION 
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CHAPTER FOUR : THE DEVELOPMENT OF WORCESTER CATHEDRAL 
SCHOOL : i) COUNCIL VERSUS CHAPTER 
In the introduction to "New Trends in Education in 
the 18th Century"(1) Hans made it clear that his book was 
meant as a conscious corrective to the conventional con- 
temporary view of the period as "a century of educational 
sleep; " 
(2) 
a view resulting from an inadequate understand- 
ing of events. 
(3) 
Hans also claimed to have provided evidence to sub- 
stantiate his concept of the 18th Century as : - 
11... perhaps the most interesting period of English 
education: .... it was also a period of actual rea- 
lisation of modern education"(4) 
This evidence fell into two broad categories. One compri- 
sed a large number of examples of thriving academies and 
private schools, together with details in relation to such 
schools as Christ's Hospital and Manchester Grammar School 
(5) 
to indicate that innovation was also a feature of certain 
grammar schools. The other concerned the social composi- 
tion of such schools, and the ancient universities. An 
analysis of entries in the Dictionary of National Biogra- 
pAP)was held to demonstrate that advanced education was not 
1. N. Hans 'New Trends in Education in the 18th Century' 
R. K. P. 1950. 
2. Ibid p5. The view quoted was that of J. E. G. de Mont- 
morency, 
3. Ibid : - 
'Leach, Adams, Adamson, Foster-Watson, Archer, Mont- 
morency, to name only a few, have done pioneering work, 
but they have inevitably left considerable gaps quite 
unexplored. Because the facts were imperfectly known 
the conclusions drawn from them were often one-sided 
and sometimes entirely wrong'. 
4. Ibid p6. 
5. Ibid pp 38-41. 
6. Ibid. Chaps I& II pp 11-62. Chapter X contains 
the 
same exercise, but in relation to women. 
Different 
conclusions are reached. 
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the sole preserve of the aristocracy and growing pro- 
fessional classes, but was also enjoyed by a number of 
scholars of humble origins. If this polemic suffered 
from the usual weakness of overstatement, and has failed 
to become the standard interpretation, 
(7) 
it has none- 
theless produced enough evidence to challenge the con- 
ventional view of 18th century education, and also of 
19th century education, which has been based on the 
foundations which Hans has shown to be questionable. 
In addition, his analytical approach, and recourse to 
contemporary evidence contrasted sharply with the des- 
criptive style adopted by many of the historians of 
whom he was critical. 
The contrast was at its most marked in relation to 
secondary education. Barnard was one of many historians 
to see the attempts of numerous grammar schools in the 
early 19th century to recover from a position of educa- 
tional destitution, as thwarted by the supposed Eldon 
Judgment in 1805. 
(8) This inaccurate assessment(9)led 
to a misunderstanding of the curricula in many grammar 
schools, and also of the Grammar Schools Act 1840, which 
was identified as the means of breaking the Eldonian 
deadlock. 
(10) His presentation of secondary education 
7. This is not to say that others have not reached broad- 
ly similar conclusions, based on their own research. 
See for example R. S. Tompson 'Classes or Charity' 
Manchester U. P. 1973. 
8. H. C. Barnard 'Short History of English Education 1760- 
1944' U. L. P. 1947 p19. See also S. J. Curtis and M. E. A. 
Boultwood 'An Introductory History of English Education 
since 1800' University Tutorial Press 1966 ed. 
9. R. S. Tompson. 'The Leeds Grammar School Case of 1805' 
Journal of Educational Administration and History Vol. 
III. No. 1 December 1970 pp 1-6. This important article 
proves, after a detailed investigation of contemporary 
records that Eldon did not forbid additions to the 
curriculum; in fact he sanctioned some changes at Leeds 
itself. Tompson also claims such changes occurred in 
other schools. 
10. H. C. Barnard op cit 1947 p19. More recently M. Sanderson 
'The Grammar School and the Education of the Poor 1786- 
1840' B. J. E. S. Vol XI No. 1 Nov 1962 pp 28-43 endorsed 
this view. Hansard's Parliamentary Papers. Third series. 
Vols LIII-LIV. The Second Reading debates in Commons 
(c1117) and Lords (c759) indicate that cost was the 
stumbling block to reform. 
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at this time was essentially descriptive, and embraced 
details of Eton, Hazelwood and parts of Dickens and 
Thackeray, 
(11) 
together with the height of Keate, head- 
master of Eton, and the number of boys whom he flogged 
on one day in his sixtieth year. 
(12) 
Harrow was cited 
as a school which had developed beyond the intentions of 
its founders. 
(13) 
But the implication of this state of 
affairs for local residents, and their attempts to have 
the narrow original intentions confirmed by the courts 
were ignored. 
(14) 
In considering the changes that did overtake sec- 
ondary education Barnard continued to ignore local, 
grass-roots pressure as a factor. In addition to the 
liberating influence of the Grammar Schools Act 1840, 
he identified personalities as the main factor, 
(15) 
whether in the form of reforming headmasters, 
(16) 
or in 
the corporate shape of Royal Commissioners. 
(17) 
The re- 
sult of this survey of secondary education in the first 
half of the 19th century may be likened to a flight over 
the Alps when wreathed in low cloud. A number of isolated 
peaks can be clearly seen, signifying this school, that 
headmaster, the other commission. But what joins them 
together and gives them a common identity, if in fact they 
have one, cannot be established and is therefore not the 
subject of scrutiny. 
11. H. C. Barnard op cit pp2O-26. 
12. Ibid p20. 
13. Ibid ppl5-16. 
14. N. Carlisle op cit 1818 Vol II pp138-145 point out that 
parishioners of Harrow unsuccessfully petitioned the 
Court of Chancery in 1810 to confine the benefits of 
the institution to its ancient limits - the parish. 
Harrow was a flourishing school that catered well for 
all who attended, whether local children or 'foreigners'. 
The parishioners wished to have exclusive patronage. 
(The judgment is quoted at great length). 
15. So too does Alicia Percival 'Very Superior Men' Knight 
1973. Social pressures for reform are minimised. 
16. H. C. Barnard op cit 1947 pp85-95. Also R. L. Archer 'Sec- 
ondary Education in the 19th Century' Cass 1966 rep. 
devotes four chapters (III, IV, VIII & IX) to catalo- 
guing what he describes initially (p3) as :- "the 
creative genius of individuals". 
17. H. C. Barnard op cit 1947 pp146-155. 
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Fortunately not all examinations of this period have 
been so stark. Curtis presented an accurate assessment of 
the Eldon judgment, not least because he quoted from it. 
(18) 
He also adopted an analytical approach and identified a party 
political element in the controversy about the quality of 
grammar school education. 
(19) 
However the most scholarly 
analysis of these political elements has been provided by 
Simon. Not surprisingly his Marxist interpretation led him 
to identify conflict between supporters of the status quo 
(the Tory Party and Established Church) and of major change 
(Radicals and Nonconformists). 
(20) 
The latter group emer- 
ged as a new political force at the turn of the century. 
Apart from labelling it 'Radical' in all senses of the term, 
it is difficult to define in other than negative terms. Even 
then the definitions can easily be contradicted in practice. 
For example, Radical opinion adopted a hostile attitude to 
Tory Party and Whig Party alike: both were stigmatised as 
concentrating exclusively on the best interests of the land- 
owners - the traditional ruling class. 
(21) 
But Brougham was 
one of the most valuable supporters of Radical opinion in 
Parliament, 
(22) 
even though his commitment was to the liberal 
Whig tradition. 
(23) 
Similarly, while Simon saw the appear- 
ance of a class of forward looking industrialists and pro- 
fessional men, engaged in struggles against the landed ari- 
stocracy and against the emerging proletariat, 
(24) 
there were 
occasions when middle-class and working-class radicalism could 
come together. 
(25) 
Again, the term 'class' is misleading when 
applied to the early 19th century. It implies a narrow iden- 
tity of purpose, and a rigidity of membership which are belied 
18. S. J. Curtis 'A History of Education in Great Britain' Uni- 
versity Tutorial Press 1968 rep. pp124-26. 
19. Ibid p141 :- 'Unfortunately, party politics obtruded 
into the controversy as it has many times since, and there 
was a tendency for Liberals to lose sight of the educa- 
tional ends for which they stood'. 
20. B. Simon 'The Two Nations and the Educational Structure 
1780-1870' Lawrence and Wishart 1974 ed. pp95 and 99. 
21. B. Simon op cit 1974 ed. p72. 
22. H. Silver 'English Education and the Radicals' 1780-1850' 
R. K. P. 1975 pp32-3. 
23. Ibid p28. . 
24. B. Simon op cit 1974 ed. p70. 
25. H. Silver op cit 1975 p21. An example is cited in 1817 in 
Leicester. However, Silver does indicate that in the early 
Cont'd 
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by the ability of certain , 
individuals to move from one 
group to another, depending on the particular issue invol 
ved. 
(26)However 
all Radicals could unite against certain 
contemporary institutions, and support the calls made by 
such figures as Hume, Mill and Roebuck for reform: - 
"Their fight for reform - regarded essentially as 
the means to political power - took the form of 
demands for a radical overhaul of the machinery of 
the state: of Parliament, the Church, the judiciary, 
and of old established corporations - including the 
semi-ecclesiastical colleges at Oxford and Cambridge 
and the endowed grammar schools"(27) 
In view of its special position, and the numerous privile- 
ges enjoyed by its adherents the Established Church was the 
subject of particularly severe attack. It was seen as rea- 
ctionary - not only failing to come to terms with change, 
but also attempting to obstruct popular reforms. Its bish- 
ops were credited with a decisive contribution to the fail- 
ure of the Reform Bill of 1831, 
(28) 
and opposed attempts by 
the State to develop a more adtive role in popular education 
in 1839. 
(29They 
were generally unpopular, not only because 
of their reactionary activities in the House of Lords, 
(30) 
but also as a result of their disregard for their dioceses. 
(31) 
25. (continued) 19th century the two traditions of radica- 
lism did become identified with different social classes. 
26. Ibid pp 27-9. 
27. B. Simon op cit 1974 ed. p 73. 
28. M. D. W. Poole 'The English Bishops and Education 1830- 
1870: An Introductory Study' Ph. D. University of Sheff- 
ield 1972 pp 22-3. The Bill was rejected in the House of 
Lords at its Second Reading: the bishops' votes proving 
crucial to the outcome. In many dioceses popular opin- 
ion ran high, as a result of these actions. The Arch- 
bishop of Canterbury was pelted, the Bishop of Bristol 
had his palace razed by fire, while on the walls of 
Worcester Cathedral was inscribed the legend 'Judas 
Iscariot - Bishop of Worcester'. 
29. J. Murphy 'Church, State and Schools in Britain 1800-1970' 
R. K. P. 1971 pp 19-21. 
30. M. D. Poole Ph. D. op cit 1972 pp 21-2. In 1807 bishops had 
opposed Whitbread's Parochial Schools Bill, since it 
gave too little power to clergy. They had also voted 
heavily against Catholic Emancipation. 
31. Ibid p 18. Bishops Lonsdale (Lichfield) and Fraser 
(Manchester) are cited as exceptions to this generali- 
sation. 
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A similar disregard for their minor clergy led to further 
alienation: as late as 1870 clergy regarded bishops as a 
race apart. 
(32) 
Nor was the Church united. Deep divisions 
divided it on theological grounds, and influenced the atti- 
tudes of various elements on social questions. At a time 
when radical opinion was questioning tradition the Esta- 
blished Church was at its most anxious to retain its 
'Established' relationship. Particularly severe criti- 
cism was contained in the Edinburgh Review and West- 
minster Review, both of which supported the Radical cause. 
It may be summarised in the words of the Edinburgh Review: 
"The whole Church of England is losing the attention 
of the great mass of the people; it is too closely 
associated with the court and the aristocracy". (33) 
Not surprisingly Anglican interests dissented from 
this opinion. Far from being too closely associated with 
the court and the aristocracy, the Church saw itself being 
abandoned. A number of its leading, and most reactionary 
figures, including Archbishop Howley (Canterbury), Bishops 
van Mildert (Durham) and Phillpot t (Exeter) saw such legis- 
lation as that repealing the Test and Corporation Acts as 
a. betrayal of the Church of England. 
(34) 
The reform of 
central government in 1832, and local government in 1835 
dislocated the close relationships that had previously 
existed between the lay and clerical wings of the Esta- 
blishment. 
(35) Furthermore innovations in relation to 
the Poor Law, Public Health and Sanitation were deemed 
to be socialist and utilitarian, and equated with atheism, 
by the more conservative elements within the Church. 
(37) 
32. Ibid pp18-19. 
33. Edinburgh Review Vol. XLIV 1826 p502. 
34. M. D. Poole Ph. D. op cit 1972 p52. 
35. This accident was only temporary. See P. J. Welch 
'Blomfield and Peel: a study in co-operation between 
Church and State'1841-46'. Journal of Ecclesiastical 
History Vol XII 1961 pp71-84" 
36. M. D. Poole Ph. D. op cit 1972. Chapter III 'The Social 
Order' is the source for material relating to the 
attitudes of High Churchmen. 
37. O. Chadwick 'The Victorian Church' A. & C. Black Vol. I 
1966 p354 shows the Christian Socialist position, 
(continued) 
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They also reacted with alarm to the rise of industrialism 
and the spread of working-class consciousness, and sought 
to maintain what they saw as the checks and balances of 
society, in the face of Chartism, trades unions and Radi- 
cal demands for constitutional reform, which they saw as 
subversive. 
(38) 
In the face of the spate of reforms 
carried through in the 1830s, when it had little con- 
structive to offer, the Church found its position becoming 
increasingly isolated, and had to fight to retain its 
position as guardian of the best interests of ordinary 
people. 
Education is a good example of this contest. Poole 
has succinctly located the Church's claim to a monopoly 
over education : 
"When St. Paul exhorted the faithful of Ephesus to 
pay heed to their reading (I Timothy IV 13) he forged 
a link between the Christian Church and education 
which has endured until modern times"(39) 
As the 19th century progressed its claim to monopolise 
education was challenged on at least four grounds. First 
of all the various dissenting groups, liberated by the 
Test and Corporation Acts, challenged the right of Angli- 
cans to instruct the children of Dissenters particularly 
if the instruction included denominational teaching. 
Secondly, civil authorities grew sceptical about the capa- 
city of the Anglican church to deal with a task of such 
magnitude. Thirdly, interest groups, local and national, 
became increasingly critical of the rigidity of church 
leaders towards popular education. Finally, middle class 
radicals mounted an onslaught on the conditions, methods 
37. (continued) sympathetic to reform, embodied in the 
radical campaigns of Kingsley who wrote under the 
pseudonym 'Parson Lot'. 
38. This was not the opinion of the whole Church. There 
were liberal bishops even in the 1830s. But the con- 
servative view was dominant. It was still to be heard 
in 1870, and seen in response to the 1870 Act in some 
dioceses, notably Hereford, Lincoln, Salisbury and 
Winchester. 
39. M. D. Poole Ph. D. op cit 1972 p50. 
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and curricula of endowed grammar schools, which they 
felt to be entirely inappropriate to the society to 
which they hoped their offspring might contribute. 
(40) 
Educational reform was integral to the success of the 
constitutional reforms they had obtained, and still 
sought. 
(41) 
Impotent in their efforts at radical 
change, many resorted to the emerging joint-stock 
schools. 
The response of the Anglican hierarchy was at once 
predictable and inflammatory. In 1830, Howley claimed 
that the National Society, and Bell's system, repre- 
sented the supreme educational achievements. Van Mil- 
dert was even more cautious. He opposed all education- 
al provision for the poor on the grounds that it was 
likely to disturb the status quo. 
(42) 
For their part 
Anglican educationists Samuel Butler and Kennedy saw 
joint-stock schools as a cause for concern: they might 
eventually ruin older foundations. 
(43) 
Such statements 
in no way consoled those pressing for radical change. 
40. T. Wyse 'Education in the United Kingdom' Central 
Society of Education. 1837 publication Taylor and 
Walton pp59-60. 'The middle class, in all its sec- 
tions, except the more learned professions, finds 
no instruction which can suit their special middle 
class wants. They are fed with the dry husks of 
ancient learning, when they should be taking sound 
and substantial food from the great treasury of 
modern discovery'. 
41. Edinburgh Review Vol. LIV. December 1831. p499: 
'With a patriot king, a reforming ministry, and a 
reformed Parliament, we are confident that our ex- 
pectations will not be in vain. A general scholastic 
reform will be, in fact, one of the greatest bless- 
ings of the political renovation, and perhaps, the 
surest test of its value'. 
42. M. D. Poole Ph. D. op cit 1972 Chapter IV. Popular Edu- 
cation I Conflict and Confusion. Again Howley and 
Van Mildert spoke with the most influential, but not 
the only voice in the matter. P. 132 claims that only 
in exceptional cases were bishops involved in the 
education of the poor. 
43. W. H. G. Armytage '400 Years of English Education' C. U. P. 
1970 ed. p105 (Butler), 
Alicia Percival op cit 1973 p145 (Kennedy). 
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Even those clerical interests in support of popular 
education fell short of the programmes advanced by 
such bodies as the Lancashire Public Schools Associ- 
ation, the National Education League, or of indivi- 
dual cities. 
In one other important respect the Church was 
failing to meet the needs of industrial society. Just 
as its relationships and attitudes reflected pre- 
industrial society, so its physical deployment mirro- 
red a pre-industrial way of life. 
(44) 
Its strength 
lay in its rural, parochial system. It was completely 
inadequate to the task of ministering to the masses 
in new conurbations. Nor were its finances equal to 
the task. Its claims to be the national church appe- 
ared as specious as its aspirations to be the nation's 
schoolmaster. But many Anglicans feared that the fin- 
ancial proposals embodied in successive reports by the 
Ecclesiastical Commissioners would further inhibit the 
Church's efforts to maintain, let alone strength its 
position. Cathedral chapters were particularly hostile 
to these reports which they felt to be damaging to their 
interests. 
(45) 
William Selwyn, canon of Ely Cathedral 
adopted a more constructive, though still critical ap- 
proach. He attacked the Ecc)--siastied Commission for 
thinking of cathedrals purely in financial terms: duties 
and local circumstances merited more attention than was 
given to them. He asserted that cathedral chapters were 
exactly what the Church needed if it was to organise 
education effectively on Anglican principles. 
(46) 
But 
by the time events bore out this claim, the damage had 
44. P. S. Morrish 'County and Urban Dioceses: a 19th 
Discussion on Ecclesiastical Geography' Journal of 
Ecclesiastical History Vol. XXVI 1975 pp274-300. 
45. C. F. K. Brown 'A History of the English Clergy 1800- 
1900' Faith Press 1953. pp55-60 detail some of the 
objections of chapters to the Fourth Report, on 
Deans and Chapters. Only Chichester, Gloucester 
and Peterborough did not submit formal objections. 
46. P. J. Welch 'Contemporary Views on the proposals for 
the alienation of Capitular Property in Endland 
1832-40'. Journal of Ecclesiastical History Vol V 
1954 p187 
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been done. The Deans and Chapters Act hit cathedrals 
particularly hard. 
(47) 
Despite episcopal opposition 
(48) 
it gave effect to a massive redeployment of Ecclesiastical 
funds - from places of greatest plenty to districts suf- 
fering greatest deprivation. 
(49) 
Cathedral cities were 
therefore placed in a particularly vulnerable position. 
Not only were they subject to criticism by lay interests, 
they were also suffering, at the hands of the Ecclesia- 
stical Commissioners, the expropriation of estates and 
endowments. The loss of status which saw such cities 
declining from their former positions of national signi- 
ficance to quiet country towns can now be seen as much 
more than a consequence of a failure to attract industry. 
50) 
As Chadwick has pointed out, it represents a failure on 
the part of cathedrals themselves - cathedrals symbolizing 
the Church of England - to appreciate and adapt to the 
needs of an industrializing society. 
(51) 
Therefore the dispute between a locality and a cath- 
edral over its school has to be seen against a background 
of the Church under mounting attack by increasingly asser- 
tive lay interests. The attack itself had a number of 
dimensions whose origins were national rather than local. 
The responsibility for determining what was in the best 
47. O. Chadwick op cit Vol I 1966 p137. Among other reforms 
the Act suppressed non-residential prebends, and impo- 
sed a gradual reduction in the number of canons to four 
in most chapters- 
48. P. J. Welch loc cit 1954 p193. Eleven bishops voted 
against the Second Reading and only nine voted in favour. 
49. O. Chadwick op cit Vol. I 1966 p127. 
50. Supra pp16-20. This general conclusion was adduced from 
research undertaken into 19th century Bath, Exeter, 
Lincoln and York. It has been shown not to have been 
applicable to Worcester. Nonetheless it is possible, 
with hindsight, to see that by the end of the 19th cen- 
tury Worcester's former national significance had been 
overtaken by that of the major industrial conurbations. 
51. O. Chadwick op cit Vol. I 1966 p523 :- 'The cathedral 
list its place as England became industrial'. 
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interests of the locality in educational terms was one 
particular example of the contest between the old cler- 
ical/aristocratic faction and the new industrial/pro- 
fessional alliance that had occupied national attention 
in the 1820s and 1830s and eventually led to some reforms 
of central and local administration in the 1830s. The 
challenge to the Church's control over educational pro- 
vision embraced the curriculum, and brought about a 
debate on the content of education that had a good deal 
in common with similar disputes between radicals and 
conservatives in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. 
Finally, as the controversy became more complex the local 
ecclesiastical/lay dimension became intermittently caught 
up in national, political affairs. 
The suggestion that the Worcester Cathedral School 
might not be operating in the best interests of the loca- 
lity was originally brought to the notice of the Town 
Council by a vigilant press. In 1849, one of the city's 
three weekly newspapers carried an extensive report 
(52) 
on a book recently written by Robert Whiston(53) Master 
of Rochester Grammar School! 
54) The controversy, which had 
52. Worcestershire Chronicle 20th June 1849. This paper was 
established in 1838 by local supporters of Reform. Its 
motives in publicising this issue may not have been 
entirely disinterested, in view of its political sym- 
pathies , although there is no evidence that demographic 
factors had any direct bearing on the issue. 
53. R. Whiston 'Cathedral Trusts and their Fulfillment' 
(Rochester) 1850 ed. 
54. G. F. A. Best The Road to Hiram's Hospital: A Byway in 
Early Victorian History' Victorian Studies Vol. V Dec. 
1961 pp135-150. Whiston transformed the fortunes of 
Rochester Grammar School following his appointment 
in 1842, However, he was dismissed in 1849 after pub- 
lishing a lengthy correspondence between the Dean and 
Chapter and himself, about the diversion of funds to 
which he felt the scholars were entitled. Though a new 
master was appointed he refused to vacate his official 
residence: instead he turned it into a private school. 
The Bishop, the Chancellor of the diocese, Chancery 
and Queen's Bench Courts all declined to intervene; 
the latter court referring the matter back to the 
Bishop. After a further delay of four months after 
its conclusion, a grudging verdict in favour of Whiston 
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occasioned the book rapidly assumed the proportions 
of a 'cause cel'ýbre'(, 
55) 
not just because of its 
implications for all cathedral schools reformed, or 
remodelled by Henry VIII(, 
56) but because of the unsym- 
pathetic stance into which the Church was cast. 
(57) 
Whiston's general thesis was that the statutes of 
remodelled or reformed cathedral schools required 
that free education should be provided for poor 
scholars, and that this meant in practise the pay- 
ment not of the sums specified in the 16th century 
statutes, but an equivalent amount in 19th century 
terms. He contended that scholars in such schools 
had not benefitted from the huge increase in the reve- 
nues of capitular estates, whereas the emoluments of 
ecclesiastical figures associated with cathedrals had 
risen spectacularly. 
(58) 
Two contrasting exceptions to this general thesis 
were noted. At Durham scholarships had been raised 
from their original level of £3.6.8d (£3.33p) to £26 
a year. 
(59) 
However, in the case of Worcester Cathedral 
54. (cont'd) was delivered. He was restored to the head- 
ship of the school with effect from Ist January 1853, 
but received no compensation for lost earnings. The 
Times declared it 'a shabby sentence' and commented: 
'If Mr. Whiston has been pronounced, even comparativ- 
ely speaking, guiltless by such a court.... he must be 
considered free from blame indeed', (quoted p146). 
55. The complete absence of any reference to the contro- 
versy in the Whiggish R. Archer op cit 1966 ed. is 
not felt to invalidate this judgment in any way. 
Allusions to it in Trollope's 'The Warden' show its 
significance to contemporaries. 
56. At Canterbury, Carlisle, Durham, Ely, Norwich, Roch- 
ester, Winchester and Worcester. 
57. G. Best loc cit 1961 p146. 
58. Ibid: - "Thus Robert Whiston found himself, perhaps 
at first reluctantly, adopting the stance of a radi- 
cal church reformer, and advocating the causes both 
of cathedral schoolmasters and scholars, and of the 
sub-capitular clergy, on whose joint behalf it could 
be fairly argued, in respect of most-English cat- 
hedrals, that their shares of the revenues had got 
progressively smaller over the past two or three 
centuries". See also Appendices II a) and b) 
59. See Appendix II c) 
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School the change was even more startling. The original 
scholarships had been fixed at £2.13.4d (£2.66p). But 
according to Whiston they had actually declined, and 
scholars in the 1840s were receiving only 5s-10d (29p). 
(60) 
During the same period the income of the Dean of Worcester 
had risen from the original sum of £100, to £1,486.11.9d 
£1,486.59p), whilst the annual emoluments of Prebendaries 
had increased from £20 to £626.3.1d (£626.152p). 
(61) 
Even before the dispute between Whiston and the Dean 
and Chapter of Rochester was publicised, part of the 
Worcester press was involved in a campaign directed to 
show that certain local ecclesiastical interests were 
pursuing educational objectives that were contrary to 
the best interests of local children. 
(62) 
It was alleged 
that the Vicar of Kidderminster was attempting to reform 
the local grammar school in such a way as to place the 
interests of boarders above those of local pupils. 
(63) 
This dispute revolved around the question of who was best 
placed to safeguard the best interests of local children. 
Worcester Cathedral was only indirectly involved inasmuch 
as the vicar in question was an Honorary Canon. 
(64) 
The Whiston disclosures were more significant for the 
locality in two respects. They suggested that members of 
the Chapter were depriving local children of their right- 
ful dues. 
(65)But 
more important they showed the local- 
60. Ibid. 
61. Ibid. 
62. Berrows Worcester Journal, 21st December 1848 reported 
on the controversy in Kidderminster. This paper, esta- 
blished in 1690, was ultra-conservative in the 19th 
century, and usually supported the Church. 
63. G. Griffith op cit 1870. Vol. I Chapters XI and XIV 
present the controversy in minute detail. However, 
since Griffith was a leading figure in the campaign, 
his objectivity may be suspect. 
64. Thomas Legh Claughton became an Honorary Canon in 
1846. Ironically he resigned the living in Kiddermin- 
ster on his induction as Bishop of Rochester in 1867. 
In 1878, as newly inducted Bishop of St. Albans he 
was a member of the Ecclesiastical Commission that 
received a deputation from Worcester City Council to 
consider the future of the Cathedral School. 
65. Worcestershire Chronicle 30th July 1851. 
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ity suffering because of the quality of the churchmen who 
were determining local educational provision, and because 
of the practice of absentee incumbents. By co-incidence 
the Bishop of Rochester had also been Dean of Worcester 
for a number of years. 
(66)In 
the latter capacity he had 
been the subject of a memorial, in 1837, calling for 
the enforcement of statutes which he was ignoring. 
(67) 
Whiston's charges were felt to reflect upon the inte- 
grity of the Bishop of Rochester, and by implication 
upon the Church itself, by Sir John Pakington. His 
defence of clerical interests in Parliament and his 
correspondence with Whiston was publicised locally. 
(68) 
The local press was largely sympathetic to Whiston, and 
published a letter in which he defended himself against 
the latter's charges(. 
69) 
Therefore when the City Council finally turned its 
attention to the matter it had the benefit of a clear 
exposition of the Cathedral's neglect of its obliga- 
tions; 7by Whiston, 
(71)and 
an unequivocal opinion in 
the press that the Chapter was more interested in 
diverting funds intended for educational purposes into 
its collective pocket, than in safeguarding the interests 
66. Lord George Murray became Bishop of Rochester in 1827. 
He was appointed Dean of Worcester a year later, and 
held both offices until 1845, when he resigned the 
Deanery (and a number of other livings) in the light 
of the 1840 legislation. 
67. R. Whiston op cit 1850 ed. p114. 
68. Besides press reports the issue was also taken up and 
publicised by the ubiquitous George Griffith in 'The 
Free Schools of Worcestershire and their Fulfilment' 
Charles Gilpin 1852. 
69. Worcester Herald 30th July 1851. Founded in 1794, the 
'Herald' claimed to be independent of party or int- 
erest in the 19th century. Its views were less dog- 
matic and reactionary than those of Berrows Worcester 
Journal, though its tone was not radical. 
70. Worcestershire Chronicle 30th July 1851. Though the 
issue of the reform of the Cathedral School was fea- 
tured in all three local papers, the Chronicle's sup- 
port was the most enduring, and constructive. 
71. The only copy of Whiston's book known to exist loc- 
ally was found amongst the Council's records relating 
to the reform of the Cathedral School. 
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of local children. It was clearly influenced by Whis- 
ton, since its discussion on 18th November 1851 was 
restricted to the criticisms he had voiced. 
(72) But 
it appears to have been even more impressed by the 
prestige of the body it was confronting than by the 
case made in the press. The memorial which it appro- 
ved(73) did represent its opinions, but was apparently 
not its work: credit for it was subsequently claimed by 
a local paper, 
(74) 
and by Whiston himself. 
(75) 
But for all the Council's diffidence 
(76) 
the 
memorial does have important implications. Its opening 
remarks established the Council's formal position as 
representative of the public interest in both city and 
county : - 
"We, the Mayor and Aldermen and citizens of the 
City of Worcester, in Council assembled, beg most 
respectfully to address the Dean and Chapter of 
the Cathedral Church of Worcester on a subject of 
great importance to the Public generally, and of 
the deepest interest to our own City and neighbour- 
hood in particular ........ "(77) 
Also its elaborate conclusion went to such lengths to 
disclaim any intention of challenging the rights of the 
Dean and Chapter, as to overlook the fact that the 
memorial itself was an implicit challenge : - 
"We then venture to express the earnest hope that 
the Dean and Chapter will exercise their unimpaired 
right to make the due provision required by their 
statutes for the support of those who constitute 
the Grammar School, while we trust that in making 
this application credit will be given us in dis- 
claiming every purpose and intention other than the 
sincere desire of doing what we feel to be our duty 
to our fellow citizens, and with becoming deference 
72, City Chamber Order Book Vol. XII pp303-6. 
73. See Appendix III for the full text of the memorial. 
74. Worcestershire Chronicle 18th March 1876. 
75. Worcestershire Chronicle 26th March 1881. The claim 
was contained in a letter written by Whiston. 
76. Many of the councillors had been swept into office 
by the heat of the local controversy over the impo- 
sition of the Public Health Act 1848. (supra pp42-43). 
They had relatively little experience of public office. 
77. See Appendix III. 
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"and respectful courtesy to a dignified Ecclesi- 
astical Corporation, the individual members of 
which have, by their eminent virtues and distin- 
guished position, so many claims upon public con- 
sideration and regard"(78) 
The issues involving the Deans and Chapters of Rochester 
and Worcester Cathedrals were identical - the misappro- 
priation of funds designed for educational ends. The 
catalyst was the same - Robert Whiston. 
(79) 
But the 
similarities end there. At Rochester, Whiston's position 
as a master in dispute with his governors or trustees had 
numerous precedents. 
(80) In the case of Worcester the 
negotiations between lay and ecclesiastical corporations 
over the interests of local scholars represented a much 
less common phenomenon. Also Whiston argued his case 
with increasing passion, 
(81) 
whereas the Worcester memo- 
rial adopted a muted, legalistic tone, as befitted serious 
correspondence between ancient civic and clerical bodies. 
Finally, if the reference in the Worcester memorial to 
"a 'subject of great importance to the Public generally" 
is a little exaggerated, 
(82) the memorial is indicative 
78. Ibid . 
79. At the time of the Worcester memorial. Whiston was 
still under a cloud: sacked and without a date for 
the hearing of his case. 
80. In relation to the Leeds Grammar School case 
R. Tbmpson loc cit 1970 p1 points out that : - 
'The Leeds case grew out of a common sort of falling 
out between school governors and schoolmasters occur- 
ring in the late 18th century'. In addition, B. Simon 
op cit 1974 ed. pp96-7 cites similar disputes in 
Leicestershire in the early 19th century. 
81. G. Best loc cit 1961 claims Whiston grew more vehement 
as his case dragged on until at his hearing (p146): - 
'Despite the warnings of the palpably hostile judges 
and the protests of the Chapter's counsel, he turned 
his self-defence into an indictment before the great 
British public of the Chapter, Dean and Bishop of 
Rochester for misappropriating charitable funds and 
furthermore for treating him in an abominably unjust 
fashion'. 
82. It is not certain that this claim is exaggerated. 
G. Best loc cit 1961 p144 asserts that the case was 
widely known, and cites articles on it in 'The Times' 
between 1848 and 1853. However, if Whiston was behind 
the Worcester petition, his involvement in the matter 
may have resulted in some undue emphasis being placed 
on the importance of the issue, in the memorial. 
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of the fact that the City Council did accept that it 
had a public duty to fulfil on this issue. 
The Cathedral Chapter accepted the Council's int- 
erest as legitimate, and considered the memorial on the 
day after it had been approved by the Council, as its 
reply was at pains to point out : - 
"... I am directed by the Dean and Chapter of Wor- 
cester to acknowledge without delay the receipt of 
a memorial from the Mayor, Aldermen and Citizens of 
the City of Worcester, in Council assembled, and to 
inform them that the subject to which it refers had 
occupied the attention of the Dean and Chapter on 
the 19th instant, being the first day of their annual 
audit"(83) 
As a result of this attention the Chapter agreed to res- 
cind Chapter Orders passed in 1639 and 1834 relating to 
the admission of King's Scholars, to restore their stip- 
ends to the original amount set in 1542(£2.13.4d or 
£2.66p), and to cease to include choristers among the 
forty places earmarked for King's Scholars. 
(84) The 
Council's limited objectives had been achieved without 
delay or rancour. 
The matter of the Cathedral School and its finances 
did not come before the Council again until 1867. As in 
the previous incident it responded to an approach, this 
time by parents of King's Scholars. It appears that as 
a last resort 
(85) they were proposing to submit a memo- 
rial to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners on the subject 
of funds for the King's Scholars, and approached the 
Council in the hope that it would draw up a supporting 
petition. Instead the Council took control of the matter. 
83. City Chamber Order Book Vol. XII p310. 
84. Worcester Cathedral Chapter Act Book 1848-1869 p41. 
85. There is a lack of external evidence to prove this. 
Cathedral sources for this period are unhelpful in 
that they record only decisions, not discussions. No 
reference to an approach by parents to the Dean and 
Chapter exists: however, a resolution was passe at 
a Chapter meeting in 1854 vesting nomination of King's 
Scholars in the Dean (16) and the Canons (6 ea h). 
(Worcester Cathedral Chapter Order Book 1850- 862 p84). 
A number of occasions are recorded where King"s Scho- 
lars were brought before the Chapter, by the Head- 
master, and either suspended or stripped of their 
King's Scholarship for a variety of misdemeanours. 
In view of the direct responsibilities the Dean and 
(continued) 
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At a Council meeting on 2nd July 1867, a Cathedral 
(86) 
It took School sub-committee was established. 
in hand the parents memorial, and drew up its own. 
(87) 
In reporting back to the Council it displayed not 
only a more independent approach to the problem, 
(88) 
but also a more assertive manner. Whereas in 1851 it 
had been satisfied to see the city's interests being 
met by the strict enactment of the original statutes, 
in 1867 it consciously progressed beyond them, and 
offered its own solutions : - 
".... while desiring that justice should be done 
to the King's Scholars in accordance with the 
intentions of the Founder .... this committee is 
of the opinion that the interests of the public 
would be promoted more effectually (sic) by 
increasing the number of scholars, and restoring 
the exhibitions at the universities, and adding 
to such exhibitions, than by giving to each of 
the 40 scholars a proportionate part of the 
increased revenues"(89). 
In February 1869 the Council instructed its Town 
Clerk to inquire if the Ecclesiastical Commissioners 
had any comments to make on the memorials. A formal 
reply was read to the Council on 5th April 1869: the 
Ecclesiastical Commissioners did not feel that they 
85. (continued) Chapter exercised over King's Scholars, 
it is felt unlikely that parents made no approach 
to them at all, especially since Chapter records 
contain hundreds of examples of successful appro- 
aches for financial support for many reasons. 
86. City Chamber Order Book Vol. XVII (It has no page 
numbers). 
87. Among the city's records, the original draft by 
the parents is pinned to other drafts, together 
with a completed memorial on behalf of the parents, 
and another on behalf of the Council. All but the 
parents' original draft are in the same hand. 
88. The parents' original draft mentioned Whiston by 
name, and drew heavily on his book. The Council's 
memorial was less derivative, and put the city's 
case more clearly. 
89. City Chamber Order Book Vo1. XVII. (It was the pra- 
ctise to offer the scholarships for open competi- 
tion in the diocese). 
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were able to intervene in a financial dispute invol- 
ving a cathedral school. 
(90 
The response in Worcester 
to what was considered an evasion, was immediate and 
prolonged. The Cathedral School Committee drew up a 
memorial, which was submitted to Parliament on 6th May 
1869. 
(91) 
One of the city's M. P. s(92) was instructed 
to obtain the necessary information, by means of Ques- 
(93) 
A series of letters between tions in the House. 
the M. P. and Town Clerk are still in existence. 
(94) 
They suggest that the Ecclesiastical Commission was 
unwilling to divulge the information required, and also 
that the Liberal government was equally anxious to avoid 
a public debate. Eventually the pressure of government, 
especially that of H. A. Bruce the Home Secretary, was 
decisive. The offer of a limited disclosure of informa- 
tion, made by the Ecclesiastical Commission was accepted 
90. The Dean and Chapter had voluntarily ceded the capi- 
tular estates to the Ecclesiastical Commission in 1859, 
in return for a guaranteed income. (Worcester Cathe- 
dral Chapter Act Book 1848-1869 pp152-59) Section 18 
of the Chapter Act 1868 stated: - 'When the Ecclesi- 
astical Commissioners are or may be in receipt of any 
income arising from the Estates that belong or have 
belonged to any Dean or Chapter, or any major or minor 
corporation of any Cathedral or Collegiate Church, the 
said Commissioners shall be at liberty... out of such 
income to make such provision as to them may seem need- 
ful for securing adequate stipends and allowances to 
the Minor Canons, Schoolmasters, Organists, Vicars- 
Choral, Lay Clerks, Officers, Choristers, Bedesmen, 
Servants, and other members of the Cathedral or Col- 
legiate Church, and for securing adequate sums of money 
for the maintenance of any existing college or school in 
connexion, with the Cathedral or Collegiate Church'. 
In effect the Commissioners made clear, in this circular 
letter, that they did not propose to exercise the powers 
which Section 18 conferred upon them. 
91. See Appendix IV for the full text of the memorial. 
92. A. C. Sherriff, a Yorkshireman by birth, had moved into 
the area as manager of a local railway company. He was 
returned as a Liberal member for Worcester in 1867 for 
a second term. 
93. He was required to ascertain what proportion of the 
revenue deriving from the estates ceded in 1859, was 
being returned to the Dean and Chapter. 
94. The letters are contained in the Muniment Room of Wor- 
cester Guildhall (Shelf C9 Box 4, marked 'Charities'). 
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even though Robert Whiston had expressed the opinion 
that even the full details the city was seeking would 
not provide the information they really sought. 
(95) 
Though the Council's efforts between 1867 and 1869 
were largely unsuccessful, the incident is revealing in 
a number of ways. Obviously it shows that in the period 
from 1851 to 1867 the Council had become more self- 
confident as the champion of local interests. The app- 
roach by parents suggests that they too accepted it in 
this capacity. But its major significance is in what it 
reveals about the Church. Each individual chapter could 
now be seen to have suffered a curtailment in its auto- 
nomy, following the legislation of 1840 and 1868. 
(96) 
In 1851 it had been possible for the financial affairs of 
a cathedral school to be resolved at local level: this had 
happened in Worcester. By 1869 this was no longer so. The 
loss of autonomy by Deans and Chapters weakened their 
claims to be regarded as arbiters of the best way to dev- 
elop local advanced educational institutions. Only lay 
interests now had the potential to realise the education- 
al needs of localities in such cities. Also, in concene 
trating estates in its own hands, the Ecclesiastical Com- 
mission unwittingly created a situation in which local 
bodies could pose as the guardians of civic interest 
against a remote, uninterested central bureaucracy. 
Best has summed up the dilemma of Rochester Cathedral, 
faced by Whiston's attacks, as follows : - 
"The Ecclesiastical Commissioners had left them with 
barely enough money to keep a Dean and four Canons 
properly nourished, let alone embark on improvement 
- and now this turbulent usher was arguing, before 
a sympathetic public that one of their main respon- 
sibilities was boys' education! The servile bands 
of minor canons, vicars choral, and so on were 
already inclined to disaffection. Whiston's words 
were music in their ears. His attitude and deter- 
mination alike spelled danger to all capitular and 
collegiate churches"(97). 
95. Letters from Sherriff on June ist and 9th refer to 
correspondence he had with Whiston who, had seen a 
notice about the questions in the 'Times' and written 
to him. Whiston's own suggestions were contained in a 
letter dated June 10th. 
96. O. Chadwick 'The Victorian Church' A. & C. Black VolII 
1970 p367. 
97. G. Best loc cit 1961 p146. 
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An almost identical dilemma faced the Worcester Chapter 
in mid century. In addition, in view of Whiston's parti- 
cipation in the struggle to reform the Worcester Cathedral 
School, Best's comment on his 'danger' to cathedrals was 
pertinent to the point of prophecy. Certainly the fears 
that had been expressed at the early reports of the 
Ecclesiastical Commission were fully substantiated in 
the 1860s. In concentrating on a meeting the : - 
'popular cry for church room and for preachers' 
(98) 
by 
a redistribution of capitular funds the Commission had 
overlooked the importance of the cathedrals' connection 
with learning. 
(99) 
Thirty years later, with fierce 
competition from joint-stock schools 
(100) 
and Royal 
Commissions recommending the refdrm of secondary schools, 
chapters found themselves unable to meet the educational 
needs of their dioceses, and denied the funds to revive 
cathedral schools. 
98. P. J. Welch loc cit 1954 p187. Blakesley, Dean of 
Lincoln expressed this opinion in a letter to 
Gladstone in March 1837. 
99. Ib id p p187-88. 
100. Kennedy's concern about this competition (cited 
supra p73 f. n. 43) was contained in his evidence 
before the Clarendon Commission. 
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CHAPTER FIVE : THE DEVELOPMENT OF WORCESTER CATHEDRAL 
SCHOOL : ii) COUNCIL VERSUS COMMISSIONERS 
For all the reforms which had been set in train 
during the generation following the establishment of 
the Ecclesiastical Commission, the Church of England 
was in obvious difficulties by the 1860s. With the 
benefit of a century of hindsight, it can be seen to 
have encountered progressive difficulties from the 1830s 
onwards. 
(1) 
Financial problems were amongst the most acute, 
since they restricted the Church's ability to extend, or 
even maintain its activities. The redistribution of funds 
in the wake of the Deans and Chapters Act 1840 underlined 
that the State could no longer be relied upon to finance 
reform; 
(2) 
the Church was to make use of its own resour- 
ces. Such resources were already strained when, in 1868, 
church rates were finally abolished. 
(3) 
In the same year 
an act was passed which ratified schemes whereby Chapters 
1. P. J. Welch loc cit 1954 pp193-96. A number of leading 
churchmen were aware of the difficulties at the time, 
and were prepared to give credit to the Ecclesiastical 
Commission for its contribution to alleviating them. 
Even the once-reactionary Howley saw church reform as 
the likeliest counter to escalating difficulties, in 
the debates on the Dean and Chapters Act 1840- 
2. O. Chadwick op cit Vol. I 1966 pp130-32. That this action 
had a significant symbolic aspect was made clear by 
calculations undertaken by Sydney Smith. He estimated 
that to redistribute capitular funds among all livings 
would increase stipends by a mere £5.12.6%d (£5.62%) 
per annum. 
3. Olive Anderson 'Gladstone's Abolition of Compulsory 
Church Rates: A Minor Political Myth and its Historio- 
graphical Career' Journal of Ecclesiastical History 
Vol. XXV No. 2 1974 pp185-98. It is claimed (p187) that 
fewer people actually paid church rates, after the 
case at Braintree in 1853, which saved Nonconformists 
from being compelled to pay such rates against their 
will. The financial consequences of the abolition of 
church rates upon the Church may not have been as great 
as is often inferred, in view of this. 
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had handed estates over to the Ecclesiastical Commis- 
sioners, in return for a steady income. 
(4) 
It was 
intended that, once restored, they would be returned. 
However, the laudible intention of restoring these 
lands to a position of profitability was destroyed by 
the agricultural depression of the late 19th century. 
Instead of enjoying the financial benefits anticipated 
from a reform of tenure, the Church found its financial 
position growing more precarious. 
Cathedrals were placed in a particularly difficult 
position by the redistribution of funds. Chadwick has, 
cited a number of examples to support his contention 
that nearly every cathedral was in difficulties in the 
1880s. 
(5) 
But the difficulties extended beyond the finan- 
cial, to fundamental questions of value. The gap between 
Chapter and diocese was still wide; in some quarters 
it was argued that reform was extending, not closing 
that gap. 
(6) A good deal of discussion continued to focus 
on the purpose of a cathedral. 
(7) 
While few participants 
shared the extreme sentiments of the Earl of Harrowby, 
(8) 
many contributors shared a dissatisfaction with cathedrals 
themselves, and the numerous attempts to reform them. 
These reforms generated hostility in some cities, as did 
the reformers. Chadwick cites Worcester as the scene of 
the most violent clash between reformers and the public. 
The Dean and Chapter attempted to change the ethos 
of the Three Choirs Festival, which gave them legitimate 
4. O. Chadwick op cit Vol-II 1970 p367. Worcester had 
transferred its estates in 1859. (The 1840 Act had 
only redistributed the incomes of separate estates 
of Deans and Canons. Corporate estates were unaffected 
by legislation until the appearance of the 1868 Act) 
5. Ibid pp367-70. 
6. Ibid p383. 
7. Ibid p379. Also Best loc cit 1961 p146 records propo- 
sals to develop cathedrals as models of public worship, 
or as centres for the training of clergy. 
B. O. Chadwick op cit Vol. II 1970 p379. Harrowby's view, 
expressed in 1865, was that it was doubtful whether 
the cathedrals could ever be made useful to the Church. 
9. Ibid pp387-8. 
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grounds for concern. 
(10) In 1874 they decreed that no 
music should be played unless it formed part of a service. 
The following year the festival was held in Worcester, 
with a choir and organ only. For the next two years the 
diocese rang with protest, much of it reverberating in 
the local press. The matter was only resolved when in 
1878, with Worcester once again the host city, Bishop 
Philpot refused to support his Chapter, and it had to 
relent. 
But Chadwick fails to appreciate what lay behind 
the public protest. The episode he recounts came just 
as another was concluding. In the early 1860s, the 
cathedral was urgently in need of restoration. 
(11) 
Despite the nominal value of the estates it was admin- 
istering on behalf of Worcester Cathedral, the Ecclesia- 
stical Commission announced that it could only meet one 
sixth of the cost of the restoration from its own funds. 
it was suggested that an additional £70,000-£80,000 would 
have to be raised locally. The Dean and Chapter stressed 
the urgency of the situation, and motivated local effort, 
by announcing that failure to raise the necessary funds 
would lead to the Cathedral being denied the public as a 
venue for the Three Choirs Festival. Public subscriptions 
were 
X12) 
generously supported, and the balance was donated 
by the Earl of Dudley, demonstrating yet again the philan- 
thropic concern the Ward family(13)had for the city. 
But, to the astonishment and fury of the city, the 
Dean and Chapter then proceeded to charge the public to 
10. They objected to its secularity, to the 'fact' that 
the atmosphere at performances seemed more redolent 
of a concert hall than of a cathedral, but most of 
all to the practice of erecting stands over the 
altar. The issue is recorded (with the aid of press 
cuttings) in Worcester Cathedral Chapter Act Book 1873- 
1895 pp18-21. (N. B. Numbers denote double pages, not 
single sides). 
11. M. Craze op cit 1972, p206. 
12. Supra p30. A public subscription opened in 1864 raised 
£16,000. A meeting in 1867 produced £4,700, while 
another in 1870 realised over £16,000. 
13. Supra pp45 and 59 f. n. 51. The Earldom_of Dudley was 
revived and conferred on the 11th Baron Ward in 1860. 
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see the results of the restoration. 
(14) 
An extended 
correspondence between the Council and Chapter during 
1873 and 1874 on the merits of free admission to the 
cathedral brought no satisfactory results. The corres- 
pondence was terminated by the Council's receipt of a 
(15) 
resolution passed at a Chapter meeting held on 23rd 
June 1874. The Chapter supported the existing arrange- 
ment on the grounds that it appeared to work satisfacto- 
rily elsewhere! 
(16) 
These two events, which held public attention 
from 1862 to 1878 did untold harm locally to the 
prestige of the cathedral. Neither the Council nor the 
public at large fully appreciated the extent to which 
the Chapter was held in thrall by the Ecclesiastical 
Commission, 
(17) 
and denied almost any financial freedom 
of action. What the locality thought it saw was the 
cathedral, which had once occupied an important place 
in local life, treating the locality with a combination 
of indifference and contempt. Its disregard for the 
generosity of the city and neighbourhood, as shown by 
its imposition of admission charges and its sanctions 
during the 1875 Festival, acted as a powerful disincen- 
tive on subsequent occasions when its poor financial 
position forced it to appeal for funds. Worst of all 
was its brusque dismissal of what the locality felt was 
a genuine case for letting the citizens enjoy what they 
14. Charges were 6d (2%p) per person, or 2s. 6d (122p) 
for parties of at least 10. 
15. City Chamber Order Book Vol. XVIII pp470-71. 
16. Worcester Cathedral Chapter Act Book 1873-1895 p15. 
The text of the Resolution ran : - 
'That it is not desirable to make any change in the 
present regulations for the admission of Visitors to 
the Cathedral. The present system, which is that 
adopted at York, Westminster and St. Paul's, and 
other cathedrals has so far proved to be quite satis- 
factory and seems to secure to the public the great- 
est amount of convenience and attention, with the 
necessary maintenance of order in the Cathedral'. 
17. G. Best loc cit 1861 p146 : - 
'... the chapters were in these years sheltering high- 
mindedly behind their statutes against the cold blast 
that blew upon them from the Ecclesiastical Commis- 
sion's offices in Whitehall Place'. 
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had paid to restore - on the grounds that other cathe- 
drals adopted the practice of charging admission! It 
was felt to have relinquished its right to claim any 
interest in the well-being of the city, and was to find 
the City Council a more successful rival for the role of 
defender of the civic interest. 
The period also witnessed a renewed challenge to 
the spiritual claims of the Church as the National Church- 
the spiritual wing of the Establishment. The Religious 
Census of 1851 had suggested that the hold of the Church 
of England over the population was far from tota1, 
(18) 
since it had only a small majority of those whose atten- 
dance was recorded. 
(19)A 
further indication of popular 
feeling towards the Established Church emerged during 
the taking of evidence before the Newcastle Commission. 
Witnesses from places as far apart as Cumberland, Durham, 
Hull and the Potteries indicated that the religious affi- 
liation of a school was not a relevant factor in their 
decision as to whether or not to patronise it. 
(20) 
18. W. L. Burn 'The Age of Equipoise' Unwin 1968 ed. pp271-72. 
On the most generous calculations, at least 30% of the 
population had not attended a church service at all on 
Census Sunday. 
19. K. S. Inglis 'Patterns of Worship in 1851' Journal of 
Ecclesiastical History, Vol. XI No. 1 1960 pp74-86. 
However M. Drake in E. A. Wrigley (ed) '19th Century 
Society: Essays in the uses of quantitative methods 
for the study of social data' C. U. P. 1972 p18, quotes 
Lord Robert Cecil's allegations that Dissenters had 
invalidated the accuracy of the 1851 Religious Census 
by submitting inflated figures, and transporting con- 
gregations from one chapel to another. 
These remarks formed part. of the Committee Stage of 
the Cencus Bill. (Hansard. Third Series Vol. 159 cols 
1692-1742 11th July 1860). During this debate Edward 
Baines provided detailed evidence (cols 1695-1702) to 
explain apparent discrepancies between attendance fig- 
ures and chapel sizes, which Cecil ignored in his 
allegations of deliberate malpractice (cols 1722-23). 
No other speaker took so strong a view, though Sir 
George Lewis (cols 1702-15), Sir John Pakington (cols 
1729-32) and Lord Palmerston (cols 1732-34) all sug- 
gested the figures might be suspect. (Palmerston 'I do 
not believe there was any fraud practised' col 1734). 
Besides Baines, Sir Bernal Osbourne (cols 1715-17. 
1717-19) defended the result of the 1851 Religious 
Cencus, citing an inquiry conducted by the Bishop of 
Oxford, which confirmed its findings in his diocese, 
as evidence. 
20. Mary Sturt 'Education of the People' R. K. P. 1967 p298. 
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Curriculum and school fees were regarded as the really 
important criteria. Since the Church claimed that its 
educational responsibilities were as fundamental as its 
spiritual obligations, and that all education should be 
characterised by an infusion of Christian principles, a 
weakening of its spiritual hold had implications for 
education too. Until the 1860s a fear of direct state 
intervention had united voluntary interests. But the 
forces of Dissent, recently described as consciously and 
militantly political, 
(21) 
combined against the Established 
(22) If the abolition of Church in a series of campaigns. 
church rates has been customarily held 
(23) to mark their 
most spectacular success, the isolation of Anglican 
education policy represented the most fundamental victory 
21. Marjorie Cruikshank 'Church and State in English Edu- 
catLon' McMillan 1963 p14- 
22. G. Kitson Clark op cit 1973 p231 . - 
'Politically minded Dissenters were apparently very 
successful at the elections which followed the Second 
Reform Act, and they persuaded themselves that the new 
Parliament would start the process of disestablishing 
and disendowing the Church of England'. 
23. For example : - 
M. Sturt op cit 1967 p300 and 
J. Murphy 'The Education Act 1870' David & Charles 1972 
p31, both attribute the abolition of church rates to 
Gladstone's reforming government of 1868, 
D. Fraser op cit 1976 p266 claims : - 
'Church rates were removed as a grievance in most towns 
by vestry activity specifically designed to abolish 
ecclesiastical financial imposts', 
P. T. Marsh 'The Victorian Church in Decline' R. K. P. 1969 
p251 : - 
'In 1868 at Nonconformists' insistence, compulsory church 
rates had been abolished'. 
It has been left to O. Anderson loc cit 1974 pp185-198 to 
point out that : - 
i) the bill concerning church rates received its Royal 
Assent on 31st July 1868, during Disraeli's ministry 
(p192) 
ii) amendments by the Lords preserved the machinery for 
raising church rates. The act only declared that no 
suit should be instituted to compel their payment, 
in the future (p195) 
iii) the act was the result of consensus, carried by both 
front benches, and supported by moderates of both 
parties, having originated as a Private Member's 
Bill (p193). 
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for Dissenters. It opened the way for the Liberal 
government to legislate, since the means of the Church 
fell short of its will to be the nation's educator. 
Nor was this situation restricted to popular 
education. Attempts to reform endowed schools had gen- 
erally been fruitless despite the Grammar Schools Act 
1840. Eventually middle class concern at the inadequacy 
of much secondary education and the decay of endowments 
prompted a deputation of the National Association for the 
Promotion of Social Science to meet Palmerston. 
(24) 
As a 
result a Royal Commission was established under the chair- 
manship of Lord Taunton. 
(25) 
Its recommendations reflected 
another failure on the part of voluntary initiative, and 
pointed to state intervention. However the Liberal gov- 
ernment adopted a less highly structured solution, than 
in the case of popular education. Taunton's proposals 
for provincial authorities to mediate between the Endowed 
Schools Commission and individual schools were not embodied 
in the Endowed Schools Act 1869. 
(26) 
Secondary schools 
were to be reorganised in the light of discussions between 
the Endowed Schools Commissioners and governing bodies of 
individual schools, with the Taunton grades as the frame- 
work. Interested parties were to be invited to comment on 
(27) (28) 
draft schemes and could appeal on points of detail. 
24. B. Rodgers 'The Social Science Association 1857-1886' 
Manchester School of Economics and Social Studies 
Vol. XX No. 3. September 1952 pp283-310. 
25. Transactions of the National Association for the 
Promotion of Social Science for the Year 1864' 
Longman Green, 1865 p319 The Report of the Standing 
Committee on Education contains the claim that its 
deputation was instrumental in the establishment of 
the Taunton Commission. 
26. P. H. J. H. Gosden 'The Development of Educational Admini- 
stration in England and Wales' Blackwell 1966 pp63-4- 
27. A liberal interpretation was placed on what were 'in- 
terested' parties. In 1881 the Chairman of Worcester 
School Board was invited to join a deputation to the 
Charity Commission and the Ecclesiastical Commission, 
on the Cathedral School's future. Worcester School 
Board Minute Book, Vol. VI p82. 
28. City of Worcester Chamber of Commerce 49th Annual Report 
1888 pp4 and 7 refer to correspondence between the 
Chamber and the Charity Commission about the proposals 
to reorganise the city's two grammar schools in line 
with Endowed Schools legislation. 
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But they were given no part in the drafting of the 
schemes. Secondary education appeared to stand out 
against a general trend which saw the authority of 
the Church challenged and undermined. 
But this generalisation does not apply in the 
case of the Worcester Cathedral School. While neither 
the Council nor the public at large realised the full 
extent of the difficulties facing the Dean and Chapter, 
it is unlikely that their motives would have changed 
had they been apprised of the situation, since the 
issue was increasingly seen as involving will, and 
pride. At local level the question of the reform of 
the school gave a context to a dispute as to who spoke 
for the city and its surrounding area, and determined 
what comprised an appropriate amenity. The traditional 
claims of the Cathedral were challenged by the Council, 
anxious to assert its own authority. Authority was at 
stake in a different sense as the dispute progressed, 
since the Council confronted the Ecclesiastical, and 
Charity Commissions. The fundamental issue at stake in 
these contacts was seen to be whether the locality, or 
a distant central bureaucracy was better equipped to 
appreciate, understand and resolve the needs of the 
locality. 
Three other elements are apparent in examining 
the development of the dispute. The contribution to 
be made by the press to such an issue, as the vehicle for 
news, comment and correspondence is clearly evident. So 
too in relation to the finances of the Dean and Chapter, 
is the fact that the distinction between civic pride and 
civic chauvinism could be a fine one, on occasion. Fin- 
ally the dispute affords an opportunity to observe local 
interests coming to terms with the techniques of pressure 
group politics in their relations with central bureaucracy. 
The attempt by the Council to extract information 
from the Ecclesiastical Commission by means of Parlia- 
mentary questions, put down by a local M. P. is one 
example of this. Prior to the publication in 1871, of 
a return giving the approximate value of those episcopal 




the Council's claims had 
lacked authority. The estimates made by Whiston of the 
increase in the value of estates 
(30) 
had to be used in 
calculating the amount by which endowment should be 
increased, to ensure that the school continued to receive 
its traditional proportion of capitular funds. 
(31) 
But 
estimates were unnecessary after the 1871 Return which 
revealed an increase in the value of the Worcester esta- 
tes so great that it took a decade for the city to grasp 
it. 
(32) 
The knowledge of this increase, which now appeared 
to explain the reluctance of the Ecclesiastical Commis- 
sion to answer Sherriff's questions in 1869, 
(33) 
and 
Whiston's claims that Deans and Canons had enjoyed its 
fruits in increased emoluments, strengthened the deter- 
mination of the City Council to secure an improvement in 
the level of endowment for the school. It approved a 
29. See Appendix V. 
30. See Appendices II a) and b). 
31. The Council based its claims for increased finance 
for the school on the founder's intention that one- 
sixth of the total endowment should be devoted to 
education. However, A. Macdonald 'A History of the 
King's School, Worcester' Benn 1936 pp280-81, denies 
that Henry VIII had stated this. 
32. The total annual value of the estates endowing Wor- 
cester Cathedral and its school, had originally 
amounted to £1,301.11s. 1034d (£1,301.59; p). The 1871 
Return divulged that the estimated current value of 
episcopal estates was £950,000, and of capitular 
estates was £1,300,000. Not until a letter appeared 
in the local press in 1881 was it realised that these 
two figures needed to be added to give the total 
value! Whiston was the correspondent on this occasion. 
33. The information contained in the Return confirmed the 
suspicions of the Council that King's Scholars appea- 
red to be failing to secure their legitimate dues. 
The data in the Return was not as detailed as Sherriff, 
or Whiston had hoped for. However, it did correspond 
with the first question Whiston had suggested in 1869. 
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motion :- 
"That in view of the approaching inquiry into 
the adequacy of the endowment of the Cathedral 
School of this city, the Council would respect- 
fully urge on the consideration of the Endowed 
Schools Commissioners the just claims of the 
School on the Capitular Estates, and to a large 
augmentation of the funds at present applied to 
educational purposes. "(34) 
The inquiry in question took place in 1876. It occu- 
pied only one two-hour session, but for all its brevity 
proved spectacular and revealing. The Dean and Chapter 
represented by the Chapter Clerk, and the City Council 
represented by the Mayor and the chairman of the Cath- 
edral School Committee, appeared before an inspector 
appointed by the Charity Commission. The exchanges 
revealed clearly how sensitive were ecclesiastical 
interests in Worcester to the Council's interference, 
(35) 
and how bitter the Council still felt towards the Chap- 
ter's claims to represent the interests of the city in 
view of the wrangle over admission charges to the cath- 
edral, 
(36) 
and the King's Scholars in view of recent 
34. City Chamber Order Book Vol. XVIII pp202-3. The 
meeting was held on 1st April 1873. 
35. The Chapter Clerk refused to answer questions which 
sought to elicit the amount by which stipends had 
been increased from capitular funds. He denied that 
the Town Clerk was entitled to ask such questions, 
although it was stressed that the Council was not 
criticising increases in stipends, but trying to 
contrast the increase in funds devoted to the Chapter, 
with the lack of increase in funds relating to the 
school. 
36. During the inquiry the Council representatives twice 
referred to the ill-feeling in the city towards the 
Dean and Chapter. They pointed out that, as the city's 
representatives, they could not recommend public sup- 
port for any subscriptions opened by the Dean and 
Chapter in the future. The admission charges were not 
the only bone of contention. At the special meeting of 
the Chapter on 29th November 1874, when permission to 
run a conventional festival was refused, the Chapter 
rejected the inference that civic and public support 
for the restoration of the Cathedral had been condi- 
tional on its continued use as a venue for the Three 
Choirs Festival. The Chapter was under no obligation: 
contributions had been voluntary Worcester Cathedral 
Chapter Act Book 1873-1895 pp21-3 (Also supra p 89 
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disagreements over the amount of financial help given. 
(37) 
In his own statement the inspector showed himself 
to be ill-informed about the issues and clumsy in his 
efforts at reconciliation. 
(38) His remarks implied 
that he accepted the opinion contained in the Taunton (39) 
report that cathedral schools were in a special category, 
37. Prior to the 1876 inquiry (but after receipt of the 
City Council's motion) the Endowed Schools Commission 
wrote to the Chapter for information including : - 
"3rd. Is there any statute or authority whereby the 
Chapter were relieved from the incidence of Statute 
26 (Cathedral Statutes) which enjoins them to main- 
tain 12 boys at the two universities (6 at Oxford, 
6 at Cambridge). 
4th. Can you inform me how the Chapter or the Eccle- 
siastical Commission or the two bodies together arr- 
ived at the precise sums which are now paid for the 
support of the Cathedral School, i. e. 
Headmaster £200.0.0 
Second Master £150.0.0 
Third Master £100.0.0 
40 King's Scholars £106.0.0 
£556.13.4 (sic) 
On what principle was the amount fixed? As it seems 
at some variance with the terms of the foundation 
relatively considered". 
The relevant part of the reply read . - 
"3rd. I have given to Mr. Day (the Headmaster) for 
you all the information I have. 
4th. I am unable to answer this except that each 
King's Scholar has been paid £2.13.4d a year for 
upwards of 200 years". 
Worcester Cathedral Chapter Order Book 1862-1873 
pplOO-1. Letters were dated July 2nd 1873 and July 
19th 1873. 
38. The inspector so far misunderstood the Council's 
intention as to suggest that if it was anxious for 
lay representation, it should transfer its attention 
to the Royal Grammar School, where it might encounter 
less opposition, and enjoy a greater chance of success. 
39. Schools Inquiry Commission 1868 Vol. I p646 : - 
"We have already said that the Cathedral Schools do 
not appear to usto stand on the same footing as the 
other grammar schools. They are the property of the 
Church, and can only be dealt with under the reserve 
implied in that admission". 
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despite the erosion of this position by the Endowed 
Schools Act 1869. It was clear from detailed reports 
in the local press that he found the spectacle of a 
city council attempting to determine the curriculum 
and facilities of such a school, 
(40) 
and thereby chal- 
lenging for a measure of control over its future, quite 
extraordinary. 
(41) 
In only one respect did the opinions of lay and 
clerical representatives co-incide: the endowment of 
the school was inadequate. The inspector's report, 
published in 1877, accepted this opinion and recom- 
mended that £7,000 be granted for improving the level 
of endowment. 
(42) It also repeated Bryce's recommenda- 
tion that the school should be developed, when the 
Charity Commissioners turned their attention to it, as 
a Grade I school serving the city and its neighbourhood! 
43) 
The rest of the report concentrated on the means of ach- 
ieving this objective. With the exception of lay repre- 
sentation, every one of the Council's requirements was 
implicitly accepted and embodied in the report. In view 
of this the report can be seen as the imprimatur of the 
Council's efforts on behalf of the school, in fact if 
not yet in principle. 
40. In addition to an increase in the level of endowment, 
ard lay representation, the Council also called for an 
increase in the numbers of scholarships to the school, 
and exhibitions to university, the provision of houses 
suitable for the receipt of boarders, grounds for drill 
and athletics, and proper facilities for the study of 
Physical Science. These requirements were summarised 
in the 1878 Memorial (See Appendix VI 
41. Berrows Worcester Journal 26th February 1876 p7. 
'The Inspector observed that it was natural that, when 
a school was connected with a cathedral those who 
controlled the cathedral should also claim control of 
the school, and it would be difficult to get it out of 
their hands. ' 
42. M. Craze op cit 1972 pp205-6- 
43. Schools Inquiry_Commission 1868. Report Voi. XV pp624-25. 
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If the Chapter and Council had been at odds be- 
fore the Charity Commission's inspector in 1876, there 
were signs of consensus in 1878, when the Ecclesiastical 
Commissioners' response to the Charity Commissioners' 
report was received in Worcester. This became apparent 
during a meeting of the Council 
(44) 
to consider a draft 
memorial protesting at the ungenerous proposals from 
the Ecclesiastical Commission. It was reported that 
Canon Barry had been consulted, 
(45) 
and shown a draft 
of the memorial. The news that his comments had been 
valuable and the draft amended accordingly was greeted 
apparently y. sat- enthusiastically. 
(46) 
The Chapter was 
isfied that the Council should plead the case of the 
Cathedral School by means of deputations to the Eccle- 
siastical, and Charity Commissioners. 
(47) 
But this accord has to be put in perspective. From 
1878 onwards the Chapter accepted that the Council should 
take the lead in attempts to wrest more money from the 
Ecclesiastical Commission. 
(48) 
But it does not appear 
to have conceded to the Council the right to determine 
the future development of the School. 
(49) The Chapter 
44. City Chamber Order Book Vol. XIX pp539-545. 
45. W. E. Bolland 'Recollections of the Worcester Cathedral 
Grammar School 1879-1896' (typescript) 1917. Prior to 
his installation at Worcester, Canon Barry had been 
the headmaster at Leeds Grammar School, and Cheltenham 
College. He was also Principal of King's College, 
London at this time. (M. C. Morgan 'Cheltenham College' 
Richard Sadler. 1968. pp42 and 57 note). 
46. Worcestershire Chronicle 11th May 1878 carried a long 
and detailed account of the Council meeting. The news 
about Canon Barry was greeted with criesof 'hear, hear! ' 
(The views seem to have been proffered in a personal 
capacity, not as a representative of the Chapter). 
47. The Bishop of Worcester did offer to plead the school's 
cause before the Ecclesiastical Commissioners but it is 
not possible to ascertain whether or not he did so. He 
did not join either of the deputations. He was a retiring 
individual, who shunned public life and formal occasions 
generally. 
48. But the Council was not accorded a monopoly. In 1881 the 
Chapter-made a formal application to the Ecclesiastical 
Commission under Section 18 of the Chapter Act 1868 
(supra p84, f. n. 9O) Worcester Cathedral Chapter Act 
Book 1873-1895 p1OO. 
49. Ibid p114. The Chapter gave an effusive welcome to the 
Charity Commission's revised scheme for the Cathedral 
(continued) 
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hoped that improved endowment for the school would 
ease the strain on its own precarious finances; the 
Council sought additional funds to improve the num- 
ber of scholarships and exhibitions. 
(50) 
So the 
agreement to press for improved financial aid hid 
differences of motive. 
(51) 
At the same time the governors of the Cathedral 
School were negotiating with the Charity Commission 
over the re-organisation of the school in the light 
of Endowed Schools Acts 1869 and 1874. The appearance 
of a draft scheme for re-organisation in 1881 showed 
how fragile was the agreement between clerical and lay 
interests. The Council had not been informed of the 
progress of these negotiations, and was only allowed 
the same opportunities to comment on the draft propo- 
sals as such bodies as the Chamber of Commerce, and 
School Board. Its response indicated its pique at 
being taken lightly. It organised another deputation 
and encouraged representatives from every kind of local 
organisation to join it, to reinforce its claim to be 
the hub of local opinion. It also formally included the 
Cathedral School Committee in its list of official sub- 
committees. All its reports, from now on, were presen- 
ted to the Council for debate and approval. 
(52) 
The force of local protest led to the withdrawal 
of the Charity Commission scheme, for amendment. When 
49. (continued) School, which demurred at lay represen- 
tation, suggesting instead that the Dean and Cfiapter 
be constituted the governing body. 
50. See Appendix VII for a summary of the Cathedral School 
issue, dating from this period. 
51. And continued to do so. In their response to the 1881 
draft proposals the Dean and Chapter asked that the 
£106.13.4d be given to the governors to apply as they 
thought fit, not formally earmarked for King's Schol- 
ars as clause 53 specified. Worcester Cathedral Chap- 
ter Act Book 1873-1895. p91. 
52. City Chamber Order Book Vol. XX p500. Its duties were: - 
"to consider and watch over the interests of the 
Worcester Cathedral School with reference to any scheme 
that the Charity Commissioners may propose to make for 
the administration thereof". 
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the revised version was published in 1883 the Chapter 
and Council differed in their responses to it. In 
view of the improved financial arrangements, the Dean 
and Chapter accepted it unreservedly. Because of the 
unexpected omission of the principle of lay represen- 
tation on the governorscf the Cathedral School, 
(53) 
the Council decided to oppose it. 
(54) 
News of this 
brought about a change of heart by the Chapter. 
(55) 
Apparently accepting that it could not combat the 
Council, the Chapter unconditionally accepted lay 
representation at a meeting between one of its number 
and the city's senior M. P. 
(56) 
Chapter and Council 
were at last in agreement. To mark this the Council 
passed a resolution : - 
"... accepting this proposal of the Dean and 
Chapter and cordially acknowledg(ing) the 
friendly and generous spirit with which the 
Dean and Chapter have recognised the exertions 
of the Council on behalf of the School, and 
have met the wishes of the Corporation and the 
citizens"(57) 
The Council could afford to be magnanimous in victory, 
for that was what the Chapter's concession represented. 
The Council was acknowledged as the body with the auth- 
ority to determine the future of the Cathedral School 
and to speak for the public, since it had the ability, 
which clerical authority lacked, to withstand pressure 
from central bureaucracy on this issue. 
53. In anticipation that lay representation would be 
retained. the Council had already nominated its first 
lay governor. It took his rejection by the Dean and 
Chapter as a civic and personal affront. 
54. City Chamber Order Book. Vol. XXI pp200-2. At a meet- 
ing held on 6th October 1883 the Chapter had 
declined the City Council's suggestion of a joint 
conference to discuss the re-organisation of the 
Cathedral Sch ool. 
56. City Chamber Order Book Vol. XXI p226-28. This was 
reported to a Council meeting held on 5th February 
1884. 
57. Ibid p228. 
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In fact it had been clear in the 1860s that the 
reform of the Cathedral School was incapable of reso- 
lution between local clerical and lay interests. Even 
before the passing of the Endowed Schools Act 1869 the 
Ecclesiastical Commission had been integral to the 
dispute. Therefore while at local level one issue had 
been to decide which body had the authority to speak 
for the city, the fundamental area of conflict had 
revolved around whether the city's interests were to 
be decided by the locality itself, or by central agen- 
cies. The Council's attempts to put pressure on the 
Ecclesiastical Commission through Parliament had shown 
a locality seeking a way to strengthen its own power 
at the expense of its central adversary. On the fai- 
lure of that attempt, local interests next attempted 
to have the Endowed Schools Bill 1869 amended, 
(58) 
in 
order to remove from the Ecclesiastical Commission the 
discretion in relation to cathedral schools that the 
1868 Act offered. 
(59) 
Once the measure had become law 
the Town Clerk was instructed to lay before the Endow- 
ed Schools Commissioners a copy of the petition sub- 
mitted to Parliament in 1869, together with a request 
that the Commissioners use the powers vested in them 
58. Edward Webb, a major industrialist and one of the 
city fathers, who was Chairman of the Cathedral 
Schools Committee, wrote to Lord Houghton, asking 
him to sponsor an amendment, but with no success. 
G. W. Hastings who played a leading part in city and 
county affairs for thirty years as a Director of 
the Chamber of Commerce, Chairman of the Worcester 
School Board, and later M. P. for East Worcestershire 
had more success. He was Chairman of the Council of 
the Social Science Association, and persuaded another 
Council member, the Earl of Carnarvon, to introduce 
an amendment to the bill. It eventually became 
Section 27 of the Act. 
59. Supra p 84, f. n. 90. 
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by Section 27 of the 1869 Act to inquire into the 
adequacy of the Cathedral School's endowment. 
(60) 
At the resulting public inquiry Chapter and Council 
contested the right to speak for the Cathedral School! 
61) 
It was only after the inspector's report, which included 
all the Council's suggestions, that the City Council 
came to be accepted as the sole defender of the city's 
interests in relation to the endowment of the Cathedral 
School. 
(62) 
Its two most notable campaigns in this 
connexion occurred in 1878, and 1881. 
Dissatisfaction with the official response to the 
inspector's report of 1877 
(63) 
led the Council to press 
its views on the Ecclesiastical and Charity Commission- 
ers by means of deputations. The Ecclesiastical Commis- 
sioners presented a formidable picture. The group which 
met the deputation was led by the Archbishop of York, 
(64) 
and included the Bishop of St. Albans 
(65) 
who had some 
reason to understand the cathedral schools'issue in gen- 
eral and the Worcester situation in particular. However, 
reports of the event in the local 
(66) 
press indicated 
60. City Chamber Order Book Vol. XVII Meeting held on 1st 
February 1870. It was as a result of this request, 
and subsequent correspondence with the Chapter, that 
the 1876 Inquiry was held (Supra p 96 and f. n. 37). 
61. Supra pp 96-98. 
62. The Chapter was felt, locally, to be interested solely 
in its own, vested interests. 
63. The inspector had recommended £7,000 to increase the 
endowment and £9,000 for additional building. The 
Ecclesiastical Commission offered only £3,000 for 
endowment and £4,000 for building: this latter sum 
to be conditional on the raising locally of a similar 
amount. 
64. William Thomson, formerly Provost of Queen's College, 
Oxford, supported the extension of the secondary school 
curriculum and the inclusion of science. 
65. Thomas Legh Claughton, formerly Vicar of Kidderminster, 
Honorary Canon of Worcester Cathedral 1846-1867 and 
Bishop of Rochester, was the new inductee at St. Albans. 
(Supra p78 and f. n. 64) 
66. Worcestershire Chronicle 1st June 1878. 
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that the deputation had acquitted itself well. It 
was clear that local leaders had not been overawed by 
the Commission. For example after the Mayor had'made 
the customary claim for increased revenue, based on 
the traditional proportion of one-sixth of the total 
value of cathedral estates, the following exchange was 
reported to have occurred : - 
"... the Archbishop here remarked that the 
Ecclesiastical Commissioners did not attach 
importance to abstract arguments of right, 
as they were limited in their action to do 
that which was directed by Acts of Parliament. 
"The Mayor thereupon said that, such being the 
case, he would respectfully call the attention 
of the Commissioners to the Endowed Schools Act 
1869"(67) 
The report also revealed that the Council's case was 
too carefully constructed to be dismissed out of hand 
as a combination of greed and selfishness. It contained 
a claim of £15,000 for buildings, and endowment provid-4 
ing £2,000 a year, based on. a comparison between the 
value of Worcester's and Rochester's estates, and the 
recent settlement on the Rochester Cathedral School: - 
"The Archbishop asked what authority the Mayor 
had for saying the revenues from Worcester were 
greater than those from Rochester. 
"The Mayor replied that his authority was a re- 
turn by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners dated 
August 3rd 1871"(68) 
In addition the report showed the deputation, conscious 
of its position in representing clerical and lay opin- 
ion, presenting what it felt the public was entitled to 
expect of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, to maintain 
its legitimate interests : - 
"The Mayor proceeded to say that the Memorial of 
the Town Council of Worcester asked for the very 
least that they thought-could reasonably be 
granted, and he might state that the memorial 
had the sympathy and support of the Lord Bishop 
of the Diocese, and also of the Dean änd Chapter, 
and he wished to state, with all deferentce and 
respect, that the people of Worcester considered 
that what they asked for was a matter of right (69) 
and justice, and not an act of grace and favour" 
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid 
69 Ibid . 
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Perhaps the most significant product of the meeting 
was the fact that it ran its course. At no point did 
the Commissioners question the Council's right to 
appear on behalf of the Cathedral School. The depu- 
tation had apparently won from the Ecclesiastical Com- 
mission, recognition of the legitimacy of the Council's 
concern for the school. 
(70 
But the success proved Pyrrhic in the short term. 
A principle might have been tacitly conceded, but other- 
wise there were no tangible results. In fact, when three 
years had elapsed since the deputation had appeared be- 
fore the Commission in support of its memorial, the Town 
Clerk was again instructed to draw the attention of the 
Ecclesiastical, and Charity Commissioners to it. 
(71) 
Three weeks later a series of letters were laid before 
the Council. The gist of the correspondence from the 
Charity Commissioners was that they had been engaged in 
agreeing a draft scheme for the re-organisation of the 
Cathedral School with the Chapter. The Council expressed 
its anger that the special problems of the Cathedral 
School, whose scholars were still receiving only £2.13.4d 
(£2.66p), had been allowed to continue until this routine 
re-organisation was ready for publication. 
(72) 
But this anger appeared slight when compared to 
the Council's reaction to the draft scheme, published by 
the Ecclesiastical Commission in 1881. (73) For once 
the press caught the spirit of the Council meeting 
succinctly : - 
"The Council could not receive the scheme without 
feelings of astonishment and disgust (hear, hear! )' 
70. It has to be remembered that the Council was not 
engaged in post-Taunton re-organisation, but was 
occuiied in an attempt to secure financial justice 
for the school, to improve an amenity for the city 
and its neighbourhood. 
71. Cif Chamber Order Book Vol. XX p324 (11th January 1881). 
72. This anger may also have been because the Council had 
been omitted from the negotiations. 
73. City Chamber Order Book Vol. XX pp340-1 (Ist March 1881). 
74. Berrows Worcester Journal 5th March 1881 p7. 
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The financial provisions were at the root of these feel- 
ings. 
(75) 
The scheme was rejected out of hand, and the 
Cathedral Schools Committee instructed to enter into 
negotiations with the Dean and Chapter to discuss what 
comments should be submitted in response to the scheme. 
(76) 
The correspondence columns of the local press also 
reflected public feelings. Among the letters was a state- 
ment from W. E. Bolland, Headmaster of the Cathedral School, 
underlining that funds for building were inadequate. He 
also indicated where responsibility for the school's plight 
lay - not with the Charity Commissioners : - 
"who are as powerless as the Dean and Chapter to 
grant more money, and are themselves as dissatis- 
fied with the provision made as any citizen of 
Worcester could be"(77). 
At a recent meeting with one of the Charity Commissioners, 
Bolland had been encouraged to foment local protest and 
direct it at the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. The Charity 
Commissioners would be willing to endorse it! 
A letter submitted under the nom de plume 'Trin Coll 
Cam' 
(78) indicated both the method the locality would have 
to employ to obtain justice, and also the nature of its 
adversary : - 
"Unless the Ecclesiastical Commissioners can be made 
uncomfortable, and uneasy, nothing will be got out 
of them. They are a body with great powers of res- 
istance; they are proof against compulsion"(79) 
75. The 1881 scheme offered only £5,000 for endowment, in 
contrast to the £7,000 recommended by the Charity Com- 
missioners inspector in 1877. Also the building grant, 
now reduced to £3,000 was still conditional on the 
raising of an equivalent amount locally, despite the 
Mayor's categorical assurance in 1878 : "... (that) 
unless the grant of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners 
was greatly increased it was quite useless to ask his 
fellow citizens to subscribe a single shilling". 
76. City Chamber Order Book Vol. XX p341- 
77. Worcestershire Chronicle 18th March 1881. 
78. It is tempting to ascribe this to Whiston: he was a 
Fellow of Trinity and its views matched his. However, 
he had previously corresponded openly on this issue, 
and did so again in the weeks after this letter 
appeared. 
79. Worcestershire Chronicle 11th March 1881. 
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Yet again Whiston appeared as an eager partici- 
pant in the debate. He contributed a series of letteris0) 
designed to inflame civic emotions by showing the huge 
amounts of 'Worcester' funds being enjoyed by the 
Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and by detailing how 
ungenerous were the offers to Worcester when compared 
to other cathedral schools. 
At the same time he was making a more constructive, 
and less public contribution to the Council's efforts, by 
advising it on the content and presentation of its formal 
statement, as he had done in 1851 and 1869. The 'Obser- 
vations and Suggestions of the Council to the Charity 
Commissioners' was heavily modified in the light of his 
comments. 
(81) 
The document appears to have been written 
with the warnings of 'Trin Coll Cam' in mind, to make the 
Commissioners uncomfortable and uneasy. Its concluding 
section was as hostile as the 1878 deputation had been 
studiously polite : - 
"In conclusion, the Council feel bound to enter an 
emphatic protest against the treatment that this 
question has received at the hands of the Eccle- 
siastical Commissioners. The Act of Parliament 
under which the present scheme is framed, has now 
been in operation for more than eleven years. The 
Report of the Charity Commissioners, as to the 
inadequacy of the school, was made nearly four 
years ago. During the interval, the Ecclesiasti- 
cal Commissioners, with a full knowledge of the 
facts, have made no effort to remedy the flagrant 
injustice with which the school has been treated, 
but with an entire disregard of the educational 
requirements of the district, have continued to 
apply to other purposes funds upon which the school 
has a first claim. After a lapse of so much pre- 
cious time they at length make a proposal altoget- 
her inadequate"(82). 
80. Worcestershire Chronicle 18th and 26th May 1881- 
81. A handwritten draft of this statement, in the Guild- 
hall, has been amended in red ink. The insertions 
are identical to suggestions drafted by Whiston in 
a series of letters, which are also available in the 
Guildhall for inspection. 
82. 'Observations and Suggestions respecting the scheme of 
the Charity Commissioners, adopted by the Mayor, Alder- 
men and Citizens of the City of Worcester' Section 17. 
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The force of the emotions obscured a rather naive con- 
cept of ecclesiastical finance. More to the point, the 
document accurately expressed the determination of the 
Council to achieve what it regarded as the appropriate 
treatment which would be necessary to restore the school 
to its rightful condition for the city and its neigh- 
bourhood. It brushed aside a rather clumsy attempt by 
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners to divide local opinion 
in 1883, 
(83) 
and repeated its demands. The amended 
scheme was rejected, just as its predecessor had been. 
When a scheme was finally sanctioned by Order in 
Council, 
(84) 
the City Council was able to derive a good 
deal of satisfaction at the results of its persistence. 
Everything that it had demanded had been conceded. The 
locality was even spared the earlier condition of mat- 
ching the Commission's building grant. 
(85) 
But the fin- 
ancial provisions reflected most clearly the magnitude 
of the city's achievement. No limit was set on the 
amount to be allowed for school building. A total of 
£22,000 was allocated to the school, £15,000 of which 
was to come from the Common Fund. This was five times 
the sum offered in 1877! 
However the Order in Council had a deeper signifi- 
cance. It marked the successful conclusion of a campaign 
hesitantly begun by the Council thirty three years earlier, 
which had been consistently directed to the reform of the 
Cathedral School, in such a way as to make it into an 
establishment which befitted the city and its neighbour- 
hood, and which met the needs of local children. The 
financial aspects of the campaign had been accepted by 
clerical and lay interests as crucial. The Council had 
proved to be the more powerful institution in extracting 
what it saw as the city's just deserts from the Ecclesi- 
astical Commissioners. The Chapter's declining contri- 
bution to the dispute reflected its declining local 
influence faithfully. 
83. Supra pl01" 
84. The scheme received the Royal sanction on the 17th 
October 1884. 
85. To dispose of any possible suggestions of greed, the 
Council then sponsored a fund to raise £4,000 for the 
school, which succeeded largely owing to the generosity 
of civic leaders. 
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But perhaps the most remarkable feature of the 
campaign was its resilience, over such a long period 
of time, regardless of the political complexion of the 
Council, or of the various newspapers reporting it. 
After some early misgivings in 1851, 
(86) 
a bipartisan 
approach had been developed and maintained. Apart from 
one or two minor disagreements, 
(87) 
this consensus had 
only been threatened once; in 1881 when a difference 
emerged as to whether King's Scholarships should be 
restricted to boys already in the school, or awarded 
on merit among local children. Even this difference 
was resolved satisfactorily. 
The spectacle of a city council united in the 
furtherance of a long campaign against a remote and 
uninterested national body, to protect a local insti- 
tution and the interests of the neighbourhood, would in 
itself suggest that Worcester's secondary education dev- 
eloped in accordance with the City Council's concept of 
civic pride. But the suggestion must be resisted until 
after a brief examination of the Queen Elizabeth School. 
Bryce's recommendations for the two Worcester 
schools have been referred to already. 
88) Since the 
City Council was personally involved in the government 
of the school it might be expected that its pride would 
have impelled it to contest a recommendation that either 
legislated the school out of existence, or severed its 
connection with university. After all the matter clearly 
suggested an alien intrusion into the affairs of the city, 
and civic pride could be expected to rise to this chal- 
lenge. The challenge was accepted. Though the Taunton 
Report was published in 1868, a scheme for the Queen 
86. Conservative members of the Council had been reluc- 
tant to support the 1851 memorial initially. They 
felt that the Council was interfering in a Chapter 
matter. 
87. Some councillors felt in 1878 that the memorial was 
not sufficiently outspoken. In contrast an amendment 
was moved to delete Section 17 of the Council's res- 
ervations on the draft scheme, in 1881, on the grounds 
that it savoured of menace (Supra p107, quotes Section 
17). 
88. Supra p53. 
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Elizabeth School was not finally approved until 1892. 
Successive schemes were fiercely contested and with- 
drawn, until the school achieved a satisfactory compro- 
mise. 
(89) 
But the Council's role in this defence of local 
interests against central authority appeared negligible. 
It saw itself as an impartial arbiter between opposing 
groups. For example in 1889 it called a series of 
public meetings, to test public reaction to a scheme 
for amalgamating the two schools, as a preferable alter- 
native to demoting the Queen Elizabeth's School. 
(90) 
The amalgamation scheme adopted and promoted by the 
Chamber of Commerce, 
(91) 
was opposed by the school's 
supporters, who wanted to press for Grade I status. 
When the public was called upon to express a preference 
for one scheme or the other, the vote was tied! 
(92) Nor 
did any clear consensus emerge at the Commission of 
Inquiry held in 1890, to consider objections to the 
official scheme. 
(93) 
89. The school was to be nominally Grade II, but was to 
be allowed to take boarders and to retain pupils 
beyond the age of 16, subject to the consent of the 
governors. 
90. F. V. Follett 'A History of WorcesterRoyal Grammar 
School' Baylis 1951 p104. 
91. Cif of Worcester Chamber of Commerce 48th Annual 
Report 1887 p10. At the A. G. M. of the Chamber, held 
on 19th July 1887 a resolution was passed calling 
for the amalgamation of the Cathedral and Queen 
Elizabeth's Schools. 
op cit 49th Report 1888. p4 suggested that if the 
current local discussions resulted in amalgamation, 
Queen Elizabeth's buildings could be used for a School 
for Commerce. 
92. M. Craze op cit 1972 p237. 
93. Ibid. 
City of Worcester Chamber of Commerce 51st Annual Report 
1890 p4. After appearing before the Inspector in sup- 
port of amalgamation, the Chamber of Commerce was 
informed that no action was to be taken on the propo- 
sal, in view of local differences of opinion towards 
it. 
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If the Council failed to take the initiative, and 
public opinion remained confused, it might be wondered 
who sustained the opposition for thirty years. Follett 
was in no doubt. He saw the appointment of F. J. Eld as 
headmaster as a turning point in the school's fortunes 
! 94) 
Eld raised the money to provide fine new buildings into 
which the school moved in 1868(95) (see illustration 8 
on p112). He raised additional funds for extensions in 
the 1890s, to keep pace with the increase in pupil num- 
bers (see illustration 9 on p113). He succeeded in en- 
hancing the school's prestige by obtaining Royal consent 
to a change of name. From 1869 it was officially called 
The Worcester Royal Free Grammar School. 
(96) 
Eld mar- 
shalled the opposition to the Charity Commission's and 
Chambet of Commerce's schemes. The pride that secured 
the future of the Royal Free Grammar School was the 
pride of its head, governors and old pupils. 
However the apparent contrast in the Council's atti- 
tude to the two schools really reflects their different 
situations. The Council had a measure of control over the 
Royal Free Grammar School by virtue of its authority to 
nominate the Six Masters, who governed the charity which 
(97) 
In the case of the Cathedral included the school. 
School the Council had no control, or even nominal res- 
ponsibility for its affairs. Therefore while the Council 
was indirectly involved in discussions concerning the 
Royal Free Grammar School, through its nominees, it was 
excluded from discussions concerning the Cathedral School 
until it won an uneasy acquiescence from the Chapter and 
the Ecclesiastical Commission at its claims to a legiti- 
mate concern. Its campaign in relation to the Cathedral 
School ultimately secured for it the involvement it al- 
ways enjoyed in discussions about the Royal Free Grammar 
School. 
94. F. V. Follett op cit 1951 p81. 
95. Though the Taunton Report was not published until after 
the school had moved into its new premises, Bryce's 
report was based on his visit to the school in 1865, 
when it had been severely handicapped by its premises. 
96. F. V. Follett op cit 1951 p97. 
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In addition the circumstances which led to the 
reform of the two schools were different. The Royal 
Free Grammar School underwent a perfectly straight- 
forward post-Taunton re-organisation. The involvement 
of the Council in the affairs of an endowed secondary 
school was unusual though by no means unique. The delay 
in finalising a scheme was lengthy, but delays were com- 
monplace as commissioners toured the country holding 
inquiry after inquiry, seeking a compromise which would 
suit themselves and a majority of local interests. In 
the case of the Cathedral School, Taunton was not the 
first, and was never the most important element in the 
re-organisation - in fact from the Council's viewpoint 
it often hindered its efforts. The issue had more to do 
with ecclesiastical re-organisation and its financing, 
and also involved related questions of justice to pupils, 
and authority. The Council began its campaign well 
before the Taunton Commission was instituted. It con- 
tinued while Taunton was still deliberating, and main- 
tained its offensive without regard for the progress of 
Taunton re-organisation in Worcester. It relied heavily 
on an unsophisticated concept of the episcopal and capi- 
tular estates as being 'Worcester's' property to be used 
solely for the benefit of the locality. As far as edu- 
cation was concerned that meant financing the school 
adequately enough to allow pupils who were unable to pay 
the private fees, to obtain the benefits of the school 
through King's Scholarships. It also meant an expendi- 
ture on the school to transform it into an amenity worthy 
of the city and its neighbourhood. 
(98) 
98. B. Simon 'Education and the Labour Movement 1870-1920' 
Lawrence and Wishart 1965 ed. p98. Simon dates the 
process by which old-established grammar schools 
detached from their localities and became public 
schools from the 1850s. This was the very opposite 
of what was happening in Worcester. W. Bolland op cit 
1917 took pride in being a member of H. M. C. while 
the school retained its local links. 
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The reorganisation of both schools in the best 
interests of the locality was fundamental to the City 
Council's aggressive approach, since in pressing the 
locality's case, it was advancing its own claims to be 
the legitimate authority to secure appropriate educa- 
tional amenities for the city. But there are broader 
implications also. The episode can be seen as an 
encounter between traditionalism and modernization, 
with the Chapter falling back on its traditional auth- 
ority in this matter, to the extent of denying that the 
Council's representatives were entitled to pursue inqui- 
ries. 
(99) 
It received support for this stand by the 
attitude of the Ecclesastical Commission and the Charity 
Commission's Inspector, both of whom failed to respond 
positively to the Council's initiatives. 
(100) 
The Coun- 
cil's stance can be seen to be consistent with modern 
attitudes to education, which places responsibility for 
schools in the hands of publicly elected, and accountable 
representatives. The increasingly self-assured campaign 
by the Council presented it as operating on behalf of the 
city and its inhabitants, to develop an institution which 
was appropriate for the area in terms of its structure 
and curriculum. In part this has to be seen as an example 
of local authority assumption of public responsibilities 
and duties after municipal reform in 1835. As presented 
here it has extended that example however, by emphasising 
the conflict inherent in a situation of the transfer of 
authority to influence decisions. 
The lack of popular participation does not necessarily 
indicate a widespread indifference to the issue. It does 
reflect the importance that economic as well as education- 
al factors had over the power to participate, since counci- 
llors and electorate alike had to be of satisfactory finan- 
cial standing in mid-century when the Cathedral School first 
99. Supra p 96 f. n. 35. This point was made to the Charity 
Commissioners Inspector at the 1876 Inquiry. 
100. In 1869 the Ecclesiastical Commission decline to act 
on the Council's memorial on the grounds that they 
could not intervene in a financial dispute in a 
cathedral school (Supra pp 83-4). In 1876 the Charity 
(cont'd) 
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became an issue. 
(101)It 
also results from the categories 
of legitimate interests identified by the Charity Commis- 
sion, to comment on its draft proposals for school 
reorganisation. The response of the City Council was 
more liberal in that its deputation to the Charity Commis- 
sion in 1881 was drawn from a much wider range of local 
bodies and interests. In addition, though the bulk of 
the city's population was denied direct involvement in 
the campaign to reorganise the school, by a restricted 
franchise, it was kept informed of the issues by the 
press. The correspondence columns were resorted to for 
the expression of opinion; in general support was 
offered. Finally, it should be remembered that parents 
of Kings' Scholars had turned to the Council for support 
in 1867, since their own efforts to move the Chapter had 
been unsuccessful. 
(102) 
Therefore while the Cathedral 




franchise rather than alienation governed the lack of 
participation. 
It is now intended to examine local elementary 
education, which afforded much more generous opportunity 
to participate as an elector and as a candidate for a 
seat on the city's School Board. 
100. (continued) Commission's Inspector acknowledged the 
de facto control of a Cathedral over a cathedral 
school, following Taunton's lead (Supra pp 97-8 
f. n. 39 and 41). 
101. Councillors had to be ratepayers, and have residen- 
tial qualifications in order to qualify as candidates. 
The opportunity to vote was restricted to those who 
themselves paid rates. 
102. Supra p 82. 
103. G. A. Almond and S. Verba op cit 1963 pp 24-5. 
PART III 
THE RESPONSIBILITY OF NATIONAL AND 
LOCAL INTERESTS AND THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF POPULAR EDUCATION 
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CHAPTER SIX : GOVERNMENT GROWTH AND LOCAL RESPONSE : 
THE POLITICS OF THE WORCESTER SCHOOL BOARD 
It has already been asserted that for much of the 19th 
Century increases in government activity occurred in the 
face of severe pressure from localities and special int- 
erests. 
(1) 
Recent attempts to account for the motiva- 
tion underlying this activity have been influenced by 
two interpretations - emphasising the role of ideas 
and empiricism respectively. 
Most modern historians have remained unconvinced by 
the theories of A. V. Dicey, recently reinterpreted by 
Henry Parris, 
(2) Jenifer Hart 
(3) 
and S. E. Finer, 
(4) 
attributing the main impetus for the growth of govern- 
ment to the influence of Benthamism. 
(5) 
Instead they 
have been sympathetic to the 'model' devised by Oliver 
MacDonagh, and cautiously described by him as : - 
"... simply a description, in convenient general 
terms of a very powerful impulse or tendency, 
always immanent in the middle quarters of the 
19th Century. "(6) 
While not denying that Benthamism was influential, 
MacDonagh argued that officials tended to respond prag- 
matically when confronted by particular problems, which 
became apparent as a consequence of the identification 
of a 'social evil' of 'intolerable' proportions. The 
immediate response, to legislate such problems out of 
existence, provoked a reaction from vested interests 
and an inevitable compromise. Legislative action was 
1. Supra p1O-11L 
2. Loc cit 1960. 
3. Loc cit 1965. 
4. See G. Sutherland (ed) op cit 1972 pp 11-32. 
5. Valerie Cromwell 'Revolution or Evolution - British 
Government in the 19th Century' Longman 1977 p 30. 
6. Loc cit 1958 p 61. 
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taken, though usually ineffective. The next stage in 
the model was signalled by the recognition that gov- 
ernment action was not ameliorating the situation, and 
concluded by the appointment of executive officers, 
such as inspectors, to ensure that government action 
was respected. 
The experience of these officers was doubly 
significant. Their reports testified to the contin- 
uation of 'intolerable' circumstances. Their lack of 
formal authority inhibited their ability to mitigate 
the social evil. In consequence their calls for new 
legislation and a supervising central body were even- 
tually met. This completed the third stage and began 
the fourth, which was a gradual recognition that social 
problems could not be legislated out of existence, but 
must be subject to continuing experience and : - 
"... the substitution of a dynamic for a static 
concept of administration and the gradual cry- 
stallization of an expertise or notion of the 
principles of government of the field in ques- 
tion"(7) 
In its turn this recognition led to the development of 
the final stage in the process, namely the appearance 
of legislation which encouraged the growth of adminis- 
trative discretion in the framing of regulations and 
the imposition of penalties. 
The poor moral condition of children was a re- 
curring theme in the early 19th Century. It was empha- 
sised in a number of reports by commissions investigating 
child employment. 
(8) 
It was evident in the reports from 
the Select Committee on Education, in 1834,1835 and 
1837-38, which confirmed the fears of widespread educa- 
tional destitution raised by the papers published by many 
7. Ibid p 60 
8. For example: - Report from the Commission on the Emp- 
loyment of Boys in the Sweeping of Chimnies (sic) 1817, 
Factories Employment Commission. First Report on the 
Employment of Children in Factories 1833, Children's 
Employment Commission. First Report of the Commissioners 
for Enquiring into the Employment and Conditions of 
Children in Mines and Manufactories 1842. 
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of the local statistical societies in existence at this 
time. 
(9) 
It was implicit in James Kay's examination of 
industrial Manchester. 
(10) 
He saw the city as the exem- 
plar of 'commercial' society which, having passed through 
the stages of 'savagery', 'barbarism', and 'feudality', 
now possessed the resources to enable man to control his 
surroundings. 
(11) 
Control was important since 'commer- 
cial' society also contained a number of disorders, not- 
ably cholera, the collapse of family life, crime, drunk- 
enness, irreligion, pauperism and prostitution. 
(12) 
Hal6vy 
has claimed that the public conscience was shocked by such 
revelations. 
(13) 
One consequence was legislation, in 
relation to Factories and Mines for example, which received 
parliamentary support from both parties. 
(14) 
But the 
ineffectiveness of early enactments in safeguarding the 
moral wellbeing of juveniles 
(15) 
led to further measures, 
which included the authorisation of inspectors to enforce 
and supervise the observance of regulations, 
(16) 
and the 
development of education as a redemptive agent. Both gov- 
ernment commissions and James Kay saw education as import- 
ant in rehabilitating disadvantaged and outcast minorities, 
through moral and religious training. 
(17) 
Legislation 
9. J. R. B. Johnson Ph. D. op cit 1968 p 5. In 1834 the statis- 
tical section of the British Association received papers 
from the Manchester Statistical Society on Bolton, Bury, 
Liverpool and York. Before 1839 other groups in Bristol 
and Newcastle also reported. 
10. J. P. Kay 'The Moral and Physical Condition of the Working 
Classes engaged in Cotton Manufactures in Manchester' 1832 
11. Ibid p 27 
12. Ibid p 28 
13. E. Halevy 'Victorian Years 1841-1895' Benn 1970 ed. p 27. 
14. W. C. Lubenow, op cit 1971 p 139. This applies to the 1833 
and 1844 Factory Acts which focussed on the moral and 
educational condition of children, rather than the 1847 
Act which was primarily concerned with the question of 
the number of hours to be worked. 
15. Ibid p 151. According to Sir James Graham in 1844, the 
most defensible aspect of factory legislation was its 
extension of protection to children who were otherwise 
defenceless. This Benthamite justification is not felt 
to invalidate the writer's use of MacDonagh's 'model'. 
16. For example inspection had not been included in factory 
legislation before 1833. Even then the act called for 
the appointment of only four such officers. 
17. W. C. Lubenow op cit 1971 p 144. claims that the 1843 
report of the Commission into the Condition of Mines 
and Manufactories made this point. 
H. Roper Ph. D. op cit 1972 p3 shows Kay asserting this. 
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embodying this function was passed in relation to the 
children of paupers, 
(18) 
and juvenile criminals(19) and 
vagrants. 
(20 
By mid-century a number of government 
departments including the Admiralty, the Home Office, 
the Poor Law Board and the War Department had assumed 
bureaucratic, educational and supervisory responsibi- 
lities, 
(21) 
as a result of the exposure of 'intolerable 
evils', and a general pattern of official investigations, 
inspection and succeeding Acts of Parliament. 
A similar pattern of government growth can be 
observed in relation to the education of the children 
of the independent poor. For all the conscious Bentha- 
mite sentiments 
(22) 
with which John Roebuck 
(23) 
justi- 
fied his call in 1833 for a scheme of national education, 
a profound dissatisfaction with opportunities currently 
offered by the voluntary societies was implicit in his 
statements. Roebuck was one of a large group of Radicals 
in the reformed House of Commons who took up the educa- 
tion issue, 
(24) 
formerly championed by Brougham. 
(25) 
But 
18. Poor Law Amendment Act 1834. J. R. B. Johnson Ph. D. op 
cit 1968 pp 18-20, sees the Poor Law as the matrix 
of government action in elementary education, reveal- 
ing a change in attitude from one of deterrence, to 
one of rehabilitation through education. (A commitment 
to education in earlier Poor Law administration is 
acknowledged). Education of Pauper Children Act 1862. 
19. Reformatory Schools Act 1854,1857,1866. 
20. Industrial Schools Acts 1857,1861,1866. In the case 
of Reformatory and Industrial Schools Acts a change in 
function was ensured by grant regulations, not the 
provision of new state schools. 
21. G. C. T. Bartley 'The Schools for the People' Bell'and 
Daldy 1871 pp 175-284 detail their activities. 
22. R. Aldrich 'Radicalism, National Education and the 
Grant of 1833'. Journal of Educational Administration 
and History Vol. V No. 1.1972 p 3. Roebuck claimed 
that the sole effect of a system of national education 
would be: - "... the pure, unalloyed benefit of the com- 
munity at large". 
23. Roebuck has been identified as a follower of Bentham 
by E. Halevy 'The Triumph of Reform 1830-41' Benn 1950 
ed. p 64, and H. Silver op cit 1975 pp 27-8 among 
others. 
24. Chapter XIII considers the activitiesof this group in 
relation to the development of cultural and vocational 
opportunities. 
25. H. Silver op cit 1975 p 91. Brougham sat in the House 
of Lords by this time. 
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though they supported the view that only a state-con- 
trolled national system of education was capable of 
combatting so severe a situation of educational desti, - 
tution, and anticipating a further expansion of politi- 
cal democracy, a number of Radicals, including Joseph 
Hume, Richard Potter, and Henry Warburton, voted against 
the proposal to grant £20,000 to the two major voluntary 
societies for new schools in the subsequent estimates 
from the Committee of Supply. 
(26) 
They did so because 
they regarded the sum as wholly inadequate to accomplish 
anything in terms of national education. 
(27) 
Nevertheless 
Parliament approved the grant: an action that modern 
commentators have seen as exemplifying MacDonagh's first 
phase. 
(28) 
If anything Radical pressure intensified. The 
Central Society of Education under the chairmanship of 
Thomas Wyse, M. P. was designed : - 
"... to collect and disseminate information, to 
exert pressure, to influence local action and 
national legislation"(29) 
It gave maximum publicity to, and attempted to extract 
maximum effect from the findings of the statistical 
26. R. Aldrich loc cit 1972 p 4. The Supply Debate took 
place almost three weeks after Roebuck's speech. 
Aldrich maintains that he was not in the House during 
the debate, and did not vote. If this is the case, 
E. J. Evans (ed) 'Social Policy 1830-1914' R. K. P. 1978 
p 89 misleads in quoting selectively from Roebuck's 
speech introducing his resolution and following this 
extract immediately with the result of the vote on the 
Supply Debate, as if the two occasions happened at the 
same time. 
27. Aldrich loc cit 1972 p 4. Cobbett also opposed the 
grant, as a French doctrinaire plan. 
28. J. R. B. Johnson Ph. D. op cit 1968 p2 regards 1833 as 
a modified example of MacDonagh's first phase, since 
legislative action other than legislation was involved. 
D. K. Jones 'The Making of the Education System 1851-1881' 
R. K. P. 1977 p 9. also reaches this conclusion. 
29. H. Silver op cit 1975 p 92. 
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societies. For example in the Society's first publication 
Wyse claimed that : - 
"The reports of the Statistical Society of Man- 
chester present a painful and humiliating pic- 
ture of the general mass of our so named, but 
misnamed, education. ... Bad sites, bad air, 
garrets and cellars for school rooms - everything 
to produce both physical and mental injury - are 
a few only of these features: a much more afflic- 
ting characteristic is the want of teachers, of 
books, and instruction; the very essentials, in 
fine, of education are wanting" (30) 
The Society was predominantly Whig in membership and had 
close connections with the Whig administration. Within 
Parliament similar pressure was exerted, notably by 
Robert Aglionby Slaney. Concerned with the condition of 
the poor and ameliorative action in many fields, including 
education, he has been credited with responsibility for 
the establishment of the Select Committee on Education in 
1837. 
(31) 
He was supported in his attempts to devise a 
scheme for government action by Whig-members of the Sel- 
ect Committee, including Wyse and other members of the 
Central Society for Education. 
(32) 
The scheme appears to 
have envisaged a central government board with powers of 
enquiry, inspection and grant aid. 
(33) 
In the face of this activity Anglican interests 
began to frame their own proposals. A small but influen- 
tial group including Ashley, Dyke Acland, Gladstone and 
Sandon, drew up a programme to strengthen the position 
of the Church in education and religious teaching, by 
equipping the National Society with diocesan machinery. 
(34) 
But the deep differences between the two groups does not 
30. T. Wyse in op cit 1937 p 58. 
31. J. R. B. Johnson Ph. D. op cit 1968 pp 44-46. 
32. Ibid p 46. 
33. 
34. 
Ibid pp49-50. A footnote indicates that no copy of 
this scheme appears to have survived. Its contents 
have been surmised from correspondence. 
Ibid p 48. Boards of education in dioceses were 
envisaged. Gladstone's concern for the position of 
the Church was 'seen in the opening remarks of his 
book, 'The State and its Relations with the Church' 
Murray 1838: - "Probably there never was a time in 
the history of our country when the connection bet- 
ween the Church and the State was threatened from 
quarters so manifold and various as at present". 
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disguise the fact that they were agreed on one funda- 
mental principle - the necessity for further action. 
The same conclusion was reached by Russell late in 
1838. 
(35) 
Despite the inevitable denominational furore 
and consequent compromises, the principle of inspec- 
tion was conceded, and an executive officer appoin- 
ted - James Kay, the Secretary of the Committee of 
Council on Education. 
In the light of the experience gained by the 
inspectors and the knowledge absorbed from their 
reports, Kay Shuttleworth 
(37) 
was able to combat the 
most obvious shortcomings of publicly provided edu- 
cation. Minutes of the Committee of Council, and later 
its Codes, gained the status of delegated legislation 
by lying on the table of the House for thirty days, 
(38) 
and attempted with varying degrees of success to extend 
central, bureaucratic influence in localities. The Min- 
utes of 1846 introducing the Pupil Teacher system, offer 
perhaps the best example of action designed to reform an 
unsatisfactory situation, while at the same time increas- 
ing the influence of the Committee of Council. 
(39)But 
an 
ever-increasing number of special grants, for books, 
capitation and equipment were introduced through the 
Minutes, 
(40) 
as were financial incentives to improve the 
35. Ibid p 54. Johnson cites a letter from Lord Cottenham, 
dated 25th October 1838 (in the Russell papers) as 
his authority for Russell's decision to take some 
action. 
36. H. Roper Ph. D. op cit 1972 p 12. Denominational inspec- 
tion proved an inconvenient and inefficient compromise. 
By 1859 there were seven different inspectoral maps. 
37. Kay assumed his full surname in 1842, on his marriage. 
38. H. Roper Ph. D. op cit 1972 p 28. 
39. M. Sturt op cit 1967. Chapter IX. 
40. Ibid p 206. 
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fixtures and fittings of school rooms. 
(41) 
Kay Shuttle- 
worth's position gradually became anomalous: - 
"Gradually he became not only the servant of the 
Committee but in an ad hoc manner the overseer 
of an expanding bureaucracy. There was bound to 
be a tension between the roles of policy-maker 
and bureaucrat"(42) 
Later official encouragement to extend the curriculum 
was seen, as a result of inducements to teach Drawing 
in elementary schools. 
(43) 
There was also legislation - to create the new 
political post of Vice President of the Privy Council 
Committee on Education. He was to be a member of gov- 
ernment, answerable to Parliament for the Committee's 
affairs, 
(44) 
and was to take over the responsibility 
for the daily supervision of educational business from 
the Lord President, who had assumed responsibility for 
the Department of Science and Art and for the inspection 
of training and remedial schools. 
(45) 
At first sight 
such legislation appears consistent with MacDonagh's 
description of a superintending central body, produced 
because the inadequacies of its predecessor had become 
evident over a period of time. After all the Committee 
of Council had originated in extra-legislative activity, 
by an Order in Council, 
(46) 
and its relationship with the 
Education Department was not clear, either initially or 
41. Ibid p 211. Allowances were made for boarding floors 
in 1855. 
42. H. Roper Ph. D. op cit 1972 p 11. J. R. B. Johnson in 
G. Sutherland (ed) op cit 1972 p 131 sees this ambi- 
valence also, calling Kay Shuttleworth a statesman 
in disguise. 
43. H. Butterworth 'South Kensington and Whitehall: A Con- 
flict of Educational Purpose'. Journal of Educational 
Administration and History. Vol. IV No. 1 1972 p 10. 
44. M. Sturt op cit 1967 p 238. 
45. G. Sutherland op cit 1973 p 14. 
46. J. R. B. Johnson Ph. D. op cit 1968 p 60. The Committee 
gained its constitutional propriety as a result of 
this exercise of the Royal Prerogative. 
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as the service progressed. 
(47) 
However in the case of this legislation, as in 
other cases of legislative action, education fits uneas- 
ily within MacDonagh's 'model'. The 1856 Act was not in- 
tended to strengthen the central educational bureaucracy. 
Quite the reverse! Its hurried passage through a Parlia- 
ment preoccupied with the Crimean War was a mark of the 
concern felt by politicians at their inability to in- 
fluence the activities and expenditure of the Education 
Department. 
(48) 
The Vice President was seen as a means 
of bringing some control over education within the reach 
of Parliament, 
(49) 
particularly in relation to its tradi- 
tional preserve - supply. But in itself this objective 
reinforces the general relevance of the 'model' since the 
act can be seen as a reaction against the self-generated 
bureaucratic growth that had been a feature of the Edu- 
cation Department under Kay Shuttleworth the statesman 
manque, and Lingen the archetypal bureaucrat. 
The contract between the two men was sharp. The 
former had gained first hand experience of the hardship 
of the poor as a doctor in Glasgow and Manchester and as 
an Assistant Poor Law Commissioner. 
(50) 
The latter, after 
attending school in rural Bridgnorth, had had a distin- 
guished academic career at Oxford. 
(51 
Their regimes 
47. Johnson in G. Sutherland (ed) op cit 1972 p 112. The 
Committee of Council, a political instrument whose 
origins owed much to the lack of a Parliamentary 
concensus on education, shared office space with 
the Education Department, an administrative unit 
which came into being in August 1839 when the 
Treasury handed over the responsibility for pro- 
cessing applications for building grants. As the 
amount of administration increased, Kay Shuttleworth 
negotiated additions to his staff in consultation 
with the Lord President in person, not with the Com- 
mittee. 
48. M. Sturt op cit 1967 p 238. 
49. Ibid. 
50. J. Hurt 'Education in Evolution' Paladin 1971 p 22. 
51. Ibid p 48 f. n. 2. 
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were diametrically opposed. Kay Shuttleworth's expansio- 
nist approach exemplified his belief in the efficacy of 
education. 
(52) Lingen's narrow interpretation of depart- 
mental obligations bore out his view that local communi- 
ties were primarily responsible for their social services: 
the role of central government being supportive. 
(53) 
This required a docile inspectorate, which was achieved by 
a ruthless inhibition of inspectoral initiative. The con- 
ferences they had held since 1847 were discontinued-in 1860. 
(54) 
Their opportunities to express opinion on matters of policy 
were further curtailed by the Revised Code 1862, which gave 
them the responsibility to examine every child annually ' 
(55) 
and altered the nature of the reports they submitted. From 
this point their advice on policy was neither sought nor 
needed at the Education Department. 
(56) 
Lingen's development of a style of administrative 
discretion predated the Revised Code by at least a decade, 
though. It was evident in the practice of issuing Supple- 
mentary Rules, as in 1852 when he limited the number of 
pupil teachers apprenticed each month to 100. 
(57) 
It was 
also present in relation to the approval of building grants, 
on occasions when the Department attempted to determine 
where the proposed schools should be sited. 
(58) 
It was 
apparent in a number of attempts to enforce the insertion 
of conscience clauses into the management deeds of Natio- 
nal Society schools, from 1859. 
(59) 
Lingen later admitted 
52. Ibid pp 23-24, and p 113. 
53. Supra p 10, and f. n. 46.. However, J. Hurt op cit 1971 
p 157 suggests that the presence of a Vice President 
inhibited Lingen's freedom of action. 
54. J. R. B. Johnson Ph. D. op cit 1968 pp 367-70. 
55. H. Roper Ph. D. op cit 1972 p 24. 
56. Ibid p 25. 
57. J. R. B. Johnson Ph. D. op cit 1968 p 477. 
58. H. Roper Ph. D. op cit 1972 pp 33-34. A case is cited 
concerning an application to build a school in Woking- 
ham. 
59. Ibid pp 31-2. Between 1861 and 1864 the Department 
objected in 71 cases, on conscience grounds. In 41 
cases, the promoters agreed to a conscience clause. 
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that no Minute existed authorising this action. 
(60) 
But 
the clearest such example was the Revised Code 1862, which 
Johnson sees as an indication of the degree of independent 
action that the Education Department had become accustomed 
to exercise, even from the Committee of Council. 
(61) 
It is 
also the most obvious indication of the change which Lingen 
made to Kay Shuttleworth's dynamic, expansionist policies! 
62) 
This change, and the nature of the Committee of 
Council provoked considerable speculation during the 1860s. 
At issue was its suitability to administer and control ele- 
mentary education. Lord Robert Cecil was one of its most 
unremitting critics. He argued that the Education Depart- 
ment possessed a quasi-judicial power, that negated parli- 
amentary opposition to its minutes, and amounted to an 
abuse of the sovereignty of the legislature. This was all 
the more reprehensible since in practice, power was con- 
centrated on a permanent official. 
(63) 
Sir John Pakington 
was typical of a more temperate group. He saw the activi- 
ties of bureaucrats in relation to Supplementary Rules as 
symptomatic of the Educ i. on Department's timidity, not its 
despotism. He had supported the appointment of a Vice 
President of the Committee of Council in the hope that the 
concentration of responsibility into the hands of one man 
would result in an improved education service. 
(64) 
However, 
60. Ibid p 33. This admission was made before the Select 
Committee 1865. Lingen claimed its imposition was a 
matter of discretion for the Vice President. 
61. J. R. B. Johnson Ph. D. op cit 1968 pp 495-97. 
62. Though the change was not simply from a policy-making, 
to an administrative regime as suggested by Johnson in 
G. Sutherland (ed) op cit 1972 p 136. M. Sturt op cit 1967 
p 251 indicates that Lingen was commonly thought to have 
been the main architect of the Revised Code 1862. The 
policy objectives of the two men differed sharply. 
63. H. Roper Ph. D. op cit 1972 pp 28-30. 
64. J. Hurt op cit 1971 p 149. 
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this did not happen. A number of ministers remained in 
association with the Education Department, and the seat 
of responsibility remained difficult to locate. 
(65) In 
moving for the establishment of a Select Committee to 
enquire into the modus operandi of the Committee of 
Council, in 1865, 
(66) he stated that the principal sin 
of the Education Department was its lack of action. 
(67) 
Evidence given before the Select Committee exposed 
the Committee of Council as a facade. Lingen, 
(68) 
and 
Salisbury and Russell admitted that Minutes had been 
tabled without the Committee's ratification. 
(69) Lowe 
and Bruce supported the structure of the Committee, on 
the grounds that additional weight attached to the regu- 
lations because they were (nominally) passed by a body 
of cabinet ministers. 
(70) 
In addition evidence revealed 
a confusion over the division of responsibilities between 
the Lord President and the Vice President. Granville 
claimed that the existence of a Vice President did not 
threaten the superior authority of the Lord President. 
Lowe agreed. But H. A. Bruce saw the relationship between 
the two posts as equal. Both Lowe and Bruce had served 
as Vice President under Granville. 
(71) 
Pakington had supposed that change could be gener- 
ated from within the Education Department. The Select 
Committee had invalidated this hope. The narrow, lega- 
listic concept cf the role of the Education Department 
65. Ibid p 150. 
66. Select Committee on the Constitution of the Committee 
of Council on Education vi First Report 1865. 
Ditto vii Second Report 1866. 
67. H. Roper Ph. D. op cit 1972 p 35. 
68. Ibid pp 37-39 summarise Lingen's evidence. 
69. Ibid pp 39-40. Both were former Lords Presidents. 
Another, Lord Granville, accepted this as a perfectly 
proper procedure. All three saw the Committee of Council 
as a purely advisory body. 
70. Ibid p 42. 
71. Ibid pp 43-8. 
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shared by Lingen and Lowe fitted well into the Glad- 
stonian view of good government as unobtrusive govern- 
ment, 
(72) 
but failed to provide the dynamism necessary 
to meet the needs of the 1860s. Direct action by Par- 
liament was increasingly seen as the only way of satis- 
fying these needs. 
(73) Even Robert Lowe acknowledged, 
during the passage of the 1867 Reform Bill, that the 
education of the poor had become a political question! 
74) 
It is tempting to see the 1870 Act as the answer to this 
(75) the final stage in MacDonagh's 'model'. question: 
When the education of the poor is seen against 
this pattern of government growth two important points 
emerge. The existence of the Education Department, 
distributing grants in return for adherence to the Min- 
utes and Codes, and acceptance of the practice of inspec- 
tion, placed localities and central government in a con- 
tractual relationship which was not paralleled in rela- 
tion to post elementary education. The freedom enjoyed 
by Worcester to dispute the future development of the 
Cathedral School before the passing of relevant legis- 
lation, 
(76) 
and as a separate issue from-Taunton reor- 
ganisation, was not possible in relation to elementary 
education once the 1870 Act was passed. Nor was the city's 
72. Ibid p 50. 
73. Ibid p 51. 
74. A. J. Marcham 'The Crisis of National Education 1867-70' 
M. Ed. University of Birmingham 1968 p 168. 
75. H. Roper Ph. D. op cit 1972 p 106, and loc cit 1975 pp 
203-4. both contain the following statement: - 
'In explaining the origins of the Education Act 1870, 
it is easy to be blinded by the longstanding nature 
of the education question to the similarity between 
the passage of the Education Act and other great 
pieces of social legislation. The most common moti- 
vating force behind such legislationwas the cry of 
'intolerable'. It was the discovery of a valid basis 
for such a cry and the exploitation of that discovery 
which made the dream of educationlegislation a reality' 
76. The Grammar Schools Act 1840 is not seen as relevant. 
Its objective was to facilitate changes in the ethos 
and curriculum of a school. Local interests in Worcester 
claimed the right to be involved in the restructuring 
of the Cathedral School also. 
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ability to decide whether or not to adopt permissive 
Public Libraries' and Technical Instruction legisla- 
tion(77) possible in the face of mandatory Education 
Acts. Local autonomy was respected but curtailed 
nevertheless. Civic pride, if an element in the pro- 
vision of popular education after 1870, was subject to 
bureaucratic constraints, including the imposition of, 
or dismissal of a School Board, and the threat of 
default. 
But perhaps the most important consequence of 
applying MacDonagh's 'model' to popular education is 
what it reveals by omission. Prior to 1870 civic pride 
scarcely featured in relation to the education of the 
poor. A generation after Kay's expose of Manchester, 
(78) 
a paper prepared by the Manchester Education Aid Society 
and reported to the Social Science Association revealed 
a similar situation, 
(79) 
which was borne out in reports 
on other industrial conurbations. Whatever pride ind- 
ustrial cities like Birmingham and Manchester could claim 
for their municipal programmes generally, the extent of 
educational deprivation was a source of shame. Instead 
of initiating what they felt to be in the best interests 
of their citizens, industrial conurbations had to respond 
to the central initiative embodied in the 1870 Act. 
But if it was a consequence of the social short- 
comings of Victorian cities, the 1870 Act offered little 
consolation to cathedral cities. For all the conciliatory 
statements of Tait 
(80) 
many bishops and chapters saw their 
task as defending their legitimate interests from further 
77. See Chapters VIII and IX for a fuller examination. 
78. Supra p119- 
79. 'Transactions of the National Association for the 
Rbmotion of Social Science 1866' Parker 1867 p 55. 
The paper's revelations were described by H. A. Bruce 
as the 'thunderclap from Manchester'. 
80. P. T. Marsh 'The Victorian Church in Decline' R. K. P. 
1969 p 66 draws attention to the realistic attitude 
of Tait, the new Archbishop of Canterbury : - 
'Again and again when the interests of Church and 
State threatened to conflict, he sought to avert the 
clash by referring to public opinion. He was not 
reluctant to admit that this public opinion demanded 
the remoulding of old institutions to meet contemporary 
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inroads by the State. The Bishop of Lincoln struck an 
appropriately militant pose in comparing cathedrals to 
fortresses whose baileys, the cathedral cities, were to 
be defended as vigorously as possible. 
(81) 
Adams attem- 
pted to show the Anglican church, led by its bishops, 
making every attempt to reduce the need for school 
boards. 
(82) 
More recently Sturt has provided further 
material to support this case, 
(83) 
while; the limited 
amount of research into the educational activities of 
cathedral cities at this time(84)has provided additio- 
nal corroboration. Hicks has estimated that of sixteen 
ancient cathedral cities, half had no school boards, 
and one (Salisbury) possessed a board with no schools 
to control. 
(85) Finally, the see of Hereford marked the 
expiry of the period of grace by advertising, in the 
local press, on behalf of fifty parishes in the Arch- 
deaconry of Salop which had building funds for parochial 
80. (continued) needs, a demand with which he urged the 
church to co-operate even when it hurt: but equally, 
he believed, the public would insist that in enacting 
reforms the State continue to make provision for the 
religious requirements of its subjects. In no sphere 
was Tait's trust in the English public more evident 
than in his handling of the transformation, at all 
levels, of education during his archiepiscopate... ' 
81. O. Chadwick op cit 1970 p 383. 
82. H. Adams 'History of the Elementary School Contest'. 
Chapman and Hall 1882 pp 241-44. Activities in this 
context by the bishops of Chester, Ely, Hereford, 
Lichfield, Peterborough, Salisbury and Worcester 
are touched on. 
83. M. Sturt op cit 1967 pp 308-10 detail activities in 
Ely and Chester, and identify York as avoiding a 
School Board. 
84. Margaret Sterry 'Elementary Education in Lincoln 
1870-1903' M. Ed. University of Nottingham 1957. 
J. W. Hicks 'A School Board in a Cathedral Cit1' 
M. Ed. University of Bristol 1971 (Salisbury) 
85. J. W. Hicks M. Ed. op cit 1971 p 4. (Hicks cites the 
Report of the Committee of Council on Education 
1894-95 pp 782-1068 as his source). 
E. J. R. Eaglesham 'From School Board to Local Autho- 
r' R. K. P. 1956 p 4. underlines the diversity of 
response to the 1870 Act, and warns of generalising 




In turning to consider the development of elemen- 
tary education in Worcester after 1870, an attempt will 
be made to assess the degree to which the enterprise was 
seen as a civic enterprise, rather than as a sectional 
exercise. This entails the consideration of certain 
questions - what interest was shown in the passage of 
the bill in 1870? did local debates merely reflect a 
national picture of conflicting Leagues and Unions or 
was there an important local dimension? what sectors 
of society were involved and with what motives? The 
local situation will be considered in three phases: 
1870,1871-1883, and 1883-1903. Attention will be 
concentrated on the School Board since legislation 
afforded it special responsibilities for a school 
district. 
(87) 
To judge from the press local interest in attempts 
to legislate on popular education before 1870 was minimal, 
even though Sir John Pakington had been a protagonist in 
the campaigns. Two related factors changed this situation 
however - the foundation of the National Education League 
and geography. In 1869 the local press contained a report 
summarising the League's policy. 
(88) Worcester and Bir- 
mingham were sufficiently close to take an interest in 
each other's affairs, and to report them. 
(89) The 
League's significance was not lost on the Bishop of 
Worcester or Sir John Pakington: both made major speeches 
86. Worcester Herald 31st December 1870. The advertisement 
filled two columns. 
87. The Education Act 1870 gave school boards specific 
responsibilities for repairing deficiencies by pro- 
viding schools. (ss 18 and 98). It also gave boards 
powers to enact bye-laws, covering compulsory atten- 
dance (s74). 
88. Worcester Herald 18th September 1869. 
89. Worcester Herald 20th November 1869 and Berrows 
Worcester Journal 30th April 1870 both contained 
letters defending the writers against reports that 
had been carried in the Birmingham press. 
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locally warning of the dangers fo]owing 'the total 
severance of education from religion'. 
(90) 
From the publication of this account until the 
return of the first Board in January 1871 education 
became a major concern of the local press, to judge 
from the number of editorials, letters, news items, 
reports of local meetings and national developments, 
and special supplements. The literate public was pro- 
vided with a detailed analysis of the bill, 
(91) 
and a 
range of leading opinions on its likely impact. At 
first sight the local debate was typical of the natio- 
nal pattern, with Leagues and Unions engaging in a 
lively debate. In January 1870 two local newspapers 
described, in their characteristic ways, a noisy meeting 
to establish a local branch of the League. 
(92) Once 
established it began to play its part in the education 
debate. As a defensive measure steps were immediately 
taken to set up a local branch of the National Education 
90. Worcester Herald 25th September 1869 (Supplement). 
The speeches had been made at the opening of a school. 
91. Berrows Worcester Journal 26th February 1870 carried 
a lengthy summary. ibid 14th June 1870 an editorial 
discussed the bill's amendments, giving particular 
attention to Clause 7. 
92. Berrows Worcester Journal (Supplement) Worcester Herald 
(Supplement) both 22nd January 1870: - 
'Thus, by dint of great perseverance the local promo- 
ters of the League got a small majority in a crowded 
meeting (where order was set at nought) to pronounce 
in their favour, but it was not a victory to be proud 
of'. (Berrows Worcester Journal) 
'Mr. Melville's amendment was then put and lost by a 
decisive majority, and Mr. Hastings' proposal met 
with a similar fate. Ultimately the meeting broke up 
in disorder, the resolution being adopted amid con- 
tinued interruptions; and although an attempt was 
made to propose the usual complimentary vote of 
thanks to the chairman, it was unheeded and the 
proceedings which had lasted nearly four hours were 
brought to an abrupt conclusion' (Worcester Herald). 
The contrast between the partisan 'Journal' and the 
more detached 'Herald' was acharacteristic of their 
reports. 
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Union, to uphold religious teaching. But surprisingly, 
in view of the city's religious significance, it took 
three attempts and four months before a meeting, packed 
with Anglican clergy, informed that Bishop Philpot was 
prepared to act as president, agreed to form a local 
Union branch. 
(93) 
Even then one of the leading local 
educationists refused three offers to join, claiming 
that three of the Union's four original principles were 
untenable. 
(94) 
On closer examination the two major 
pressure groups made little impact on the education 
question locally. Supporters did not adhere rigidly to 
their organisations' national policies. 
(95) 
Instead 
opinion began to turn inwards, to consider what was in 
the best interests of the city, not of particular inter- 
ests within it. Committed individuals played an impor- 
tant role in this stage of the debate. 
93. Berrows Worcester Journal 28th May 1870. 
94. Canon David Melville had formerly been headmaster of 
Radley College. He was a member of the National Asso- 
ciation for the Promotion of Social Science on its 
establishment in 1857, and a year later acted as joint 
secretary of the Education section at the Liverpool 
congress, where he delivered a paper. His writings on 
education in the 1860s ('The Conscience Clause, its 
Meaning, its Authority, its Use' Rivington 1865, 
'Probable Course of Legislation in Popular Education' 
Rivington 1868) established him as a liberal in this 
field. He attended the inaugural meeting of the 
National Education Union, in Manchester. 
95. At a public meeting in February 1870, Alderman Edward 
Webb, a local Leaguer, and Canon Wood, who was to secure 
the establishment of the Union locally, agreed on a 
number of necessary steps to improve popular education. 
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The most significant such contribution was made 
by George-Woodyatt Hastings. 
(96) Before 1870 his 
humanitarian preoccupations had limited his local 
appearances and activities, while at the same time 
enhancing his prestige. 
(97) As a Liberal he accom- 
plished one of the most notable distinctions of this 
period by being lionised in the Conservative 'Berrows 
Worcester Journal'. As a veteran of campaigns and 
public meetings he was able to use the events of 1870 
96. George Woodyatt Hastings was born locally in 1825, 
into a family which included Warren Hastings as an 
ancestor. Two uncles received knighthoods for 
public services, as did his father Sir Charles 
Hastings, whose medical services to the community 
were still highly esteemed. Hastings qualified in 
law and became a barrister, practising on the Oxford 
circuit, but devoted the bulk of his time to social 
welfare. He was a Vice President of Worcester Infir- 
mary, and a supporter of the Discharged Prisoners' 
Aid Society, and the Vagrants Relief Society. In 
addition he acted as Secretary of the Law Amendment 
Society, and played an important part in the founding 
of the National Reformatory Union in 1856, of which 
he became Honorary Secretary. The success of this 
body's first conference gave him the idea for a 
more comprehensive new association, and he was inst- 
rumental in establishing the National Association 
for the Promotion of Social Science in 1857. On the 
death of Lord Brougham he became Chairman of its 
Council. At the same time he became interested in 
women's rights. He allied this with his skill as a 
draftsman of bills in 1869, and constructed the 
Married Women's Property Bill. 
In 1860 he became a member of the Worcester Chamber 
of Commerce, on accepting the title of Corresponding 
member of the Board. He represented the Chamber in 
London at deputations. His other local associations 
in the same decade included support for the newly 
established Malvern College, and membership of the 
Educational Council of the Worcester College for the 
Blind. (Sources E. Yeo, D. Phil. op cit 1972. R. Pemble 
'The National Association for the Promotion of Social 
Science: some Sociological Aspects' M. Ai University 
of Nottingham 1968). 
97. Worcester Herald 22nd January 1870. On attending the 
meeting called to form a local branch of the League 
Hastings was elevated to the platform by popular 
demand. The paper noted his reception: - 'Mr. Hastings, 
who on coming forward, was received with applause'. 
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to capitalise on his initIal reputation and enhance 
his own cause. 
(98) He was adept at interspersing his 
speeches with asides that indicated the important 
people he knew, and the important events he was caught 
up with. In case this appears uncharitable, it is also 
fair to add that at all the meetings he attended, apart 
from his own, he deliberately held back until the main 
alternatives had been advanced, and then sought to 
conciliate. His experience in committees stood him 
in good stead in seeking common ground, and in the 
language of consensus, if the press reported him 
accurately. 
It is only possible to identify one notable 
contribution from the working class. James Fisher 
Airey was a working tailor, who came to prominence 
in 1870 as an unsuccessful candidate for the City 
Council and as a champion of working class education. 
The press report his presence at most meetings on this 
subject. He was a founder member of the League in 
Worcester, and was amongst the deputation to Gladstone 
in March 1870. 
(99) 
He was one of the most unremitting 
critics of Anglican efforts at educating the masses, 
and won little support at the meetings, except from the 
group who comprised his ward committee at elections. 
98. Berrows Worcester Journal 12th February 1870. Worcester 
Herald 12th February 1870. Both papers reported at 
length a meeting called by Hastings at which he ex- 
plained at length his own views on education, and 
attempted in the ensuing discussions to explore the 
common ground shared by all interested in popular 
education in Worcester. 
99. D. Roland 'The Struggle for a National Education Act, 
and its Implementation' B. Litt. University of Oxford 
1957 pp 273-79 describe the League's massive deputa- 
tion to Gladstone on 9th March 1870, which had been 
arranged at its executive committee meeting on 24th 
February. Besides Airey, the Worcester contingent 
included A. C. Sherriff M. P. and Councillor F. Woodward. 
(National Education League Papers, Ref. 45703: Birmin- 
gham Reference Library). 
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By the time the Education Bill received the Royal 
Assent, local debate had lessened, and the press was 
concentrating on the Franco Prussian War. Interested 
parties in the debates, overwhelmingly representative 
of the providers of education, not its recipients, were 
in agreement that the locality was best placed to dis- 
cover and administer to its needs. At its September 
meeting the City Council accepted the Town Clerk's 
advice that there was no urgency in the situation. It 
decided not to invoke Section 12 of the 1870 Act, but 
to wait and see if the official return revealed a def- 
iciency! 
100) But just two monthslater the Council 
changed its stance. A hurriedly drafted resolution 
was introduced, to form a School Board as soon as 
possible. 
(101) There appear to have been three reasons 
for this. Estimates now suggested that the return would 
identify a deficiency. It was also argued that compul- 
sion, which had been accepted on all sides locally, was 
impossible without a School Board. But the most import- 
ant reason appears to have been related to civic pride. 
In urging his resolution Edward Webb indicated that 
twenty six of the principal towns in the land had 
already obtained the Act, and Worcester should not lag 
behind. While the dividing line behind civic pride and 
civic chauvinism may be fine, and on occasions indist- 
inct, the Council do appear to have put aside sectional 
interests in passing this resolution. It had been pro- 
posed by a prominent local Leaguer, and seconded by 
another who had already attracted opprobrium by advan- 
cing Secularist views. But none of the supporters of 
the Anglican cause had any qualms about accepting the 
resolution. It had been published only three days 
100. 
101. 
Berrows Worcester Journal 10th September 1870. 
Berrows Worcester Journal 10th December 1870. 
Resolved: - "That the formation (as soon as pract- 
icable) of a school board under the provisions of 
the Elementary Education Act 1870, for the district 
of the City of Worcester is desirable, and that 
this Council hereby applies to the Lords of the 
Privy Council for Education to cause a School Board 
to be formed for such district under the powers of 
the 12th section of the said Act". 
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before the meeting, and a delaying amendment was 
initially proposed by an alliance of Nonconformist and 
artisan interests. But it was withdrawn when it was 
pointed out that Worcester was in danger of being left 
behind. The motion was passed by acclamation, appar- 
ently in the city's interest rather than as a result 
of a sectional campaign. 
(102) 
The Education Depart- 
ment named 31st January 1871 as election day: January 
1871 witnessed feverish activity in the city. 
Sadly civic pride proved the first casualty of 
this activity. Agreement had not been hard to achieve 
while the debate about the Education Bill had been con- 
ducted at a theoretical level. But the existence of an 
Act lent proceedings a new inevitability. All the par- 
ticipants in the debate now had to consider whether or 
not they could trust people with whose religious or 
political convictions they did not always agree. In 
the event they appear to have decided to leave nothing 
to chance, 
(103) 
in seeing their particular interest 
represented on the School Board. 
The 1871 election campaign saw three distinct 
stages: an attempt to avoid a contest by empanelling 
a Selection Committee to agree a Board, a conference 
of nominated candidates to choose nine of their number 
for the Board, and a period of sophisticated organisa- 
tion and campaigning once a contest became inevitable! 
104) 
Though neither the City Council, nor the League nor 
Union as such played any direct part in the proceedings, 
groups did emerge. A strong 'Church Party' developed 
in support of the right of Anglicans to a majority on 
the board. An equally vocal working class group, led 
by Airey, attempted to deny clerics any part in the 
campaign on the grounds that the Act was itself an 
102. P. F. Speed 'The Elementary Schools of Bath 1862-1902' 
M. A. (Ed) University of Bristol 1958 p 44 identifies 
three groups, representing ratepayers, nonconform- 
ists, and working men, who petitioned Bath Council 
for a Board. p 109 suggests the League instigated 
this. No such activity occurred in Worcester. 
103. J. Fletcher M. Phil. op cit 1974 p 121. 
104. D. Wardle 'Education and Society in 19th Century 
Nottingham' Cambridge University Press 1971 
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indictment of their past record. Nonconformist groups 
were less influential because they failed to unite. 
Individuals failed to maintain their influence in the 
face of this organisation. Political affiliations 
were irrelevant, in spite of the attempt by 'Berrows 
Worcester Journal' to identify Conservatives with 
denominationalism, and Liberals with secularism. 
In response to a requisition the Mayor called 
a public meeting whose dual objective was to spare 
the city the cost of an election, and to forestall 
dissention by agreeing a Board representative of all 
relevant interests. 
(105) This naive procedure failed 
in the face of suspicion that the proposed Selection 
Committee was rigged: a device to foist on the city 
a list that had already been drawn up in secret. It 
proved impossible to find nine people, who could be 
commended to the city, 
(106) 
who satisfied all inter- 
ests. By the time that nominations for election to 
the Board had closed, thirty two had agreed to standý107) 
With the eleOtion date only two weeks away, and 
ill-feeling mounting, there appeared no alternative 
to a contest. However, at the suggestion of the 
'Worcester Herald', the candidates met in conference 
to try and decide which nine should be allowed to 
appear, unchallenged, on the ballot paper. 
(108) 
This 
attempt at consensus failed also. Working class 
104. (continued) pp 83-5 indicate, by contrast, that 
no trace of large-scale management could be seen 
in the election of the first Nottingham School 
Board. 
105. Berrows Worcester Journal: Worcester Herald: both 
14th January 1871. 
106. Hastings reminded the Committee members of their 
obligations to select those whom they thought the 
city would want returned: not those whom they 
wanted to be elected. But partisanship proved 
too much for altruism. 
107. They included 6 Gentlemen, 6 Professional men, 
6 Clergymen, 4 Industrialists, I Teacher and 9 
Tradesmen. (2 Tailors, 1 Clothier, 1 Draper, 
1 Glover, 1 Nurseryman, 1 Wine Merchant, 1 Tob- 
acconist and 1 Dealer). 
108. Worcester Herald 21st January 1871. 
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representatives objected to the presence of Anglican 
clergy, who in their turn refused to entertain the 
presence of a secularist on any agreed Board. In 
addition a dispute raged as to who should represent 
the working classes. Anglican interests included a 
(109) 
Alderman Wood, working man among their number. 
a veteran of civic life, claimed to have been urged 
by the working classes to continue to represent their 
y, on the other hand, argued that interests. 
(110) Aire 
only a genuine working man (implicitly himself) could 
genuinely understand and act for workers. The imme- 
diate cause of the breakdown of this conference was 
the refusal of J. W. Scott, a draper, to withdraw his 
candidature. He claimed that he had given an under- 
taking to go to the poll and could not revoke it. But 
many others were equally intransigent if less direct! 
111) 
From this point the press becomes an unreliable 
guide, since its reporters were barred from some meet- 
ings, and ejected from others, after votes to exclude 
them had been taken. 
(112) 
However, it is clear that a 
Wesleyan/Methodist alliance was forged, committed to 
plump for J. W. Scott. 
(113) 
Also a meeting was reported 
to have been held at which it was agreed to commend two 
'official' Nonconformist candidates to the electors. 
(114) 
But the activities of the 'Church Party' are easiest to 
identify, not least because the Minute Book of its co- 









Richard Smith, a nurseryman. However he was bottom 
of the list of Church candidates, in terms of prio- 
rity, and did not stand as an official candidate. 
Joseph Wood was identified on the ballot paper as 
a 'Gentleman'. He had taken a direct interest in 
the education of the working classes for half a 
century. 
Hastings offered to withdraw (again), pointing out 
that membership of the Royal Commission on the 
Operation of the Contagious Diseases Act would 
prevent him canvassing in the week before the 
election, though canvassing on this issue was 
anathema. 
Worcester Herald 21st January 1871. 
Worcester Herald 28th January 1871. 
Ibid. They were Aldermen T. R. Hill and Joseph Wood. 
J. Fletcher M. Phil op cit 1974 pp 110-13 contain a 
more detailed account of events, based on its contents. 
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Two thousand canvass cards were obtained, contain- 
ing an agreed address on behalf of the four 'official' 
Church candidates, and a small army of paid canvassers 
hired. To facilitate the efficient conduct of the 
canvass street lists of voters were obtained, at four 
guineas a set. Daily reports from district committees 
were considered and'additional help deployed where 
necessary. On election day committee rooms were hired 
as near polling stations as possible, and each district 
committee was allowed to position a clerk at the station 
itself, to record the names of voters. Every half hour 
these names were conveyed to the district committee, by 
one of a team of messengers. As the day progressed 
district committee helpers were despatched to bring to 
the polling station people who had responded favourably 
to a canvasser, but had yet to vote. The scope of the 
operation may be judged from the fact that no less than 
twenty seven cabs were hired, and that the finalised 
plans for polling day contained the names of over fifty 
people. 
(116) 
In view of this the result of the election is no 
surprise, with six 'Churchmen' returned to only three 
Nonconformists. The result also proved a victory for 
organisation, since the seven 'official' Anglican and 
Nonconformists occupied the first seven places. Alder- 
man Wood and J. W. Scott, both of whom had claimed to be 
sympathetic to the interests of the working classes were 
returned, though Airey was not. Neither were Father 
Waterworth, nor J. Longmore successful in the Roman 
Catholic and Secularist causes respectively, despite 
some evidence of plumping for the former (see illus- 
tration 10 on p 142). 'Berrows Worcester Journal' 
rejoiced at the success of Anglicans, and the failure 
116. In addition a number of pencilled entries detail a 
range of electoral malpractices, identified by 
Church Party observers, and immediately reported 
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of Nonconformists. 'Worcester Herald' took no comfort 
from the accuracy of its prediction, made once an 
election contest was inevitable : - 
"All attempts to effect a compromise or save the 
city the annoyances, the heart-burnings and jea- 
lousies of a contest have signally failed ... it 
is feared, however, that at the election, as at 
the attempts at an arrangement, present rivalries, 
and personal pretensions may operate detrimentally 
to the truest interests of the city. "(117) 
What is surprising is that after so hotly contested 
an election, twelve years should have elapsed before 
polling took place again. This cannot be attributed 
to apathy. In 1874,1877 and 1880 the pattern of events 
closely resembled that in 1871, with numerous nomina- 
tions, candidates' conferences and intransigent indivi- 
duals. But on these occasions a Board was agreed, with- 
out recourse to a contest. 
The main reason for this was the skill of the Board 
in elevating itself above sectional interests, and gain- 
ing acceptance of its attitudes and policies by all 
shades of local opinion. 'Berrows Worcester Journal' 
does not appear to have exaggerated, in commenting in 
1874 that : - 
"It has not often happened in the brief history of 
School Boards that such a degree of unanimity is 
met with as has characterised the Worcester Board, 
notwithstanding it consists of gentlemen who ent- 
ertain strong diverse opinions on religious creeds 
and politics. "(118) 
Roland has suggested that the cumulative vote divided 
boards into distinctive blocks on a denominational 
basis, and that these groupings determined the approach 
of their members to school board policy. 
(119) This 
chauvinism was not a characteristic of the Worcester 
Board however. It consciously set out to operate in 
117. Worcester Herald 28th January1871. Editorial. 
118. Berrows Worcester Journal 10th January 1874. 
119. D. Roland B. Litt op cit 1957 p 569. 
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the interests of children of the wage-paid classes - 
in rate-aided and voluntary schools alike. 
(120) As 
a result it lacked the need to capture the maximum 
number of pupils in its own schools, that was a 
feature of the policies of the more aggressive 
boards. From the outset it saw its task as supple- 
menting not supplanting voluntary efforts. Instead 
it set about remedying the initial deficiency, in 
order that it could concentrate on the more important 
task of enforcing attendance, in line with its bye- 
laws. In addition it established itself as an econo- 
mical dispenser of public funds, taking literally 
Forster's estimate of the likely impact of school 
boards on the rates. 
(121) 
As a result the Board 
schools did not challenge voluntary schools by virtue 
of their expenditure and facilities. 
Equally important, in order that it gain credibi- 
lityin the eyes of an electorate divided on religious, 
rather than political or educational grounds in 1871, 
was its policy on religion. The place of religion in 
elementary education was never seriously challenged by 
the Board. It quickly established, and maintained, an 
agreed position on the place of the subject in the 
curriculum. The religious affiliations of members of 
the Board became unimportant. This was seen most 
clearly in 1877 when the Anglicans accepted a minority 
position on the agreed Board, as a result of retire- 
ments and a wish to include a lady on the Board. 
(122) 
120. For a detailed examination of the operation of the 
School Board see Chapter VII. 
121. J. Murphy 'The Education Act 1870' David and Charles 
1972. p 75. Forster had given 3d as the highest 
likely rate, during the Second Reading debate. 
122. The Board had seen its first change in 1874 when 
Anglicans ceded a seat to a Nonconformist. In 1877 
Anglicans allowed one of their retiring members to 
be replaced by Miss Lucy Westcombe, a Quaker. 
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As a result of this consensus no major issue existed, 
in the early years of the Board, to provoke a contest. 
The Board's efforts to enhance its civic status 
were considerably strengthened by the press, who 
became united behind it once 'Berrows Worcester Journal' 
realised that the voluntary cause had nothing to fear 
from it. The detailed reporting of Board meetings, 
and of candidates' meetings prior to the return of new 
Boards enabled the reading public to know what was being 
done, and also conveyed a sense of satisfaction with the 
Board's efforts. Instead of criticising the Board for 
what it might do, as had happened in 1871, the 'Journal' 
supported Hastings' call for the return of the original 
Board in 1874, on the grounds that its programme was 
not fully implemented. 
(123) The press projected succeed- 
ing School Boards as a public spirited group of men and 
women, worthy of support, working in what they saw as 
the best interests of the city. 
(124) 
Since the period of agreed Boards, from 1871 to 1883, 
co-incided with the City Council's successful campaign 
in relation to the Cathedral School, there exists the 
possibility that the Board's local esteem derived from 
the fact that its members were councillors, as assertive 
123. Berrows Worcester Journal 10th January 1874 (Edito- 
rial). 
124. For this reason the 'Journal' changed its mind in 
1874, and advocated a contest, in the hope that it 
would prevent James Fisher Airey from taking the 
seat ceded by Anglican interests. The'Journal's' 
initiative failed: Airey was accepted without a 
contest. But the paper made its point about Airey's 
unsuitability for public service by publishing a 
letter critical of his conduct at the pending Gen- 
eral Election. 
Airey had declared his intention to stand as a 
Liberal in the 1874 General Election, and had cam- 
paigned for the working man's vote. For no apparent 
reason he withdrew, commending his support to vote 
for T. R. Hill, a manufacturer. Hill was unacceptable 
to many artisans, who felt also that Airey had be- 
trayed them in his claim to be the 'Workers' Friend'. 
A number of his former friends chased him through 
the streets in an attempt to bring home to him their 
disfavour. (Berrow's Worcester Journal 31st January 
1874). 
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in the elementary field as they were showing themselves 
in the secondary. This is not to suggest that the 
School Board was a Council sub-committee. The original 
intention of the 1870 Bill to make town councils the 
elementary authorities had been removed by amendment. 
(125) 
The ad hoc principle of school boards was contrary to the 
spread of representative participation as councils' res- 
ponsibilities increased. In many towns Council and 
School Board existed in a state of uneasy tension, 
(126) 
especially when the latter presented its precept. There 
is no evidence of such tension in Worcester however, 
perhaps because, though city councillors had no auto- 
matic right to sit on the School Board, they did occupy 
a majority of the places on the first three Boards. 
Tributes in the press to the public spiritedness of the 
Board and its members might seem to suggest that the 
City Council was motivated by a sense of public duty 
in relation to the wage-paid classes. 
But such tributes almost invariably indentified 
Hastings by name and credited him with the Board's 
altruism. His chairmanship of the Board from 1871-1883 
was crucial to its policies and attitudes. He was fortu- 
nate in the public spiritedness of other Board members, 
who elected him to the chair though many had more years. 
of public service, in Worcester than he had. 
(127) As an 
official candidate of the Church Party, he was also lucky 
that the leader of the Nonconformists and former leader 
of the local branch of the League, Alderman T. R. Hill, 
( 128) 
searched for agreement rather than disagreement. In an 
extended discussion of the politics of the Nottingham 
School Board, Wardle concluded that political activity 
was at a lower ebb in the city than elsewhere because 
125. P. Gordon 'The Victorian School Manager' Woburn Press 
1974 pp 101-102. 
126. Ibid 
127. Hastings never combined membership of the School 
Board and the City Council. 
128. Hastings and Hill were both Liberals. Both stood 
for Parliament in 1874. From 1880 both sat on the 
Liberal benches in Parliament. 
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no national figures ever sat on its School Board. 
(129) 
It is precisely because of the experience and stature of 
Hastings that the Worcester Board experienced so little 
political conflict. He established the Board's commit- 
ment to all children of the wage-paid classes. He encour- 
aged the tolerant interpretation of religious policy. 
School Board Minute Books show that he allowed the widest 
possible debate of issues until a consensus had been 
reached. Hardly any votes were taken. An examination 
has failed to reveal any vote on a major issue while Hast- 
ings was Chairman. 
(130) 
An extract from a letter from the 
Rev. Wright, a founder member of the Board, provides an 
appropriate assessment of its development under Hastings' 
leadership: - 
"Happily, for twelve years, a Board has existed 
animated by the one desire of promoting the educa- 
tion of children of our wage-paid classes, without 
regard to the particular interests of any party, 
political or religious"(131. ) 
In addition it serves as an appropriate epitaph. From 1883, 
until the winding up of the Board in 1903, the attitude of 
the Worcester School Board changed dramatically. Without 
strong leadership it lost its unity 9f purpose, and with 
it the undivided support of the city. 
An election was the first sign of the impending 
change. As there were no major issues or new policies, 
a contest is no easier to understand now than it was 
then. A number of Board members had announced their 
intention of retiring in 1883, so an election was an 
appropriate means of replacing them. There was a gener- 
al feeling that it was about time that the electorate 
was given an opportunity to show its opinion. But 
probably the main reason was the retirement of Hastings, 
on the grounds that his parliamentary duties prevented 
him devoting adequate attention to the affairs of the 
Board. Whatever the reason, the election of 1883, like 
its successor in 1886 was uneventful. Having grown 
129. D. Wardle 'The Work of the NottiUham School Board' 
M. Ed. University of Nottingham 1961. Chapter VI. 
130. Not all Minute Books for this period exist. The 
press has been used as an alternative source. 
131. Berrows Worcester Journal 13th January 1883. 
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accustomed to a Board, and with no policy clashes to 
report, the press gave little space to the events. The 
public shared this apathy. Fewer people voted-in 1883 
than in 1871, while in 1883 many wards recorded polls of 
less than 50%. 
(132) 
Though old policies on religious 
teaching and economical expenditure remained throughout 
the life of the Board the 1886 election led the Church 
Party to revise its strategy, since the electorate re- 
jected it at the polls. 
(133) 
The implications of this were profound for Anglicans. 
Two Board members were identified as members of the Liber- 
tarian Society, 
(134) 
a body unsympathetic to the voluntary 
networks. 
(135) Free education had been touched on in the 
latter stages of the campaign, and stigmatised in the 
reactionary press as : - 
nothing less than a long stride in the direction 
of national socialism"(136) 
The Church Party had a vested interest in preserving the 
local situation as it then existed, true to the letter not 
the spirit of the 1870 Act, which grew more urgent each 
year. The recent boundary extension increased the product 
of a penny rate, but also foisted on the Board an area of 
educational need. Also the growth of the city created an 
increasing pupil population. If the School Board was not 
to threaten the voluntary sector by asserting its right to 
provide those children with extra places, 
(137) it must 
remain firmly under the control of men sympathetic to the 
voluntarist cause. (See illustration 11 on p. 149). In 
addition many voluntary schools were themselves in need 
of restoration and extension and this task, together with 
the provision of a new voluntary school whenever a defici- 
ency became so obvious as to excite the notice of the H. M. I. 
(138) 
132. Except in wards with local candidates, where consider- 
able activity was recorded, especially during the eve- 
ning. 
133. Only one official Church candidate was returned - at 
the foot of the poll. 
134. Airey and Rev. J. Lewitt were so identified in the press 
on the day of the poll. The mud failed to stick: both 
were returned. 
135. A. P. Derrington 'The National Education Association of 
Britain 1889-1958'. History of Education Society Bull- 
etin 11. Spring 1973. p. 18. 
136. Worcester Daily Times 20th January 1886. 
137. Elementary Education Act 1870. s. 18 gave (continued) 
SCHOOL BOARD ELECTION. 
A WORD IN SEASON! 
The Board School in Hound's Lane, educating ---------------------------- only one out of nine of the Children £g, 162 84 
attending School in Worcester, cost in 
building ---- 
And since its erection, it has been a further 8223 53 
cost to the Ratepayers of - 
'r", I N1. -- £16,385 13 7 
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The Voluntary Schools, educating eight out of 
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then, KnllH 
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In S. Nicholas Ward : 11 Votes to Mr. STALLARD. 
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In S. Peter's Ward : It Votes to Mr. FRANCIS PARKER. 
In Claines Ward : 11 Votes to Mr. WINWOOD. 
In S. John's Ward : 11 Votes to Mr. DERRY. 
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made enormous financial demands on voluntarists. In such 
circumstances Chamberlain's demands for free elementary 
education were potentially catastrophic. 
It is therefore understandable that from 1886 the 
Board's affairs should have been characterised by con- 
flict rather than consensus, with civic interests sub- 
ordinated to sectarian integrity. City councillors 
occupied fewer seats. The conflict was between the 
Church Party, increasingly dominated by the clergy 
(139) 
and two overlapping interests: genuine working class 
candidates and socialists. It centred on the control of 
the Board, and the related ability to determine Board 
policy. The Church Party felt this so deeply that it 
began to discourage independent church candidates, lest 
in splitting the church vote they weaken the official 
Anglican hold over the Board. The arrogance of this 
position was exposed by one candidate. 
(140) 
School Board policy under the Church Party was tact- 
lessly though accurately described by one of its suppor- 
ters as negative. 
(141) 
This was later defined as looking 
after the rates, ensuring that Board schools taught as 
much religion as the law would allow, and keeping a 
friendly eye on voluntary schools, 
(142) 
It outraged 
137. (continued) a School Board the authority to deter- 
mine the extent of any deficiency, and to take steps 
to remedy it. 
138. In 1895 the Board denied that it was ignoring a 
deficiency in 
_the 
Redhill district. Voluntarists 
had just remedied it. 
139. Worcester Daily Times 18th January 1889. A meeting 
to elect a Church candidate for the Claines ward 
expressed support for the return of clergy to an 
active part in the election. The poor showing of 
official candidates in 1886 was attributed to the 
withdrawal of clergy from an active role. 
140. Worcester Daily Times 12th January 1892. R. Spofforth, 
a solicitor, complained that it was now impossible 
for an independent person to come forward, for Board 
or City Council: - "A certain number of gentlemen 
thought they had a prerogative - though he failed to 
see where they got it from - of electing: certain 
gentlemen to sit on certain boards". 
141. Worcester Daily limes 20th January 1892. 
142. Worcester_Dai_Times 19th January 1895. 
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sections of the working classes. One of their most 
active campaigners was George Lewis, a carpenter for 
the Great Western Railway in the city. Prior to his 
arrival he had been a keen supporter of the Co-oper- 
ative Movement in his native Stroud. He retained this 
interest, becoming President of the Worcester branch 
in 1885 and Secretary in 1888. 
(143) 
During the 1892 
campaign he complained that for too long genuine 
working men had been kept off the Board: it was time 
to remedy this. Parents would gain confidence in a 
Board if it had such a member. He could obtain more 
reliable information than could members less well 
acquainted with the way of life of working people. 
He rejected the claims of self-made men to represent 
the working classes, whom he defined as men who depen- 
ded on their hands for their livelihood. 
(144) 
He 
stressed that he saw himself as the representative of 
a social class, not a religious sect or political 
party, neither of which he accepted as valid criteria 
for selecting a School Board. 
(145) 
Despite this he 
was identified with a 'Labour' candidate, though their 
campaigns were entirely distinct. The pro-Church organs. 
of the press attacked them as fiercely as they had 
attacked anyone in the history of the Board, but both 
were returned. 
From 1892 onwards the Church party on the School 
Board had to contend with members who identified by 
experience as well as emotion with the recipients of 
143. Berrows Worcester Journal 8th April 1899. (Lewis's 
obituary). He was proposed as a candidate for the 
School Board in 1892, by the Worcester Trades 
Council, and arranged with his employers to be 
allowed leave to attend meetings. 
144. Worcester Daily Times 12th January 1892. 
145. Worcester Daily Times 14th and 16th January 1892. 
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elementary education. 
(146) Board members saw themselves 
as representatives of sects, or class groupings, not of 
the city. In consequence their policies were suited to 
the interests of, their supporters in particular, not of 
citizens in general. The three issues which dominated 
the 1890s were the provision of places, advanced educa- 
tion opportunities and finance. 
In 1889 the Board applied to its own schools the 
policy of non-intervention which it had developed since 
1883. It justified refusing to extend the Cherry Orchard 
School and directing children to St. Peter's parochial 
school, on the grounds that it was acting in the inter- 
ests of ratepayers. (See illustration 12 on p 153). 
(147) 
It rejected the charge of angry parents that it was 
propping up the voluntary system, and remained obdurate 
even when offered support at the ballot to relent. 
(148) 
Its attitude to advanced education appeared as contempt- 
uous of public opinion. In 1889 the question of Techni- 
cal Education was seen as an important matter for the 
new Board. 
(149) 
But it did nothing. Three years later 
an independent Church candidate conceded that since 
hundreds of local children were capable of benefitting 
from a more advanced education than was offered at the 
Board school, but could not afford the fees at the 
Royal Grammar School, it would be appropriate for the 
city to provide such an amenity, but at a lower cost. 
(150) 
Still no action was taken. In 1895 support for a Higher 
Grade school was widespread. The School Board had ack- 
nowledged its desirability. 
(151) The Worcester Church 
146. Every School Board in Worcester from 1892 onwards 
contained at least one such member. 
147. Illustration 12 shows this tactic being used during 
the 1889 Triennial election, to commend Church 
candidates to the electorate. 
148. Berrows Worcester Journal 26th January 1895. The 
offer was made at an election meeting to a Church 
candidate. 
149. Berrows Worcester Journal 12th January 1889. This 
comment was also made at an election meeting. 
150. Worcester Daily Times 12th January 1892. 
151. Worcester School Board. Triennial Report 1892-94. 
pp 10-11. 
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The School Board Eloctioll. 
The duty of a School Board iý to provide schools where 
they are needed, and to see that all t 1w Children in the district 
attend School. 
School bards do not make the laws : they only carry 
out the laws made by the Queen and Parliament. It is, there- 
five, idle talk for Candidates for School Board seats to say 
they are in favour of Free Edi ation and the like-they might 
as well seek the suffrages of the people hecauMe they are in 
favour of a further extension of the franchise. At at Parlia- 
mentary Election Free Kdnretthm is a fitting subject for 
discussion. but School Boards can have nothing to do with 
the matter until it has been settled by Parliament. 
The . 8chc, ººl Boni now about to 1R elected will consist 
of eleven Members, and each Elector lids therefore eleven 
votes. 
In nearly all large towns there are many Board Schools, 
but in \Vorc©ster there is only one-excepting the snutll 
Cherry Orchard School which was taken over by the Board 
when the ('ity boundary was extended. 
In addition to grants from Government, which are paid 
to all Schools alike, Roard Schools are built with, and sup- 
ported out of, the Rates The School in Hound's Lane has 
cost the Ratepayers X16,385 13s. 7d. 
The Voluntary Schools were built, and are maintained, 
by generous people, without a penny fnon the Kites. 
The Voluntary Sch. )ols teach eight out of nine of all 
the Children in the City without, touching the Ratepayers' 
pockets. The Board School has taught one out of nine of the 
Children to the tune of Sixteen Thouind Pounds ltI 
- .z ._.. ý,.... 
12 Election Poster 1889 
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Schools Union admitted to being in sympathy with the 
idea. (152) An official Church candidate also approved 
of the concept; but he then pointed out that since the 
school must be free, it would be a heavy burden on the 
rates. He regretted that the Church could not establish 
such a school because of its cost. This pre- 
occupation with finance, and of restricting Board 
expenditure in line with the interests of the volun- 
tary cause was entirely typical. 
Boards were agreed, in 1898 and 1901, with retiring 
members being allowed to nominate their successors. 
(153) 
The period of conflict had ended. The Board's inacti- 
vity had allowed voluntarists to cater for the increased 
pupil population, apart from the initial deficiency. 
(154) 
For the most part expenditure had been rigidly held to 
(155) In 1896 the the level envisaged. by Forster. 
opening of the Victoria Institute 
(156) 
rendered any 
scheme for a Higher Grade school irrelevant: the 
Board's Higher Grade sub-committee was formally dis- 
banded. In 1903 the Board was wound up with a flourish 
of self congratulation in the form of a laudatory bio- 
graphical pamphlet. 
(157) 
152. J. W. Hicks M. Ed. op cit 1971 p 61. This body had 
been founded in Worcester to defend the interests 
of voluntary schools in the same way as had the 
Salisbury Church Day Schools Association. The 
activities of the Worcester and Salisbury Asso- 
ciations broadened subsequently. 
153. Even the working class member became a party to 
this. In 1898, on his withdrawal from the Board, 
Lewis was able to nominate James Manning of the 
Worceer Trades Council as his successor. 
154. See Appendix VIII. 
155. See Appendix IX. 
156. See Chapter Nine. 
157. "Review of the Work of the Worcester School Board 
from its Foundation in 1871 to its Abolition in 
1903". 
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In claiming that the cumulative vote divided school 
boards into denominational blocks and impaired their 
efficiency, Roland cited as evidence churchmen with a 
vested interest in existing schools who sought places 
on boards to nullify, or at least reduce the threat 
from rate-aided schools. 
(158) 
The Worcester Board 
appears to bear out fully this observation, from 
1883 onwards. But under the Hastings' leadership 
the Board had demonstrated that it could operate in 
the best interests of the city without resorting to 
an expensive building programme. 
(159) 
In so doing, 
it was acting independently of the City Council, and 
also free from the dominance of any sect or political 
party. The spirit in which policies were interpreted 
was crucial. In the right spirit even the experience 
of Board members who had been voluntary school teach- 
ers, and who were voluntary school managers, could be 
an advantage. 
However, to concentrate on a series of gladiatorial 
contests once every three years provides an incomplete 
and in some ways artificial picture of the contribution 
of a School Board to a school district. The daily 
operation of the Board will be considered next, in 
order to supplement the assessment of its contribution 
to local life. 
158. D. Roland B. Litt op cit 1957 p 570. 
159. C. Webster 'Changing Perspectives in the History of 
Education'. Oxford Review of Education Vol. II) 
No. 3 1976 pp 201-213, looks critically at a number 
of features of traditional history of education, 
including examinations of School Boards which stres- 
sed their liberal provision of places. While modern 
writers have distinguished between aggressive boards, 
spending heavily to remedy deficiencies and building 
Higher Grade schools, and partimonious, captive 
boards, there is no evidence that Hastings' low key 
approach was anything but a source of satisfaction 
to Worcester citizens. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN : POLITICAL AND PROFESSIONAL PARTICIPATION : 
THE OPERATION OF THE WORCESTER SCHOOL BOARD 
At the inaugural meeting of the School Board in Feb- 
ruary 1871 Hastings and Hill emerged as the spokesmen for 
the Anglican and Nonconformist members. Each indicated 
that he did not see one of the Board's prime functions as 
the building of a number of new schools, but rather the 
development of a working relationship with voluntary schools 
and their managers. Neither man was clear about the nature 
of this relationship. Hastings envisaged the possibility of 
bringing voluntary schools under the Board. Hill hoped that 
the management of the Board would lead to an amalgamation of 
all the schools in the City. 
(1) 
For all the Board's collec- 
tive experience, 
(2) 
its members' individual uncertainties 
about what this administrative innovation might achieve are 
clearly evident from the reports in the press. In the 
event the early years of the Board saw an attempt to work 
out the concept that Hastings had tentatively advanced on 
taking the chair. The paradox implicit in legislation at 
this time, with the 1870 Act, suggesting that elementary 
education was essentially the 3Rs, conflicting with the 
inference that it could embrace a much wider field, as 
Codes grew more comprehensive from 1867 onwards, 
(3) 
did not 






Worcester Herald 18th February 1871 
Besides Hastings a number of Board members had been 
involved with schools for some time. Joseph Wood had 
been a Sunday School teacher for fifty years, and was 
President of the Science and Trade Schools. Edward Webb 
had founded a school for juvenile workers at his factory 
in 1846. Canon Wood was a member of the Diocesan Board of 
Education. Rev. W. Wright supervised the development of 
St. Peter's parochial school into the best school in the 
city. 
E. J. R. Eaglesham op cit 1956 pp 17-28. 
H. Roper Ph. D. op cit 1972. pp 116-117 contain the start- 
ling claim that Forster :-".. refused steadfastly to 
include in the 1870 Act any statement limiting its 
application to a particular sector of the population, 
and so opened up the possibility of elementary schools 
becoming more than schools for the impoverished. " (p117). 
This assertion overlooks sections 7(4) and 97 of the Act. 
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the Board was never in any doubt about the social 
origins of elementary scholars. 
(5) Instead it devoted 
its attentions to four policies designed to influence 
elementary education in all local public elementary 
schools. 
Eaglesham has pointed to the school board as the 
heart of the elementary system. 
(6) 
The Worcester Board's 
first concern was to occupy this focal position, and to 
be accepted in it. Evidence from the early years of its 
existence suggests that, if anything, the Board was 
accepted as having more power than it really possessed. 
In November 1873 an approach for financial aid, made by 
the Severnside Ragged School was properly rejected bec- 
ause it was not a public elementary school. 
(7) 
However 
5. Report of the Committee of Council for Education 1869- 
70. The Revised Code for 1870 contained the following 
statement as part of Article 4 (pxxvi): - 
"The object of the grant is to promote the education 
of children belonging to the classes who support them- 
selves by manual labour". 
Appendix II Supplementary Rules pp lix-lxi. Rule 10 
offered the following guidance to assist in the com- 
pletion of the Exam Schedule: - 
a) Does the parent work for himself or a master? If 
for himself, does he employ journeymen or apprentices? 
(Article 4 had emphasised earning one's own living). 
b) Would it be unreasonable to expect the parent to 
pay 9d (3%p) a week in school fees? (The estimated 
cost of education). 
c) Does the parent rank or associate with working men 
or with tradesmen? 
The answers to these questions determined whether or 
not a family was of the appropriate socio/eoonomic 
status. Among the examples cited were policemen, coast- 
guards, dock and railway porters. All were socially equi- 
valent to labourers. So were shopkeepers who only 
employed members of the family. Excise men, pilots, 
clerks and petty officers were marginal cases, socially. 
Grade III schools were beyond their reach by virtue of 
fees and length of school life. B. Simon op cit 1974 
p324. 
6. E. J. R. Eaglesham op cit 1956 p4. 
7. Worcester School Board Minute Book Vol II p149. 
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the Board invited the deputation to a further meeting, 
and suggested that as an alternative to closing the 
school, its trustees might ease the school's financial 
burdens by discovering which parents were poor enough 
to merit remission of fees. The School Board had infor- 
mation relating to the parental circumstances of chil- 
dren in the city's voluntary schools, and offered to put 
this at the disposal of the trustees. At the same time 
another approach, this time by the head mistress of the 
British Girls School, was made. 
(8) In both cases the 
Board could have dealt with the problems by exercising 
the powers which the 1870 Act gave it to take over 
schools. 
(9) 
This was the practice in a number of 
Boards intent on dominating the elementary field. 
(10) 
Instead the Worcester Board indicated that its existence 
was not a threat to the schools in question, and that it 
felt both had a valuable contribution to make to educa- 
tion in the city. 
(11 Both survived the School Board 
Era Take-overs were anathema to the Board. It did not 
use its powers under Section 23 of the Act until 1891, 
when it accepted Friar Street Infants School, (see illus- 
tration 13 on p159) and promptly closed it because of the 
poor quality of its accommodation. But the Board was not 
only approached by voluntary school managers. Teachers, 
and their union approached it on more than one occasion 
to ask for increased assistance in maximising attendance! 
12) 
8. The approach was contained in a letter dated Ist Decem- 
ber 1873. 
9. Elementary Education Act 1870. Section 23: - 
"The managers of any elementary school in the district 
of a school board may, in manner provided by this Act, 
make an arrangement with the school board for trans- 
ferring their school to such school board, and the 
school board may assent to such arrangement". 
10. M. Sturt op cit 1967 p319 cites London accepting three 
Ragged schools. 
11. Hastings saw the Ragged School's value as catering 
for a class who needed special treatment, sympathy 
and persuasive power on the part of the teacher. 
Joseph Wood, lacking Hastings' diplomacy, saw it as 
catering for an outcast class. 
12. Worcester School Board Minute Book Vo1VII pp258-9. 
In 1883 head teachers requested the appointment of 
(continued) 
1 Friar Street Infants School 1891 
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Attendance was integral to the policies which 
saw the most intimate, and long-lasting relationship 
between the Board and voluntary schools. These rel- 
ated to compulsion and the provision of places. 
Compulsion had been accepted as essential by 
all sides in the campaign leading to the establishment 
of the first School Board. One of its first tasks was 
to frame bye-laws to compel attendance, but they were 
not submitted for approval until the Hounds Lane Board 
schools were nearing completion in 1873. Once appro- 
ved, 
(13) 
a house to house visitation was undertaken by 
Board members, the School Board Clerk and Attendance 
Officers. It was a revealing task, 
(14) 
involving visits 
to 7,237 houses and took from October 1873 to May 1874 
to complete. The task of co-ordinating and reporting 
on its findings was delegated to a small group, identi- 
fied as the Visitors sub-committee. Its report claimed 
that 753 children between 5 and 13 were not being edu- 
cated adequately, if at all. 
(15) 
Two tasks were imme- 
diately undertaken. To the obvious one of attempting to 
persuade the 753 recalcitrants into school, 
(16) 
was added 
12. (continued) another Attendance Officer. Ibid Vol IX 
pp438-9. In 1891 the N. U. T. stressed the need for 
regular attendance now education was free. 
13. The first time the bye-laws were submitted they were 
rejected, on a technicality. They were approved in 
1873. 
14. See M. Sturt op cit 1967 pp315-16. 
15. Worceste, School Board Minute Book Vol II p302. The 
report was presented in June 1874, by Rev. Wright, 
who became the most influential Visitor. 
16. The first handbill explaining the bye-laws to the 
public attempted to present the Board in a positive, 
non-threatening light, and to diminish fear of the 
School Board Agent : - 
"He shall visit the parent and shall explain with 
kindness and civility the injury done to a child by 
neglect of its education, and the legal obligation 
cast on a parent by the bye-laws of the School Board ... 
He shall give every information respecting the various 
Public Elementary Schools in the city, and the regula- 
tions, especially those as to religious belief, under 
which any child can attend them. He shall carefully 
abstain from persuading the parent to send the child 
to the school of any religious body to which the 
parent may object" 
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the need to keep a track on migration from school to 
school. Early attempts to come to grips with this 
problem took the form of conferences of managers and 
teachers of all public elementary schools, organised 
by the School Board Visitors»17) Though such confer- 
ences did not eliminate migration, they provided an 
opportunity for the Board and voluntary interests to 
collaborate, following an initiative by the Board. 
This collaboration flourished throughout the Board's 
existence. Headteachers of all voluntary schools sub- 
mitted returns every Friday to the Visitors committee, 
( 18) 
and action was taken as appropriate. The Board's early 
realisation that its powers to require voluntary school 
managers to provide information 
(19) 
could prove an 
obstacle to collaboration unless employed discreetly, 
proved wise. In consequence the decision to impose 
on all schools the type of duplicate registers in use 
to indicate absences in Board schools, proved acceptable 
to all, 
(20) 
as did the formalisation of the relationship 
in 1883 on the establishment of a formal General Pur- 
poses sub-committee, to replace the informal Visitors 
committee. 
(21) 
H. M. I. Brodie's reports during the 1880s 
17. Worcester School Board Minute Book Vol II pp316-19, 
report on one such conference, held in July 1874. 
P. Gordon op cit 1974 pp106-7, claims that there was 
little encouragement for school boards and voluntary 
school managers to work together, though attendance 
is cited as an exception. Liverpool is credited 
with pioneering such co-operation, though it did not 
begin until 1875. 
18. Some teachers appear to have felt unhappy at the 
policy. Worcester School Board Triennial Report 
1895-97 p12 praises the assistance of "the large 
majority of teachers in voluntary schools" in the 
struggle against absenteeism. 
19. Elementary Education Act 1873 Section 22. 
20. Worcester School Board Triennial Report 1895-97 p1l. 
21. Worcester School Board Minute Book Vol. VII pp205-7. 
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noted with approval and sympathy the Board's efforts to 
maximise attendance, 
(22) 
Compulsion also involved some form of relationship 
with the city's private adventure schools, 
(23) 
since 
attendance there could be cited to excuse non-attendance 
in public elementary schools. Such schools varied in 
quality from well conducted institutions of a high grade, 
to places that were schools in name only : - 
"Instances have not been wanting in which children 
have been taught in the kitchen of an ordinary 
artisan's cottage, in which the domestic duties 
of cooking or cleaning have been carried on 
simultaneously with the teaching .... "(24) 
According to an investigation undertaken by the Board 
93 schools had opened between 1882 and 1894. By the 
latter date only fifteen schools of the 50 which had 
existed in 1882 were still open. 
(25) 
The Board dealt 
with this problem by circularising 23 of the 30 schools 
still operative and invited them to submit to inspection 
by H. M. I. It was pointed out that parental confidence 
in them would be enhanced if they were recognised as 
efficient. It was also admitted that the Board's prime 
purpose was to satisfy itself that the standard of such 
schools was equivalent to that in public elementary 
schools, and that attendance at them was a legitimate 
22. Report of the Committee of Council for Education 1881- 
82 H. M. S. O. 1883 p244 :- "That Worcester is perfect as 
regards compulsion I do not assert. Boys are everywhere 
boys, and they are quite as elastic and slippery at 
Worcester as elsewhere, and whether playing games, 
going errands, or shouting out 'newspapers for sale', 
they dodge their common enemy, the School Board Offi- 
cer, with intuitive aptitude and conscious triumph. 
In spite of this they are being trapped and netted, 
and progress may be reported". 
23. Described in Worcester School Board Triennial Report 
1892-94 p14 as :-".. a shifting, inconstant, and a 






The initiative enjoyed little success. 
(27) 
But at least the Board was able to report that local 
private schools were on a sound basis. 
(28) Attendance 
Officers had no more occasions where attendance at 
private schools, of whose quality they were uncertain, 
was urged to defend non-attendance at public elementary 
schools. It is possible that in remarking at his final 
Board meeting that they were the School Board for the 
whole city, and that there was not a voluntary school 
that had not benefitted largely by the action of the 
Board, 
(29) T. R. Hill had in mind the work done by the 
School Visitors and Attendance Officers, in attempting 
to maximise attendance. 
Compulsion depended in part on an adequate supply 
of places. However, despite a growth in the school pop- 
ulation from 4,418 in 1874 to 8,746 in 1903, the Board, 
after remedying the initial deficiency that had led to 
its inception, provided no further places. In no other 
aspect of its work was its interest in the security of 
the voluntary system more obvious. 
(30) 
Criticism of 
its policy on provision of places has already been touched 
on, in relation to the Cherry Orchard Board school. 
(31) 
26. This information is taken from a specimen circular to 
the private schools, among School Board records, now 
housed in the Guildhall, Worcester. The circular was 
dated December, 1892. 
27. For a variety of reasons, an inspection proved impos- 
sible to arrange until May 1896. Only 10 schools had 
survived to be inspected: 2 closed after being decl- 
ared inefficient. 
28. Worcester School Board Triennial Report 1895-97 p15. 
29. Worcester. Daily Times 29th January 1886. 
30. G. Sutherland op cit 1973. p107 sees provision of 
places as the most obvious indication of when a board 
was protecting voluntary schools. pp93-4 suggest that 
the Education Department was prepared to acquiesce in 
this. 
31. Supra p152. 
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The residents of that district, like a number of 
modern commentators, overlooked the problem of 
'unnecessary schools'. 
(32) 
The rapid growth of 
the city in the last twenty years of the century 
necessitated some new schools, but more often made 
extensions to existing schools imperative. For the 
School Board, with its prior claim on deficiencies, 
to provide schools alongside overcrowded voluntary 
schools would be both expensive for rate payers and 
prejudicial to voluntary interests. Therefore Wor- 
cester Board's approach to the provision of places 
was conditioned by two of its most fundamental prin- 
ciples: the need to keep expenditure to an absolute 
minimum, and the recognition that school boards were 
called into existence to augment not usurp the posi- 
tion of voluntarists. Its actions in relation to 
deficiencies followed the path broken by Hastings, 
whose legal acumen had proved its value in his inter- 
pretation of Section 18 of the 1870 Act : - 
"... (School Boards)... shall from time to time 
provide such additional school accommodation as 
is, in their opinion, necessary in order to 
supply a sufficient amount of public school 
accommodation for their district"(33) 
The four words underlined provided the crux of the 
interpretation. Boards could find additional school 
accommodation unnecessary, although as a result they 
might share the fate of Salisbury and find themselves 
requisitioned and threatened with default. 
(34) 
Instead 
32. G. Sutherland op cit 1973 pp85 and 93 describe the 
Education Department's reaction to schools felt 
unnecessary. (It could refuse to consider such 
a school for annual grant). 
33. Elementary Education Act 1870 Section 18. 
34. J. W. Hicks M. Ed. op cit 1971 pp42-54, describe the 
conflict over a deficiency in Salisbury. 
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the Worcester Board adopted the practice of debating 
the matter of school supply, and drawing attention to 
areas where a deficiency, likely to attract the Inspec- 
tor's attention, might develop. The extent of additio- 
nal accommodation likely to be needed was also sugges- 
ted. Throughout the 1880s and 1890s voluntary inter- 
ests took the proffered advice. 
(35) 
Every potential 
deficiency identified by the School Board in this way 
was remedied by voluntarists. But the obvious conclu- 
sion that Worcester School Board was yet another exam- 
ple of a board controlled by Anglicans in the interests 
of Anglican schools is difficult to sustain in view of 
the fact that James Fisher Airey, implacable opponent 
of the voluntary cause, identified himself completely 
with this policy in view of its beneficial effect on 
the rates. 
(36) 
A more valid criticism of the policy 
was made by the working class representatives of the 
Board in the 1890s, in pointing out that it paid more 
attention to those who provided education, as managers 
or ratepayers, than to those whose children underwent 
it. 
The final area where the School Board projected 
itself as the custodian of the interest of all the city's 
children was in relation to social welfare. At the time 
when reaction to Mundella's Code of 1882 was approaching 
bathos by claiming that its pressure was imperilling 
children, 
(37) Worcester School Board had reached the 
35. One example will show a typical pattern. In June 1882 
the Board identified a potential deficiency in St. 
Paul's. The following month it received a letter from 
the incumbent, with details of a plan for school 
extensions, which concluded: - "I venture to make this 
communication in the belief that it will not be without 
its importance in the deliberations of the School Board, 
respecting the needful school accommodation for the city 
of Worcester, and also in the belief that it may not be 
without its degree of interest to the rate-payers of 
Worcester". Worcester School Board Minute Book Vo1VI 
pp383-4. - 
36. During the election campaign of 1889 the election poster 
urging the return of Airey mentioned Forster by name, 
and took pride from Airey's contribution to keeping 
faith with the views he had expressed during the 1870 
Education Bill. 
37. M. Sturt op cit 1967 p355. 
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same conclusion as the'Lancet', that the educational 
system was not pressurizing children, but rather indi- 
cating that they were underfed. 
(38) 
In 1884 the Board 
instituted its own Penny Breakfast and Dinner schemes, 
and continued them in severe weather, despite criticism 
by the 'Worcester Daily Times' that it was intruding 
on what was the parents' responsibility. 
(39) 
As the 
local economy declined in the late 1880s the schemes 
were amended to provide free meals where necessary, 
and continued until 1897. By this time the degree of 
hardship was much reduced and the scheme was amended 
accordingly. Excess funds were transferred to Book 
and Shoe, and Clothing funds administered by the 
Board. In effect these schemes were directed at 
children in particular social circumstances rather 
than at all children in the city. In a small way the 
Board developed a concern with minorities, both on its 
own initiative, and in response to legislation. 
For example it responded to legislation in the 
1890s covering handicapped children, 
(40) 
and belatedly 
accepted its responsibilities in relation to the Ind- 
ustrial Schools Act 1866, and similar. enactments. 
(41) 
In view of the small number of physically handicapped 
children 
(42) 
covered by the legislation the Board was 
unable to provide its own special facilities. Instead 
it was limited to identifying such children, whose 
handicaps had previously counted as a sufficient 
excuse for not attending school, and committing them 
to special schools. Two, larger, groups were seen as 
in need of care and protection - the neglected and 
delinquent. The School Board and attendance officers 
38. W. H. G. Armytage9106 ed. p152. 
39. Worcester Daily Times 20th January 1886 p2. 
40. The Elementary Education(Blind and Deaf Children) 
Act 1893. Elementary Education (Defective and 
Epileptic Children) Act 1899. 
41. Prevention of Crimes Act 1871. 
Elementary Education Act 1876. 
42. Only four blind and seven deaf children were iden- 
tified when the act was first introduced. 
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collaborated closely with the schools, who might them- 
selves initiate enquiries into the cases of children who 
appeared to be ill-treated. If the enquiries confirmed 
the suspicions the children were placed in institutions 
! 43) 
One further question remains to be considered in 
examining the operation of the Worcester School Board - 
what was the School Board? If rephrased as 'who was 
responsible for the actions undertaken in the name of 
the Board? ' the question's relevance to earlier discus- 
sions on the growth of government becomes evident, parti- 
cularly to the concept of self-generated bureaucratic 
growth as interpreted by Sutherland in her research. 
(44) 
In turn the applicability of this concept may determine 
the degree to which the School Board collectively can be 
claimed to have operated in a manner consistent with 
civic pride. 
In Worcester the implementation of the 1870 Act 
resulted in two Dual Systems: the obvious partnership 
between rate-aided and voluntary schools, and a less 
obvious but no less real partnership between elected 
representatives and permanent officials. At its first 
meeting the School Board quickly agreed on the nature 
of administrative support it felt necessary. A part- 
time Treasurer was appointed and a specification agreed 
for the post of School Board Clerk. The successful 
applicant would : - 
a) transact all the Board's general business 
b) attend course meetings 
c) keep minutes and accounts 
d) conduct correspondence and execute all duties required 
of him by the Board, under the terms of the act. 
(45) 
43. In the last decade of the Board's existence 37 delin- 
quent children were placed in Industrial Schools. 
During the same period, 25 neglected children were 
committed to Emigration Homes. A letter to the School 
Board Clerk from one of them is reproduced in Appen- 
dix X. 
44. G. Sutherland D. Phil. op cit 1970. This emphasises the 
role of permanent officials in policymaking, at the 
expense of politicians. 
45. Worcester Herald 18th February 1871. 
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The successful candidate was Frederick Marcus, a 
teacher, who had narrowly failed to be elected to 
the 1871 Board. He was seen as subservient to the 
political members of the Board, though he was allow- 
ed limited initiative -tD present to the Board a 
digest of papers and communications received since 
the previous meeting. 
(46) 
He gained more freedom 
once the Board schools had opened in 1873 (see 
illustration 14 on p169). The Worcester Board 
decided not to delegate powers over the schools to 
managerss 
(47) 
preferring to retain direct contact 
itself. But for all their interest, a number of 
members of the Board found that other commitments 
prevented them spending as much time as they would 
have liked in regular contact with the schools. 
(48) 
As a result the Visitors' committee, 
(49) 
having con- 
cluded organising the house to house visitation con- 
tinued to act as the link between the full Board and 
the schools. Untypically Marcus's teaching experience, 
rather than his experience as School Board Clerk, 
appears to have made him valuable to the Visitors, 
(50) 
46. For example in March 1875 Marcus commented to the 
Board on papers from the Education Department, 
T. R. Hill M. P. a Board member, and the Social Science 
Association. 
47. Miss Lucy Westcombe had been suggested as a candi- 
date for the Board in 1871. She was invited to join 
the Visitors committee at its inception, was appoin- 
ted a manager, and later became a member of the 
School Board. 
48. Hastings was often away on business for the Social 
Science Association. From 1874, T. R. Hill represen- 
ted the city in Parliament. 
49. Membership rotated. Members could expect to serve 
on it every third month, unless other commitments 
prevented this. 
50. 'Untypically' because Gordon op cit 1974 p150 
suggests that the managerial aspects of a clerk's 
work and his knowledge of school organisation placed 
him in a superior position to ordinary managers. 
14 Hounds Lane Board Schools 1873 
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and he developed close contacts with the schools. 
However the Visitors committee gradually assumed 
a range of powers typical of a General Purposes 
committee. These fell into two broad categories. 
The first related to the schools. Visitors received 
requests for books, 
(51) 
and equipment for the schools 
52) 
and submitted them to the Board for approval. On occa- 
sion they employed teachers. The Board acknowledged 
this discretionary and informal authority by confirming 
the appointment retrospectively. '"-' They were for- 
mally charged with responsibility for supervising the 
work of the attendance officers, for initiating prose- 
cutions for non-attendance, 
(54) 
and for general liaison 
with voluntary schools. The second related to the 
general business of the Board. As the network of in- 
formal contacts between school boards built up 
(55) it 
became the practice for all requests, whether to sup- 
port memorials, 
(56) 
provide information for the Educa- 
tion Department, 
(57) 
or comment on draft legislation 
(58) 
51. Worcester School Board Minute Book Vol. II p310. In 
1874 a request bor books was passed without comment. 
52. Similarly a request for pianos for each school was 
passed to the Board. 
53. Worcester School Board Minute Book Vol. II p250. The 
appointment of Reuben Evans was approved in this way. 
54. Worcester School Board Minute Book Vol. II p240. The 
Board authorised this course of action in February 
1874. 
55. G. Sutherland op cit 1973 p109 notes this habit, on 
the part of the larger school boards. 
56. Worcester School Board Minute Book Vol. III pp316-18. 
In April 1876 the Board formally declined to support 
a memorial from Bridgewater School Board on the sub- 
ject of impure literature. 
57. Ibid Vol. VI pp275-88. In January 1882 the Board 
approved the Visitors report on desirable altera- 
tions to the annual Code, and submitted it to Mun- 
della's newly established Code committee. 
58. Ibid Vol. VI pp157-8. In 1881 the Board agreed to 
join Bradford School Board in memorializing the 
Education Department to abandon the 'Child's School 
Book' in its revision of the Code. 
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to be automatically referred to the Visitors committee 
for detailed discussion and an opinion on the course 
of action to be taken by the Board. In addition it 
could act as the intermediary between individuals and 
the Board, as in the case when a suggestion, by a num- 
ber of local groups, to establish a Night School was 
put to the Visitors and passed on to the Board. 
(59) 
This development in the role of the Visitors committee 
was the responsibility of Rev. Wright, one of the 
Board's original members. 
(60) 
In consequence it left 
little opportunity for the Clerk to innovate. Even 
more important was the fact that his term of office 
coincided almost exactly with the period of Hastings' 
chairmanship. There was no doubt which of the two 
dominated the professional relationship. The approach 
made to the Board by the Girls British School has been 
referred to already. 
(61) 
The letter was actualr add- 
ressed to Marcus by name, and he conducted initial 
discussions. However the Board rejected his initia- 
tive. The text of the letter, written into the Minute 
Book has been crossed out. In the margin alongside 
was entered: - 
"Struck out by the Board as being no part of the 
proceedings". 
The handwriting and signature were Hastings.. 
(62) Also 
when the Board schools' first heads presented details 
of their books and equipment for the schools, it was 
Hastings who directed the Clerk to contact London, 
Liverpool and Leeds School Boards for information on 
the subject! The major influences on the Board until 
59. Ibid Vol. II pp284-87. The recommendation was made 
in May 1874. The Board resolved that (p289): - 
".. a Night School, as suggested in the Report of 
the Visitors, be established with the least possi- 
ble delay.... " 
60. Wright assumed the position of leader of the Visi- 
tors, presenting their report every month. All 
their manuscript reports remain in the Guildhall, 
Worcester - virtually indecipherable. 
61. Supra p 158. 
62. Worcester-School Board Minute Book Vol. II pp165-6. 
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1883 were Hastings and the informal but influential 
Visitors committee. The School Board was a political 
entity - with a subservient bureaucracy. 
(63) 
But after 1883 this judgment is harder to sustain. 
Not only did the posts of Chairman and Clerk change 
hands, but the pattern of the Board changed also. The 
contested elections produced a change in the nature of 
membership. The average length of service became 
shorter: some members' service was interrupted by 
defeat at the polls. The new School Board Clerk, who 
rejoiced in the name of Flower Thomas Spackman was 
promoted to the post. He had been a clerk in the 
Board office since 1879, and had some experience of 
Hastings as chairman. During his twenty year term as 
Clerk he served three Chairmen, and three Vice-Chair- 
men. He was able to capitalise on the inherent power 
which his position as the most experienced member at 
Board meetings gave him. 
(64) 
Although minute books 
became less detailed from this point onwards in the 
sense of providing resolutions rather than summaries 
of debates leading to the resolutions, there is enough 
general correspondence in the extant papers of the 
Board to support a claim that Spackman gradually 
assumed a more crucial role in the affairs of the 
Board. 
(65) 
As the senior permanent official, working 
at the Board's headquarters, he was the most easily 
accessible symbol of the School Board. As the Board's 
chief clerical officer, it was to him that letters, 
circulars, notices, requests and complaints were 
63. G. Sutherland D. Phil op cit 1970 p678 concludes that 
an examination of the Education Department 1870-1895 
does not produce evidence to support her concept of 
bureaucratic growth. 
64. Gordon op cit 1974 pp146-47 quote the view, expressed 
by Lord Harrowby in 1891, and widely shared that the 
permanence of school board clerks lent them great 
power. 
65. The analysis of Spackman's position on the next two 
pages owes a good deal to J. Fletcher M. Phil op cit 
1974 pp195-96. 
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initially addressed. As the senior administrative 
officer employed by the Board it was in his care that 
official records were placed. As the Board's legal 
representative in court, 
(66) 
and the man whose signa- 
ture would authenticate official School Board notices 
(07) 
it was he who was called upon to define and defend the 
Board's interpretation of its actions and responsibili- 
ties. It is not too much to say that in the daily 
administration of the School Board Spackman personi- 
fied the Board - he was the School Board. 
(158) 
His influence also extended beyond daily adminis- 
tration, to that of interpreter of correct committee 
practice. In 1890 a dispute arose during a Board 
(69) The issue was a complex one concerning meeting. 
the filling of a vacancy on the Board. The incident's 
significance is that on this occasion the Clerk, not 
the Chairman, was called upon to define the constitu- 
tional position and defend the Board's decision 
! 7o) 
An even better example of the developing role of the 
clerk can be seen at the beginning of the Boards 
elected in 1895 and returned in 1898. At the inaugural 
meetings of both Boards Spackman took the chair until 
a Chairman had been formally elected. 
(71) 
66. This had been the one addition to the post of School 
Board clerk, when Spackman took it over. 
67. Elementary Education Act 1870 section 82. 
68. Ibid section 82: - 
"Certificates, notices, requisitions, orders and 
other documents may be served on a school board by 
serving the same on their clerk.... " 
69. Worcester School Board Minute Book Vol. IX p234. 
70. Another example occurred in 1889. The Town Clerk 
had suggested the Board might meet to consider the 
proposed amalgamation of the city's two grammar 
schools. It was reported to the Board: - "The Clerk 
conferred with the Chairman and Deputy, and decided 
not to call a meeting of the Board". 
Worcester School Board Minute Book Vol. IX p166- 
71. Ibid Vol. XI pp3l and 353. 
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He was helped by the reorganisation of the 
Visitors Committee. Lacking teaching experience 
himself, he was not able to assist the Visitors 
Committee as his predecessor had done. As a result 
the Board met to revise the terms of reference of 
the committee 
(72) 
- only to discover that none 
exibted. So the Board devised some, and transformed 
the informal Visitors Committee into a formal Gen- 
eral Purposes Committee. In so doing it opened the 
way for the School Board Clerk to begin to develop a 
degree of administrative discretion. By the 1890s 
he had become a policy adviser, in much the same way 
as is a Chief Education Officer, 
(73)though 
on a much 
smaller scale. It was to him, not a Visitors Commit- 
tee, that the Board now looked for advice on courses 
of action to follow in respect of legislation, 
(74) 
the Board's administrative services 
(75) 
or the 
structure and curriculum of Board schools. 
(76) 
Spack- 
man's reports were published and now form part of the 
records of the School Board. They took one of two 
forms; either a balanced, non-committal appraisal of 
a situation, 
(77) 
or a clear recommendation of a parti- 
cular course of action, together with costings and 
details of implementation. In the case of the report 
on the need for an additional attendance officer, 
Spackman not only confirmed the need, but went on to 
propose the reorganisation of the operation of this 
service, and redefined the role of the officers. In 
72. Worcester School Board Minute Book Vol. VII pp205-7. 
73. M. Kogan & W. van der Eyken "County Hall: The Role of 
the Chief Education Officer" Penguin 1973 p24. 
74. Memorandum by the Clerk on the Elementary Education 
(Blind and Deaf Children) Act 1893. 
75. 'Report by the Clerk upon the question of appointing 
an additional Attendance Officer: Presented to the 
Board August 29th i893'',. 
76. 'Memorandum by the Clerk to the Board on the neces- 
sity for making further provision for the teaching 
of Cookery and Woodwork, in connection with the 
Public Elementary Schools of Worcester and on the 
provision of a Higher Elementary School for Worcester 
under the Minute of the Board of Education bearing 
date 6th April 1900. 
77. The report on Cookery and Woodwork took this form. 
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contrast to the case of the British Girls School, 
(78) 
the Board accepted this initiative (and others) by the 
Clerk, either not noticing or not objecting to the fact 
that he had exceeded his brief. All his recommendations 
were implemented. 
In relation to the Board's welfare schemes the 
Clerk's administrative discretion was most marked. 
Having been deputed to establish the Penny Dinner 
scheme 
(79) 
Spackman was left to develop it: the Board's 
most regular contact being the receipt of the periodic 
reports on its progress--published by Spackman for the 
attention of the public. The Boot and Shoe, and Clo- 
thing funds were a joint initiative of Miss Westcombe 
and Spackman. The former maintained her interest in 
them after retiring from the Board, until Spackman took 
complete control. 
(80) 
In this case too the contribution 
of the Board was minimal. Therefore, in considering the 
Board during the last twenty years of its existence it 
is clear that the really significant contribution was 
made by the permanent official, Spackman. The conflicts 
between elected representatives during this time had 
little effect on the Board: they may have been of bene- 
fit by distracting members' attention and allowing Spack- 
man the maximum administrative discretion. His career 
exemplifies the concept of self generated_ bureaucratic 
growth clearly, although as has been pointed out else- 
where, 
(81) 
too little work has been undertaken into the 
growth of local government departments to allow any 
general conclusion to be drawn from this. 
Conclusions about the public spiritedness of the 
Board are not easy to formulate in view of the contrast 
between the pre- and post 1883 body. It has to be said 
that the Board itself had no such reservations. It 
78. Supra p 158. 
79. Worcester School Board Minute Book Vol. VII p388 
(December 1884) 
80. In February 1900 Spackman wrote to patrons of the 
Penny Dinner scheme asking for support for 'his' 
Boot fund. 
81. G. Sutherland (ed) op cit 1972 PP 8-9. 
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claimed in its valedictory report : - 
"In spite of their supersession School Boards 
may congratulate themselves upon the success 
with which their efforts have been crowned. 
During the thirty two years of their existence, 
unity of purpose and continuity of design have 
characterised all that they have undertaken"(82) 
But an assessment with less hyperbole and more realism 
does not bear this out. Once the city accepted the 
need for a School Board and elected it, the School 
Board can be said to have undertaken its duties in 
line with public opinion - until 1883 at least. It 
remedied the initial deficiency with commendable 
(83) it established itself as a constructive speed, 
partner in the local education field, and it calmed 
the suspicions and conflicts that had accompanied its 
inception. Its earliest years saw its heaviest capi- 
tal expenditure, 
(84) 
and also saw the greatest degree 
of public support. The absence of contests, and of 
criticism of it in a press whose correspondence columns 
were sensitive barometers of the public atmosphere, 
indicate this. The absence of the desire to play the 
part of heroic innovators, 
(85) 
taking over as many 
schools as possible, providing Higher Grade Schools 
as early as possible, is not necessarily a sign of 
dereliction of duty. It is significant that Airey, 
the member most likely to be critical of vested inter- 
ests on the Board, publicly associated himself with its 
basic objective of keeping down the rates. 
But after 1883 it becomes more difficult still to 
assert with confidence that the School Board's activi- 
ties were consciously undertaken in a spirit of muni- 
cipal benefit. Records of meetings show an increasing 
number of votes with Anglican block votes being count- 
ered by an 'Opposition' and very few candidates whose 
82. Review ..... 1903. p39. 
83. London, Bradford and Nottingham, for example, took 
longer to open their first Board schools. 
84. See Appendix IX. 
85. G. Sutherland op cit 1973 p109. 
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votes appeared to depend on the merits of an issue. 
Voting at triennial elections, still something of a 
novelty for many of the electorate, demonstrated dis- 
enchantment or apathy. Inactivity in relation to the 
provision of places is easier to explain as partiality 
towards a religious sect than civic interest. Those 
aspects of the Board's later years that were commended 
by radical and reactionary press alike were the result 
of the Clerk's initiative and humanitarian attitudes. 
(86) 
The most generous interpretation to be put on the acti- 
vities of the political members of the Board after 1883 
is that they observed the letter of the law to the detri- 
ment of its spirit, and that they were too preoccupied 
saving ratepayers money to appreciate that the society 
of the 1890s had different aspirations from that of the 
1870s. They failed to keep abreast of the times. 
A less generous interpretation surprised everyone 
at the Board's penultimate meeting. A statement in the 
valedictory report which attributed the small number of 
Board schools to public spiritedness by voluntary school 
managers proved too much for James Mayglothing. Though 
his membership of the Board only dated from 1898, he had 
been active in seeking working class representation in 
the early 1890s. With other members of the Worcester 
Trades Council he had campaigned for the return of 
G. S. Lewis in the 1892 contest, arguing that the working 
classes, whose children were educated at the Board 
schools, should be directly represented on the Board, 
not indirectly represented by clerics. 
(87) 
Once on the 
Board he continued to support policies which put the 
educational interests of the pupils above the financial 
interests of the voluntary bodies. According to press 
86. See Appendix XI a) 
87. Predictably Mayglothing was attacked for challenging 
the principle of an automatic Anglican majority. 
Worcester Daily Times 19th and 20th January 1892. 
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reports of the meeting: - 
"Mr. Mayglothing took exception to a paragraph in 
the report which said that 'no other Board schools 
became necessary because the managers of voluntary 
schools, with commendable public spirit, have made 
provision from time to time as the growing needs of 
the city have demanded it'. It was well known, he 
said, that there was a diversity of opinion some 
years ago as to the creation of other schools, and 
he did not think that credit could be taken by that 
Board, or be given to the voluntary schools because 
they kept Board Schools out of the city. 
Mr. Hunt: We are thankful that we did. 
Mr. Mayglothing: You may be but I am not. " (88) 
Exchanges became increasingly acrimonious, until 
a resolution to delete the offending section was passed. 
Even accepting that Mayclothing may have been carried 
away in making this unprecedented attack, it is difficult 
to maintain that the Board was felt to have acted in the 
interests of all sectors of local society, after such 
eloquent criticism. 
This episode appears to point to the fundamental 
paradox of the Worcester School Board, in that despite 
improved opportunities for popular participation, which 
saw an unprecendented franchise, a woman on the Board as 
early as 1877 and working class members for most of the 
life of the Board, the traditional position of the Esta- 
blished Church to influence elementary education within 
the city remained very strong. It would seem that a 
participant political culture was unable to secure civic 
objectives since Mayglothing's verdict on the School 
Board saw it fulfilling sectional not civic policies. 
If the School Board is considered in a little more 
detail, however, this general statement becomes inade- 
quate. The previous chapter has divided the Board into 
f 
881. Worcestershire Echo 24th February 1903. This report, 
and an almost identical account published in the 
Worcester Daily Times on the same day, are repro- 
duced in Appendix XI b). So too are comments from 
the two papers to show that though the reports 
tallied, the interpretations were diametrically 
opposed. (Appendix XI c) ). 
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two periods, pre- and post-1883. In the earlier period 
a combination of a policy which satisfied all local inte- 
rests, 
n89 
and deference to the Board's two leading mem- 
bers, the local manufacturer Hill and the national cam- 
paigner Hastings had between them led to support for the 
Board in the press, and an absence of any concerted cam- 
paign for triennial contests. 
(90) 
The Board was widely 
supported in its pursuance of policies designed to benefit 
pupils of the wage-paid classes, regardless of their school. 
After 1883 the Board was no longer able to command this 
widespread support. Increasingly members saw their loyalty 
to a sectional interest, not the city in general. Policy 
differences, not differences in orientation to the poli- 
tical structure led to the obscuring of the civic dimen- 
sion. The most positive range of Board policies under- 
lined Spackman's pride in 'his' city, 
(91) 
and reveal him 
to have acted as political innovator, rather than as 
neutral bureaucrat. 
The final campaign to be considered will allow an 
examination of the Council and the public's attitudes to 
the development of a cultural/educational amenity appro- 
priate for the city and its neighbourhood. 
89. Supra pp 143-47, particularly quotations on pp 143 
and 147 reflecting satisfaction with the Board. 
90. The acquiescence of Airey is taken as a sign of the 
extent of the support for the Board's policies. 
(Supra p 165). 
91. This pride was also seen in articles on old Worcester 
by Spackman, published in Berrows Worcester Journal 
and in his book 'The Ancient Monuments and Historic 
Buildings of Worcester' Midland Educational Co. 1913. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT : CULTURAL OBJECTIVES, SOCIAL CONFLICT 
AND THE PUBLIC LIBRARIES CAMPAIGN 
IN WORCESTER 
Until recently the interrelationships between 
cultural and educational innovation have been serious- 
ly underestimated by many historians of education. 
There have been a number of reasons for this, but 
three have predominated. In the first place 'education' 
has been limited in terms of its institutional location 
to schools. 
(1) 
Secondly, examinations of the develop- 
ment of popular education after 1800 have not taken 
sufficient account of the implications of urbanisation , 
which in itself rendered inadequate much of the earlier 
provision. Third, the preoccupation, of Whig and neo- 
Marxist alike, with charting the inexorable incr"ease in 
government participation or control has obscured activi- 
ties which fell outside this sterotype. 
(3) 
One further, 
related factor may be noted. The full range of provi- 
sion for the education of adults has received little att- 
ention. With few exceptions 
(4) 
historians have implied, 
usually by default, that education of adult workers 
largely atrophied once Mechanics Institutes fell under 
the control of their social superiors. In contrast the 
writer believes that a number of attempts to encourage 
the provision of cultural amenities in towns, particu- 
larly during the first half of the 19th Century, had 
1. C. Webster loc cit 1976 p. 202. 
2. H. Silver loc cit 1977 p. 60. 
3. C. Webster loc cit 1976 p. 203. 
4. Obvious exceptions are Brian Simon and E. P. Thompson 
So too is J. F. C. Harrison in 'Learning and Livinn 
1780-1960' R. K. P. 1961. 
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among their objectives the intention to educate. 
(5) 
These attempts were made by a Radical group of 
M. P. s including James Buckingham, William Ewart, Jos- 
eph Hume, Richard Potter, Richard Anglionby Slaney and 
Thomas Wyse, supported outside Parliament by such fig- 
ures as Edward Edwards aid Robert Haydon. Initially 
the group's strategy was to bring an evil to the atten- 
tion of the House and move for the establishment of a 
Select Committee to investigate it. Subsequently per- 
mission would be sought to introduce a bill to combat 
the evil, whose intolerable proportions had been amply 
documented in evidence to the Committee. 
(6) 
This gen- 
eral pattern saw the establishment of Select Committees 
on Public Walks (1833), Drunkenness (1834), Arts and 
Manufactures (1835), the British Museum (1835 and 1836), 
Art Unions (1844 and 1845) and Public Libraries (1849), 
though not all led to draft legislation. At first sight 
these appear completely irrelevant to education. They 
grew out of attempts to achieve as varied a series of 
aims as the modification of the industrial environment, 
and the promotion of the enjoyment, health, instruction, 
morals, and productive output of the people. These were 
pursued enthusiastically but indiscriminately, with un- 
fortunate consequences. It was not unusual for the 
committees to be given an extremely wide remit; the 1835 
Select Committee was typical, established: - 
"... to enquire into the best means of extending 
a knowledge of the arts and principles of design 
among the people (especially the labouring popu- 
lation) of the country, and also to enquire into 
the constitution of the Royal Academy and the 
effects of institutions connected with the Arts" 
(7) 
The difficulty occurred in attempting to legislate on the 
broad front identified by the committee's reports, since 
the more sweeping the proposals the more likely they were 
to offend one of the many vested interests within Parlia- 
ment. Even when proposals were embodied in a number of 




In this context 'educate' is used in a liberal sense 
to imply the aquisition of elements of civility and 
taste, in place of habits deemed to be anti-social. 
E. R. Reid-Smith loc cit 1969 is the source for the 
material which follows. 
Ibid p. 10. 
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business could prove overwhelming. James Buckingham 
attempted to employ this tactic in mitigating the evils 
of drunkenness. His remedies were to limit the number 
of public houses, thereby reducing the opportunities 
for drinking, and to develop healthy alternative facili- 
ties for mind and body, by the provision of public liter- 
ary institutions and public walks in industrial centres(. 
8) 
He was given permission in 1835 to introduce Public Walks 
and Public Institutions bills. But both failed, as did 
subsequent similar measures, 
(9) 
because of fears at the 
extension of local authority powers through their ability 
to raise rates. 
But though Radical activity produced few tangible 
results, one recurring theme emerged in their investiga- 
tions -a belief in the manifold virtues of education. 
Evidence given before the Select Committee on Arts and 
Manufacturers (1835) pointed to the economic benefits 
which might be expected from developing schools of design, 
and providing the opportunity to examine works of acknow- 
ledged cultural merit. 
(10) 
Its social value was acknow- 
ledged by Francis Place on his appearance before the 
Select Committee on Drunkenness (1834). Many witnesses 
had claimed that drunkenness was losing its hold on all 
ranks but the lower orders. Place claimed its hold on 
them was also diminishing thanks to education. 
(11) 
Its 
political significance was apparent to Robert Slaney and 
Seymour Tremenheere whose activities as Chairman of the 
Health of Towns Commission and Government Commissioner 
for Staffordshire mining districts respectively brought 
them into close contact with the lower orders. Both saw 
the extent of working class ignorance and felt its remedy 
8. Ibid p. 11. 
9. Ibid pp. 16-19. A Public Institutions Bill (1836) and 
a Public Walks and Institutions Bill (1837) are cited 
in this context. 
10. Supra pp. 58 and 62 and f. n. 58. 
11. G. Jones 'Political and Social Factors in the Advocacy 
of 'Free' Libraries in the United Kingdom 1801-1922'. 
Ph. D. University of Strathclyde 1971. p. 101. 
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was vital to the preservation of the institutions of 
state, especially since, as Tremenheere noted, such 
readings as workers heard were hostile to the Establish- 
ment. 
(12) 
Although her research concentrated on a later 
period, Helen Meller did survey the activities of Select 
Committees in the 1830s and 1840s, and identified three 
principles underlying their recommendations. These were 
the promotion of the education of the people, the devel- 
opment of facilities for study, and the need to place 
wholesome recreation within easy reach. The establish- 
ment of public libraries in towns could meet all three 
principles. 
(13) 
Jones detailed a number of occasions in 
the early 19th Century when development of libraries, 
museums and newsrooms was called for, 
(14) 
to support his 
earlier claim that: - 
"The most powerful forces tending to promote free 
and public libraries in the earlier 19th Century, 
in England at least, originated in the developing 
pressures experienced in growing urban communities: 
pressures which to some seemed to menace law and 
order, political stability and the moral order"(15) 
By mid-century there was an increasing acceptance of the 
need to provide cultural facilities in order to combat 
the ignorance of urban workers. 
(16) 
William Ewart, aided 
by Edward Edwards(17)and Haydon, appears to have been 
instrumental in this. In 1834 he had moved the motion 
proposing the establishment of a Select Committee on Arts 
and Manufacture. The following year, during the debate 
on the grant of £20,000 to assist the building of elem- 
entary schools, he stated that :- 
12. Ibid pp. 116-20. The events of 1848 showed what could 
be the results of such readings, in Tremenheerds view. 
13. H. Meller Ph. D. op cit 1968 pp. 23,25-6. 
14. G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971 pp. 70,86-9,102. 
15. Ibid p. 45. 
16. Ibid p. 122. 
17. W. H. Munford 'Edward Edwards 1812-1886, and the early 
history of municipal public libraries in England', 
Ph. D. (Econ) University of London 1962 offers a 
detailed, if uncritical account of the activities of 
Edwards and Ewart. 
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"... the best mode of securing the happiness 
of a people is to educate them: and that, in 
furtherance of that object, public libraries 
are most necessary, in order to enable them 
to educate themselves"(18) 
In 1849 he was invited to chair the Select Committee 
on Public Libraries, whose major recommendations reit- 
erated earlier calls for the development of public 
libraries. 
(19) 
But his most important contribution to this issue 
was in securing successful legislation. In 1845 he 
introduced a bill to facilitate the establishment of 
museums in large towns. As the Museums Act 1845, it 
was little used, partly because it was limited in appli- 
cation to towns of 10,000+. Its importance was in its 
authorisation of the raising of a %d rate for land and 
buildings, in connection with the erection of museums 
years later Ewart was of science and art. 
(20) 
Five 
given permission to introduce a bill embodying the major 
proposals of his Select Committee on Public Libraries. 
Though much amended it too reached the Statute Book, as 
the Public Libraries and Museums Act 1850. The level of 
rate as unchanged, though the provision of public libra- 
ries was now covered in addition to museums. Paradoxica- 
lly the purchase of books was not. 
(21) 
Two further, 
substantial amendments, were achieved by the Public Li- 
braries Acts of 1855 and 1866. The former was passed in 
a much more constructive atmosphere than had been its 
predecessor. In fact, on the failure of a similar measure 
in 1854 owing to the pressure placed on Parliamentary time 
by the Crimean War, a Times leader had lamented: - 
"One of the chief curses of the war is the stop 
which it immediately puts to measures of social 
improvement and works of peace. National galleries 
and public walks and other devices that can answer 
no other purpose than to refine the taste or re- 
fresh the weary frame must wait"(22) 
18. Quoted in E. R. Reid Smith loc cit 1969 p. 11. 
19. G. Jones Ph. D. Op cit 1971 pp. 128-35. 
20. E. R. Reid-Smith loc cit 1969 p. 25. 
21. E. J. Hunter 'The Role of the Public Library in the 
Development of Technical Education in Great Britain 
and Ireland during the 19th Century' M. A. (Lib). 
University-of Sheffield 1973, p. 16. 
. 22. Quoted in G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971 p. 148. 
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The 1855 Act raised the level of rate expenditure to 1d 
in the pound, and sanctioned the purchase of books and 
other materials. It also contained powers enabling 
towns to establish Schools of Art or Science. In addi- 
tion, the size of borough to which the measure applied 
was reduced from 10,000 to 5,000. 
(23) 
During the debates 
this particular proposal was supported by the member for 
Bodmin, who reported that his constituents were anxious 
for the Act to apply to them, and by Robert Lowe, who 
stated that his constituents in Kidderminster had imp- 
ressed upon him their wish to develop a public library, 
despite the city's unprecedented industrial distress. 
(24) 
One final, and important modification to the 1850 Act, 
concerned the means of adopting the legislation. In 1850 
adoption could only be secured by a referendum of rate- 
payers, which produced a% majority in favour of the 
motion. In 1855 this process was simplified: a% maj- 
ority achieved at a public meeting of ratepayers was now 
sufficient for adoption. 
(25) 
The 1866 Act, which marked 
the end of Ewart's association with this issue 
(26) 
made 
adoption still easier by substituting a simple majority 
for the former % requirement, and also removed the mini- 
mum size of borough to which the Act applied. 
(27) 
A number of historians of education have ignored 
this legislation, 
(28) 
apparently overlooking the fact 
that acts not entitled Education acts could contain impor- 
tant clauses relating to education. 
(29) 
In consequence 
23. E. J. Hunter M. A. (Lib) op cit 1973 p. 16. 
24. G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971 p. 142. 
25. Supra pp62-3 f. n. 61. 
26. T. Kelly op cit 1973 pp. 22-3. Gladstone paid this tri- 
bute: - "I cannot refrain from seizing this opportunity 
of congratulating my Hon. Friend on having been per- 
mitted during a long and honourable Parliamentary life, 
to see the gradual development of the fruit of his la- 
bour and to watch these institutions spread through the 
great centres of population where it is so desirable 
they should exist". 
27. E. J. Hunter M. A. (Lib) op cit 1973 p. 24. 
28. Inevitably Armytage is an exception to this generaliza- 
tion. W. H. G. Armytage op cit 1970 p. 100. 
29. For example, M. Cruickshank op cit 1963, p. 10 claims that 
all attempts at education legislation failed between 
1847 and 1857. 
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they have not made the point that boroughs could raise 
a rate for educational purposes many years before 1870, 
since their concept of education excluded the intellec- 
tual and cultural campaigns culminating in Museums and 
Public Libraries legislation. In view of this the pub- 
lication by the Irish Universities Press, in 1977, of a 
commentary on a selection of its monumental reprints of 
State papers(30)is doubly welcome. Not only does it 
contain essays by a number of able, young, historians, 
but it also includes under the generic title 'Education', 
commentaries on Select Committee reports on the British 
Museum, Fine Arts and Design, and Public Libraries, in 
addition to Elementary, Secondary and Technical education. 
However, all that has been demonstrated so far is 
the relationship between cultural provision and educa- 
tional objective which was realised most clearly in 
Museums and Public Libraries legislation, and intention 
to benefit the urban worker by the provision of civic 
amenities. Before considering the application of these 
initiatives to Worcester two further questions must be 
considered - to what extent was the legislation in ques- 
tion used, and in what sense can attempts to provide such 
amenities be related to a concept of civic pride. 
It appears that, though well-intentioned, Public 
Libraries legislation was difficult to implement, even 
after its amendment in 1866. Since its objective was the 
development of polyglot institutions comprising libraries, 
art galleries and museums, and possibly vocational schools, 
the chances that opinion would be split on the question of 
a council initiative were multiplied. Kelly has shown 
that numerous attempts were required to get the acts 
adopted in various towns: in Wolverhampton and Portsmouth 
30. Gillian Sutherland (ed) 'Education' (Commentaries on 
British Parliamentary Papers). Irish Universities 
Press 1977. Introductory essays are by Celina Fox, 
Richard Johnson, Roy Macleod, E. J. Miller and by 
Sutherland herself. 
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three attempts were required, while Cheltenham took four. 
Between 1857 and 1882 Hull ratepayers rejected three 
proposals. By 1886 Bath had witnessed no fewer than 
four failures. 
(31) 
Even so library supporters per- 
sisted. Fifteen of the authorities that established 
libraries between 1850 and 1886 did so only after the 
rejection of earlier proposals. 
(32) 
Hunter claimed 
that 46 authorities had adopted Public Libraries legis- 
lation by 1869. But he pointed also to the scope of 
institutions envisaged in identifying only 9 as being 
concerned directly with educational provision. 
(33) 
Nevertheless by 1886 a total of 125 public libraries 
were in existence, in such towns as Birmingham, Cambridge, 
Canterbury, Cardiff, Dundee, Exeter, Halifax, Leeds, Lei- 
cester, Manchester, Norwich, Nottingham, Oxford, Reading, 
Winchester and Worcester. 
(34) 
The numerous rejections of proposals to adopt the 
legislation indicates the difficulty in many cases of 
conceptualizing the issue in such a way as to by-pass 
sectional interests. A campaign in 1852 in Birmingham 
provoked unprecedented opposition, in the shape of hand- 
bills and placards, and failed because the proposal attra- 
cted less than the required % majority. 
(35) 
In part this 
lack of consensus generally resulted from a contrast in 
mid-century between a positive view of civic pride as 
a duty to provide cultural/vocational institutions from 
the rates for public benefit, and a negative view of 
local government which related the quality of administra- 
tion directly to the least possible expenditure of public 
money. In addition the concept of a civic initiative 
based on public funds was incompatible with the prevailing 
ethic of 'Self-Help'. 
(36) 
The original proposals for 
31. T. Kelly op cit 1973 p. 25. 
32. Ibid. 
33. E. J. Hunter M. A. (Lib) 1973 p. 97. 
34. T. Kelly op cit 1973 pp. 24-5. 
35. G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971 pp. 156-58. 
36. Samuel Smiles book 'Self-Help' was first published 
in 1859. He claimed it originated in a series of 
lectures many years earlier to a northern mutual 
instruction society. 
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public literary facilities had been made in the 1830s 
and 1840s by middle class Radicals, as part of their 
prescription for improving the lot of the lower orders, 
at a time when cultural provision was provided for 
separate social orders, not the community at large. 
This social paternalism was evident in mid-century: 
explicit in Manchester where Charles Dickens moved 
the following resolution at the opening of the Manches- 
ter Public Library in 1852: - 
"That as, in this institution, special provision 
has been made for the working classes, by means 
of a free lending library, this meeting cherishes 
the earnest hope that the books thus made available 
will provide a source of pleasure and improvement 
in the cottages, the garrets, and the cellars of 
the poorest of our people". (37) 
Occasionally it was expressed differently; as a middle 
class initiative in the civic interest. Newton quotes 
a contemporary view that there had long been: - 
"... an uneasy consciousness in the public mind of 
Exeter that the inhabitants of the city, and of 
the county of Devon, by not providing a city and 
county museum (had) neglected to perform an impor- 
tant public duty". (38) 
But in general support for such initiatives required 
social solidarity, while the mid 19th century was pre- 
eminently a period of social stratification. 
(39) Jones 
contrasted Cheltenham and Leamington on the Public Lib- 
raries issue to underline this point. 
(40) They were the 
fastest growing communities in the country during the 
first half of the 19th century. But though clergy and 
local educational interests were prominent from the out- 
set in adoption debates Cheltenham had to wait until 
37. Quoted in T. Kelly op cit 1973 p. 27. 
38. R. Newton Ph. D. op cit 1966 p. xix. The University 
College of the South West (Exter University) is des- 
cribed as the bequest to posterity of the superior 
classes who conceived and fostered it. The quotation 
above is from pp. 675-76. 
39. This point is made at length by G. F. A. Best 'Mid-Vic- 
torian Britain 1851-75' Weidenfeld and Nicholson 1971 
pp. 149-65, and G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971 pp. 219-20. 
40. G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971. p. 172. 
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the 1880s to adopt the legislation, whereas Leamington 
had opened its Free Lending Library by the end of the 
1850s. 
(41) 
Jones accounted for the contrast by noting 
the different social composition of the committees to 
recommend adoption, in the two boroughs. In Leamington 
artisans, including a bricklayer, a coach painter, a 
gardener, a harness-maker, and a shoemaker, were among 
the representatives. In Cheltenham a narrower social 
range comprised the committee. 
(42) 
Although Public 
Libraries legislation only specified the need to secure 
the approval of ratepayers, in practice working class 
attitudes played an important part also: - 
"All action tending towards library development 
necessitated, even in authoritarian regimes, a 
degree of co-operative effort, exposition and 
persuasion". (43) 
The nature of Public Libraries legislation reinforced 
the importance of this co-operative effort and persua- 
sion since, as Whiteman has pointed out, it was without 
precedent in making local authority action conditional 
on the will of ratepayers, expressed by referendum or 
public meeting. 
(44) 
From this it can be seen that the adoption and 
implementation of this legislation entailed the resolu- 
tion of a number of complex arguments. In Worcester, as 
elsewhere, a growth of public support for the provision 
of a cultural amenity was dependent on a willingness to 
deploy public funds, rather than a reluctance to add to 
the rates, It was also a reflection of a sense of com- 
munal spirit and public service replacing the habits of 
social paternalism and self help. In addition it showed 
the development of conscious altruism in working towards 
long-term goals, at the expense of parochial interest in 
41. Care has to be taken not to confuse adopting the acts, 
and opening an institution. As T. Kelly op cit 1973 
p. 23. points out delay between these two stages were 
common. 
42. G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971 p. 172. 
43. Ibid p. 198. 
44. P. M. Whiteman loc cit 1973. p. 135. 
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short-term expedients. In short it showed the interplay 
between a liberal and conservative concept of public 
amenity, and as such affords a good opportunity to ob- 
serve the growth of civic pride. 
Some details have already been given of cultural 
provision in Worcester in the early 19th Century. 
(45) 
The Natural History Society was developed by the profes- 
sional classes, for the professional classes. The Wor- 
cester Literary and Scientific Institution was provided 
by the city's aristocratic, professional and industrial 
interests for artisans. 
(46) In reaction, a Chartist Hall 
of Science was provided by workers to allow discussions 
of politics and economics, forbidden at the Literary 
and Scientific Institution. A number of libraries and 
newsrooms were also available, whose membership fees and 
charges for loans determined their clientele. Typical 
of them was the Worcester Subscription Library, which had 
been established in 1790 at a time when books were priced 
out of the reach of the serious minded artisan. 
(47) 
it 
flourished until the mid 19th Century, apparently meeting 
a local need. But after 1850 it declined rapidly, a 
victim of a combination of factors. Books were now more 
easily and widely available thanks to the success of 
book clubs, circulating libraries and reading, literary 
or book societies 
(48) 
such as Bull's or Mudie's. Also 
innovations in printing made it possible to produce 
books more cheaply. 
(49) 
A contributing factor was not 
simply the greater availability of books, but also a 
change in public taste. The Subscription Library's stock 
had been largely restricted to works on theology, philo- 
sophy, and education, together with translations of the 






Supra pp. 57-59. 
See Appendix XII. 
Worcester City Libraries, Museum and Art Gallery. 
(Flysheet). The Library's original object was the: - 
"Disseminating of useful knowledge in every branch 
of polite literature". 
J. Roe 'The Public Library in Wales: its history and 
development in the context of Local Government'. M. A. 
Queen's University, Belfast 1970 pp. 22-3. The obser- 
vation applies to Britain. 
T. Kelly A History of'Adult Education in Great (cont'd 
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their requests a desire for new, ephemeral works - 
fiction. Since the purchase of such books could not 
be allowed under the terms of foundation, subscribers 
requests remained unanswered, and they transferred 
their allegiance to the circulating libraries, or al- 
ternatively patronised libraries provided by their 
employers, or by workers' organisations. 
Faced by such adverse circumstances local libra- 
ries responded as best they could. The library of the 
Literary and Scientific Institution was hit particularly 
hard by changes in taste. On its establishment a reso- 
lution had been approved: - 
"(that) the works., of Imagination, such as novels, 
romances and Plays; political pamphlets, and con- 
troversial divinity, not being of a nature to pro- 
mote the objects designed by this institution, 
shall be rigourously (sic) excluded from the 
library". (50) 
Unable to vary these conditions the Literary and Scien- 
tific Institution made an apparently unsuccessful attempt 
to merge with another ailing library. 
(51) 
The Worcester 
Subscription Library chose to appeal to its subscribers, 
following the appearance of a report on its condition 
which identified Bull's and Mudie's clubs, and local 
Working Men's Institute and Railway Institute libraries 
as drawing off its former patrons. 
(52) 
But its appeal 
proved fruitless. 
49. (continued) Britain' Liverpool University Press 1970 
ed. pp. 164-73. detail the 19th Century cheap litera- 
ture movement. 
50. Worcester Literary and Scientific Institution. Minute 
Book (No page numbers). 
51. Ibid. In December 1850 it made an attempt to join 
forces with the Worcester City and County Library. 
A meeting between officials of the two institutions 
was arranged, but no further entries were made in 
the Minute Book. 
52. 'Report in answer to a request of the Committee, con- 
tained in a letter fromH. B. Tymbs 30th November 1858. ' 
Since the writer consulted this in 1974 in Worcester 
City Library, it appears to have been mislaid). 
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With such evidence to ex1iain its decline 
(53) 
the 
committee of the Subscription Library then saw its sal- 
vation in the newly enacted Public Libraries legislation. 
It approached the City Council and offered its premises 
and stock as the nucleus of a Free Public Library, to be 
developed once the 1855 Public Libraries Act had been 
adopted. Surprisingly, in view of its customery reluc- 
tance to raise a rate, the City Council agreed. 
(54) 
But 
the public meeting, called to ratify this decision, 
proved such an excoriating experience, that a subsequent 
Council move to adopt the legislation in 1862 was drop- 
ped in view of the decisiveness of the rejection in 1858, 
and the inflamed passions aroused at the time, without 
putting it to a public meeting. 
Not until 1869 was it suggested that the Council 
might take the opportunity provided by Public Libraries 
legislation to develop an institution which would en- 
hance the city's civic esteem. The amenity was to be 
formed by amalgamating the Natural History Museum and 
the School of Art, and linking them with a Free Public 
Library. 
(55) 
On closer examination this proposal, which 
served as the model on which action was ultimately taken, 
was seen to have a strong pragmatic element to temper 
civic idealism. The Natural History Society was losing 
its popularity. The Subscription Library faced imminent 
closure. Even worse the School of Art, so important to 
the revival of the local porcelain industry, was close 
to insolvency. In March 1869 its managers had requested 
a grant from the City Council. 
(56) 
A month later the 
Council's Finance Committee reported on its inquiries 
53. J. Roe M. A. op cit 1972. p. 32. Roe's comments suggest 
that this decline was typical throughout the British 
Isles. 
54. It may have been influenced by the support for such 
a scheme in Kidderminster, where a public library had 
been opened in 1855. (Supra p. 185). 
55. C. M. Downes 'Worcester Public Library and the Hastings 
Museum: A retrospect' Deighton (Worcester) 1881 
pp. 6-7 
56. City Chamber Order Book Vol. XVII (No page numbers), 
is the source for the following section. 
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with officials at Cork and Swansea, where aid was said 
to be given to vocational schools, in connection with 
the Public Libraries Act 1855. Further inquiries at 
the Department of Science and Art confirmed that the 
adoption of this legislation was a pre-requisite for 
using rate-aid to assist existing vocational schools. 
The City Council had to refuse the request from the 
School of Art. 
This incident emphasises the differexit roles 
available to the City Council in relation to the Cath- 
edral School and a Free Public Library. In the former 
case it was not pursuing a course of action requiring 
the raising of public money, nor was its freedomcf 
action inhibited by legislation. Even after the passing 
of the Endowed Schools Act 1869, the City Council was 
free to seek to influence the curriculum and ethos of 
the Cathedral School as it developed as a Grade I school, 
and in 1869 the Council's Cathedral School sub-committee 
was actively engaged in lobbying Parliament, 
(57) 
acting 
as the champan of the local interest. On the other hand 
any Council initiative on the Public Libraries issue 
inevitably entailed the raising of additional rates, and 
was limited by legislation. In particular it was depen- 
dent on the verdict of local ratepayers and had to follow 
public opinion rather than leading it. 
(58) 
Jones has 
suggested that city fathers were not influential in adop- 
tion campaigns: 
(59) 
this is clearly the case where ', city 
fathers' are identified as a borough's leading citizens 
acting collectively in their capacities as aldermen and 
councillors. All that the City Council could do, to 
assist the School of Art, was to put proposals for a 
cultural/educational facility before a public meeting. 
57. Supra pp. 83-85. 
58. Obviously in putting specific proposals to the public, 
the Council was leading opinion in one sense. But its 
inability to take any action before its proposals were 
accepted left it dependent on public opinion. 
59. G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971. p. 355. 
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At this meeting, held in April 1870, 
(60) 
public 
attitudes on the question of rate-support for education 
were divided. An Economical Party, which contested the 
elections for the original School Board in Worcester, 
attracted much support with its call to hold down the 
rates at all costs. The relative value to the city of 
such an institution was also challenged. In debate it 
emerged that the Music Hall was envisaged as a likely 
site for the new amenity. Vesta Tilley, the Worcester- 
born entertainer was just beginning to attract widespread 
attention, and a number of speakers indicated that they 
felt a theatre to be a preferable amenity. The motives 
of the proposal's supporters were also suspected. Edward 
Webb, who was Chairman of the Cathedral Schools Committee 
and Vice-Chairman of the Worcester branch of the National 
Education League, and whose philanthropy and public spirit 
had been proved beyond question, was a leading supporter 
of the proposal. 
( 61 ) 
But at the same time that he was 
winning support for his views on elementary education, he 
was being attacked for his involvement in the Public Lib- 
rary campaign. He was suspected of supporting the scheme 
because of the profit he hoped to make from the sale of 
the site to the Council. The lack of consensus in 1870 
was most clearly seen in a decisive intervention at the 
public meeting by a 'working man', 
(62)who 
voiced his 
opposition so volubly from the body of the hall that he 
was elevated to the platform by popular demand. 
(63) 
From 
there he repeated his opposition to the increasing of 
civic services from the rates. This, he claimed, was a 
60. Berrows Worcester Journal 9th April 1870 p. 5. 
61. C. M. Downes op cit 1881. p. 8. 
62. He was identified in this way by 'Berrows Worcester 
Journal'. One can only speculate as to whether or not 
he was a ratepayer, and if so whether or not he had 
been placed under this obligation by the Municipal 
Franchise Act 1869. 
63. This episode bears out Jones' view that the working 
classes exercised a decisive influence on this issue, 
whether they were ratepayers or not. (G. Jones Ph. D. 
op cit 1971 p. 338). 
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device to induce the poor to subsidise luxuries for the 
rich. He was sufficiently persuasive for the Council's 
recommendation to be 'decisively rejected'. 
(64) 
In 1870 
parsimony proved stronger than philanthropy, short term 
interests were felt more important than long term goals, 
but most important sectional identities proved too strong 
for civic initiative. The campaign of the proposal's sup- 
porters had not been sufficiently clearly thought out; its 
appeal had not been sufficiently broadly based. 
The next attempt to gain public acceptance of Public 
Libraries legislation took place in 1872. It will be exam- 
ined in some detail to indicate the nature of the campaign, 
the issues raised, and the extent to which supporters and 
opponents of the proposals learned from former experiences. 
On this occasion the impetus to put the issue before 
the public once more, came from the Worcester Literary Ins- 
titution, a debating society that met in the Guildhall. 
(65) 
It had discussed the value of public libraries, and capit- 
alised on the interest aroused to reconstitute itself into 
a committee to press for the establishment of a Free Public 
Library. A contribution to its debates by Canon Barry em- 
phasised the support of the Established Church for such a 
(66) It attempted to broaden its appeal proposal. further 
by a direct approach to the working classes. 
(67) 
Its 
memorial, calling on the Council to requisition a public 
meeting was claimed to include the signatures of 600 
artisans. 
(68) 
The Literary Institution's actions as a 
64. City Chamber Order Book Vol. XVII. The Mayor described 
the meeting's outcome in these terms. 
65. C. M. Downesop cit 1881 pp. 6-7. 
66. Canon Barry was Principal of King's College London, 
and had been Headmaster of Leeds Grammar School and 
Cheltenham College before accepting the stall at 
Worcester Cathedral. (Supra p.. 99 f. n. 45). 
67. C. M. Downes op cit 1881 pp. 6-7. 
68. Berrows Worcester Journal 27th April 1872. The claim 
of direct support by the working classes was contained 
in a letter, published under the heading 'Free Libra- 
ries Act'. 
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pressure group formed one element in the campaign. 
Another was the local press, 
(691) 
which kept the literate 
public up to date with the early activities of the Lit- 
erary Institution, and the arguments advanced at its 
meetings, 
(70) 
as well as reporting subsequent events. 
The press was of importance to the proposal's supporters, 
since it covered their carefully organized public cam- 
paign, designed to win support and allay fears. Also, 
an apparently novel aspect of this campaign(71) was a 
poster war, with supporters and opponents of the proposal 
appealing for support for their views from the billboards. 
The first sign of this war of words was a handbill 
(see illustration 15 on p. 19-7) issued by the supporters 
of a Public Library, listing the reasons for supporting 
such an amenity. Idealism was only a minor factor. The 
major preoccupation was to demonstrate how the library 
would be an economy not a luxury, and to appeal to the 
chauvinistic, materialistic and paternal instincts in 
the voters. Appeals to civic pride were negligible in 
the early stages of this campaign. 
(72) 
The first poster 
appealed to all citizens, and attempted to unite all 
behind the proposal to establish a Free Public Library, 
claiming that all would benefit by it, and emphasising 
that it represented good value for money. (See illus- 
tration 16 on p. 198). The 'opposition' poster countered 
this by seeking to divide the populace, demonstrating 
that not only was the term 'Free' Public Library mis- 
69. H. Meller Ph. D. op cit 1968 p. 242 draws attention to 
the importance of the press in connection with a sim- 
ilar, successful campaign in Bristol. 
70. Berrows Worcester Journal 27th April 1872 p. 3. A det- 
ailed report of Canon Barry's speech was carried. 
71. The original posters, reproduced here as illustrations, 
are pasted into ledgers containing hundreds of other 
notices, covering a range of events over the last 30 
years of the 19th Century. The absence from these 
ledgers of any other posters, relating to other Public 
Library campaigns, suggests to the writer that none 
existed. 
72. The nearest the campaign came to civic pride was in a 
letter to Berrows Worcester Journal 27th April 1872, 
arguing that a public library was necessary in Worc- 
ester because the additional population attracted: - 
a) by the expansion of MacNaught's Carriage Works, (contd) 
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A FEW REASONS WHY I SHOULD 
VOTE FOR A 
PUBLIC LIBRARY. 
41, It 1a \IEB oks area chief slum of klutwh-dgc, and "Kuornkdgr r.; l v-" 
ßE(. 11 SE knowledge is the parent of eontmercin( enterprise and wealth, both 
of which we want. 
HP( 
. 
\I'SE ignorance is the parent of poverty and'\auperiam, of which oc 
have too touch. 
BF(' 11'! 4 pauperonn i+ coon! _ us more than twenty PWie Libraries troufd. 
OH \I SE other nations are placing Books in the hands of all, and unless we 
d likewise we cannot compete with foreigners. 
Iil. t tt SI . therefore, Books should be placed in the hands of all Englishmen, 
and only Public Libraries can do this. 
lE('. AI SE there is no town of importance in the Midland Counties so badly 
supplied will Books as Worcester is, and without a Poblic Library 
it is likely to remain so. 
BH( Al, st: a l'uhlic library cannot by law (renal ANY raeTV.. xtE wrtsT- 
evEa) cost more than Id. in the . 
£, or the 2401A part of a mat's 
rent ; and in no other way can Books be had so plentifully and 
cheaply. 
I*( Al sF it I'ublic Library cznnot cwt an average working man murr than 
I(W. a year, and if his rates are cootpounded for, rot more Than 5d. 
a year : while his pa tment to a Subs ripliun Library is rls. a year. 
I{H \I 'I". a Public Library cannot coat a tradesman or professional matt 
Ii rr thin :,,.. tu IOs. a year, while his payment to a Subccrildion 
1, ,, Is t' I. IX. (M. a year. 
RI \1 ý1 then tý r, , I. euer 
for a Public Library is tu rule fi, r F. ( o\-i N 
litt 11 ýI {lira, hn do r:, t want Books fier them., el, taant I/, "rn /,,, (l, ro. 
Children. Ail chlldrro will now be taught to read, but urth, we 
lir. oAx tkrtr sc/oul-lrarniny will soon be forgotten. 
Its r ýI I. '.,, rLn nrcu now hate taore Iri+ure than Grrtarrlt, and 'i, uld 
),: re ehr uweaas if employing auch lt, mAre to adrnnruyr. 
1{t \1 s1 u. rltng turn are now t'otO, and ab, ntid therefore be thinking 
u; und as (, an(,,, Nary t. l, i n, m rurxda, ) reading men 
1., ruu, e thinkray raen. 
t! i Alm ur* iu fawr of u Pt, ul. tt' l. nutett\ ure esrrlt"stly 
PUBLIC MEETING 
I': ý! k.;,. 1.,, , ý; J;,; 1 Ii il tltu . ýi,. ýý 0$ t nt, t 1t ', it, 'J" I will In. derided . and it t. Snq, twifun/' 
t .ý . h, -4hl lih. IN '111EIR PI-A( I%) EARLY 
r" , -t 344M, )MTV. 




1I I Ii %i 1117.1 ýý 
On Thursday Next you will i 
called upon to decide whether Voti www :II have aPUBLIC LIBRARY. A NN -(11-y 
open to all, the poorest as well as t ilO 
richest, where Newspapers may be ret d 
and Books borrowed by any rate-paver, 
at an average cost to the Worki ngr Mztii 
of 5d. a year, the price of a single quart. 
of ale and less than a single day's rent 
Few of us can do without Books an( I 
fewer can afford to buy them. A sub- 
scription Library costs 2d. a week, or 
8s. 8d. a year. A Public Library wi 1l bo 
ten times better and will only cost ( )rif , - 
twentieth part of the money. 
We are told that the City is ire ci eht 
and that the rates are high. If' so, wog 
have the more reason to club togetht r 
and get for 5d. a year what now 
u 8s. 8d. 
- r., 
16 Poster supporting a. Public Library 1872 
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leading, but also that civic expenditure had reached 
such intolerable levels as to renderirresponsible any 
suggestions to increase the burden still further. (See 
illustration 17 on p. 200). 
The public meeting called by the Council was to be 
held on 2nd May 1872. In the days immediately before 
this meeting the contestants resumed the battle. The 
'opposition' attempted to play on contemporary hostility 
to rate increases by conjuring the figure of 6d (2%p) out 
of the air, as the true cost of implementing the propo- 
sals for a Public Library. In addition the poster 
accused the Council of duplicity. The people's judgment 
on the issue was irrelevant. The Council had already 
decided to include a range of cultural/vocational facili- 
ties in the new administrative building it was proposing 
to erect, to replace the cramped Guildhall. 
(73) 
Finally 
it claimed that an attempt was to be made to pack the 
public meeting with non-ratepayers who were not entitled 
to vote. As a deliberate distortion masquerading as 
sober concern this poster was admirable. As a political 
strategy, placing a premium on arguments of demonstrable 
relevance to the ratepayer/voter - to his needs, and his 
pocket 
(74) 
- the poster was skilfully contrived. As a 
device for emphasising short term dividends, and playing 
down long term principles 
(75) 
it was entirely successful. 
(See illustration 18 on p. 201). It won the initiative 
from the supporters of the proposal, who were reduced 
to rushing out a denial on the day of the meeting, instead 
of being free to develop their own arguments, and put a 
positive proposition to the public. (See illustration 19 
on p. '202). 
72. (continued) b) if Worcester became a garrison city 
would be used to such facilities in other cities. 
73. No evidence has been found in City Chamber Order Books, 
or other records, to support this assertion In the ev- 
ent the existing Guildhall was extended, and no cultu- 
ral/vocational facilities were provided. 
74. G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971 p. 199 claims that these were 
persuasive arguments in Public Libraries campaigns. 
75. Ibid. Ditto. 
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17 Poster opposing a Public Library 1872 
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FOR A PU13LIC 
LIBRARY, 
1t. v, 1'1, PAl' i51t5 0l' WoltcEs pat, 
You are told that what is called 1ºs. its 
Rulº1ºorters ºt "ý rju. E" Library, can only cost One 1'ennq in file 
1'uuu*1. The filet is, A PROPOSAL HAS AL1U A1ºY BEEN NIAIM. 
to erect it Library, School of Art, &e., in connection with 
the Guildhall behemc. Independent f, ß and over and above the 
`ý,; iitty itata ý untcmplutcýi: > 
in the °I ibraries Nets, and Which 
Sniglit vest tlº'o Itntepny rt : 
S1NPENC1+: INS .TE; POU D,, or even more: than'-that ä' 
ATEI'AYl~: .T4 . Vif. ,p: n 
Until an honest attempt has been - made `to establish a 
Library by ' other; means: than, eompubsion'(and it can ba done, 
for other Towns have done, ), it will be your interest to resist the 
attempt to'im b" fnrth .. tax; 
"WE NEED PFNNIZB-TAKTKG OFF, 
ludead of to our heavy taxation, .: f 
.!: d; .... 
ý, : *`h. 'A"., yta w" ... 
'y 
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WANTi SEVEN O'CLOCK. HALF 
.. N- -- 
18 Poster attacking a Public Library 1872 
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PUBLIC LIBRARY. 
A IInndhiII has 1s.. n issued by the Opponents of a Puhliv Li)rars. -tAt uig 
that the Itatepayt"rw may tK charged for the cost of LIBIi. \Itl' Itl'ILlº1\ýýý, 
o%--r void sth ove the Librurv Rate of 
ONE PENNY IN THE -, 
an'l that the 411 1st of Buildings may amount to 
SIXPENCE IN THE £, 
SUCH STATEMENT . IS WHOLLY UNTRUE I I` 
All Expenses of Buildings, whether Rented, Bought, or Built, aqd whether 
alone, or forming part of other, Buildings, MUST BY LAW BEG PAID FOR 
OUT OF 
TIE LIPRAR4 RATE OF, ONE -PENNY 11 TEE Z, 
and the Library cannot, on ANY PRETENCE, cost the Ratepayers a single 
iiý 
farthing more. 
The opposition Handbill says it Is proposed to provide Rooms for a Library 
in connection with a New Town Hall. ý It is not yet decided that a New Town 
Hall will be built, BUT THE INSTRUCTIONS TO ARCHITECTS FOR 
DESIGNS HAVE BEEN ISSUED, AND NO R00316 ARE TO BE PROVIDED 
FOR A LIBRARY. 
RATEPAYERS ATTEND: THE MEETING 
AT TEE MUSIO FALL TSIS EVENING, 
A" 1 TRVTR PI"EvAll, 
Worcmter, TLurnda7 Morning. 
19 Poster defending a Public Library 1872 
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The public meeting on 2nd May 1872 acted as a 
climax to the interchange of opinions, expressed most 
vividly in the poster campaign. Whether or not the 
Council was influenced by the allegations that the 
meeting was to be packed, to prevent the democratic 
wishes of the real majority being expressed, the 1872 
meeting was organised strictly in accordance with the 
conditions specified in the Public Libraries Act 1855. 
The debacle of 1870 was still remembered, 
(76) 
when the 
working classes had swamped the proceedings, and the 
outcome had been affected by people who were not en- 
titled to be present. 
(77) 
Admission to the meeting, 
and the right to vote, was strictly limited to burges- 
ses. ses. (See illustration 20 on p. 204). To ensure that 
these conditions were observed police were on duty at 
the entrance to the Music Hall, once more the venue for 
the public meeting. The public interest in the occasion 
varied. At no point was the meeting hall more than 
three-quarters full, according to the press. 
(79) 
However 
some hundreds milled about outside the Music Hall and 
the police were fully occupied in keeping them from 
gatecrashing the proceedings. 
The meeting itself grew increasingly noisy. The 
lack of a clear consensus was evident from the outset. 
Not only were many interested parties kept out of the 
meeting. Within the hall the 'opposition' demanded to 
inspect the actual list of burgesses who had requisitio- 
ned the meeting, and the scheme's supporters retaliated 
by denying that Thomas Minchall, one of the plan's lead- 
ing opponents was entitled to speak. 
(80 
This was a 
serious strategic miscalculation: Minchall was a resp- 
ected figure in the city with a record of concern for its 
76. Berrows Worcester Journal 4th May 1872. 
77. G. Jones Ph. D. Op cit 1971 p. 338 indicates that the 
effectiveness of the working classes on this issue 
was in the influence they exerted over uncommitted 
voters. 
78. Public Libraries Act 1855 s. 4 
79. Berrows Worcester Journal 4th May 1872. 
80. Technically the supporters were correct. Minchall was 
not on the burgess roll. 
THURSDAY, MAY 2nd, 1872, 
1VIUSIC HALL 
WILL BE OPENED IT SEVEN O'CLOCK IA T96 EVENINGU 
NONE BUT CITIZENS (i. e., Ratepayers on the 
Citizens' Lists) are ENTITLED to ATTEND and VOTE 
n t. the above Meetind_ at the above Meeting. 
s3 ýr , ter (3uildhill. Wcros. wr, at May, I$7a. 
21) Poster advertising a meeting of citizens 
to discuss the Public Libraries issue 1872 
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welfare stretching back over the previous generation. 
This was followed by an even greater error by the sup- 
porters of the proposal. In an attempt to win support 
from artisans they had included a representative of the 
working classes, 
(81)to 
second the motion. Unfortunately 
he devoted the bulk of his speech to what the press des- 
cribed as a 'Radical' diatribe against the upper classes(. 
82) 
It was after this that the proceedings got beyond control. 
Each faction made a series of disorganised but effective 
attempts to submerge the others' speakers in a torrent of 
noise. Ultimately a number of speakers, including 
Frederick Marcus, School Board Clerk and private school 
principal, were unable to secure a hearing at all. When 
the Mayor finally succumbed to choruses of "We won't get 
home till morning", and called a vote, the proposal suf- 
fered its customary heavy defeat. 
The extensive press coverage in news, editorial, 
and correspondence columns allows some firm conclusions 
about the 1872 campaign. The most obvious is that civic 
chauvinism proved too strong for civic pride., The issue 
was developed in narrow terms with restrictions placed on 
admission to the meeting, speaking to the meeting, voting, 
and in relation to the issue generally. For example 
attacks were made on named individuals, at the public mee- 
ting. It was claimed that since they were not ratepayers 
their comments amounted to interference in the city's 
affairs. In addition non-ratepayers were denied the 
right to participate in the campaign, since they were 
encouraging the expenditure of other people's money. 
(83) 
It was not possible for the public at large to express 
an opinion on the issue in 1872. The limited debate 
dramatised the elements of conflict in the issue. 
(84) 
81. Thomas Rofe, a working glover. 
82. Berrows WorceEter Journal 4th May 1872. 
83. Ibid. 
84. G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971 p. 194. 
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Both sides claimed to represent public opinion, and in 
so doing cancelled out each other's claims. The press 
questioned the value of direct working class represen- 
tation at the meeting since they: - 
"... do not regard men of their own class as the 
fittest exponents of their requirements"(85) 
Even more to the point was that negative arguments 
prevailed over positive. The financial element in the 
debate was the most critical, with each side trying to 
demonstrate that its costings were the more realistic. 
It appears that the poster campaign was crucial here, with 
the supporters of a Public Library being unable to refute 
the opposition's claims of extravagance, in the time 
available. In the event prudent expenditure was inter- 
preted as nil expenditure. 
One further, significant point is that the issue cut 
across political affinities. In general social groupings 
proved stronger than political, although individual 
attitudes appear to have been conditioned by personal 
opinion more than anything else. For example Edward Webb 
and Thomas Minchall, usually widely respected in civic 
affairs, were vilified, 
(86) 
while Thomas Rofe and James 
Fisher Airey, formerly close political contacts, 
(87) 
ap- 
peared in opposition on this issue. In fact Airey provides 
the only example of the political use of the Free Libraries 
issue. He had campaigned in favour of a Public Library in 
1870 when he was attempting to break into public life, 
using the issue to project himself as the champion of the 
working clases. He campaigned equally hard in 1872, still 
as the champion of the working classes - but against the 
proposal. He appeared on a number of public platforms 
85. Berrows Worcester Journal 4th May 1872. In this the 
Journal was expressing a personal view, not paralleled 
in other newspapers. 
86. G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971 pp. 357-62 bear out this 
observation in relation to Gloucester, where public 
figures were attacked on this issue for twenty years. 
87. Rofe had been Airey's ward manager in his attempt to 
gain a seat on Council in 1870. Airey had nominated 
Rofe as a candidate for the School Board in 1871. 
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during this period; on all occasions conducting a 
personal campaign. 
(88) It was he who claimed that those 
who paid no rates had no right to comment on the issue. 
Also he used his newly won position as a City Council- 
lor(89) to claim that the Council was profligate with 
public money. His speech was so close in spirit and in 
detail to the statements in the 'opposition' posters 
as to make it possible that he was their author. 
(90) 
His pose as the plain man's guardian on the Council, 
against an uninterested group who abused and exploited 
the public was a powerful influence in the emotional 
atmosphere of a public meeting. When allied to his 
skill as an orator and his political acumen, it proved 
decisive in the short term, demonstrating that the con- 
tingency of temporary circumstances could be important 
to the outcome of campaigns. 
(91) 
The general public were only able to contribute 
indirectly to the debate. The correspondence columns 
were their only 'platform'. A number of letters reflec- 
ted the debate, 
(92) 
though some important additional 
insights were contributed. One letter 
(93) 
indicated 
that there was some positive working class support for 
the idea of a public library. Another 
(94) 
suggested that 
if the energy expended in the collection of signatures 
on a memorial was to be directed to raising money for 
88. Supra p. 145 f. n. 124. 
89. Airey bears out the claim in G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971 
p. 255 that opponents in Public Libraries campaigns were 
unlikely to belong to a local power elite. 
90. The posters demonstrated a familiarity with the infor- 
mal opinions of the Council about the possible uses of 
a new administrative headquarters. It is doubtful whe- 
ther anyone not on the Council could have possessed 
this information. Airey was the most vocal Councillor 
to oppose the scheme. Nonetheless, there is no tangi- 
ble evidence that he wrote the copy. 
91. G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971 pp. 194-95. 
92. Berrows Worcester Journal 11th May 1872. Airey's attempts 
to prevent non-ratepayers participating in the debate 
were attacked: some such figures had previously contri- 
buted significantly to the city's cultural amenities. 
Berrows Worcester Journal 18th May 1872 (Airey's defence). 
93. Berrows Worcester Journal 27th April 1872. 
94. Berrows Worcester Journal 18th May 1872. 
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the scheme, the public might be more readily inclined 
to accept it. Perhaps the most significant comments 
were contained in a letter 
(95) 
which reflected on the 
attempts made to secure the adoption of Public Libraries 
legislation in 1870 and 1872. On the former occasion 
a middle class initiative had been destroyed by working 
class intervention. On the latter occasion a scheme 
which had working class support failed, owing to a lack 
of support from the middle classes at a crucial public 
meeting. The lesson was clear. Neither the middle 
classes nor the working classes, alone, could achieve 
a Free Library. Now that sections of both social groups 
shared this interest, they might ultimately collaborate, 
and obtain together what they could not obtain separately. 
Seven years later, when the public did finally app- 
rove a proposal to adopt Public Libraries legislation, the 
advice given in this letter had been vindicated, in the 
sense that subsequent events bore it out. An offer of 
financial assistance to ensure that a public library imp- 
osed minimal additions to the rates rekindled interest 
in the issue. 
(96) 
Also the 1879 campaign proved the 
value of collaboration. The committee that proposed the 
Council be directed to adopt Public Libraries legislation 
prepared the ground for its campaign much more thoroughly 
than had been the case on any previous occasion. 
(97) 
it 
augmented its membership to include groups containing 
working men. It arrangedfäctory gate meetings at such 
varied places of work as the Worcester Royal Porcelain 
Works, MacNaught's Carriage Works, Dent, Allcroft and 
Company's Glove Company and Richard Smith's Nursery 
Garden - all businesses controlled by men sympathetic 
to the idea of a Free Public Library. However, the aug- 
menting of the committee and the holding of factory gate 
95. Ibid. 
96. C. M. Downes op cit 1881 pp. 14-17. Two industrialists 
made this offer after another brief, and abortive 
campaign in 1878. 
97. Ibid pp. 19-27. Preparations began almost immediately 
after the failure of the 1878 initiative. 
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meetings did allow the city to counter the common pro- 
98) 
blem of establishing what working class opinion was. 
In addition circulars and addresses were distributed 
round the city putting the case for the proposal. 
Therefore, by the time it presented its memorial 
to the Council, the committee had a guarantee of finan- 
cial support, could claim to be representative of all 
interests and classes, had explained the benefits of the 
scheme directly to workers, and had submitted its case 
in printed form to most of the citizens to be studied at 
leisure. One additional factor lent some urgency to the 
situation: the Subscription Library had finally closed 
and the city was bereft of a library of any size. 
The meeting to consider the committee's proposals 
was held on 23rd April 1879 (see illustration 21 on p. 210). 
It was well attended and raised a good deal of public att- 
ention. Once again it was organised strictly in accord- 
ance with the Public Libraries Act 1855. Once again it 
was noisy and difficult to control. But unlike other 
meetings - it approved the proposals, and instructed the 
committee to wait upon the City Council, and serve its 
memorial. This document : - 
"... appended to which were upwards of 1700 signa- 
tures was presented by Mr. R. W. Binns as the rep- 
resentative of the staple manufacturing industries 
of the city, and supported by Mr. G. E. Abell on 
behalf of the general, professional and commercial 
interests of the community and by Mr. T. Rofe as 
especially representing his fellow working men"(99) 
In concentrating on the success of the campaign to 
arouse the ratepayers to the value of Public Libraries 
legislation, there is a risk of overlooking the signifi- 
cance of this decision. It represented a decisive change 
in public attitudes, in relation to the provision of cul- 
tural amenities. The 1870s saw widespread public support 
for the City Council's attempts to extract adequate funds 
from the Charity Commission, in order to develop the 
98. G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971 p. 172 maintains that dis- 
covering working class opinion on this issue was a 
difficult task. 
99. C. M. Downes op cit 1881 p. 28. 
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21 Poster calling a public meeting to discuss 
the Public Libraries issue 1879 
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Cathedral School as an educational institution befitting 
a cathedral city and its diocese. 
(100) 
The same decade 
saw a School Board, established in an atmosphere of high 
emotion and suspicion, quickly rise above sectional pre- 
judices to be publicly accepted as operating in the int- 
erest of all citizens. 
(101) 
T. R. Hill and Edward Webb 
were among the leading figures in both these campaigns. 
Public confidence in their actions may be assumed from 
their regular return to public office by the electorate. 
But their public association with the Public Libraries 
issue was insufficient to persuade the public of its 
merit, before the end of the decade. 
(102) 
Significant changes in attitude occurred in three 
areas. The concept of prudent expenditure being nil 
expenditure on cultural amenities was replaced by a 
willingness to commit rate aid to a project whose precise 
nature was still not entirely certain. In turn this sug- 
gests that in 1879 the public was prepared to accept an 
open-ended commitment, with long term benefits, instead 
of restricting itself to actions with immediate, predic- 
table, consequences. But most important was the change 
of attitude in relation to what constituted the 'city' 
and who were the 'public'. Prior to 1879 direct partici- 
pation in decision taking had been narrowly restricted to 
those social groups who paid rates and appeared on the 
burgess roll. Since their financial contributions would 
support it, the development of the city's cultural inst- 
itutitons was their prerogative. But fears of the likely 
reactions of other groups, denied access to this decision 
taking process, had been significant in inhibiting posi- 
tive action. However, in 1879 the city was seen as a 
concern of all who lived in it, whether burgesses or not. 
A public library was seen as of benefit to all citizens, 
including the working classes. All social groups were 
100. Supra. pp"95-109. 
101. Supra. pp. 138-43. 
102. The death of Edward Webb in 1876 is not felt to 
invalidate this general point. 
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fully accepted into the informal groups seeking to win 
the general public's support for their views on the 
Public Libraries issue. Prior to 1879 the working 
class had been offered little more than token represen- 
tation. If the 1879 campaign in Worcester fails to 
provide the detailed evidence to bear out Jones' gen- 
eral view: - 
"(that)... a climate was created in which substan- 
tial working class participation in the phase of 
promotion was expected by some and depicted by 
implication as in some sense a test of working 
class fitness for higher status in the community" 
(103) 
it does show that the working classes were accepted as 
legitimate interests, th be involved. From this point 
onwards, in relation to this issue, it is possible to 
talk in terms of a general public, pursuing a civic 
objective. 
Not only was the 1879 decision significant. So too 
were subsequent attitudes to it. 1872 had seen a campaign 
fail because of the skilful manipulation of feeling at a 
public meeting. It was possible that the careful prepar- 
ation of the public for the meeting in 1879 could have 
been similarly influential in winning support. In other, 





Although the City Council 
quickly established two formal sub-committees, which 
liaised with the informal Citizens' Committee in conceiving 
the new complex, 
(106) 
almost twenty years were to elapse 
before the scheme came to maturity. It was the public 
reaction to the scheme during this period, that underlined 
that the decision taken in 1879 was genuine, and not just 
an impulsive response, made in the heat of an emotional 
103. G. Jones Ph. D. op cit 1971 p. 336. 
104. Ibid p. 335: - 
"Towns which had changed little and grown little - 
market towns, cathedral cities, county towns gener- 
ally - offered poor soil for advocacy". 
Obviously Worcester stands as an exception to this. 
105. R. Newton Ph. D. op cit 1966 pp. 676-77. At the initial 
meeting to establish the Albert Memorial Museum in 
Exeter £1,500 was subscribed. But after this the level 
of support fell well below what was expected, or needed 
106. Worcester City Library Committee. Minute Book Vol. I, 
pp. 2-3. 
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meeting and soon regretted. Adoption of the Public Lib- 
raries Act did not see the end of all local opposition. 
Airey continued to oppose public expenditure for cultural/ 
educational ends for a further fifteen years, basing his 
opposition on an outmoded concept of Self-Help. The deci- 
sion can be seen as compatible with civic pride in view 
of the lack of support for Airey's stand, and the response 
of the general public to subsequent calls for financial 
support. This is not to say that everyone who voted in 
support of the proposal in 1879 was motivated solely by 
feelings of civic pride. Motives were mixed in Worcester, 
as in Bristol where Meller showed that municipal pride 
was partly the result of a competitive spirit between 
provincial cities in the provision of cultural amenities; 
07) 
and a conscious expression of civic taste. She claimed 
that the Bristol Art Gallery, opened in 1905, was consci- 
ously designed to surpass facilities in other cities: - 
"Festooned with classical impediments and thpped 
by a group aL' symbolic statues, with the city coat 
of arms blazoning forth from a colonnaded facade 
(and a large plaque on the front commemorating 
that it was all a gift from Sir W. H. Wills to his 
fellow citizens) the new Art Gallery provided the 
perfect symbol of what municipal provisions for 
the cultural life of the city really meant at this 
time". (108) 
This represents an equivocal sense of civic pride when 
compared to the campaign in Worcester that ultimately saw 
the opening of the Victoria Institute. A detailed exam- 
ination of the period between the adoption of Public 
Libraries legislation, and the opening of a purpose- 
built institution in Worcester will show that though 
motives were still mixed, the division of opinion was 
related to the nature of the institution, not its rela- 
tive grandeur. The educational and cultural needs of the 
city and county were central to the campaign, the archi- 
tectual style of the building was not. 
107. H. Meller Ph. D. op cit 1968, pp. 245-46. 
108. Ibid p. 276. 
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CHAPTER NINE : CIVIC PRIDE MADE MANIFEST 
THE VICTORIA INSTITUTE (1) 
Seventeen years elapsed between the adoption of 
the Public Libraries acts and the official opening of 
the Victoria Institute in 1896. At national level 
they were years of unprecedented activity by the state 
in relation to education, at all levels. In 1880 the 
Mundella Education Act completed the system of elemen- 
tary school provision, began by the 1870 Act. In leg- 
islating for compulsory attendance at school, it rem- 
oved the penultimate obstacle to automatic schooling 
for the poor. 
(2) 
Legislation in 1889 and 1890 allowed 
the establishment and financing of technical instruction. 
Though the period witnessed no comparable legislation in 
the secondary field, hundreds of endowed schools had 
their reorganisations ratified by Orders in Council. 
Public Commissions were another feature of the period, 
with Samuelson, Cross and Bryce heading investigations 
into Technical (1884), Elementary (1888) and Secondary 
Education (1895) respectively. 
But this is not to suggest that central authorities 
assumed a position of dominance over educational provi- 
sion. There remained a large measure of initiative at 
the discretion of localities, partly because so much 
legislation was permissive, 
(3) 
and partly because the 
structure of education across the country was being 
reorganised piecemeal, without close state supervision. 
1. Some of the material relating to the Victoria Insti- 
tute has also been used in J. Fletcher M. Phil. op. cit. 
1974 Chapter VIII- 
2. The final obstacle related to school pence. It was 
removed to all intents and purposes in 1891. 
3. The Technical Instruction Act 1889 and the Local 
Taxation (Customs and Excise) Act 1890 are appro- 
priate examples. 
4. Two particularly ironic examples occurred in Bath 
and Worcester where the advice of H. M. I s that the 
respective School Boards establish Higher Grade 
Schools in the 1890s was ignored. R. B. Hope Ph. D. 
op cit. 1970 p. 170. J. Fletcher M. Phil. op cit. 
1974 p. 388. 
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A distaste on the part of localities towards direc- 
tion from the centre, and a responsiveness to pressure 
from local interest groups ensured that localities' 
developments were anything but stereotyped. This was 
the period which saw the growth in some cities of 
Higher Grade, and Organised Science Schools. 
(5) 
it 
was also the period of the University Extension move- 
ment, 
(6) 
to which cities applied when local interest 
appeared to justify such a move. Alternatively for 
a small number of large cities containing major phil- 
anthropists, it was the period which saw the develop- 
ment of what grew into the older civic universities. 
(7) 
Localities were able to draw what they wished from 
permissive legislation, commissioners reports, and 
local circumstances to develop institutions for which 
they saw a need, or from which they felt the city could 
take legitimate pride. The Albert Memorial Museum in 
Exeter 
(8) 
has been cited already in this context. Ano- 
ther has recently been examined which was developed in 
Stroud during this period. 
(9) 
Both are most accurately 
described as polyglot institutions, founded and devel- 
oped by sectional interests, in their respective bor- 
oughs. The period from 1879 to 1896 witnessed a simi- 
lar venture in Worcester. However in this case there 
were two major differences. All classes of local soc- 
iety were associated with the development, and it was 
eventually planned in conjunction with the county council 
5. B. Simon op cit. 1965 pp. 177-79. 
6. T. Kelly op cit. 1970 ed. p. 219. 
"The formal work of University Extension in its 
modern sense, began under the auspices of the 
University of Cambridge in 1873. " 
7. Ibid p. 217. Also M. Argles"South Kensington to 
Robbins" Longmans 1964 p. 47. 
B. R. Newton Ph. D. op cit. 1966. Supra p. 59. 
9. K. Davitte "The Development of Further Education in 
Stroud 1860-1910" M. Ed. University of Bristol 1973 
pp. 58-9 quote a letter suggesting that local indu- 
stries might benefit from developments in science 
and technical education, and that this might be 
offered as part of a complex containing Departments 
of Art, Science, Technical Teaching, as well as a 
(conto) 
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of Worcestershire to serve the needs of city and 
county, as the city became acknowledged as the edu- 
cational capital of the southern half of the county. 
The venture to provide a purpose-built cultural/ 
educational establishment in Worcester had a variety 
of origins. Initially it was made possible by the 
decision at the public meeting in 1879, to accept 
the principle of a cultural amenity supported in 
part from the rates. That this was not merely a 
decision arrived at in response to a skilfully man- 
aged meeting, at the culmination of an intensive 
campaign, was seen by the use made of the Free 
Public Library once it was opened in 1881. Its 
sustained popularity with its numerous patrons indi- 
cated that it was regarded as of value by many citi- 
zens. This was underlined by the widespread support 
for attempts to provide a more appropriate setting 
for it. 
These attempts began in 1881, 
(10) 
and in them- 
selves indicate. a further reason for the need to take 
some action - the business acumen of the group who 
controlled the Natural History Society in Worcester. 
By the late 1870s, for all its extensive library and 
the wealth of exhibits in its museum, the Natural 
History Society was finding that its hold on public 
attention was weakening. Its site and facilities had 
made it seem the obvious place on which to centre a 
Free Public Library to a number of observers. 
(11) 
As 
soon as the Council had set up a Library Committee to 
assume responsibility for the establishment of a lib- 
rary, a small group representing the Worcestershire 
9. (continued) Museum and Public Library. 
10. Worcester City Library Committee: Minute Book Vol. I 
p. 509. 
11. C. M. Downes op cit. 1881 p. 6. This was integral to 
the scheme debated in 1870. p. 41 claims it was the 
obvious site, and had often been referred to as 
such, by the press, since 1860. 
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Building Society, (12) offered the premises for 
sale to be used as a Public Library and Museum. 
(13) 
Eventually the premises and contents of the Natural 
History Society were acquired for the city at a 
cost of £2,820. The Free Public Library was to be 
housed in what had been the city's premier social 
and intellectual institution. Together with the 
stock of the old City Library, obtained at a nominal 
cost of £237.18s. ld (£237.90%p)(14) and a number of 
other donations the Natural History Society's books 
and exhibits formed the stock of the Free Public 
Library, opened by the American Ambassador in 1881, 
in an atmosphere of civic self esteem. (see illus- 
tration 22 on p 218). 
However almost immediately the Library encount- 
ered difficulties. Its premises proved inadequate, 
either to allow the full range of stock to be dis- 
played or to cater for the numbers who patronised 
it. Even worse in a city reluctant to waste public 
money, the building was discovered to be in poor 
condition, and in urgent need of repair. With the 
painful experience of hindsight civic authorities were 
now able to appreciate how shrewd a strategy had been 
adopted by the Worcestershire Building Society in liq- 
uidating this 'asset'. Major expenditure appeared 
inevitable. 
Fortunately the concern of local commercial 
and industrial interests with the provision and gen- 
eral development of vocational education allowed the 
need for additional expenditure on the Library to be 
linked to a more positive venture. In1871 the Wor- 
cester Trade School had been described in glowing 
12. The Worcestershire Building Society had been formed 
by the founders of the Natural History Society to 
raise money to build the Society's premises in 1833. 
13. This approach was agreed at a special meeting of 
the shareholders of the Building Society on 29th 
September 1879. 
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terms, unrivalled except at Bristol. 
(15) 
By 1881 
it had ceased to exist. So too had the School of 
Science. All that remained was the School of Art, 
whose establishment in 1851(16) had co-incided with 
the poor performance of the Worcester Royal Porce- 
lain Company at the Great Exhibition, and whose 
existence had contributed to the recovery of that 





The Chamber of 
Commerce continued to support the institution, sub- 
scribing to a fund to allow it to purchase a free- 
hold building, 
( 20) 
and associating itself with a call 
from the new Lord Hampton 
(21) 
for a School of Science, 
to be incorporated in the institution. 
(22) 
At the 
time that the City Council faced the prospect of 
renovating the Library, additional funds were being 
raised for the School of Art, and a separate commit- 
tee was attempting to re-establish the School of 
Science. Since the City Council was now able to 
establish classes in Art and Science, having adopted 
15. G. C. T. Bartley, op cit. 1871, p. 159. 
16. Supra pp. 59-60. 
17. H. Sandon "Royal Worcester Porcelain from 1862 to 
the Present Day" Barrie and Jenkins 1973 pp. 10-15. 
18. Including Benjamin Williams Leader, who became a 
popular Victorian landscape painter. His work 
showed the influence, if not the talent, of John 
Constable, a friend of the family. 
19. One of whom was later to gain wider recognition as 
Sir Thomas Brock, sculptor and designer of the 
Victoria Memorial, at the foot of the Mall in London. 
20. City of Worcester Chamber of Commerce. Annual Report 
35.1874. p. 5. 
21. Sir John Pakington assumed this title in 1874. 
22. City of Worcester Chamber of Commerce. Annual Report 
38.1877. p. 4. 
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Public Libraries legislation, the idea of associating 
all these ventures, and obtaining consequent economies 
of scale was attractive. 
This idea occurred to C. M. Downes. He had arri- 
ved in Worcester in 1872, and acted as city coroner. 
His contribution to the Public Libraries movement 
indicates that civic pride could motivate not only 
those born and bred in a city, but also its adoptive 
citizens. His role as catalyst was in itself an 
influential factor in the city's eventual acceptance 
of a cultural/educational complex. Locally known as 
the Institutions Amalgamation Movement, Downes' initi- 
ative began almost as soon as the Free Public Library 
opened, prior to the discovery of the building's defi- 
ciencies, 
(23) 
and was conceived as a means of comple- 
menting facilities provided by the Library. 
(24) 
The 
Council's Library Committee made contact with the mana- 
gers of the School of Art with a view to establishing 
Science classes under government sanction. 
(25) 
Three 
months elapsed before a reply was received. 
(26) 
The 
School of Art Committee was considering the suggestion 
and would reopen the question at an opportune moment. 
In the absence of such a moment, three years later 
Downes announced his intention of proposing the formal 
amalgamation of the Public Library and Museum, with the 
School of Art and the proposed School of Science. 
(27) 
23. Had the movement not begun until after the poor 
condition of the building became apparent, its 
validity as an example of-civic pride would have 
been questionable. 
24. E. J. Hunter M. A. op cit. 1973 pp. 25-6 is incorrect 
in attributing Worcester's urge to amalgamate to 
the 1884 Public Libraries Act. Downes used the 
additional powers in the Act to achieve objectives 
he had already formulated and attempted to imple- 
ment. 
25. Worcester City Library Committee Minute Book Vol. I 
pp. 218-19. The meeting took place on 2nd May 1881. 
26. Letter dated 15th August 1881. 
27. Worcester City Library Committee Minute Book Vol. II 
p. 7. At a meeting held on 25th November 1884. 
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He suggested that an Art Gallery be included in the 
complex, which would come under corporate control. 
The city's Library and Museum committees established 
a sub-committee, the Institutions Amalgamation Sub- 
committee, to consider the proposal. The Town Clerk 
was instructed to obtain information from Cardiff and 
Swansea, where such institutions were said to have 
been established. In addition Downes identified a 
number of towns and cities who were already encoura- 
ging similar institutions by donating sites or offer- 
ing rate support: his list included Derby, Dudley, 
Dundee, Exeter, Leek, Liverpool, Nottingham, Reading, 
Southport and Wolverhampton. The sub-committee's 
report, 
' 28) 
supplemented by the findings of the Town 
Clerk and Downes, 
(29) 
made a persuasive case for an 
amalgamation of institutions, though not as yet by 
appealing primarily to civic pride, unless the know- 
ledge that the city was falling behind the standards 
of other cities may be assumed to have been intended 
to nettle civic pride and encourage it to take action. 
Such knowledge had been instrumental in persuading the 
City Council to reverse an earlier decision, and vol- 
untarily establish a School Board, in 1870. 
(30) 
More 
potent advantages were the low cost of the scheme and 
its potential for local technical education. Not only 
did they impress the Library and Museum Committees. 
They also persuaded the interests associated with the 
School of Art and the proposed School of Science to 
change their views. 
(31 
In January 1885 the committees 
28. Report of the Institutions Amaloamation Committee 
to the Library Committee 1885. 
29. Report by the Town Clerk upon the proposed Amalga- 
mation of Worcester Public Library, Museum and 
School of Art, and the proposed School of Science 
and Art Gallery. 1885. 
30. Supra p. 137. 
31. The School of Art Committee had ignored the Library 
Committee's proposal for three years. The supporters 
of the proposed School of Science had originally 
written to the Library Committee objecting to the 
principle of amalgamation. 
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of the Schools of Art and Science met and passed reso- 
lutions in favour of the principle of amalgamation, on 
the condition that their individual identities would 
be preserved. Hunter has misunderstood the difficul- 
ties of this period, placing too much reliance on a 
statement in the first report of the Worcester Library 
Committee that it had joined with the School of Art 
Committee to promote a School of Science. 
(32) 
He has 
also overstated the change of views in his conclusion 
that following the 1884 Act the two committees resolved 
to combine the Schools of Art and Science into one insti- 
tution. 
(33) 
His misunderstanding of the tensions under- 
lying these actions is exemplified in a chart incorrectly 
identifying the two committees as united 'around 1881'. 
(34) 
But once the idea had been accepted by a Council 
committee, and grudgingly deferred to by supporters of 
the Schools of Art and (proposed) Science, two further 
groups had to be persuaded of its significance. Since 
Public Libraries legislation was the appropriate autho- 
rity the City Council'had to be convinced. And since 
the scheme, once implemented, would involve expenditure 
from the rates the Council could not be relied on to 
act without the clearest approval of the citizens, con- 
veyed through a public meeting. 
The Council was due to consider the recommendation 
of its Library and Museums committees that an amalga- 
mation take place under corporate control, in October 
1885. One week before this meeting a conference took 
place, organised by Downes. 
(35) 
A carefully selected 
group were invited, representative of civic life, the 
Church, industry and education. The invitation summar- 
ised the advantages of supporting the scheme, which 
32. E. J. Hunter M. A. op cit. 1973. p55. 
33. Ibid p. 57. 
34. Ibid p. 102. 
35. See Appendix XIII for a description of the proceed- 
ings. 
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combined the practical and the public spirited. 
Attention was drawn to the fact that the city relied 
largely on its industries for its prosperity, and 
that industrial success depended on the trained int- 
elligence of its workforce. The recent criticisms of 
contemporary Art teaching made by the Royal Commission 
on Technical Education were also noted, as was its 
proposal to reorganise such teaching under municipal 
control. The willingness of the supporters of the 
Schools of Art and science to collaborate created a 
unique opportunity for developing a system of secon- 
dary and technical education in the city. Finally it 
was suggested that economies of scale would apply: 
the pooling of effort and funds would avoid duplica- 
tion and allow better premises and superior facilities 
than would otherwise be possible. 
(36) 
The meeting duly 
supported the prepared resolutions calling upon the 
Council to undertake an amalgamation, and a deputation 
waited on the Council to acquaint some'of its number 
(37) 
with the feelings of the meeting. As expected official 
opinions accepted the resolutions, but once again the 
Council adopted a withdrawn stance, typical of all its 
activities in relation to adoptive Public Libraries leg- 
islation, and indicated that it would await the outcome 
of a public meeting on the Amalgamation issue, before 
taking any action. 
(38) The only surprise was that the 
Council set the public meeting for some months ahead. 
36. This information has been extracted from a copy of 
the letter of invitation, in the achives at the 
Guildhall. 
37. 'some of its number' because a number of councillors, 
including Downes himself, had attended the conference. 
38. The Council adopted the resolutions on 6th October 
1885. The public meeting was to bestow, or withhold, 
a vote of confidence on the Council's decision. 
39. The calling of public meetings to comment on Council 
decisions was a common feature of local administra- 
tive life. No precedent has been found for the 
Council allowing as much as four months' notice of 
a public meeting. 
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During the four-month period between the Coun- 
cil's acceptance of the principle of amalgamation and 
the crucial public meeting in February 1886 supporters 
and opponents of amalgamation campaigned. The princi- 
pals of both groups had previously been influential in 
the local Public Library campaign, 
(40) 
so it is perhaps 
not surprising that the tactics closely resembled those 
followed earlier. It is possible to claim that the 
Amalgamation issue was characterised by feelings of 
civic pride from the outset in that it showed civic 
leaders acting in what they took to be the best int- 
erests of the city and its inhabitants. But such a 
position can only be defended by overlooking as much 
evidence as is accepted: the presence of Airey and 
Downes on opposite sides underlines the lack of con- 
sensus within the Council, which has previously been 
shown to have been prepared to respond to public 
opinion, not to shape it. Civic leaders, in the form 
of aldermen and councillors had no common policy either, 
on this issue. They were involved as individuals rather 
than as civic leaders. At best it would appear that the 
sectional interests who initially promoted the scheme 
did so for a variety of motives, including civic pride. 
If Downes' motives were notable for their disinterested 
desire to enhance the city's prestige, they were 
equally notable as the only such motives evident - 
and from an outsider at that! 
On the other hand the campaign that extended from 
October 1885 to February 1886 does lend support to the 
view that civic pride was crucial to the resolution of 
40. Predictably, in view of his opposition to a Free 
Public Library, and his preoccupation to limit 
rate support for the School Board, James Fisher 
Airey, led the opposition. C. M. Downes was one 
of the scheme's most vocal supporters, and a 
leading strategist. 
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the issue. Both camps established councils of war 
to develop their respective strategies. 
(41 The sup- 
porters of the scheme could claim to be representa- 
tive of all social strata, 
(42) 
political opinions 
and religious beliefs. 
(43) Once again factory gate 
meetings were held, and produced a number of well 
publicised resolutions supporting amalgamation. Once 
again ward committees were established and systematic 
canvasses undertaken. 
(44) Once again a pamphlet war 
raged. The final pamphlet issued by the supporters 
of amalgamation 
(45) 
rebutted the charge that the scheme 
would be financially disastrous. It also presented the 
scheme as contributing materially to the city's well- 
41. There is some difficulty in assessing the strength 
and scope of the 'opposition' to the scheme. A 
wealth of documentary evidence in favour of the 
scheme has survived in the City archives. None 
opposing the plan has been found. Nor did the press 
pay much attention to Airey's campaign. Even the 
city's two Radical papers devoted more space to the 
group supporting the scheme. They themselves suppor- 
ted it. 
42. H. Meller Ph. D. op cit. 1968 pp. 268-9. The provision 
of a cultural complex in Bristol is attributed to 
the efforts of the newly assertive middle classes. 
(p. 269): - 
"The slate in Bristol was fresh, awaiting the 
imprint of the ebullient and successful middle 
classes". 
Both the Public Library, and. the Institutions Amal- 
gamation issue in Worcester were much more broadly 
based. 
43. The group in support of the scheme recorded their 
activities in a log book, which has been invaluable 
in establishing the range and scope of their activi- 
ties. 
44. Ibid. Groups of canvassers were deliberately const- 
ructed to match the social composition of particular 
areas. This tactic had been effective in School 
Board elections in 1871. 
45. See Appendix XIV. Over 7,000 of these were distri- 
buted in the days before the public meeting. 
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being in a number of ways, and of enhancing its 
prestige. 
By this time the city had acquired its sixth 
newspaper - the "Vorcester Daily Times', emanating 
from the same publisher that produced 'Berrows Wor- 
cester Journal' and equally reactionary. But with 
the rest of the press it contributed to the campaign 
in two important ways. The activities of the scheme's 
supporters were reported exhaustively, no matter how 
small. For example a detailed account of a lobby of 
a joint Library and Finance committee meeting by a 
deputation was published. 
(46) 
Prominently featured 
were the latter's arguments, including the claim that 
contemporary educational developments (the reform of 
the Cathedral School and the establishment of the 
local High Schoolfbr Girls were cited) were making 
the city into an educational centre, and that the amal- 
gamation of cu]tural/vocational institutions would re- 
inforce this welcome trend. In addition the press 
helped to raise the tone of the campaign above the 
immediate and pragmatic by editorials. Also corres- 
pondence columns were frequently resorted to by indi- 
viduals who wanted to continue particular aspects of 
the deb ate, 
(47)or 
by groups wishing to indicate the 
position they adopted on the issue. To judge from 
letters published in the press, working men supported 
the scheme sincerely, 
(48) 
rather than just being dra- 
gooned into a ritual response at factory gate meetings, 
at which their employers were present among the plat- 
form parties. 
(49) 
The heavy coverage of the campaign 
46. Worcester Herald 30th January, 1886. 
47. A debate on the true cost of the scheme to the public 
was conducted in Worcester Daily Times on February 
9th, 11th, 12th, 25th 1886. 
48. Worcester Daily Times 25th February 1886 carried six 
letters from self-proclaimed working men all in 
support. 
49. There is no evidence that factory gate meetings were 
rigged. Letters to the press from working men, often 
anonymous, are felt by the writer to reinforce the 
conclusion arrived at of working class support. 
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in the press suggests a good deal of local interestý5o) 
At no point was this interest shown more clearly 
than at the public meeting held on 2eth February 1886 to 
give the general public the opportunity to respond for- 
mally to the Council's suggestion to amalgamate. Hand- 
bills were posted giving details of the manner in which 
the meeting would be conducted, but such was the 
excitement of the occasion that control proved impos- 
sible. The orchestra, playing prior to the proceed- 
ings, was heard as were the two speakers proposing and 
opposing the motion to support the Council. But every 
other speech was largely drowned in partisan chant and 
descant. The result of a show of hands was disputed 
and a division was taken. The Council duly received 
its vote of confidence - by a two to one majority, but 
in an atmosphere of heat and enthusiasm. The Library 
Committee's initiative 
(51) 
had come to fruition. That 
this was not a party issue was seen from the press 
repotts and comments in two such diverse papers as the 
reactionary 'Daily Times' and the radical 'Echo'. Both 
supported the decision unreservedly. 
(52) 
Local pride 
was seen most vividly in the support for a scheme which 
would not only have the practical benefits of enhancing 
still further the prestige of Worcester's best known 
industries, 
(53) 
but would also reinforce the city's 
50. E. J. Hunter M. A. op cit. 1973 p. 106 listed prominent 
local figures, individually or in groups, deput- 
ations of workers, the press, and occasionally manu- 
facturers, as capable of initiating such a campaign. 
All took part in the campaign in Worcester. 
51. Ibid p. 118. Library committees are claimed to have 
seldom taken the lead in the establishment of fac- 
ilities for Science and Art instruction. If so, 
then the situation in Worcester was exceptional. 
52. Worcester Daily Times and Worcestershire Echo. 
Both on 27th February 1886. 
53. R. W. Binns had spent thirty five years urging the 
relationship between vocational education and the 
quality of workmanship. One of the original suppor- 
ters of the School of Art in 1851, and one of the 
most consistent supporters of the Public Library 
and Amalgamation campaigns (supra p 209), he had 
(cont'd) 
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emerging reputation as an educational centre: capable 
at one and the same time of attracting people to the 
city, and of providing an educational ladder which 
might allow all scholars to ascend to university, if 
they displayed the necessary ability. 
(54) 
The climax 
was provided by the inspiration of Thomas Rowley Hili55) 
that the project could reinforce the city's traditional 
loyalty to the crown if it were to be named the 'Vict- 
oria Institute' 
(56) 
and dedicated to the imminent Golden 
Jubilee. 
(57) 
In the event it proved more appropriate to the 
royal Diamond Jubilee since the Victoria Institute (see 
illustration 23 on p229) was not opened until October 
1896. At first sight this might appear to negate the 
concept of the institution as a symbol of pride in the 
city by all classes. In fact it strengthens it. New- 
ton's examination of a similar, though less ambitious 
initiative in Exeter showed that sectional interests 
were unable to sustain generaai interest in the project 
53. (continued) taken over the Worcester Royal Porcelain 
Company in 1851 and transformed it to such an extent 
that it took first prize in its class at internat- 
ional exhibitions in Vienna in 1873, and Paris in 
1878. On the latter occasion the exhibit was awar- 
ded a gold medal and Binns received the Cross of the 
Legion of Honour. 
54. This contrasts with the prosaic motives identified 
by E. J. Hunter M. A. op cit. 1973 p. 118. 
55. Hill was among the city's leading manufacturers, a 
noted philanthropist, initial member and past Chair- 
man of the Worcester School Board, Alderman, and 
senior M. P. 
56. The suggestion was made in December 1886. Without 
exception the press took the viewthat cultural/ 
vocational developments were legitimate components 
in a city's sense of pride. The 'Worcestershire 
Chronicle' commented on 24th December 1886 that: - 
"We have never reported a local meeting with great- 
er pride or pleasure'!. 
57. G. Jones Ph. D. op cit. 1971 p. 238 comments that the 
Golden Jubilee provided on occasion for philanthropy, 
and gave an impetus to Library development. In the 
case of the Victoria Institute the impetus had anti- 
cipated the Jubilee. 
t 
23 The Victoria. Institute 1896 
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which had to be reduced in scale, and which took 
almost forty years to complete even so, owing to 
lack of moral and financial support. 
(58) 
The delays 
which postponed the realisation of the scheme in 
Worcester had nothing at all to do with a cooling 
of civic ardour or with educational legislation. 
They resulted from central checks on the locality's 
plans for financing and siting the new institution. 
For example a government inquiry was held into the 
Council's intention to finance the scheme by the 
transfer of funds from the obsolete Bridge and 
Enfranchisement funds, since the Treasury expressed 
doubts about the legality of this transfer. 
(59) 
Also, 
since the chosen site entailed the purchase and 
demolition of almshouses, the Charity Commission be- 
came involved. 
(60) 
Negotiations were as protracted 
as they had been in relation to the reform of the 
Cathedral School. Once they were completed another, 
parochial, problem appeared. The tenant of one of 
the properties refused to vacate it. 
In addition, since there was no way of knowing 
the duration of such delays not only did the existing 
elements continue in their inadequate premises, but 
additional components were established also. In view 
of the interest shown in the prospect of an institu- 
tion that might ultimately attain university status, 
it is not surprising that the public acceptance of 
the Institutions Amalgamation scheme co-incided with 
the establishment of a centre to offer classes under 
the aegis of the University Extension Movement in 188b. 
58. R. Newton Ph. D. op cit. 1966 pp. 676-677. 
59. Worcester City Library Committee Minute Book Vol. II. 
pp. 289-91,296 and 306-7, all dating from 1888, 
give an indication of Treasury concern. 
60. J. Fletcher M. Phil. op cit. 1974 p. 369 f. n. 92. 
61. K. Davitte M. Ed. op cit. 1973 p. 53 quotes a report, 
now in Gloucester City Library, describing the 
establishment of classes under the Cambridge 
University Extension Scheme at Worcester, Shrews- 
bury and Stroud in 1886. 
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Similarly the city's enthusiasm for technical educa- 
tion, which prompted special meetings to consider the 
1887 Technical Instruction Bill, 
(62) 
and its successor 
a year later, 
(63) 
and the intention to associate tech- 
nical instruction with the Victoria Institute, led to 
the immediate adoption of the permissive Technical 
Instruction Act 1889, following a recommendation to 
this effect by the Victoria Institute sub-committee! 
64) 
This recommendation foIlowed a conference of interested 
local organisations, convened to discuss whether to 
implement the act immediately, or to wait until the 
opening of the Victoria Institute. 
(65) 
Finally, the 
hope that the institution might establish Worcester 
as an educational centre appeared to be confirmed by 
an agreement between City and County Councils! 
66) The 
latter agreed to donate £1,000 towards the cost of 
building the Victoria Institute and to contribute to 
its running costs, in return for seats on the Technical 
Instruction Committee, 
(67) 
and access to all courses 
eventually offered at the Victoria Institute for county 
scholars. 
62. Worcester City Library Committee Minute Book Vol. II 
pp. 210-14. 
63. Ibid p. 289. 
64. Ibid p. 424. 
65. Worcester School Board Minute Book Vol. IX pp. 109-110. 
In May 1889 the School Board accepted an invitation 
from the Town Clerk to participate in the conference. 
66. This course of action was possible as a result of 
the Technical-Instruction Act 1891. 
67. i) P. H. J. H. Gosden 'Studies in the Government and 
Control of Education since 1860' Methuen 1970 
pp 32-3. Many other examples of joint Technical 
Instruction Committees are cited. 
ii) The Record of the National Association for the 
Promotion of Technical and Secondary Education. Vol. V. 
1896. p. 457: - 
'In Worcester the Public Library and Museum Committee 
is the Technical Instruction Committee'. 
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Attendance at University Extension courses and 
Technical Instruction classes showed that support was 
genuine, widespread and sustained. By 1888 the Exten- 
sion scheme was self-supporting: total attendance at 
all courses held steady at around 2,500. 
(68) 
Also 
despite the inadequacy of their premises Technical 
Instruction courses quickly increased in number from 
five to fifteen. But probably the most convincing 
evidence of support for the Victoria Institute was 
financial. Worcedýar has been depicted, on a number 
of occasions, as a city with whom thrift assumed the 
proportions of an obsession. As unforeseen difficulty 
followed unexpected delay there was only one certainty 
in relation to the Victoria Institute - it was going 
to be much more expensive than the £15,000 estimated 
in 1886. 
(69) 
While the bulk of the money did come from 
Corporation funds or from philanthropists, the general 
public contributed readily and steadily, so that the 
small deficit which remained when the Institute finally 
opened, was rapidly cleared. The full scope of the 
institution became clear from a notice circulated 
throughout the city, appealing for assistance to clear 
this deficit. 
(70) 
It comprised a Public Library with a 
stock of 30,000 books, a Museum, an Art Gallery, a School 
of Art whose forerunner had trained a number of students 
who had since become Royal Academicians, a Technical 
School which in the preceding year had seen a total stu- 
dent attendance of 1,300, and a 'Secondary' school, de- 
signed to offer a technical and scientific education to 
pupils who had completed an elementary education, at a 
lower cost than demanded by the city's grammar schools.. 
The notice stated that: - 
"An inspection of the buildings will gratify all 
interested in promoting education as being well 
68. City of Worcester Year Book 1888-9 pp. 12-13. 
69. See Appendix XIV. Its eventual cost exceeded £42,000 
(See Appendix XV ). 
70. See Appendix XV. 
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and carefully arranged, and erected in a 
thoroughly substantial manner, and in good 
taste, while free from costly ornamentation" 
(71) 
Large numbers turned out to the formal opening, on 
1st October 1896, and all the city's papers covered 
the event exhaustively, for the benefit of their 
readers. 
(72) 
The Institute comprised two buildings, 
one housing the Public Library, Art Gallery and 
Museum (see illustration 24 on p234), and fronting 
onto Foregate Street, 
(73) 
and the other containing 
the Art, Science and Technical schools (see illus- 
tration 25 on p235), whose main entrance was on San- 
some Walk. 
(74) 
A large space had been left on the 
site between the two buildings, for the extensions 
that were confidently anticipated. The buildings and 
their facilities served as a tribute to the generous 
support of all classes as much as to the vision of 
the early supporters of the Free Public Library almost 
half a century earlier. 'Costly' ornamentation may 
have been avoided, but the red brick and terra cotta 
structures were richly embellished nonetheless. 
(75) 
Cherubs, coats of arms, a colophon, cornices, decora- 
tive pillars and panels, mottos, plaques and scrolls 
on both frontages have prompted the following descrip- 
tion: - 
"Red brick and terra cotta, resourceful and 
animated, totally asymmetrical in a mixed Tudor 
and Baroque style. At the right hand a turret, 
the left half with a large Elizabethan twelve 
light window below, the four middle lights under 
an arch. Above a long row of Henry VIII windows 
..... "(76) 
71. Ibid. 
72. Worcestershire Advertiser 3rd October 1896 p. 4. 
was typical of press coverage.. 
73. See frontispiece. 
74. See Appendix XVI for a plan of the Institute. 
75. F. T. Spackman op cit. 1913 p. 74: - 
"This is the most ornate building in the City" 
76. N. Pevsner 'Worcestershire' (Buildings of England 
Series). Penguin Books 1968 ed. p. 324. (See also 
Meller's description of Bristol Art Gallery, 
supra p. 213 ). 
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In addition leaded windows, decorative gates and 
other wrought-ironwork, cast capitals on the drain 
pipes, Roman statuary, and a hint of Art-Nouveau 
on door handles and finger panels combined to lend 
the building its own distinctive individuality. This 
impression was accentuated, on entering the foyer of 
the Library, by a pillared interior, tessellated 
floors, a marble and mosaic staircase, a pillared 
and galleried landing and ornate, moulded ceilings. 
Externally the building made no concessions 
to the austere ionic Shirehall which stood next to 
it, 
(77) 
nor to the elegant Queen Anne and Georgian 
buildings which faced it. Its varied architectural 
styles served as a vivid, if inadvertant, symbol of 
the eclectic activities within the building. 
(78) 
It 
was among the earliest public libraries to allow open 
access to shelves, instead of indicating the availa- 
bility of books on boards, 
(79) 
and its management was 
similarly progressive in other directions too. Its 
Art School contained a wide range of exhibits (see 
illustration 26 on p237), in order to stimulate those 
students who worked in any of the numerous porcelain 
works which were springing up. 
(80) 
A number of other 
courses were produced to support local industries. It 
77. See illustration 2 on p. 27. 
78. The institution was not just a local attraction. 
A number of articles appeared in the 'Record' 
mentioning the school. In 1896 a special, illus- 
trated, report was published. 
79. T. Kelly op cit. 1973 pp. 139-42,156-8, and 178-79 
indicate that open access was introduced in the 
1890s, but was very slow indeed to be taken up 
widely. In a recent memorandum to the Worcester 
City Library Committee, E. P. Thompson identified 
Worcester with Clerkenwell as pioneers of the 
open access system. 
80. H. Sandon op cit. 1973 pp. 19-23 identify a number 
of small firms springing up at this period. 
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26 School of Art 
(Ancient Room) 
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continued to cater, on equal terms, for city and 
county students, and also provided special courses 
for a number of pupils in local grammar schools. 
Science was offered to boys from Worcester Royal 
Grammar School, until its own specialist facilities 
were completed, while a formal arrangement was reached 
with the Cathedral School. Boys who wished to specia- 
lise in science studied a range of options specifica- 
lly mounted by the Victoria Institute staff. 
(81) 
But though the Victoria Institute sub-committee 
was sensitive to the vocational demands of local ind- 
ustry, and to the academic shortcomings of local 
endowed schools, its most prolific relationships were 
with the elementary sector in general, and the Worce- 
ster School Board in particular. At least three areas 
can be identified where the existence of the Victoria 
Institute related directly to elementary provision, and 
significantly enhanced the opportunities of those with 
an elementary background. A wide range of evening work 
could be developed under the Evening Continuation 
Codes. 
(82) 
However, the Worcester School Board had 
restricted its provision to traditional and recreatio- 
nal elements. As soon as it opened the Victoria Insti- 
tute took over responsibility for Evening Continuation 
work. Existing, low level courses were adapted to serve 
as precursors to advanced and technological courses, 
which were now developed under Technical Instruction 
legislation as well as under the Codes. For example 
'Popular' courses were offered in such areas as Agri- 
culture, Ambulance and Gardening. 'Science' options 
included Electricity and Magnetism, Mechanics, Organic 
Chemistry, Botany and Mathematics. 'Technical and Voc- 
81. J. Fletcher M. Phil. Op cit. 1974 p. 394. 
82. E. J. R. Eaglesham 'From School Board to Local Autho- 
rity' R. K. P. 1956 pp. 55-59. 
I 
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ational' courses covered a range of subjects, like 
Building Construction, Carriage Building, Machine 
Construction, Sanitary Engineering, Steam, Cookery 
(see illustration 27 on p240) and Shorthand. Mean- 
while among 'Academic and General' subjects were to 
be found English, Geography, History, French, Cerman, 
Spanish, Theory of Music, Orchestral Music, 
(84) 
Dress- 
making and Hygiene. 
(85) 
The attraction of the wider 
range of courses, at various levels was seen in recruit- 
ment: student numbers enrolled on evening courses rose 
from 1,338 in 1895-96 to 1,833 by 1900. 
In addition the Institute's Day Secondary School, 
recognised by the Department of Science and Art as an 
Organised Science School, (see illustration 28 on p241) 
provided valuable support to children of the lower 
classes. It provided an education at a lower cost 
than could be obtained at either of the city's two 
endowed schools for boys. More than that, it offered 
an opportunity of advanced education to working class 
children in a city where the absence of a Higher Grade 
school was acknowledged to be a handicap to the ablest 
(86) A generous system children in the senior standards. 
of scholarships was approved by the Council in 1898, to 
enable pupils to transfer to the four year science course 
once they had passed through the standards. They were 
automatically renewed at the end of each year if the 
student passed his examinations, to cover the entire 
four-year period. Not surprisingly, numbers of students 
83. E. J. Hunter M. A. op cit. 1973 p. 196 reproduces a 
specimen syllabus for a Cookery course held at the 
Victoria Institute. 
84. Music had been among the activities envisaged at 
Amalgamation meetings in the 1880s, by H. Elgar and 
his son, Edward. 
85. These subjects were all named by the Record as 
present in Worcester. They are also contained in 
a list given by E. J. Hunter M. A. op cit. 1973 pp. 
191-97. 
86. This was conceded in a memorandum drawn up by 
the Chairman of the voluntary Worcester Church 
Schools Union in 1894 (Supra pp. 152 and 154). 
27 Technical School 
(Cookery Kitchen) 
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at the day school rose after this innovation, from 
44 to 84,67 of whom were from public elementary 
schools. 
The Institute also played a major part in impro- 
ving the quality of pupil teachers. Here too the 
initial difficulty arose from the dominant position 
of the impoverished Anglican church over local elem- 
entary provision. Pupil teachers trained in Central 
classes were beginning to dominate the annual national 
examination pass lists. The Church felt unable to 
provide a central training facility, and initially 
the Board School was used as a centre to train pupil 
teachers from all local schools, regardless of deno- 
mination. However, once the Victoria Institute opened 
it became the obvious place to train pupil teachers. 
As a result of the establishment of a day centre, asso- 
ciated with the Institute, 
(87) 
and the wider range of 
subjects for which it could provide specialist tuition, 
the performance of students in the annual national exa- 
minations improved rapidly. In the 1899 Queen's Schol- 
arship examinations Worcester students came 31st, 47th 
and 57th out of a total entry of 2,904. In addition, a 
female student was placed at the head of the First Class 
in Divinity, and obtained a scholarship at Whitelands 
College. 
(88) 
Such successes were unprecedented, but 
were subsequently maintained. As full-time students 
the pupil teachers were able to devote themselves to 
their studies, and to obtain the benefits of the most 
up to date equipment and a large library stock. As 
members of the Victoria Institute Students Association 
they were abletD attend any of the courses held there, 
at preferential rates. A number took the opportunity 
87. This took the form of a 'Normal' department, at 
the Institute, although nominally controlled by 
the School Board. 
88. Worcester Pupil Teacher Centre. Annual Report 
for 1899. 
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to follow courses in the one element of the complex 
that has not yet been mentioned. The University 
Extension courses had maintained their popularity and 
had transferred to the Institute. In 1899 thirteen 
students had followed a course of study associated 
with a lecture course, and had taken the final exami- 
nations. Twelve had passed, four with distinction: 
their work was praised for its quality. 
(89) 
The early years of the Victoria Institute fully 
justified the faith of its supporters in the value of 
such an amenity for the city and its surrounding area. 
It was large, well-equipped, generously financed loc- 
ally, 
(9O) 
and imaginatively administered. Its progress 
demonstrated clearly the complexity of local educati- 
onal administration by the end of the century. 
(91 
But more important it also showed what could be 
achieved by exploiting this complexity. Within the 
institution were courses administered under a number 
of quite distinct pieces of legislation, and financed 
from a variety of different sources. The Evening Con- 
tinuation work and Pupil Teacher Centre were regulated 
by Elementary Education legislation and Codes. The day 
schools of Art and Science were administered in accord- 
ance with Department of Science and Art regulations. 
The expansion of Technical Instruction which took place 
immediately the Victoria Institute opened owed its 
origins to Technical Instruction acts. Underlying 
everything was Public Libraries legislation. It was 
this that had provided the impetus for the civic cam- 
paigns which had resulted in the building of the Vic- 





A colleague of the writer, Mr. R. C. Lilley, who is 
currently completing a doctoral thesis on the nat- 
ure of the activities of Technical Instruction Com- 
mittees in relation to secondary education, has con- 
firmed the writer's view that in relation to its 
size, Worcester's support was unparalleled. 
E. J. Hunter M. A. op cit. 1973 p. 148 sees the contri- 
bution of Public Library committees in organising 
(cont'd) 
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Department, the Department of Science and Art, from 
precepts on the city's rates, and from rate support 
raised in the city and county, as well as from those 
patronising the institution. The lack of administra- 
tive precision in the 1890s that was revealed during 
the Bryce Commission, 
(92) 
and that led to attempts 
at structural and administrative change, 
(93) 
also 
allowed an ambitious Public Library and Museum Commi- 
ttee to develop a polyglot institution that owed more 
to the needs and wishes of the local community than to 
a narrow view of administrative purity. 
Its immediate achievements were considerable, and 
can be grouped as vocational, academic and cultural. 
It radically extended the range of courses of direct 
value to industry, agriculture and commerce in the city 
and county. A total of 61 courses, full and part-time 
were being offered in 1900-1901: 18 in the Art Depart- 
ment, 18 in the Science Department and 25 in the Tech- 
nical, Literary and Commercial Departments. 
(94) 
It gave 
the opportunity of a subsidised education to students 
from the city's elementary schools, between the ages of 
14 and 18, during which time they could prepare for, and 
take the entrance examinations for Mason's College, Bir- 
mingham, the Victoria University and the National Univer- 
sity of Ireland. In addition its support of University 
Extension courses, and development of full time courses 
for pupil teachers further augmented the range of aca- 
demic work available in the city. 
91. (continued) Evening Continuation classes as an 
indication of this complexity. The Victoria Insti- 
tute reinforces this observation. 
92. Royal Commission on Secondary Education 1895. Vol. I. 
pp. 130-36. Evidence revealed no consensus as to the 
definition of Secondary Education: the age of the 
scholar, the subjects taught, the source of finan- 
cial support were all suggested as indicators. 
93. Including the Board of Education Act 1899, the Higher 
Elementary School Minute 1900, and the 1902 Act. 
The Cockerton Judgment could also be cited in this 
context. 
94. Worcester City Library and Museum Committee. Rehort 
of thhe Enlargement sub-committee February 1902 pp. 2-3. 
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But at the heart of the institution were its 
cultural facilities. Its Library contained not only 
a news-room supplied with over one hundred weeklies 
as well as all the leading London and provincial 
dailies, and a separate magazine room containing all 
the chief reviews, magazines and illustrated period- 
icals, but also a book stock of exceptional quality 
and variety. 
(95) 
It housed a number of incunabula 
including a Nuremburg Bible of 1497, rare early 
editions such as a second edition of Holinshed's 
Chronicles and a first, enlarged edition of Malthus 
on Populations, and a large number of early illustrated 
books on such subjects as botany, geology and ornitho- 
logy, including Lewin's "A Natural History of the Birds 
of New South Wales", Sowerby's "Exotic Mineralogy", and 
Buffon and Daubenton's 38 volume "Histoire Naturelle". 
In addition it possessed a wide variety of state papers, 
amongst which were the Calendar of State Papers, Journal 
of the House of Commons, Statutes of the Realm, and the 
Acts of the Scottish Parliament. If anything its col- 
lection of 18th and 19th century periodicals was even 
more impressive. Agricultural Journal (vols. 1-61), 
the Anti-Jacobin Magazine, the Annual Register (from 
1758), Asiatic Researches, Edinburgh Review, Gentleman's 
Magazine (from 1731), Political Register, Reports of 
the British Association, The Builder and Transactions 
of the Social Science Association give some indication 
of the vast range held in the Library. Equally impor- 
tant was the large holding of serious and popular 
fiction. It would satisfy the casual reader and the 
committed researcher equally well. The Art Gallery and 
Museum were both well stocked, 
(96) if not with exhibits 
of such quality. A number of local artists donated 
works. Particularly fitting were canvasses by David 
95. The details which follow are taken from the memo- 
randum to the City Library Committee, submitted 
by E. P. Thompson. 
96. H. Meller Ph. D. op cit. 1968 p. 277. By contrast 
when Bristol Art Gallery opened a decade later 
it contained only twelve pictures, and had no 
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Bates and Benjamin Williams Leader; both had received 
some of their earliest training at the former School 
of Art while employed at the Worcester Royal Porcelain 
Company. The bulk of the Museum's exhibits had been 
taken over in 1879 when the Natural History Society's 
premises had been acquired. These exhibits, though 
given to the Library Committee, had been valued at 
£20,000 at that time. The Victoria Institute stood as 
the premier cultural and educational facility in the 
county, attracting patrons and students from all parts 
of city and county. 
(97) 
It was already realising its function as a ladder 
of opportunity for the humblest classes when a new 
appointment was made to the staff of the Victoria 
Institute. Following the resignation of the Head of 
the Day School for Science, to take up a headship in 
a grammar school, W. A. Brockington was offered the pos 
t; 8) 
and invited also to become the first Principal of the 
Victoria Institute. He was just 27. Born in Birmingham 
he had obtained a First in English at Mason's College, 
joined the staff there, and subsequently gained a Mas- 
ter's Degree and published a number of books. He had 
previously lectured in Worcester on University Extension 
(99) 
He capitalised on the potential which the courses. 
complex possessed - an ambitious Library and Museum Com- 
mittee, a City Council prepared to provide generous 
financial support, an enthusiastic County Council and 
good premises - to increase still further the popularity 
of the institution. In the five years he remained at 
Worcester, the grants received by the institution from 








(continued) funds to purchase more. 
To give one example pupil teachers came from neigh- 
bouring villages like Crowle and Ombersley, such 
towns as Droitwich and Malvern, and even from the 
outskirts of Birmingham (see illustration 1 on p. 24) 
Worcester City Library Committee Minute Book Vol. IV. 
p. 86. Brockington was appointed on 13th July 1898. 
M. V. J. Seabourne 'William Brockington: Director of 
Education for Leicestershire 1903-1947' in B. Simon 
(ed) 'Education in Leicestershire 1540-1940' Lei- 
cester University Press 1968 p. 195. 
Ibid p. 196. This information was contained (cont'd) 
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to increase to more than 2,000 by 1892. The rise 
of numbers in the School of Science was even more 
impressive. From 44 in 1898, and 84 in 1900, it 
had reached 166 by 1902. In fact the Institute's 
success was its only significant problem. Such was 
the demand to attend classes that on two evenings a 
week Mathematics was taught in the Cookery Kitchen, 
and Shorthand in the large Lecture Theatre. The ex- 
pansion of Woodwork and the provision of Woodwork 
Drawing were threatened by the overspill of Commercial 
courses into the Basement, while a Chemical Preparation 
Room had been converted into a temporary class room. 
1 01) 
The Normal department had been forced to move to an 
annexe, the former School of Art(102)in Pierpoint Street, 
whose inadequacy in 1881 had been one factor in the 
origination of the Amalgamation movement. Board of 
Education inspectors were beginning to draw attention 
to the inadequacy of the accommodation. 
In the face of this sustained demand for its 
services from city and county, the Library and Museum 
Committee established an Enlargement sub-committee in 
1902, to consider extending the Victoria Institute. This 
eventuality was not unexpected: space had been left on 
the site for this purpose should the venture prove suc- 
cessful. 
(103) 
Its success was not just as a civic amen- 
ity, campaigned and paid for and used by all social 
groups. It was also the focal point for earlier civic 
100. (continued) in the testimonial of the Governors of 
the Victoria Institute, supporting Brockington's 
application in 1903 for the post of Director of 
Education of Leicestershire. 
101. Library and Museum Committee. Report of the Enlarge- 
ment sub-committee 1902 pp. 4-5. This survey was 
conducted by Brockington. 
102. See illustration 7 on p. 61. 
103. Supra p. 233. 
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activities in education in the support it gave to the 
Cathedral School and the Worcester School Board. From 
such an encouraging culmination to a lengthy and conten- 
tious campaign there now seemed no reason for the original 
ambition to remain unfulfilled. After so rapid and 
substantial a foundation the Victoria Institute could 
in time be to Worcester what Mason's College was to 
Birmingham and the Yorkshire College to Leeds. 
(104) 
104. This ambition had been expressed in a pamphlet 
published in 1886 by the supporters of the 
Amalgamation movement. See Appendix XIV. 
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CHAPTER TEN : REFLECTIONS ON CIVIC PRIDE 
But the original ambitions were not fulfilled. 
Although further additions were made-to the Victoria 
Institute during the present century, it is now clear 
that it reached its peak of achievement and local 
relevance at the turn of the century, and declined 
thereafter. 
The major addition to the complex was a munici- 
pal Secondary School for Girls, opened in 1908. 
(1) 
It was extensively patronised and in 1910 transferred 
to its own building, erected in the space on the site 
between the Library and the vocational schools. 
(2) 
Its architecture was entirely in keeping with that of 
the Victoria Institute and this, in addition to its 
geographical proximity to the existing facilities, 
suggests to a modern observer that the ambitious spirit 
to develop the scope of the institution was still active. 
But such a suggestion cannot survive an examination of 
the situation. The Secondary School for Girls originated 
in a decision to close down the day School of Science, 
within the Victoria Institute. The 60-70 girls in that 
school formed the senior classes of the new Girls School, 
while the boys were transferred to the Worcester Royal 
Grammar School. 
(3) 
Within a decade the purpose-built 
Girls School was overcrowded. An annexe was used as a 
temporary measure until an enlarged school was built, 
in a different part of the city. 
(4) 
In turn that proved 
too small, and after the Second World War yet another 
replacement was built, this time on the city's southern 
outskirts. A geographical isolation underlined the 
I. City of Worcester Grammar School for Girls 1908-1958. 
Baylis, 1958, p. 20. 
2. Ibid p. 21. 
3. Ibid p. 20. 
4. Ibid p. 17. The new school opened in 1928. 
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isolation of components within the Victoria Institute. 
After the move of the Girls' School from the site, and 
the closure of the Pupil Teacher Centre following the 
expansion of secondary provision, 
(5) 
the Victoria 
Institute concentrated on evening work: the Technical 
School remaining as the only full time establishment 
associated with the complex. 
Obviously the School Board ceased to exist in its 
original form as a result of the 1902 Act. However some 
continuity was maintained by the retention of Spackman 
as Secretary of the Worcester Elementary Education Com- 
mittee. 
(6) 
In the same way a number of the old buildings 
and old problems remained. The quantity and quality of 
provision have continued to cause concern. This was 
perhaps to be expected in a city, the bulk of whose 
elementary schools were provided by an increasingly 
impoverished Anglican church, although to be fair it 
should be noted that the city's last all-age school, 
not reorganised until the 1960s, was not a voluntary 
school. 
Nor did the Cathedral School appear to maintain 
its impetus into the present century. After the Coun- 
cil's prolonged efforts to ensure that the school re- 
ceived its share of the revenues deriving from ecclesi- 
astical estates, and after its reorganisation as the 
city's only Grade One school, its failure to compete 
with the Royal Grammar School in terms of local esteem, 
is initially a surprise. 
(7) 
The recent successes of 
both schools derive in part from their redefinition 
since 1944 - the Cathedral School as a Direct Grant 
school, and the Royal Grammar School as a Voluntary 
Aided establishment. Council control over both was, 
therefore, limited. 
5. Circular 494, issued by the Board of Education in 
1903 contained an enclosure which advocated that 
pupil teachers be educated, and where possible trained, 
in secondary schools. 
6. The 'Record' Vol. XIII (1904), p. 99. 
7. M. Craze op cit 1971 pp. 237-39. In his biography of the 
Cathedral School, Craze concedes that the Royal Gram- 
mar School was much more popular with parents for many 
(cont'd) 
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It might be felt that the arguments, advanced 
in support of the contention that civic pride was an 
important motive in the provision of education, are 
weakened by the Council's apparent indifference to the 
changes in fortunes of institutions developed after 
long public campaigns. Such a criticism lacks credibi- 
lity however. It implies that ideals of civic pride 
may be compromised because the original motivation of 
one generation is not maintained by another. In so 
doing it judges one period, not in its own terms, but 
from the standpoint of a later age, with the benefit 
of hindsight. Briggs has pointed out that civic pride 
need not be a constant characteristic, embracing all 
aspects of civic life. It could express itself inter- 
mittently, as it did in Leeds, for example. 
(8) 
Also to 
judge a city's motives in an initial campaign in the 
19th Century by its 20th Century outcomes is to discount 
the context of 19th Century administrative, civic and 
social activity. 
Therefore it is not the writer's intention to 
examine the motives underlying educational developments 
in Worcester during the present century in order to 
establish whether or not civic pride continued to be an 
influential factor. Instead it is proposed to reflect 
on three important changes which had taken place by the 
end of the 19th Century; changes which altered the con- 
text of civic life, and which bear out Dicey's interpre- 
tation of. the 19th Century as a period which saw the 
gradual appearance of 'collectivism', 
(9) 
in place of 
7. (continued) years, after Taunton reorganisation had 
been completed locally in the 1890s. He attributes 
this to the modernity and relevance of its curricu- 
lum. 
8. A. Briggs op cit 1968 ed. pp. 184-86. Also supra p. 64. 
9. W. C. Lubenow op cit 1971 p. 9 points out that while 
Dicey's interpretation is now discounted on many 




The diminution in opportunities for individuals 
to exercise decisive political judgment was one 
change. 
(11) 
For much of the century men who led local 
affairs had grown up against a background in which cen- 
tral government exercised little or no control over 
local life. A reliance on local initiative character- 
ised parliamentary legislation during this period. In 
the first half of the century the majority of legisla- 
tion originated from the particular circumstances of 
localities, and took the form of local or private 
bills. When general legislation became more prolific 
it too respected individual autonomy. The bulk of it 
was permissive. Localities were expected to know what 
they needed and were prepared to pay for. 
(12) 
Such 
circumstances allowed ample scope for individual ini- 
tiative. However, towards the end of the century the 
discretionary nature of legislation was replaced by a 
more prescriptive approach, especially in relation to 
education and public health. 
(13) 
In Worcester, as 
elsewhere, areas of public life that had been popular 
outlets for those aspiring to make their mark, now 
offered less opportunity for innovation. Instead indi- 
viduality could be sublimated in philanthropic activi- 
ties to reinforce or capitalise on civic initiatives. 
To a modern observer the Victoria Institute was an 
obvious opportunity for such a gesture, the more so 
because of the examples in other cities : - 
"Apart from London and Durham, the new universi- 
ties owed their existence to civic initiative and 
the generosity of rich manufacturers"(14) 
10. In adopting Dicey's terminology the writer is not 
accepting his entire thesis, but only applying two 
terms that conveniently describe the changes in the 
relationships between individuals and government that 
had taken place by the close of the 19th Century. 
11. D. Fraser op cit 1976 p. 282. 
12. E. P. Hennock op cit 1973 pp. 4-5. 
13. Ibid p. 5. 
14. V. H. H. Green 'The Universities' Penguin Books 1969, 
p. 100. 
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Its range of subjects, and the number of its students 
gave it the same potential for growth as that of con- 
temporary institutions in major industrial conurbations. 
The popularity of its University Extension classes added 
to its promise: such lectures were a 'seminal force' in 
the establishment of colleges elsewhere. 
(15) 
But while 
the creation of the Victoria Institute testified to 
Worcester's civic initiative, its dispersal represented 
not so much a lack of civic zeal as a lack of rich manu- 
facturers. Had the institutional potential been suppor- 
ted by the benefactions of a Ferens, a Firth, a Hartley, 
a Mason or an Owen, then a Worcester University might 
have developed alongside those at Hull, Sheffield, South- 
ampton, Birmingham and Manchester. But industry in Wor- 
cester was not on such a scale as to allow the accumula- 
tion of wealth associated with mass production: it was 
insignificant, when compared to the mass industry which 
had developed in industrial conurbations. The one char- 
istmatic figure locally, who might have shaped a diffe- 
rent future for the Victoria Institute was its Principal, 
William Brockington. 
(16) 
In his brief tenure at Worcester 
he developed it substantially. In view of his success as 
Director of Education at Leicestershire 
(17) 
one can only 
speculate as to what might have been his contribution had 
he remained in Worcester. But he left the city in 1903. 
By the start of the 20th Century the city no longer pos- 
sessed individuals with the inspiration or the means to 
promote those educational initiatives redolent of civic 
pride. 
(18) 
The financial scales had tilted in favour of 
the industrial cities. 
15. Ibid p 115. 
16. To compound the irony, it will be remembered that 
Brockington had studied, and lectured at Mason's 
College in Birmingham. 
17. M. V. J. Seabourne in B. Simon ed. op cit 1968 pp 195- 
224. 
18. William Morris (Viscount Nuffield) and Sir George 
Dowty, both major industrialists, left their native 
town of Worcester prior to establishing their 
commercial headquarters in Oxford and Cheltenham 
respectively. 
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So too had influence. By the end of the century 
Worcester had receded from its historic position of 
national importance, and lost much of its regional 
significance also, settling down instead as a medium 
sized market town. It had experienced the same rela- 
tive seclusion as had a number of other ancient cath- 
edral cities, 
(19) 
although it had postponed the inevi- 
tability of its decline. The City of Birmingham was 
now dominant, and the County of Worcestershire deve- 
loped its influence after the Local Government Act 1888. 
The careers of the political leaders of Birmingham and 
Worcester symbolize the relative status of the two 
cities. Joseph Chamberlain, whose early activities 
in association with local urban and educational cam- 
paigns had aroused hostility in the Worcester press 
whenever he ventured into the county to speak, 
(20) 
had 
progressed from being Mayor of Birmingham to a seat in 
the Cabinet. His feats seemed to include the establish- 
ment of a dynasty, since two of his sons were following 
him in local politics (and were eventually to move into 
national affairs, ultimately as Cabinet Ministers). By 
contrast George Hastings, who had enjoyed some national 
celebrity when Chamberlain was fully occupied in manu- 
facturing screws, ended the century in obscurity, and 
has vanished from biographical and historical record, 
to all intents and purposes. 
(21) 
In 1892 he was sentenced 
19. Supra pp 17-18. 
20. In January 1886, for example, the local press devo- 
ted a good deal of space to a dispute between Cham- 
berlain and the Mayor of Evesham, after the former 
had addressed the town's Liberal Association. 
21. B. Rodgers loc cit. 1952 p 308. Hastings is omitted 
from the standard histories of the period by Wood- 
ward and Ensor, and also from the 'Dictionary of 
National Biography, and Boase's 'Modern English 
Biography'. 
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to five years penal servitude for the misappropriation 
of funds of which he was trustee. 
(22) 
Despite his age 
and the public service that he had rendered, he was 
(23) 
denied even the minor consolation of resigning his seat 
in Parliament. The House of Commons expelled him. 
(24) 
His decline from public prominence to obscurity 
matched that of Worcester. The diocese saw a waning 
oft its influence as a result of the reorganisation which 
saw its Archdeaconries of Birmingham and Coventry ele- 
vated to become separate sees. 
(25) 
Charles Gore, enthro- 
ned as Bishop of Worcester in 1902 played a leading part 
in this reorganisation, responding to a letter which had 
appeared in the 'Times' in April 1902 calling for Birming- 
ham to be constituted an independent bishopric, and offer- 
ing £10,000 towards the proposed see. Gore promised a 
further £10,000, from his own resources, and resigned £800 
of his endowment as well. 
(26) 
His biographer has pointed 
out that one of the attractions of the Worcester diocese 
for Gore was that it contained Birmingham, a city which 
appealed to him, since: - 
"He loved the life and activity of a great city"(27) 
By contrast he appears to have found Worcester less ful- 
filling. 
(28) 
At his enthronement he told his congregation 
that they must lay aside pettiness, suspicion, and party 
narrowness, and labour for common ends. He repeated this 
message later at a meeting with the Mayor and Corporation 
of Worcester, in a demand that all classes and denomina- 
tions co-operate in working for the advancement of God. 
(29) 
In addition the city was becoming politically redund- 
ant. The constituency was one of thirty six boroughs to 
22. Ibid p 308. 
23. He was 66 when arrested in 1891. 
24. B. Rodgers loc cit 1952 pp 308-9. 
25. B. Green 'Bishops and Deans of Worcester'. Worcester 
N. D. p 31. 
26. G. L. Prestige op cit 1935 p 251. 
27. Ibid p 249. 
28. This is not meant to suggest that he and the city were 
on poor terms. Though his episcopate lasted only a few 
months, his suffragan, Bishop Knox later commented that 
he soon found his way to the hearts of the city, paoti- 
cularly of the working men (A. Mansbridge 'Edward Stuart 
Talbot and Charles Gore'. Dent 1935 p 54). 
29. G. L. Prestige op cit 1935 p 238. It should be noted that 
". cont'd.. 
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lose one of its seats under the terms of the Redistri- 
bution Act 1885, which continued the trend of redeploying 
parliamentary seats in favour of ever expanding industrial 
boroughs. 
(30) 
The borough was excluded from the select 
band of county boroughs, envisaged in the Local Government 
Bill, introduced in Parliament in 1888. By inference it 
would have become subordinate to the Worcestershire County 
Council, paying the county rate. In the event the city 
was spared this ignominy by assiduous lobbying which saw 
the bill amended to allow four boroughs of less than 
50,000 population, 
(31) 
to be accorded county borough 
status. 
(32) 
By the end of the century the city's domi- 
nance over regional affairs was largely a result of geo- 
graphical factors. As the only city in the southern half 
of the county 
(33) 
it was important to the rural areas and 
small towns surrounding it for its markets and education- 
al facilities - secondary schools, Pupil Teacher Centre 
and Victoria Institute alike. In fact its focal position 
as an educational centre had been an important element in 
the development of a number of its educational institutions 
which saw it reinforcing its traditional role as a regional 
centre of independence and influence. 
29. (continued).. an important motive underlying Gore's 
support for reorganisation was his conviction that 
the Worcester diocese was too large to be worked by 
one man, so as to know it. There is no evidence from 
records in the Worcester Cathedral Library that he 
found the city inadequate in any sense. 
30. C. Seymour 'Electoral Reform in England and Wales' David 
& Charles (Newton Abbott) 1970 rep. p 508. Birmingham 
was one of the cities to benefit fromthis measure. 
31. The four were Worcester, Burton on Trent, Chester and 
Canterbury. 
32. P. G. Richards 'The New Local Government System' Unwin. 
. 1970 ed. p 
21. ---- 
33. Supra p 24. 
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But a change in the nature of legislation, and in 
the intention of government, in relation to education 
represented the most profound threat to the independence 
of boroughs. The educational confusion evident at the 
end of the century was one consequence of the latitude 
previously allowed localities. It was also the result 
of an inadequate administrative network, locally and 
nationally. 
(34) 
The strengthening of this network by 
the Local Government Act 1888, and the Board of Education 
Act 1899, prepared the way for an administrative unifi- 
cation. One of the most persuasive and influential 
contributions to this debate was a Fabian pamphlet 
'The Educational Muddle and the Way Out', reputedly 
written by Sidney Webb. 
(35) 
It suggested a simplifica- 
tion of local educational administration. In London and 
forty seven boroughs where school boards were well esta- 
blished, their survival or replacement was to be a matter 
for local decision. 
(36) 
But in other boroughs, including 
Blackburn, Bury, Chester, Lincoln, Oxford, Preston, St. 
Helens, Stockport, Wigan and Worcester, where school 
boards were either non-existent, 
(37) 
provided no schools, 
or made only a minor contribution in terms of places 
(39) 
it was suggested that town councils assume responsibility 
for all grades of education. This administrative restruc- 
turing, largely embodied in the 1902 Education Act, conti- 
nued a trend seen in the Higher Elementary School Minute 
of 1900, and reinforced by the Cockerton Judgment, of 
restricting local individuality. In Worcester this meant 
34. E. J. R. Eaglesham 'The Foundations of 20th Century Edu- 
cation in England' R. K. P. 1967 Chapter II details clea- 
rly and diagramatically the inadequacy of the admini- 
strative system in the 1890s. 
35. A. S. Kazamias 'Politics, Society and Secondary Education 
in England' University of Pennsylvania Press 1966 p 120. 
(The pamphlet is reproduced in W. van der Eyken 'Educa- 
tion, the Child and Society' Penguin Books 1973. pp55-72). 
36. Ibid. 
37. As in Lincoln. 
38. As at Wigan. 
39. This claim was made in relation to Worcester. 
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that the powers and responsibilities formerly exercised 
by the School Board, the City Council's Library and 
Museum Committee in its capacity as joint Technical 
Instruction Committee, and the City Council's Cathedral 
School sub-committee, were now formally transferred to 
the City Council. For the first time an adequate base 
existed for the development of a co-ordinated national 
system of education. As a result mandatory legislation 
became more common. The locality found its relationship 
with central government changed. Instead of applying 
those elements of permissive legislation which it felt 
might benefit the community, the local education autho- 
rity has increasingly found its discretion limited to 
the way in which it implements national policy. 
(40) 
In themselves these three changes point to a more 
fundamental development, and relate to the observations 
which introduced this work. As a result of their invest- 
igations, Almohd". &rVerba saw the development of civic 
culture as the product of a series of encounters between 
traditionalism and modernisation. 
(41) 
The three examples 
considered in this work show the Anglican Church occupy- 
ing the traditionalist role, in that it represented the 
established order, and the City Council and other lay 
administrative bodies standing for modernisation, inas- 
much as they can be seen as forerunners of the contempo- 
rary pattern of publicly elected lay representative bo- 
dies. The examples show the traditional influence of 
the Church being superceded, locally and nationally, by 
lay bodies. Even in the case of the Cathedral School 
the authority of the Chapter was eventually seen to be 
subordinate to that of the City Council, in that it ulti- 
mately gave its support to the Council in its attempts to 
secure a satisfactory financial settlement for the School! 
42) 
40. One current example concerns comprehensive-reorganisa- 
tion. It has taken the 1976 Education Act and a threat 
of legal proceedings by the Secretary of State for 
Education to force Worcester to submit a scheme for 
local reorganisation. 
41. G. A. Almond and S. Verba op cit 1963 p 7. 
42. Supra p 99. 
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Whereas the Chapter was unable to wring adequate funds 
from the Ecclesiastical Commission, the Council succee- 
ded. 
(43) 
The School Board appears to show the Anglican 
position in a more effective light, albeit a negative 
one. It was able to avoid competition from the Board 
in terms of the provision of places, at a time when 
the pupil population increased rapidly, by an effective 
campaign to control the Board. Until the last decade 
of the Board's existence, when members were returned 
whose sympathies and experience were closer to the 
recipients of elementary education than its providers, 
( 44) 
there is no evidence that the locality objected to the 
Board's policy of non-intervention. By the time a vocal 
working class presence was confirmed on the Board, addi- 
tional accommodation had been provided. But the Board 
Schools catered for only a small proportion of the city's 
children. Its affairs did not excite public attention as 
did the Public Library issue, which showed clearly how 
the balance of influence had tilted against ecclesiasti- 
cal interests. In part this resulted from the role envi- 
saged for councilsin legislation. It was also partly 
financial, in that the cost of providing such an amenity 
was well beyond the Chapter. Its real significance, how- 
ever, was that from the outset a public interest was 
recognised While the support of the Church was welcomed 
as contributing to a consensus, 
(45) 
it was no longer 
crucial to the outcome of the campaign. 
The contrast between traditionalism and modernisation 
was paralleled by differences in attitudes, with a tradi- 
tional pattern of passivity and deference being replaced 
by an active participation. 
(46) 
Once again traditional 
attitudes are most apparent in relation to the earliest 
example studied, though parochial behaviour was partly 
the result of the absence of any machinery to allow parti- 
43. Supra p 108. 
44. Supra pp 151-52. George Lewis is the best example of 
such a member. 
45. Supra p 195. In addition Appendix XIII shows the 
response of a public meeting in 1885, to a speech by 
Canon Mandell Creighton in support of an amalgamation 
of institutions. 
46. G. A. Almond and S. Verba op cit 1963 p 37. 
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cipation. It was significant that parents only approached 
the City Council in 1867 after their contact with the 
Chapter had proved fruitless. 
(47) 
The City Council, as 
representatives of the public were in the best position 
to participate and did so. The experience of the School 
Board suggests that the opportunity to participate did 
not necessarily ensure participation. The lack of effec- 
tive pressure to force contests and the low poll when 
contests were held suggests that parochial and subject 
orientations remained strong, even in the last decade 
of the Board, when working class membership was conce- 
ded. 
(48) The best example of civic culture as a mixed 
political culture stressing participation 
(49) 
was pro- 
vided by the Public Library campaigns. Excited public 
5O ) 
ward canvasses( 
51 ) (52) 
meetings, 
( 
, factory gate meetings 
and the 1879 deputation 
(53) 
are all indicative of the 
importance of participation to achieve the consensus 
necessary for the adoption of Public Libraries legisla- 
tion. In addition they show that civic pride in Worcester 
was not determined by the middle classes, as Meller has 
suggested in relation to Bristol. 
(54) 
Working class opin- 
ion had to be recognised, even if those who voiced it were 
47. Supra p 82 f. n. 85. 
48. But this conclusion has to be treated with care since 
the 1892 campaign witnessed the claim by R. Spofforth, 
an independent candidate, that party organisation was 
seeking to strengthen its hold on elections to boards 
by actively discouraging independents from standing. 
(Supra p 150, f. n. 140). 
49. G. A. Almond and S. Verba op cit 1963 p 31. 
50. Supra pp 194-95. 
51. Supra p 225. 
52. Supra p 208. 
53. Supra p 209. 
54. H. E. Meller op cit 1976 p 42. 
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not technically qualified to participate. 
(55) 
The exper- 
iences of Bristol and Worcester show that without a con- 
sensus fine intentions remained unfulfilled. A corres- 
pondent in the 'Western Daily Press' welcomed Bristol's 
adoption of the Public Libraries Acts, in 1874, in the 
following terms: - 
".... the unbounded thanks of the citizens and those 
who will derive most advantage from the institution 
(of public libraries) are due to Mr. Weston and all 
those gentlemen who, by speech and purse and other- 
wise, contributed to remove obloquy and stain from 
the escutcheon of the fair city, which previous to 
its establishment was her reproach, through being 
without that indispensable requisite for a great 
city, a free lending library'(56) 
Unfortunately a quarter of a century elapsed before 
philanthropic activities matched these sentiments by 
action, in the form of a Central Library. 
(57) 
On the 
other hand press reports of the deputation which urged 
the City Council to adopt Public Libraries legislation 
in Worcester, in 1879, drew attention to its represen- 
tative nature, with individuals identified as symboli- 
sing professional, manufacturing and artisan interests. 
(58) 
The issue had been the same in both cities - the provi- 
sion of an appropriate amenity. The process leading to 
adoption of the legislation, and the consequence of that 
decision had been different. It is worth noting that in 
Worcester the active participation of a variety of in- 
terests in the development of a civic amenity existed 
alongside the extension of the franchise which, protected 
by a secret ballot, is regarded as having weakened the 
hold of an urban elite. Fraser has suggested that the 
enfranchisement of large numbers of the working classes 
led to the development of a proletarian consciousness 







Supra pp 203-5. In 1872 Thomas Minchall had been denied 
a hearing on the grounds that his absence from the 
burgess roll denied him the right to be present at the 
meeting. In later years working class opinion was act- 
ually sought out. 
H. E. Meller Ph. D. op cit 1968 p 247. (Quoted) 
Ibid p 261. 
Supra p 209. The actual quotation reproduced on p 209 
is from a contemporary book. The local press reports 
made the same points. 
D. Fraser op cit 1976 pp 282_84. This suggestion post- 
(cont'd) 
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One consequence of this was a change in the scale of 
political activity. The last years of the 19th Cen- 
tury saw politics increasingly developed on a national 
scale. The independent existence enjoyed by municipal 
politics for much of the century was lost. 
(60) 
The 
Public Library issue in Worcester shows that this dev- 
elopment was not clear cut, but characterised by over- 
lap. It also underlines the claim of Almond and Verba 
that individuals could combine the roles of subject and 
participant, 
(61) 
since it is not suggested here that 
the level of participation. evident in relation to policy 
formulation on the Public Library issue was matched by 
similar activity in national politics. 
All three examples considered were marked by an 
absence of mandatory legislation. In itself this em- 
phasised the need for consensus, and drew attention to 
the means of influencing opinion. The part played by 
the press in all three campaigns was most important. 
It went far beyond the passive reporting of events, and 
acted as an important catalyst, particularly in relation 
to the Cathedral School, as well as making a significant 
contribution to the debates, in editorials and through 
correspondence columns. If it cannot be regarded as 
neutral, at least its partisanship was not always in 
support of a particular political or social interest. 
Papers of different political persuasions did on occa- 
sion unite in recognising the realisation of civic aspi- 
rations. 
(62) 
Interest group activity was also a charact- 
eristic of all three cases, with the City Council acting 
in this capacity in relation to the Cathedral School, the 
Church Party and Trades Council fulfilling this role in 
relation to the School Board, and a network of groups, 
59. (continued)... dates E. P. Thompson's making of the 
English working class by half a century. 
60. Ibid p 283. 
61. G. A. Almond and S. Verba op cit 1963 p 27. 
62. Press reports in Appendix XI show papers of different 
political views supporting the School Board's welfare 
policies. In the same way all local papers commended 
the Victoria Institute, in concept and reality. 
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from subscription library committees, and the Literary 
Institution to informal pro- and anti- adoption groups, 
enlivening the Public Library campaigns. The role of 
bureaucracy is less easy to define, largely since it 
did not exist at the beginning of any of the campaigns. 
When the Cathedral School sub-committee, the School Board 
and the Museum and Library Committee were set up they did 
remain neutral in the sense of remaining under the control 
of political representatives. However, the School Board's 
'neutrality' does not appear to have been constant. After 
the departure of Hastings and the development of partisan- 
ship within the Board itself, there is some evidence that 
such civic dimension as was present in its policies was 
inserted by Spackman, its Clerk. In this sense he comes 
nearer to exemplifying Sutherland's concept of self-gen- 
erating bureaucratic growth than anyone else in 19th 
Century Worcester. 
(63) 
In itself the exceptional nature 
of Spackman's initiative reinforces the neutral role of 
bureaucracy in these campaigns. 
In conclusion it cannot be emphasised too strongly 
that educational activities in Worcester during the 19th 
Century were not in defiance of the law. They took place 
in the absence of law, or exploited the opportunities ari- 
sing from ill-thought out and overlapping provisions. In 
particular, educational innovation in the city demonstrated 
that permissive legislation could be interpreted imagina- 
tively and to the benefit of a locality. The Victoria 
Institute offers the best but not the only example of 
what could be achieved from a generous and creative inter- 
pretation of differgnt enactments, with the well-being of 
the city and its inhabitants in mind. In the absence of 
a clearly defined national education framework, Worcester 
City Council, supported by local residents and the press 
devised and implemented its own schemes, acting in its 
historic capacity as arbiter of the civic interest. The 
63. G. Sutherland (ed), op cit 1972 p 8. 
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Education Act 1902, formally vesting in city councils 
the responsibility for local education that Worcester 
had assumed over the previous half century, may in one 
important sense be seen as an endorsement of the city's 
former educational activities. It also confirms Meller's 
judgment that no matter how individual its own record, 
each large city was contributing toward a redefinition 
of national civilisation. 
(64) 
In turn this statement 
reinforces the conclusion of Almond and Verba that the 
19th Century was an important stage in the development 
of a democratic culture. 
(65) 
The 'citizen', integral to 
the political culture analysed by Almond and Verba has 
been shown to have developed his orientations at a more 
immediate level, by responding positively to policies 
launched in the name of civic pride. 
64. H. E. Meller op cit 1976 p 42. 
65. G. A. Almond and S. Verba op cit 1963 p 25. 
APPEND ICES 
APPENDIX I 
Increase in population in selected 
cities during the 19th Century 
(Sources: 
1801 - 1851 The Census of 1851, Part 
I. volume 1, pp cxxvi - cxxvii. 
1861 - 1961 The Census of 1901, 
Summary Tables 1903 (Cd. 1523) 
Table XIV pp cii - ciii. ) 
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Changes in ecclesiastical revenue 
16th - 19th Centuries: 
a) gross receipts of cathedrals 1542 - 1834 
expenses of grammar schools 1.542 - 1834 
net receipts of cathedrals 1542 - 1834 
b) details of increased receipts 1542- 1834 
-proportion spent on schools 
c) comparative incomes of cathedrals in 
the 16th and 19th centuries 
(Source: R Whiston op cit 1850 ed) 
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TABLE (A). 
Gross receipts per aunem. 







Average Average Avenge Average 
1542. 
of for of for 
three years seven7i an Is 1512. 
of fur 







w ' ending 
1834. 
£ £ £ £ s. d. £ s. d. £ £ 
Canterbury .... 2543 21,551 15,463 
230 00 182 26 782 98301 
Bristol 
........ 688 4820 
4489 20 00 65 14 0 220 3382 
Carlisle........ 661 6443 5020 13 68 20 00 209 39422 
Chester........ 890 2135 1095 133 68 114 16 0 220 1067 
Durham ...... 1723 35,071 
36,935 76 13 4 340 26 674 32,160 
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Clu-ist Church, 1 
Oxford .J 
821 17,446 30 00 260 14,736 
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Prebendaries or Canons, 
each....... 
3linor Canons, eacht .., 
Head Mastern 
.... . 
Organist3 .. *, *III 
Under Master 
.... , 
Lay Clerks, each4 .... 
Subsacriats, each..... 
Verger ....... . 
BeUringer ....... . 
ftarbitonsor and Porter .. 
Choristers, each5 .... . 
Grammar Boys, each .. 
Bedesmen, each$.... . 
Vice-Dean ...... . 
Receiver 
...... . 





Seneschaü, or Clerk of the Courts ..... 
Auditor ........ . 
Deacon and Subdeacon .. 
Caterer ........ . 
Butler, or sIanciple ... 
Cook.......... 
Under Cook ...... . 
Preachers, each ..,.. 
Cante rbury. Roch ester. Petcrbo ronoh. Glouc ester. W1'or''ster 
Bris tol. Carl isle. Ches ter. Wineb 
rý_ 
ester. 
II Durb an. 1 ). 
1542. 1831 Sc 1849. i 1542. 1810. 1542. 1840. I 1542. 1840. II 1542. . 18"- 1542. 18 40. 15 42. 18 40. 
1542. 1849. ` 
I 
1542. 1840. 1542. 1840 15 42. 1840. 
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60 0 ---- 60 0 60 0 .60 0 
0 0 
ý- 
60 0 -- -- 3 6 8 60 0 60 0 
` 
--" 60 0 
6 0 0 -- - 
50 4 1 15 0 20 0 - 20 0 --- 1 18 4 1 15 0 - 
1 6 8 - -- - 1 15 0 -- 
{f 50 4 -----" 26 4 
3 6 4 
Students Studen ts 
25 0 0 30 0 0 each £5 to 50 0 , T I' 8 each 4 613 4 I I ! 
4 
1'. B. -For all below the Canons, the Table exhibits, in almost every instance, the payments of 1949. In 1840 the Chapters paid kar t, the 
jbordinate 
members than they do now: -e. g., at Rochester the Masters 
had £fG and £9 respectively. The lines thus -, denote suppressions. 
1 The Minor Canons appointed since 1810 have a minimum salary of £150, secured by Act of Parliament. At Gloucester and Durha no housý_ 5 At Durham a Chorister receives on leavin; 
£20, or £30 for musical er other schooling, at Ely £20, at Rochester £5, at Zý'incltester £33, and 
are provided for them by the Chapters : hence in the comparative estimate £20 is deducted from the actual saia"ics of £ 150 ane 416sMýzk; "" ý at Bristol £10. 2 At Bristol and Chester, the salary of theHearl Masteris£60, butnohouseisprovided, as elsewhere : foz this, alloýsance is made in theestin.: O The Iscdetir eo at Worcester have £1., of which £5 
is from the Chapter: £G from 931r. Hurd: the remainder from sacramental offerings and 
3 The salaries of the Or; anists at Carlisle and Durham are £100 and £200 respectively, but without a house : hence the deduction nf £: P. other sources. 
. 1: Canterbury Is. a day extra w recently offered to the Lay Clerks if they wsuld retire on £23 a year when called upon. 'th: a major+e 7 At Ely, the vrerenf income of a ? sl: nor 
Caron is abtut £112, partly from wie in. reasrd value of a separate estate. The actual i cane of a Lay 
declined this, and one of them a Probationer for 5 years, and a Chorvater for 7 years, was immediately discharged. Clerk is £bO, the au; mcnlatiun arising from p: icate 
bcnt, 'ke on. ! lti. tr subordinate allowances were augmented by Chstles ii. 
APPENDIX III 
City Council memorial to the Dean 
and Chanter 1851. 
(Source: City Chamber Order Book 
Vol. XII) 
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The Mayor, Aldermen and Councillors of the Corporation of 
Worcester, in Council assembled, beg most respectfully to address 
the Dean and Chapter of its Cathedral church on a subject of deep- 
est importance to the public generally, and of great interest to 
their own neighbourhood in particular. 
The Iayor and Corporation, in common with their fellow cit- 
izens, have for some time had their attention called to a series 
of statements, made public upon authority apparently responsible 
and trustworthy, and which have impressed them with the belief 
that the instructions and ordinances of the founder of the 
Cathedral School are so far departed from as to inflict an injury 
upon those for whom it was founded and endowed. 
The credibility of these statements and the impressions pro- 
duced by them are, it may be added, strongly confirmed by the fact 
that they have not only been adopted, "as of undeniable accuracy, 
in the House of Commons, and repeated, as of unquestioned authen- 
ticity, in various publications on very many occasions, but they 
have also been reproduced in the local journals of the neighbour- 
hood and circulated in the city itself without contradiction, in 
effect and substance as follows: - 
"That King Henry VIII, after founding and endowing the Cathed- 
ral of Worcester, gave a body of statutes for its regulation and 
government, by which he ordained . that. it should for ever consist 
of certain mei., bers, to have their sustentation out of its endow- 
ment, with certain limited allowances assigned to them therefrom, 
viz. - One Dean to have £133 -6- 8d per annum, 10 Canons at t20, 
one Schoolmaster at £20, one Usher at £10,40 Grammar boys at 
S2 - 13 - kd, and 10 Choristers at £3 -6- 8d etc. It has moreover 
been stated on the same authority that the observance of all these 
statutes, according to th it plain and grammatical sense, tale 
founder bound the Dean arj5 Chapter by the most solemn obligations 
and imperative ordinances., and that in ti: is sense the statutes do 
plainly and clearly express his intention, that the 40 Grammar 
boys should be maintainer out of the funds of the church, by the 
following olauses referr4ng to them; - 
1, We ordain that there be for ever in our Church of Worcester 
40 boys to be mair; air. ed out of the gcods of our Church 
2. We will that these boys be maintained at the costs of our 
Church 
3. The boys learning Grammar and having their maintenance given 
them gratis within the Church 
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4. The Grammar boys who are maintained at the expense of the 
Church 
Such, and so expressed, so it would seem, were the intentions and 
provisions of the royal founder, and the t"layor and Corporation are 
further given to understand, as indeed from their own experience 
they have r, ýason to know, that those intentions and provisions 
are practically in abeyance under the following circumstances; - 
1st. According to the returns made to the Ecclesiastical Commis- 
sioners by the Dean and Chapter, the income of a Canon has been 
raised from £20 to £626 -3- 1d. 
2nd. No provision is made for the maintenance of the 40 Grai:: mar 
boys, accordinr- to the founder's direction; and out of the 
£2 - 13 - 4d as. 5igned and originally sufficient for the purpose 
there is now deducted £2 -7- 6d for the masters, and 2s for 
firing, so ti-. -. t only 3- 10d is left for the boys. 
3rd. The 10 Choristers, for whom a separate provision was made by 
the founder, are incorporated with the Grammar boys, thereby 
reducing their number to 30. 
4th. Except the Choristers, no boy is placed on the foundation 
of the school without the previous payment of £10 - 10 - Od 
for a year's tuition. 
Assuming then the facts of the case to be as above described 
(and unrefuted statements to this effect have so long been before 
the public that the assumption appears unavoidable), the Mayor 
and Corporation, in the discharge of what they believe to be 
their duty, beg to represent to the Dean and Chapter that in their 
humble opinion the inhabitants of the city and neighbourhood are 
suffering undeservedly from the non-fulfilment of the provisions 
of King Henry VIII9 with regard to the Cathedral Grar:: mar School, ' 
and therefore in the name and on behalf of their fellow citizens 
they respectfully pray that the Dean and Chapter will considerat- 
ely take some early and effectual measures for carrying out these 
provisions in the spirit in which they were conceived, and with a 
view to realise the beneficent objects for which they were 
originally designed. 
In support of this request, the Mayor and Corporation would 
further beg to submit t: iat the privileges of the Grammar boys 
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under and by virtue of the Cathedral statutes have been distinctly 
recognised and are especially -. protected by a clause in a recent 
Act of Iarliament (3 and 4 Victoria c. 113)ß providing that nothing 
contained therein shall be construed to affect the right of any 
chapter accordin to the statutes and customs of such charter in 
force at th"? time of passing that Act, 'to make due --rovision, 
out of their corrorate divisible revenues, for the support of the 
Gra"". mar school, and all other necessary and proper expenditure. ' 
The Mayor and Corporation then venture to express the earnest 
hope that the Dean and Chapter will exercise their unimpaired 
right to make the due provision required by their statutes for the 
support of those who constitute the Gramrar school, while they 
trust that in making this application credit will be given them fur 
disclaiming every purpose and intention other than the sincere 
desire of doing what they feel to be their duty to their fellow- 
citizens, and with becoming deference and respectful courtesy to 
a dignified ecclesiastical corporation, the individual members of 
which have by their eminent virtues and distinguished position 
so many claims upon public consideration and regard. 
APPENDIX IV 
City Council memorial to Parliament 
1869 
(Source: 
The draft memorial is among official 
papers at the Guildhall Worcester) 
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To the Honourabl& the House of Commons in Parliament assembled. 
The Humble Petition of the Mayor, Alderm eng and 
Citizens of the City of Worcester in Common 
Council. 
Humbly Sheweth 
That the object of your Petitioners is to solicit a restoration 
for the purposes of the Wcrcester Cathedral School of the fair 
proportion of the Endowment of that Cathedral: 
That your Petitioners find that the sources of information are 
not of easy access but they learn that the Estates set apart by 
King Henry VIII for the Endowment of the Cathedral Church of 
Worcester were at that time of the annual value of £1301 - 11 - 
104d, which income was directed to be applied as follows: 
One Dean £133 - 6- 8d 
Ten Canons £20 each 22 00 - 0- Od 
Eight Minor Canons ¬10 each ¬ 80 - 0- Od 
One organist 9 12 - 6- 8d 
Eight Lay Clerks £ 53 - 6- 8d (C6 - 13 - 4d each) 
Ten Choristers - 9. 33 - 6- -8d (ä, 3 -6- 8d each) 
Six Bedesmen £5 each £ 30 - 0- Od 
Various Officers, connected £ 66 - 5- Od 
with the Establishment 
Head Master of School £ 20 - 0- Od 
Under Master z 9- 19 - 4' 
Forty Boys £1 06 - 13 -4 (92 - 13 - 4d each) 
Twelve University Scholarships £ 76 - 8 -0 (i'. 6-7- 4d each 
£608 - 11 - 8d. - 
Z213 -0- 8d. 
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The remaining portion of the income 9479 - 19 - 6d was applied 
to various objects such as Alms, repair of Fabric, Highways etc 
thus exhausting the whole amount: 
That the sum appropriated to educational purposes was nearly 
one sixth of the whole income: 
That the sums before-mentioned were allotted without any gift of 
surplus to the Dean and Chapter, each object being apparently 
intended to share proportionately in the income of the Estates 
constituting the Endowment whatever the amount at any time may 
be: 
That although your Petitioners have no means of ascertaining 
the present income of the Estates devoted'to the before mention- 
ed purposes, there can be no doubt that such income has enorm- 
ously increased: 
That out of these revenues a large addition has been made to the 
Ecclesiastical stipends whilst the income of the school remains 
at only a little more than double the amount originally named: 
That your Petitioners believe that the sums appropriated for 
educational and other specific purposes were intended to vary 
with the increased produce of the Estates, and that these purp- 
oses should share in the whole revenue in proportion with all the 
other departments of the Cathedral Establishment: 
That the increase which has been made in the amount originally 
named för the Schöol admits the principle to which your 
Petitioners have referred: 
That the Ecclesiastical Commissioners in'a circular letter dated 
17th of March 1869 state that they have no power to deal with 
this question under the 18th section of 29 and 30 Victoria c III 
Your. Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House 
will be pleased to take such measures as shall restore for 
for the purposes of Education that fair proportion of the 
of the present value of the Endowment of Worcester Cathed- 
ral to which the school of such Cathedral is justly 
entitled. 
And your ? etitioners will ever pray etc 
APPENDIX V 
EPISCOPAL AND CAPITULAR ESTATES. 
RETURNS of the approximate Estimated Value is 
Fee-simple of all IsTATEs belonging to BlsnoPs 
which have passed into the bands of the Ecclesias. 
tical Commissioners; and, of the approximate' 
. 
Estimated Value in Fee-simple of all EsTATni 
belonging to DEixs and C[{APTERS whieh ban 
passed into the hands of the Ecclesiastical Corn.. 
mis iioners ; Sc. 
(llr. Aldrrrn ,n (Curler. ) 
Ordered, by The [louse of Cumwony to be Printed 




EPISCOPAL ANI) CAPITULAR ESTATES. 
RETURN to an Order of the Ilouourable The house of Commons, 
dated 6 Dlarch 18", l ; -for, 
RETURNS " of the approximate Estimated Value in Pee-simple of all ESTATES 
belonging to the Bisfnops which have passed into the hands of the Fccle_ias- 
tical Commissioners: the Value of the ESTATES belonging to each SEE 
to be given separately ": 
And, of the approximate Estimated Value in Fee-simple of all ESTATES' 
belonging to DEANS anti CHAPTERS which have passed into the hands of the 
Ecclesiastical Conlin issioners : the Value of the ESTATES belonging to each 
CORPORATION to be given separately. " 
Alote. -Thc bulk of the Estates referred to in this Return had, previously to the date 
at which they passed to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for England, been granted on 
beneficial leases for 21,30,31, or 40 years, or for three lives, or on copyhold grants for 
two, three, four, five, or six lives, in possession and reversion, and some portions had bear, 
granted on building leases for periods varying from 60 to 99 years. 
IN the cases of the Bishohricks specified in the Table' marked (A. ), the fee-simple 
value of the Estates which passed to the Commissioners has been estimated at the eeveral 
sums set opposite to their names in the Table. 
TABLE (A. ) 
BisnornICK: 
Bath and Wells 
Carlisle --- 





















TOTAL ---ý.. 6,510,00O 
The Estates comprised in this Table have been for the most paßt enfranchised. 
" This amount ;s exclusive of house Property in the neighbouncoffll of Lobdon. 
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? RETURNS RELATING TO EPISCOPAI. AND CAPITULAR ESTATES. 
lu the cases of the Bishopricks specified in the Table marked (B. ), the fee-simple value 
of only a portion of the Estates ha3 been estimated bißt the value of the whole approxi- 
m: atea to the several um- sot ophn, ite to their names in the Tablo. 
'rtir LE (13. ) 
BtsiIOvulcK : j.. 
Durban 2,500,000 
Canterbury -------1,280,000 
Rocitetter -------'` OO, 00u 
TOTAL ---£. 3,980,000 
The Estates comprised in this Table are in course of enüanchisenient. 
* This Amount is exclusive of house property and land in London and the neighbour- 
hood. 
The Estates of the following Bishopricks have only recently passed to the Commis- 
sioners, and an approximate estimate of their fee-simple value *cannot at the present time 
be supplied. 
IIereford. Exeter. 
London. I Oxford. 
Sali: Lury. Chichester. 
Winchester. { St. Asaph. 
In the cases of the Chapters specified in the Table marked (A. ), the fec-simple value 
of the Estates which passed to the Commissioners has been estimated at the several sums 
set opposite to their names in the Table. 
TABLE (A. ) 
CHAPTER : 
Southwell ----- -- 210,000 
Carlisle ----- -- 520,000 
York ------ _- 425,000 
Peterborough 575,000 
Chester 200,000 
Gloucester ----- -- 770,000 
St. Asapli - 23,000 
Chichester ----- - 430,000 
Worcester ----- --1,300,000 
Winchester - 1,110.00O 
Bristol - 770,000 
Exeter - 1,170.000 
St. David's -- ."- -- 110,0(10 
Llaudaff ----.. --: 130,000 Norwich ----- -- 380,00() 
TOTAr. ---J. ; 3,123,000 
The E t. ttes compi"i., cd in. this Table have bee::, fur the most part, cnfrzuchiicd. 
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RETURNS RELATIN(; TO EPISCOPAL AND CAPITULAR ESTATES. ;j 
In the cases of the Chapters specified in the Table marked (I3. the fee-simple value 
of only a portion of the Estates has been estimated, but the value of the whole approti- 
ºw te= to the several suns set opposite to their names in the 
Table. 
T ABJ. E (B. 
£. CHAPTER. 
Salisbury ------ 410,000 
Canterbury ------ '950,000 
Rochester ------ 760,000 
Wells ------- 910,000 
Windsor ------7,500,000 
TOTA r. --- : E. 
ý 4,530,000 
The Estates comprised in this Table are in course of enfranchisement. 
* This amount is exclusive of house property and land in London and the neighbour- 
hood. 
The Estates of the following Chapters have only recently passed to the Commissioners, 





By Order of the Board, 
10, %Vliiteliall Place, (si(ned) Jame. J. Chalk, Secretary. 
3rd August 1871. 
APPENDIX VI 
City Council memorial to the Charity 
Commissioners 1878 
(Source: 
Drafts, and printed copies are among 
official papers at the Guildhall 
Worcester) 
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WORCESTER CATHEDRAL SCHOOL. 
TO THE CELtEITY CO\fa1Iss1oNErs FOR 
ENGLAND AND `PALES. 
TJIE MEMORIAL OF TUE M voj, AI. D11 MT. N. AND 
CITTZENS or TILE CITY or WlincF. STF. IR, IN CUMMON 
COUNCIL asvcmblod, on tb 71h day of MAY, 187R. 
SIHEWETII : -- 
1. THAT your Memorialists have learnt that the. Estates s(. t apart by } ing Henry th3 Eighth 
for the Endowment of the Cathedral Church of Worcester and the School in connection 
therew"it. h, were then of the annual value of x'1,301.11s. ]()Id.. and that the sums 
directed to be paid thereout for the purposes of the said School (including an allowance 
for 12 University Students) amounted to £213. Os. Sd., being nearly ono-sixth of the endro 
income of the said Estates. 
2. TrEAT by the Scheme of King Henry the Eighth no disposition was made of the surplus of 
the income of the said Estates, or of any increase thereof, and the sums thereby appro- 
priated to various specific purposes have been largely increased uut of the increased income 
of the said Estates, but only it little more than double the amount originally devoted to 
Educational purposes has been, and is now, applied to such purposes. 
3. Trist the principal portions of the Estates forming the Endowment of the said Cathedral 
Church and School were, some years since, transferred by Parliament to te Ecclesiastical 
Commissioners, chiefly for the augmentation of small Livings; and although your 
Memorialists admit that this is a good and laudable object, yet they consider that it ought not 
to be attained at the expense of an equally good and laudable object, namely that of the 
education of the Children of this City and the Neighbourhood, as intended by the 
benevolent Founder of the Scheme. 
4. THAT your Memorialists have been informed by the Treasurer of the said Cathedral Church 
that in the allowance granted by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for the said Cathedral 
Church and School, no provision has been made for an increase of the funds then devoted 
to the purposes of the said School; and that although some increase has been made out 
of the fund applicable to the general purposes of the said Cathedral, the said fund is already 
scarcely adequate to meet the increased charges of the Cathedral Establishment, and 
cannot possibly do more for the said School. 
5. TIIAT in the year 1863 your Memorialists presented a Petition to the House of Commons 
praying that measures might be taken to restore, for the purposes of education, that fair 
proportion of the present value of the Endowment of Worcester Cathedral, tu which 
the School of such Cathedral was justly entitled. 
G. TIIAT by section 27 of the . 
Endowed Schools Act, 1R69, provision was made for duo 
regard to be paid to the claims of Cathedral Schools on the Common Fund of the 
Ecclesiastical Commissioners. 
7. THAT your Memorialists, in the year 1876, laid before Mr. Walker Skirrow, an 
Inspector appointed by your honourable Board, a Statement, hearing date the 23rd 
February, 1876, of their views as to the requirements of the said School, as follows --- 
1. That there should lie a largely-increased Emlowment of the School, by 
scttiut; apart for that purpöso a duo proportion of the Worcester Capitular 
Estates then vested in the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for EiI. Amid. 
'ý. That the Exhibitions at the L'nivcrýity, estabü'Led by the l unudcr in ecu- 
nection with the School, should be rctarcd, i: not increased. 
if. That luntscs should be provided' for the first and second Masters, suitably for 
the reception of Boarders. 
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-1. That proper (Grounds for the use of the Boys, for athletic exorcises and for 
drill. should be provided. 
,. That Proper means should be provided for the study of the physical Sciences. 
;. 'Chat, in at11iti, ii to the present. King. "; Selielors, there shonl1 be Scholarships 
of at higher gr, ul.:, llcpenhlcnt upon merit. 
7. That there c1ionld be a Lay element. in the Governing Body of the Srherl, 
and that the holders for the time being of the un'ler-mentioned public offices 
would, from their representative character, l')rm i : uitablo Lay element, viz., 
the Lord-Lieutenant of the County of \Vcrcestcr, the Chairman and Viec- 
Chairman of the t'onrt of Quarter Session tier the County. the Mayor of the 
City of Worcester, the Recorder of such City, and the, Chairmen of the Worcester 
School Board. 
8. TOOAT your 11Temnorialists have bad under their consideration the Proposals bearing dato the 
: ºth clay of May, 1877, submitted by your Honourable Board to On Ecclesiastical Com- 
missioners for England, for meeting out ººf their Common Fund the claims of the 
Worcester Cathedral School, to have increased provision made for it out of the Capitular 
Estates, which have been transferred to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners to the following 
ölest : - 
l. That the Ecclesiastical Commissioners shall make a grant of £7,000 out of 
their Common Fund for the purpose of providing on adequate Endowment, 
including an Exhibition Ftnºd, for the Cathedral Grammar School at Worcester. 
2. That they shall make it further grant of 5,000, subject to the condition 
that a further sum of at least £i, 000 he raised from other sources, such 
sums to be applied towards the improvement of the School Buildings, and 
the provision of suitable accommodation for Boarders. 
0. Trrtr your Memorialists have also had under their consideration the Letter bearing dato 
the 2Gth Tune, 1877, from the Ecclesiastical Commissioners to your Honourable Board, 
stating : - 
1. That the Ecclesiastical Commissioners are prepared to make n grant of 
£3,000 as an addition to the Endowment of the School. 
2. And also a further grant of any sum not. exceeding, 4; 1, OO0 to be applied 
towards tho improvement or extension of the School fuilblings, such further 
grant to be subject to the condition that an equal sum be raised by way of 
local contribution for the same of jt-et, and both grants to be subject to the 
approval by the l; cclesiastical Commissioners of the provisi.,, ns of the Scheme 
to be prepared by the Charity Commissioners. 
10. TIºAT your 1licmorialists are of opinion that these prnposals are far from adequate to the 
requirements of the Cathedral School, or to the jYlstiec of the claims of such School, 
having regard to the provision made for tho sanic by the Endowment of King, Henry 
the Eighth, nntl the enormous increase that uns taken place. iii the value and income 
of tim aid Estates, and the greatly increased prevision male tl, creout for other of tht+ 
purr, o, 4cs of tiro said Endowment. 
11. Trr. tT your Memorialists adhere to the views they expressed in 1876, aw above mentioned, 
respecting the requirements of the said School. 
U. T. ucr Class Tlootns are required adjoining the Catia dral School ; and an tiro South side 
of the ollc-c Green, which adjoitrs the said Sehuri!, there are houses belrngind to 
the Eccicciastical Comrni-, sioucrc, a"Id in the rear thereof a piece of land containing 
about three acres, also t, clnnz7ing to tllc said Cnmrtrissicucrs, and 1, y t1ee removal of 
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Me snid 11JLSPS ml 1111c, jitntit ]A s'º1"V Slnf. ullle sitf wollbi be t11 ordoll for the ''rce, n olk 
of Dwelling TTotiscs for t)it. IIcad ; 11nstur awl Second 4%I Ow sait1 Sclltinl and 
the accommodation of Hoarder , and the said 
bind would form a suifaLl. ' I'lov (, rrnn1Q fo 
the Roes, in close contiguity to the School und the residences of the Maters, and your 
Aleniorinlists coi. sitler that the said hous, "s and land ought to be devoted to these 
purposes accordingly. 
I ;. THAT your Tcn: oriulists consider that the sum of £7,000 proposed by your lionourobGo 
Board as an Tndowmcnt : or the said School, is the very ieast amount that ought to be 
provided, in t biiti )n to the present Endowment, for the purpose of sui Exhibition Fund 
for the said School, including Exhibitions at the Universities, and that the further grant 
of ; £5,000 for the improvement of the School Buildings, and the provision of suitable 
accommo, lation . or Boarders, is idtogother inadequate for these purposes, even if sup- 
rleniented by u contribution of 04,000 from other sources. 
11. E'JIAr in the otinioii of your Memorialists, it is not likely that any groat by thu 
Ecclesiastical Comnlissioucrt: will be largely supplcmcnted froh public contributions or 
other like sources, unless the grant is of much an amount, ns, with such contributions, will 
be fully ntlequato for the provision of suitable Schoul Rnildings, Tºv elliue houses for the 
Head Master and Second Ma. tcr, with accommodation for ('loarders, o Plav Ground, nnd 
an Exllibitiotº Fund, as above mentioned. 
1'. THAT the interests of the City of \Vorcestor would bo greatly promoted by tho said School 
being established on a satisfactory basis, which would do justice to the provision made by 
the Founder of the School for tlio benefit of the Inhabitants of this ('ity and the 
Neighbourhood. 
YOUR Memorialists therefore pray that your 
Honourable Board will be pleased to reconsider tho 
claims of tliv Worcester -Cathedral School to havo 
increased provision mailo iur it out of the Capitular 
Estates, which have been transferred to the Eccle- 
siastical Couimissioners, and that your Fionourablo 
Board will sec fit to recommend the Ecclesiastical 
Commissioners to comply with the views of your 
Memorialists as expressed in this Memorial. 
Given under the Common Seal of t ho 
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1)U L t1"UIºC E Ilk C1UI 1+' SCllOO. L. 
STATEI\IE\T (if* the Alfl(Jiunt of tliu Eudt WiDuilt and other ilil, rovemeuts proposed to inset 
)Ir,.. 1. IlntrF:. Mn. WALKER Srrmj w. 
lli: r, INT TO THE tir; (nnLs INQI rrn" T nstLT nr E\Qr"tü"e tS 1 37(, 
CnuttISstox, LA ;n BEFORE }. 'Antan r. iºrnntrn is Lri'rF:;: (IF 5 ý)l: xt' IN 1$r; l, 1877, rrÖM 'rin., CIu. iluTY C131- 
]I15c4')NERti '1''' `IIII. ] P1'l, Fý! " 
ASTIL L (ý, )ýIIUSslu\F: RS. 
Parntýnt nl; U1.. to tna King's School slºonld be a Li,, ll class ]lay' tiw"lºn1ars might be raised. null Boar(lin; Srllnnl. 
l; ýt, thliýli st Boarding House or lTn, i, '. Wh,, ], (. Joys niigut be 
rý ý , ", cý l at C-28 n* i year. 
Iüdtvr hroVisinu for 1rs desiring 
to procov, l tu the Universit}". 
9"ü- 1[(uho 1111(1 1Cnrfirld 
tions sln iild l, r altered, and 
otla rs should I, estatl, litilu d 
to fulfil tllu intentions of ling 
J(; "ury 1'I[T. 
1? "tahli, li a conn, xion between 
Q11-', nl lizib . t! i'S School and 
tl" (.. titorlrnl School, ý: o that 
, i) o (listingnisit t1niu- 
ý'Irý Ott the furlner School 
m; be passc; 1 on to tlur 
and ltn, r A. cliancrr of 
ui; ii; ing' all l: xl; ibitiun to the l) 3ivor, ity. 
Ciasc Rooms. 
Boarding 1[onses. 
CIIAIU'rY COMMISStoar: ns'. I crLES1ASTICAr4 COMMI SIONEE ý. 
ji 
Lr1TEn OF 1 MAY, 18 7. 
ti " 
£7,000 for providing an adFquate 
Elldoti in nt, including an, 
Lxibibition Fund. 
V-000, subject to the e, 1ition 
that a further sum of of leust 
£4,000 is raised fron ntlºer; 
snnree , such suns .n be: 
npplicAl towards tut i mprove- 
nicnt of the School 13ui ý ings, - 
, u)d the provision of sºiitable' 
accommodation for Boarders. 
Im1)10v u ont of the Ifc, ºd Master's, Residence. 
Proper Playground. 
(These iuºlºroveºneuts tut 4 sti)jºLtt(l 
approximately to cost i; 9, ))00. ) 
Increase of Scholarships tenable 
at the School. 
E tablisbmcnt of ot1wi-E . lliJ, itins. 
I ndow"ni&iit requires to lnv . tu, - 
inuit< <1. 
I: nprovtd building,, and additional 
1 xhihition: are indispensable. 
JuxL, 1878. 
LETTE 'R OF 26 JUNE, 181 1 
£3; 000 for addition to the 
? Lndorvmeut. 
CORPORATION OF \VORCESTRR. I)r. ýx Isn CHAPTER. 
Itcsionr. tr, or G AILY9 1869, TO VIE 
IIousr of COMMONS. 
(h, hra, r. ý7ros asn SrGGLSTio's OF 
22 Ai'nrr,, 1AE31. 
Prayer that tlw fair proportinn of 
the value of the Endowment of 
the C, itlicllral to v. lliell the 
C1 ý, l ern. . ni. i1 il ahnnlil hn 
;t new ]1esidencu for the Canon 
of tlio third 'Stall, his prescnt 
ljou. Ao to be made over to the 
Ile, ul Master, and Class llooms .....,..... , 
F1000, su1 jcct to au equal stun restored for t1w. purposes of 
i uiit upon part of its ground. 
beim, raised by way of local education. 
contribution f ýr improvement .1 ctipit., 
tl Fttm of . 1; 
101.000 for this 
Of the Selwol Building's. 
burl lind and otltra purposes. 
At least £ 00 a rvstr for Kirr;; '" 
Sa Molars Mlrliti(41nl payrnmnt 
to the School, or it capital 
t; r, utt of at least U15 , 000. 
MEMORIAL OF 7 MAY, 1878, To TIEF; 0,110 it Year for the 
Dean and 
( iitnrTY C )Iiltrssiox: ra. Cliupter to provirlr- 
for the 
'ducatiun of the Choristers. 
Th! ] ceir'siastie.. al Commissioners Stating that tue proposals of 
the " ýºNº a yestrto rclirýý c the `' Uonttt5 " ptihrerd to the ptoposnls made Charity Commissioner,, in the 
ý(a 
yl of the C: Ahedral from 
, by the Charity 
Commissioners Letter of G May, 1877, arid of OUCTIt to the 
in June 1878. and in their 
I the Ecclesiastical ('01`1111118- 
the presý"nt litti 
5cho d 
Sclternc of 1881. sioner5 
in their Letter of '26 
June, 1877, W'o're inadcyn; ºte, 
and praying for an increased 
provisiotu for the Scltnnl. 
º 
01,81-nc: 1Trox'4 AND SUOCE TiONs OF 
;. ilPRrr., 18 41. 
lu unconditional grant of 0,000 
for iml; ruleººiclit of ficllool 
linil(Iinrti, or its au ;; (lilitJou to 
the En, lowincnt, or butlº.? 
further conditin i tl ;; r; 
kut 
of., 
t:: 1, O OO for extension of !, otutltººg 
dcpartºucºrf of the Sc! ºou!, un ºut 
equal sum raised ij. N- way 
of lu("x! (-uaitrihutiOn. 
SCIte\tt: OF 18,41. 
{ 
I'l land and buildings ucýnpiiu1 
for th(- pttrpuSes of the 4"liool. 
and tlt', vt arly , mn of s ilillU 
payable out of the incöfuu of 
tilt, Gtt iedral. 
'1'In: capital stem of 1; 5,01001 uncun" 
litiýmally. 
'I'Im further Capital Suill of 
&3,000 on condition that"a like 
sum is raised by V"uliýntary 
rnutril, utinný. 
i 
An unconditional graut of 020,000. 
il 
Site for IIea(l Master's residence, 
Boarding Ifrmses, Class ltomms, 
and other LUil(lilis. 
Pl a}"ß; r0111111. 
1- 
the regiiire Monts Of 
tills S(ý110o1. 
APPENDIX VII 
A summary of the Cathedral School 
issue 
(Source: Guildhall Worcester. 
The original is among official papers. 
It is undated) 




The provision of elementary education 
in Worcester 1871 - 1903 
(Source: 
'The review of the work of the Worcen1pr 
School Board from its foundation 'r. 
1871 to Its abolition in 4903' 
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APPENDIX X 
Letter to the School Board clerk from 
a former inmate of an Emigration Home 
(Source: 





U. S. A. 
15th October 1899, 
Dear Sir, 
am writing to thank you for sending me and 
my sisters to Mr Middlemore's homes, and I have a 
good home here and Nelly and Edith, and I hope you 
will get some more to the home, and will you please 
write to the reformatory and ask them to send my 
brother Fred, or if you could get him to mr middle- 
more's home 1 should like him to come to this count- 
ry as it is a good country. 1 am glad I have come, 
and I am going to try and see Nelly next summer if 
possible. i am 70 miles from Nelly and about 400 
from zdith. They are both in good health and in good 
homes. if you would like to have their address I 
will send it to you. i am sending you my photo and 
please show it to ir. S. Y. of cruelty to children and 
tell him I should like to have a letter from him. I 
Have a gold pair of ear-rings and a silver bracelet 
since I have been with Mrs Orris. And did you ever 
hear that I broke my arm on the ship after we had 
started from Liverpool. I shall remember the kindness 
you have done for me and my sisters. I do not have 
black eyes now to go up and down streets, like I 
had in Werce2ter. I think I have said all this time, 
so no mor from Charlotte M. K. - to Mr Spackman, 
Board Schoc'., Worcester. 
P. S. - If not found please return it back. 
APPENDIX X1 
Press comment on the contribution of 
the Worcester School hoard 
a) press reports on the penultimate 
meeting of the School board 
b) editorial comment on the Board's 
achievements 
c) editorial comment on the dispute 
at the board's penultimate meeting 
(Source: 
Worcester Daily Times 
Worcestershire Echo ) 
r 
X) ((, 4 i tiin 
TUI SDý1iý I nauL1L Selch, 103. 
11ISTOIt1' OF T113 SCHOOL iiOAit[l. ' 
Dlr, spackman (Uterk) had prepared a critlaa. 1 
aid roiuprc"heusivo review o( tho % urk o alts 
Sch.. d bonrd from its formation in 1871. '1'h1l 
reviow said uni of the find actr of tltu Boar 
Nei, (u rccurtrin what Minen of achuul lire. 
vision xilt. vl in thu C'ity, ruf }pow turuý chile 
runt there were of euhool 4ge. L'hr tutr4 uuui" 
tier of eohool+ in thi, city ww 4,611, wh lu the 
os1mn ated numtwr of }týholrra to be i ducatcd 
Mass 6.112. An &. lucationa) ccmxua which wes 
widnrteken by the Attu nd6nco Utftoers aho*ed 
that 763 ehikir'u «ero on4m{ely out of ahool. 
Thu w"iyhbourhood it which the greatest do. 
Acioncy was Ioui. d tu exist wrs that ill which 
tho board "choula wore p1terwards Lullt, o 
otl er hoard solunols uvor hecrnmo neeosiw7, b4' 
cause the rnamunt re of %oluntary achooln wljL 
coutmwndahl" public erIris had 'redo rov)duu 
Itotn tine to tuuu at ttbo Qrpwiull Iii ; ds c4 Ilia 
'1'h, t tnoot`penistent, pryblown wltit ýv Irian the 
lt howl floard hurl Karl tu IcuI baiI bö it thAl 
of aecuriirg re tulurity of attourl, tncn. n the 
early years .t they 1iard, the efforts of t to at- 
toutlut>`o u110. e1-4 ware prunarill dev"tcd to 
drivif4 Into u, bnnl ni lidroh who had not pre" 
viously been undor iuotrurtiun" but It suntt be. 
me apparent Ilia' the W-vk of t}hu attenJanc" canto 
was not aniahcd when children had been 
entered as ccholura. In 1911, when the {xrpula" 
ti. m of Wureonter stood i 13,201, there were 
2,5A2 ahüdreu in aceruyu ac/entlýuýItca, a number 
uyunl only to wen per awut. uflhp population. 
At the cud of 1901, there era 7,1Y1 Ili avotnKe 
et: entlal'ce, equal tu 16 per tunt. of the puyU- 
latiuu. The uuwr brr of children under inatwo. 
tirru in 1901, uttuulled 18 per runt. of the Irupu" 
lotion. 'kilo fwn"entage of average att. ndanrn 
throuqhr; ut the year for the ouunty borr. u-llto 
stood at 831 Worcester stood at 85.1. the tct 
of 1870 empowered Sehsiel 13 ard. to ýctuit fees 
of children attending their own rchot- 0. au. 1 to 
pat cite Iowa of children attending V, iuutary 
Erltool,, what they were e( er'luion that pareuto 
tLrouirh puvr"rty were unrttle to nuke that 
uuull cMttribution. In Spite of the fact 'lral 
nrion, nutty failed to par, rnta could obtain reru 
do au, sir, when able, sirgieeted that duty, and 
, )non arrears oj 
Ices bo; zan to acrwnulate uh, )n 
the buoka of the ach, ole, In Fluptatnburý 11170, 
u ca. e WILD meet fully entered Io the ',. uuty 
Gaut fir the reru(erv o arrenrl, and ceýeral 
u; her ooti, rin (nl! r r, ý"ri at int. rvaie. At the Lady Day audit of the goer, unto in 1803 the dis. 
trict auditor onllerl attention to the fact that 
the arrears ,C fees amounted tu £204 be. Kit., 
and a large part of that lath wes aabuwquc'ntly 
wri'trn of! "ei irrc"r., %erabl, t. 't'hat the 0ilt1 
cults of culler tine fees was a real one may ho 
t; ath rd from the fact that the attendance 011. 
per, when dclrutod by tun 1! u4rd `o cullert ur- 
renre, obtained only £4 10a. a ter haying made 
LOA vinitn n {cereals. Between Beptouttrer, 
188, And June, 1882,37 ce:. 't we`re tittered In 
the ( utrty ! 'p'ort nod the Court chargrn, 
t, rrn Sun tu g t,, £G llJs , viere paid by the Iioaiu. Of this Sum only t2 4m. 'JA. wall ever rrr", "ivaJ 
again. Thy, lint rd decirle, l In Orlui, i"r, ltli3, I 
that the ten, h. "rn . nhiunid Ptrictly 
dotted pre. 
pnynroul of fore, and dientiet nil etulrlrrn who 
worn two w 'ice ist umrar. Thee exclubinn it 
chtl'lreu of , sir u than oeri, wt havoc of the at. 
tr"r"lalwo au"I tits mutter wa+ only finally set at 
rr xt ml th e sr horls h, -tnýf tnr: do entirely free iu 
1891: 'fhe$onrd in lilt, 1j ff, utýrl it deeirahle to fig a 
-r>'faairnuM and miuitnnrn Salary altpücahie to all I 
grade: of teachers, with it drtir, tte tell, of In" 
crrteo rech year Irin, minituuut to maximum, 
i'tijcrt tu a gaud report from H. M. Impootor. 
The lturrd u1. iu ad lttr1 q p, nerul table regu. Intit, the uutubu of fcwatera it, the ýchrt 1, fiting it n to tt nur"tirird higher than that lair 
rl-ml in the (. d of that duv. rile, moult' of 
yuluries hat Iron rurircd (font U1110 tu {1ltlot 
N cwoutp Startau bid required, bt1ony ng to the 
fcrS, taNttl jnoreaan tp teachorf' anlariirt durinK the faul irr atanths the hoaltl hr lt xpertaputd on 
1,1tabl" 
dltlic"ulty in ubtalninif keaohero 
on Lhp axiatioa Seel. a.. 411 r..... 1.. 
M IrMMUt of tilt', 11uurd auh$ prinrip"IIr hum 
, vrrruu, ml ynº $ rnd (wheu 
etttrvx tIirr"ýon, th 
jºKgtet 
pry W tall t1 /"Mºdih*r oV u141i A n"o". 
luaný " ti 
ti s BMttl behlir ýurtt4irt, d by pnurrcvpr ) Mpott 
A City Uuuncil. 
hoolu, nuud'r Lran ir yun 1ýq 
1,397 were Obtnlnecl iu 1872"! 1, t ura t6, 
rgbI 
rlu Lwn Uotuin , siuu"" upm, tauauritý if 
p yiLle " ri Ies, at Sý per cet. yý r auupý , r"r 611 vi-aus. In 1870n, a Iyrlýºrr an ill £481 
ºe raised ir the trN iin ill cýruuksT'ý 
Wu alld 
16" 
two I. 'an" warf thin "tnnl 
stau;. The t. 'hrtry ti, 1, IrJ $i heu N" bu 
14H3, by t6" Kt. Prr'ý moo. tttra'Nutrlcl 
houi &, rrd. "t " cwt t, f 014 tl. " 0111" 
byt. d over ilia area cif both huarä Cpl Vnltlb 
larx n ho ! r, & ad, sl) ugh b I. a bard Itoty In th lto*rýi'$ oatwaditurn, it bi by no mMu. 1 
Bnn"ltTective one. 
`I'ho Uhairnreu h}p kai Mr. 9pickman fot 
ºnd coin ýlI'rnnutvJhim u pu the repott, sayn It recorded /ho uorxl work (lone In tim pastý, pd Ilia L, gh stanMr to w lothr had d late 
yearn hoagie 60.1in movoil that the o" 
port Ln pry' future eed ciroWaled, op )o 5$II 




tc. nk exroptlM td 1i1e 
recording thn{ the rnenagern AI Volw t' 
ay 
ýal9ohonlý 
" wi h oouuu, rtdabl" puhIto 
spi it, r' bed made prnviiý tannt time t4 Ilna 
tu saus uxtendlnq teed do toi Itnard. 16 Ka& 
well known thnt at otre t me thcto was eon, 
ltnard or Kivv% to 
tsar the utuotiod 
F1)AT4 NcIIOOIA. 
ryýhi ROY. V. J. 
did. 
Mr. Niayalothlinl 
but I "m qotl st 
was out 
of ºýtta rit 1011k 
rd'u pxIII*hqenlud lion 
tolultcd fu III t1 ulºl-le 
ýý C11Mi vj by fn 
iu, i, Litd cee 
"^nnrt. Odt'Ih they 
tt erg *tut un Liru. 
8unti Wo Ire thslvkful WI 
Tia 
WORCESTERSHIRE EC110. 
v" T(JEML)AY, FEBILUA Lt H4,1903, -w 
WORCESTER SCuoot ROADD. 
b<onda Al` eerob--Ht. A. Webb (chainnaö , 
]jr. A. l. CAy (vi! ýe, -ob"llaan), the 
Iilov*. V, 
. i" Rant nod tether 
Xernary Mew 1. Ii. Uxj, 
J. ppý`othitng, U. A. Wethartll, 




'PU* Chairman said the board tract out of 
office on. March 28th, and it *as probrt"0' 
W 
have a Fhttaee Co+n! nittee on March bib, and 
reeeive the noaoubte for ptyrnent, e. nd eu 111utv41 
19th to reset u }ý flntncial ttatement. The 1111111 
tnerýting of thi, hoard wonid he on Match ft rtl, 
said hi order that ever thing nu'gt, t be in order 
he r, ioved t. htu t to tans Conu! iiltec be 
authorized to sign cheque, in pnymoi t of all 
"counts at the inueting of March 9th. 
Mr. WetheM]l: Will that irtahtde the anlariet 
of the tet ehIrl up 1. the tilt! of the turnt! ' 
The Clinirman i Yet. 
tither Kernen leeotulvd, und the nio'lon «ae 
hrrlud. 
LA11OUR EX. MINA1'TONH. 
The Chnirtntn read thy, reply of the ii, *W 
of Elucatiat to tue l3oard'ti renolutiou rr'p-eclr 
big the rrtulte of the labour eu inInations. The 
Iloald i ehed b ln! oa lit tonnuu Ihr Rehool 
Ward had for hemng die. tntislteü with Lhu ooh. 
du, of the lehour rznmiuntlnnt!. Thr 
Chairman 'vid they hall no ohj 'cti, on to 
the rngrmer In Which the rxamirntiont wirr oell- 
duoteerl; they etp. t cid difteatietartion with the 
rrvitlla, and* h1 pro(Mted a reply he sent ei. 
Iterating the Tnrd'i flew of t1o matter, 
This was !. greed to. 
ac1fooL STAPP. 
Mr Scndnll, Bcrton-nit -Trent, was &ppcýütted 
urittaut "'Rift er of the ilwnule Laue !l obit), 
at It eqlaly of £80 per annum. 
Te Soq rd haul qle edrertisod for Au va-pil il 
tru er. They Ila net a1)pli6ntlon from u ºtt. Thames, of Nottil! thnm, who, later, }ec ltw41 to 
Oon; e for lean their äE6 per ennnrn, the Ii+ and 
buly offered £60, salt they decided to taherties 
aR. tin, cü'ering a nalery of £60 p. r anakti i, 
The Chairman renu. rkrd that khen Mr. 
1hnmer tpp. 'leti ; re wau irolurbly only $rtlhrp 
50, but bis emery had 
ý)eem 
(rwreared anbee" 
q! urn tly. . HAIS f1 EI $. 
1'Lo Pupil enoltetb' ('e; irre ý`oritrnittco wro6 
tilting that. the feet tot all ltpil toar'hetS would te 
at the rate of C4 per annum, it )At for en! di. 
dater titling at the ettarniwrtidb tu April 23 pÖr 
annum. 
The ()&tairtadt seid as the sit would he,, tot 
pay the Ceül. re had pot op ilia fei, and lull 
viii, oeed thM', th. o Ward did not nil'! d. (Langh"' 
ter. 
8$ Y EA$8' WUIIH. 
The Clerk eveseut ,d fn , xhauetive teview of n 
all 
of Lhe Board horn it, formation in 
ýe7i to the protect yeqr 
The Chpirtnltn said the report wie a work of 
which the shirk ahd tle hoard unlylit be p4ou1l. A high et-u, dard had brr u net it, pt yrnr, tu 
which thyt 1loarl yf late yeuri ltad entUeavuwrq 
to rile. It' Heave, i tlut th, ' ripen be eirrulxt! 'I 
eud aired with a suiQertiutt of Air, Cheat 
that it should be particularly brought b! to r ties 
notice of the new eduottion authority. b1r, Gjtarrv atµauded. 
Ali. DlsygIothliu, s t, u(, k vx, oF tiun tu It pru- 
Kcsph III the to )olt whlolt º; tkl LLdt "Ile uiher 
liun. tJ e: elwols 
I, 
ecnuua nNweerºar}, becauar ILo 
lnuuugers u( Yblunt. ery k"Luolt, with cuumu-nd- 
oble p, thllr spirit, have wadi l, ro%i-luu f, ma linse 
t. o Utur Yy t)t" growiti7 uat IS of Lill' (It) hate 
demltu led it. " It xua will known. 1w bold. 
that thclu wall % diversity of uywtutu Hont, 1'i . Irs 
gp As tu the m. ntlomi of utht r r. L ula. und ha 
id nut thiuh thul credit could be teht"n 1» it 
(card ur be gi%en to llh %uluutary u'Luuls hý 
cat. et' kept Roam fiuhuula nut of ILe silt' 
/Ml r. uns: W are thunktal na did 
P. uytzlothliuB You Ai 'v, but 
i km 
ot. Cbttua win he %aid l, 
111 illUght it wifhl 
p1 an educut. ionel ýplnt wits iL piotupt ii it, , ut 
it was will, tbu id, it fit relr, 411tu th ., tluretleh 
*1 the ehildteu of the (ily piitly will ut the 
ýMr 1ýtutl 6611 ho hop, "d the eluusr %. ridd 
be 
rctnined. Ha would be vrt sorry to 414-0 it "t i- 
elUded, fur Its ttwtrghl it would he au avO ti 
with the opinion of t14 majultty of the liyard. 
11U. Cliaitmsd said 111r. .'u g1i 
h! ii, K obi, nit4 
to the words "with oonuý_udablt" pub itc spult. 
Mr. Navviatbling yam. Its ruuved that 
these woi da be deletes. 
The C'hairnuu said hi, did not spree with the 
gt+ound on whlab AL. kayglothling ob)redid tp 
t words, but that part wets tl, irsn ht to ally 
of fr tart of (ho rb5urt and wýt51 n cowntent, 
uJ wo a feet rather t tan t 4lal., "menl of fast, 
thcrefotu sujq'outed )Jr Maý'ylgthliug 
Mr haust said I! they eliminated eiirythiqp 
that wes not " etetintent Of fact thry h'unld 
routict. It cod 1cpI of tit. 1-41ort. 
IJr. H, 
Day: 
Wtu. of us would We mush 
retjtrt teen an txtbnl, lol, of W. elhool bonr. 
*ynteeýt,, to It Wally ih rr, ard to Chetuy Orrbatd 
ulit'dtill. 
P. Wetherall seid Iber pills n failing Chet 
till Hoard at op r Ilu, t w z' tnoliur, l to thwart 
the hduoatiall Act of 1810 rather than to corty 
lt aul. 
tlr. Huns. I absolutely object to : hat rlele- 
htent. 
qtr %Vriherall said hr t'ns etnilns tthat wee 
the fitting at onto tinl"', sail he u'os buuud tq 
Admit their was, to it otOrtnlu lasst, I'ru, int 
tor that feeling. ihr saw in the report that it 
WAN staled ! hC anhl, "nnr of lite board had bank 
joitiflyd, anti ht thought they wouhl all now 
agrrc ttith It. H&' told of a iuteetiug at whisk 
It was ttutedl by it speaker that the )lourdl eclwuls 
wert odli ts, and adtlr l that could hot usw (rn 
said a 011t Ow ill. 
Mr. Hunt No, nertalhly not. 'I'hr t'hi irutnh said the lint mrtttioued b) I1(r 
Dto)gluthl, ng was all , uunr(. atu) one, edit hr 
thought in litt" int. -if ui of pt"aee shut u1toIn, "n 
it. would he best. to r ti, ulu: rte It, but lie tutu "ly 
thieved witl, 
Mr. 111ayglotltliuq 
as it, the ground 
of his nbje"tion 
Mt. \i t>gt utltliup'i ti . 
týuu wilt pill mid rar. 
tle, l ý, 1' 'ill sott[ to situ 
Mu-. }tunt u(dod that the report r^tioeted tho 
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LOCAL NOTLS. 
Thn 11'ore(etrr beliv., I Itoarl will shortly be 
tli, auireJ i but if is uut at all diwueditcd. It 
hse not ruaýa auy dntra. a IAt pruvitiun, 11, 
ailpninistrutl61A hue hot h rduned thu sei. - 
payete Volubtart goal hall kept diw"ti the j! - 
quiremonts. The Church has supplied el) thr 
aucumrnu. l Joi n c<Ivd sincd tho Board echablt 
there crneLed in I ounrle Lano, '1'hb 11, urd hill 
stet employed erchiteöt/ ahd bUildet nuywh¢ta 
since that early undertaking. 1)er, unüna. iutº) 
schools, old (with enlarg. rucnt) and u, -tt, hale 
Orel the wattle of u gruwih$ tu, ijulatinn, The 
harts nute Etas "ornethluy to bay abtut the 
'tabours of the whole time of cohnpuleiuu which 
hu eitondod otot the entire tits, aid of is. 
ttructiou which ham bann earrlod on in the httb 
block of t, Uilduiga, tr ether with tite salad 
place tu Cherry Orchard twlteU over frucr the 
oytl3ing part of tit. 
i'etar'e pettish. 'Jilt to. 
port which wes submilteti to the Beard 
on Muuday covers the jars of a gcuer 
atiun, and is fairly ooulrrehonr. ivo. It 
to-Ile of 'votlt done withottj (Ragt fuen -done 
with quiet, conllltunt cnrgy and rtUoh wutthl. 
neet. This avtrege pttendapeo throuvhout the 
city trat hcet Inb?, than 41dnLIed. It )tai 1.0111 
faked it, tn I'to ý6 pct rent, 61 ih, l pupulhtlbli. 
That tin voluntary echoalt Gash L, tu gr, atlji 
a+aiatrd; and the . 
'Jourrl qQd the Ucnowinalionai 
mane9ure find ýeachcr, have maintained liar. 
lnoidou+ telatioht, The Clhutal- has Lud (hu 
tnnj,: r'ty reprceentation oll silo Nilre; aid till! 
IYr ncoi, tormlat traw, ruers }e-b for the inoet part 
ehoNU It tWCCt 1' aew, uLlcuC1,. 'l'ila Board at 
the first consisted of inc stnetabort 1 irtcrwAt'de, 
tu the presset time, of eh, tch. Tito ll; t of thu r 
%ho hays solved the city 
tut 4141 relit periods 
daring the M years tnntahtl 49 hamt'I, The 
longest tncmberrl, ip ras that of the late killer- 
miu Alta, '--111t years, during uinn f which irc 
wits 't'bu-Chairman. The late Ald0rinaii IIuw- 
les Hill, the'itov, W. Wright, awl At,,, West. 
L, t .. ril " wenn on the lion d for 16 vrnr, i the ptc- 
lteut Clwl; msn sui bosh a lpetnlwr for » 
gate. Only tour inom}: cra 4R succession hMAo 
occupied this "hair, The 19 names iholude dtae 
of four (Stallard,, two fathh-t hiss two euer. 
The record-tai"iiu raembr-ri and otliahrt tu 
-. tiler-i, hold by Mr. CI. H. Mirilin, who b4A 
b. Ui traaiurer the Whole tiute, The IlaurJ halb 
had only two clerks--the lei- bit, F. h1araus, 
V010 was In Wee fot 124 yeat", end M r, F. T. , 
Apeckinan, who has worked with eun+tlut 
tca} aurl fidelity tot 194 years. 
The drhool Board justly claim to have l*cn 
the rtcaui of ldtiul; light, urd il'lc"re-t. 44, d 
artopathy into the lives t, f the try 1xoor, and 
of enoouregin and enabling their eh ld u tu 
"spiro to higher views of his and wurk. but 
the prow 1a of iearo, lull the ib, ert nta. tll of lasi- 
niw and itnerance Odell characterises tilt- lower 
strata of the populatiuu has not y& bevo fully 
rKuutplished, altitu, tgh eomethi, itt ha" lhwcu 
dono lowurd+ its al, ti i, ltn lat. Nu fur the board 
in their own epitrph leas a le! ". ey of work tu 
their luoci'yuts, 13n1 three has beult n eyiu- 
patlsolio ktispinietratiou. It l, an ioclttdcd a late 
for the 1'Ifnd and thp" dpa!, to, tic drfrrlivr will 
"phlcptie. CrowJiny the children 1111L) School, 
eud ei& uming ti, om wiitli nan, rn and (lilt, - and 
8gtrs, has hot been tilt, bo-ull mud and all of 
Illicit rrork, Such useful plinks as cuokLiy st, d 
needlewotit have bo., u muted . 
tu the thnco It's 
in the traihiLQ of the girls. Wuodk, ntk and 
other crafts have boot, in parted to tilt bEy+, 
Beyond thew, tho i. Utiing (ntlutntcn of music 
and literature have bore laeukht to bear upon 
titotu; and the principle, of thrift har,, twill In. 
oulcated in there early by tneaus of the pauuy 
bank. Litter day conditions of primary whools 
have been to remarknble aontrart to those i"l V 
or ? 0'sera ado. It to safe tp saT that ilia rot r 
ohlldron, mostly of Et. Audrew P, All 
? ain't', 
And at. Clemet)t's haue lleeb auhoolcd udder 
pleuanter aonditiona than they have bean 
homed. The teachers have hung pig suet in 
adufn the /shoos wa1L, nud luve Waned foliage 
yAWl to 11e wiwdona, w that ihr MC11641 We Of 
*I 
Ing a putt of th1A herir . 
With impf urtt 
1-lr, and thr pýtahliphrnettt of Loup It to k= 
arlou pArti of the t'tty, It as felt that there 
1 !, 146 teed for the contlnu neo of the Has: '", 
^, wnddcrfAkiug. Amen 091 the work har 
it c urr i an on a indch More limiteA scale. 
rig-w lip rioýl 1 ý41Y1,173,012 meals were 
)I ! ir l.. ( 
öitlkh 
1t. 95 here fret, ind volip, 
y cnmtribUtiunl stern rqovipod by the 13uaril 
uuntipg to £6ýi1 15a 6d., or the eupmtrf 61 
Into 
4tip yoMts Pi's privately mustnlwd, 
uud, rfhicli O&A ttdinlnlstored b7 
Mho (lurfui Ilse atknr eý of h#w 
of thr Head.. L ttvrl# ilia clerk 
ýoHWide for this wt+rk, 
ýýa 
ho 
IDl Uir dinJýer fund4 IJuuv Ad- 
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\ LOCAL NOTES. 
The V1tAraLlr review Of tl, r. wot{c of 
V4'or" 
cAt,, r School board, pre%euted on 
Monday, Is 
(prefaced by " list of cit izeus who 
have been 
netuber$ of that r<uthority. 
Th, Board hab 
rx4stcd 32 years-. t yelre with 
I tw'utbere and 
14 yeaie with it---fihd 44 gentlemen have shared 
,a the dlrecciou of i+. work. 
This gives an 
, c, eradr 61 
6etw'ien ell and even years' servi4e 
pt r nlalnber, elt a little more 
t! an tvvo Li ant idl 
terms edah. Evidently the Board has been well 
chosen £hd the city . atish4d with 
Its work. The 
longest term is dredAted to that vltersn Liberal, 
Mr. J. P'. Airey, who lerved it earn. Aldet" 




the Rev. W. Wright ereb served 11 years. 
Tile 
present chairman, Colonel Albert Webb, has 
put in 191 years' work, eleven ºs chairman-a 
Wiking tribute to bit reputation and capacity 
i0 edtwatieniat. The auacwirc thalrmen have 
been Mr. U. W. ilastib/+, 1871.83; Alder-inan 
ttowler Hill, 1883-181It Mr. Martin Curtlet, 
18331/V4; Colonel Webb, 1892.1003.01 the 
officials Mr. (i. fol. Martin, treasurer, has Acted 
over singe the formatloif of the 
board; Mr. 1. 
T. Apaotntan, the very afltoient clerk, has spent 
tneutt years In that position, hiving succeeded 
the first llltrk, Mc, F. Jdar'aue, in 1803. 
When the Board sann Into lalst. enoa tb. re 
were nhdet inspection 11 Nboolt of 22 depart' 
nuts, with eocommoddtlon for 4,072 aaholars" 
The dty now include% 17 eobool$ of 41 depart. 
m+nt+t with pi st for410 pupil&, and a slat 
Of 963 teachers. In 18T1 there were other tier 
etuntary shodle not usdor tllivernmebt oars 
*high were regarded no e8leient y the hoard. 
Those Included the Tilde Ilchool In Silver street, 
Bishop Lloyd's lindowod Robool Ih the Trinity, 
LotbeauWr Chapel Infant S hoof, Friar street 
Infant School, and the devorneide Bagged 
School. The last mentioned was a wooden elruo- 
iure With Mud riot, formerly used at a floating 
chapel. All these inetttutione fell Into disuse 
" as the hatter tisane of tealinng in the eis' 
teestur Nkools began to be realised. " there 
acre thud altogether 4,118A. school plates jr, Wor- 
sester, dad 6,119 sehelirs to be educated. A 
eenºu r -sewed 1 h- 7S3 children Rare " snttraly 
out ,( "vbool. " 7"'. ti'fiolenoy Was eupplled bj 
the e, eo: sun of ' -erd" ^4hool ! a' NYUn I. 
Lane. "loo of. er Aoerd tleheol, " s& the 
ori/-na: cirAft u` t., '-i, - r ') . ^, ew, - ýe": ea 
Nary, baesdae the rnana5ert alt Oo'untary Schorle, 
with con n anda'llt tv °e opir+;. nave t: c;! : ro 
ciefpll fretöl Nma (c t'ýnr as the orowiv$ avail 
of (ho eil' have . '?, jrx. detl it. " n'he 7! ftOrý o 
denontinttbeal managers disinterestedly hasten-1I 
lime to ': U110 anti eniPree 14)10018 in ort'e'. 1t' viva 
the pubilo puts will not edify the bistotian, f6f 
tb' ponoage teat . 
'stilalt by the Board. Thir is 
well, for e stntempnl carried it %uggestlon at 
ooutreveray, and, molest. ', "light Lave been 
dieeuunted when ; h, rWNorle Oil the character 
Nut ad. ouaey of ao'r; u puttlone of llu- ° provfslon" 
in yueeÜon cams, to be ascertained by the d1a' 
ueesfooltte Adueption authorlIg bf the city. 
Among oth. r esidgno., of progress the  g" 
at "hteM Children at, pei milted tu teare r h, o) 
may be fluted. At Diet yeawgeteir were liber- 
ated at the ag. of tar, on pawing the Afth 
standard. Now they must attend school till 
fourteen. wtlc, a they eßt pai% the labour certilt. 
cate eY& . 
ination Iii th. . iah standard, fat 
which they are eltalbie at twelve years, out 
the toot I. still In the Three A 'o. Houle Jai we 
shall aaa, tteu to lie tact that every child 
Iv, ace. ce acuiu. '. s for dotiig good wtfrk with 
ht" i. r li*od, of which uiee can be made In 
the geuerai IbLetl"it, dud we shall tea -h and teat 
ac cordintly. The avsrge at landau e of cull,,. 
ten bas Increased f um 9, MV in 1871 to 7,121 in 
1901, lba petcattlage of gtrregt, attrndaice to 
popttlatlOt being advanced from 1 to 1 The 
ratio if ddldreu ctl the bockt to population is 
3 per true . mote than the average ett -ndanco uowi but It was 4 pýrýaunt. tnere In 1ý1 and 5 
Pet coot. mots in 
M. 
so that there hu been 
As pointing to ot» diteetlen it whha the uew 
authority nruft Mt to werk, we . obeer, that Use 
sebool aoootaw0Aatioa Jot bola only eiiceeds 
the ttumbet on the b. o . by 14 plºoee and the 
average attendance by 1! 1 ¢Iaees. Watoaster 
boys, ilurefor64 attend school eagularly and will 
gqulle turebsr provislbn at an early date. It 
is gtlfying to loam that the densra1 beait. b 
of the ablldrsn was better lest pear . h& it has 
been ºuton the f01 reeords o( atrtknosa ha 5 
been, kapk. On" auhool, however, s-eº clo"4 
owing to the prevelenoc of ererbt (ever, ant 
three other aehools so udfors6 es regarü atten4" 
dace as to warrant a oenhö for the idewis 
grant. It wad stated W ma pears ago 
tt 
the 
Board Aol col wad the only el. e. ittsry" schoal 
in the city Which had . lever heal elooad through 
the pvcvalence of liar ltlfcetlu"s disease. Tbw 
renort does not state whether this Teeoral id 
mainteiued. It it it, the supposed red*ous of 
iuuu"ntita lu tha ossa of a toh<ol plaoed hi a 
slew district and attendel by the poorest wouil 
be worth bea4ng. 
A great deal -of Inforn', st11n likely to be help. 
! u! Es the meutbers of the slew anthotity is 
given, rogatding the subjects Iýtylht and the 
torah- 4' manageuu. "'t "nie %dn, inlstrRtior. At 
the end of a businetsllke perayrap4 aluut gifte 
of "ood and c! e0irlr to, lie to acholare by tueane 
of ±oluntary roniributious during pait s! the 
22serd's Astor*, the fo1105ttg asuteres appearst 
" Aa eauk eueceediur year Comes rouwk 
th, tý tt 1% tt"r rn' the of v. gnar't "a eel ly to 
be dealt With and relieved, if the beat neaults 
in Y'hoo! Work are to be obtalnsd from We 
underfed ehildre! whom to hts boon fhe 
prltilkQe of the School Hoanl to educate. " 
°'I' eobfe ideal hinted at in these ! list phrases 
hr+, we believe, inspired the most active atem- 
uc; % ^' t" 1-pool ! %JaClI thCOuQ hau' Its history, 
T'aeia is little doubt that it will be pecpcluated, 
iu. 1'lorr+e! r" it all avant., 'mdev the new 
stetem. $uah eltildren as the report refers to 
ale *. he weakest link it the ohaitu of society To 
streuytheu that Zink co that it ehall Lear the 
strain of proyraea is a wo1Je of self"prvs, : vatioe 
on the part of th, " cornmunit7 no less thou a 
work of pat! totiau of r"ti? top. 
2R9 
Iaflü Vinto 
WFDXBBDAY, MILUAHY 95th, 1901L 
We harre referred 1A Npneee ortnM reason 
Weneatt eta the edit lobed heard. Tb4 roaiwt' 
on ist beau thol of the tnlaority-attest ooc1 
Iloaal polling teats. , 
but aom" diaoordwoo has 
from Umo t4l time be" reported. At the mesh 
frig look Monday obloetioo was made to i phelae 
In the ragro. t. which recorded that rho monsoon 
of voluntary aohoola had " with oomraendaLl" 
pYb11o spirit" made provision so that the Bo" 
Clad not been obliged to erect snots, aehoola. 
The words were wholly justifiable, but they 
were ittuck out. The Chairman said it was 
rather a comment than a stetemeni of tank, 
We cannot agree with hire, for there is ample 
evidence of public spirit, lt Nonuonformisto 
hei made similar provision, would they not 
have claimod re ' Ttition of pub)ia epiritt The 
Church is national in name and in fact. its 
ministrations are o'er a. li the land and are free 
to 1111 ciwrre of tin people. What it done by 
Churchmen for the Church ii dbno for the 
public; thrteh. re with public spirit. It it be 
done for the strength of the (atutoh it is done 
for the poeple'e good ; for what does the t'hutch 
work for it not for the ci. mmon weal? What; is 
the Mitch if not a spiritual government for 
the pcop! e, atro heetowing a vast temporal bene. 
ßt? The greatest part of eclucatioo In every 
Church rchonl is in secular ,, ubjeats, and it fits 
boys and girl. to be working men and Wehten, 
having their parts la a Rood oitisonship. This 
to public spirit I and tatepayere who have saved 





The . burials members of Worcester dolulol 
Board are wiser t6 as their advocate. AiretNy 
this Chuümºsu sugxeV 1 the bualuess-Ilke EM- 
bincticlu between " ooo»uwl  and" 11 istabtnwtt 
of fact, " C 40Y perceived that tlw re- 
oeark obaart t. tw I. piblie spirit" of 
bbe ClºYrar party was kilaippropeist4e is 
an otnoial r c, rt. It rsaemlilod ' self-priW, " 
and was not likely to reoomnbend them to the 
oitisener who prefer to be left to eharaotetise 
policy as they think At. A report of Ibis kind 
should be a report and jet a eulogy of those 
who are rasprnatble for It. It was euotigh to 
My that this Church party provided sudtcient 
aceonuuudati tto meet the demands of the 
authorities. 
When 
ncotives are reforred to Users 
it an openini for crltiviam. The "spirit" ustu- 
ating th' lenominationalMta was "public" if 
that quality Is contrastwil with what Is inertly 
private. Ant however, a substantial minority at 
the citizens "greed wbl what was doua and 
opposed it, the "spirit" was not public spirit 
a" nrubracing the whole publie In Its constituency, 
but party npirlt 'inc. ýit was designed to secure 
exclusive advantages to a motion. Perhope the 
ä"1441 trrr'ty believed that kt Ohaaupioning de- 
hominalloual Und priontely mane. -c"d it against 
publiclyoentrolled schools It was doing the best 
thing even for those who objected to t1ºat 
course. It. is noose ary to assume this it a 
Church adroeato is rightly to speak of this. 
Church party's "public spirit. " lint [iL, asel3 
the saun, ntitive Rau asoriheri to reJl; toes r rso. 
Guturs in old ! Wist They tos lured h, "rutic. . 
itb 
cri much gusto as denominationaiepi have oast. fnte-d In "dishing" thiý Noheorrtormlis end In 
securin4 seetatlan control of the echoolm at a 
tomperaLively trifling coil, and they did no with 
t>trbUc spirit oI thn apere t3ype, but tor the 
Victims eternal Yrolferr. 
APPENDIX XII 





LITEIIARY AND SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTION, 
ESTABLISHED 1829. 
THE object of this Institution is the Diffusion of Useful Literary and Scientific Information 
among the Industrious Classes of the Community ; and the means used for the attainment of this 
object, are, the establishment of a Library, a Reading Room, a Lecture Room, and Classes for 
Mutual Instruction. Polemics and Politics arc totally excluded. 
V, ttr011N. 
'i'IIE RIGHT IION. LORI) LYTITLTON. 
SIIt CIIRISTOI'II1 11 S I)NIT SAII'1'II, BART. 
'1'IIOS. 11. IIAS'1'INGS D. 1VIES, Esu, M. 11. 
1Jrcoibcnt. 
RICHARD SPOONER, Lw. 
7itr43 mtbcttto. 
S. W. MURI: S, ESQ. AIR. 1V. HILL. 
. omntittcc. 
JOHN BRADLEY, JUN. Esq. 
11fa. BI flBS 
TIIOS. CARDEN, JUN. Esq. 
D. CO1tB I', Esu. 
Alit. WrITRELL, SEN. 
ROBERT (iILLAII, Esq. 




AIR. AV. HILL. 
Mn. MIXFORD 
Mn. MARTIN 
Mn. R. I'ItOSSER 
Mn. JULIUS I'Ulil'IIREY 
Mn. PAIAMORU 
Mn. SINGLETON, SEN. 
Alte. SINGLETON, JUN. 
Mn. E. L. WILLIAMS 
11In. WHITING 
ttttt(UiC$. 
AIR. EDl1'IN LEES. Mit. WILLIAM SALMON. 
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE, 
TREAD AT A GENERAL MEETING IN THE GITJLDJLI ; I,, 
MARCH 2nd, 71829. 
IN reporting the progress which has been made towards the cstahlisluuent of this lustiUrtion, your Committee ntG"r their 
congratulations on the success which has attended their efforts. At the General Mectiog bold in the (iuildlutll, on the Wit 
ult. it w, ty announced that Sir Christopher Sydney Smitlr, Bart, Chairrn n of the (harter Bestions, and ('l, t. I), virn, one of 
our Ci: y representatives, had honoured the institution by enrolling thenrsclves at, Patrons; and it is with great pleasure 
that your Committee have to add the triune of the Right lion. Lord 1, vttelton. 
After the l. r, t General ]fleeting, your Committee lost no time in m., l, iný enquiries for rooms snital, lr" for the pnrpo, es of 
the [nstitutrnn ; but they regret to state, that no offer has yet her n made, which they have deemed it advisat ii In acn, lit, 
l; nwillinq, l, grwcver, to delay the opening of the Institution, your committee have, for till- t, "mpor: u'v accnuanndatiuu of' 
the V. "w1, er,, Liken, upon very moderate terms, apartments in the Corn-market ; wh; cli they will be ; rt lilt it% to qui1. 
at ,t very slm"t notice, should a more eligible offer present 
it,. elf, A Sub-committee has twen nppointerl, lit I. rornre, ;: s 
early as pn-iblt, a suite of noes capable of icing used for the pill-poses of the Library, Ilse Rending komm, and fill' Lion 
delivcry of Lectures. 
Altho: rrh the latter object cannot Iss attained on the premises which your Committee have for the prr, ent eniraevil, there 
appear to I,,. no obstacle to prevent the opening of the Library and tit. Rcadinp Room. Your (: oInniittr r, I r, vm: mault. n 
, wit-etinn of useful and Scientitic Books, drawn up the requLttions net essary for the wnun, "rment of thi" Libr; u"v and Itvad- 
i, rr itun,, and taken the mcaim-es requisite for their imrue: liatc opening, ha 'e now till, pleati: n"e oil niu, nonrinur that a 
culler ti., n of al+ove 21)0 books, (including, all the publications of the Society for the Diffusion of Usefol Knolls it. Igc, ) will be 
open: .1 for the use of the 11[rnrbers, on the evening of Tuesday the I(. t: r Inst. Your Co: nu: itter Irrt.,, tit' Irres "ut u, r[srtn- 
nity of rcturuing thanks to those Gentlemen', who have liberally presented to the Just itution, veu"i, tus hcir"utilic 
and interesting works; an example nhich they trust will be generously followed by At friends to the iliso-rminntinn of 
knot htilre, and the progress of intellectual acquirement. 
Anxious not only, to proutote the present welfare, but to secure as far as possible, the permanency of flat- institution, 
your Committee bane drawn up a coil, ' of laws, and it will be seen that every attention has hcrn paid to tim , 
just right, of 
all tier : Armhers, and to Ilww promotion of harmony and concord throughout all tine d, "pm"tm eta, of the Institution. On 
the principle that it division nI Iabuur would not only accelerate the operations of your I ntuwati c, but would also ensure 
a wudh more accurate and dilivent performance of their duties, three Sub-committees have be-_-n :. i painted, rauh consisting 
of G. u:: ndis ideals. 'I"lle l'iu. tr. ce Committee will regulate all payments on account of tl e institution. The Library ('nw- 
, nitrrc %r ill have the care ui Else tookx, and tire sch-4 tiun, (subject to Oil- decision of the Grn: "ral Committee,, of ., ach 
Works is it tnuy he n, "cr"ssa ry, from lime to lime, to add to he Library. The rare of fill- Philosophical Apparatus and of 
tIn ['urniture of tine V-lmns, will c--1: ', e t! re ntt, "ntiun of the t: ird tint, -rowwittce. 
In r"nn<lueion, your Ct, nmitt. c have to stat., that 152 names have beta eoterr'd it till, office of the Secretaries, and that 
2,1 if then, L., ve: m, ounccd t!: rir inl, ":. tine of becoming lfonorary Men-l, t'r Con. ideringthcnhortucssuftlu"time since the 
intention of c, txl, lish-nc thi, Institution was first announced tu tlu" public, : 11,11 hors' little ra, "rtiun has breit ui; ule in can- 
for nrv: nh'rs, your (onunitu e c; wuut but offer their must , or dual ronl; rallolat aus on the flattering prospects of 
the In, titotinn,; :. n. l white try . , u! "vuur tu, perfunu the duties rtli, in rtc, uhr upon Ilu umrares with , lilig -tree, with fidel- 
ity, and with persever. utn, ", tit y tins Ii,: rt their ctfurts will tie prou, ptly supm: rtenl InN the In urruus : rid (if it liberal public, 
:. ud by line I, r. u th" cu-7,1wrvuin:, or c- 1% to no friend to , ch"utitic resu rl', It aid )-out" inipruvcwcol. 
4--ý 
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that they should be scattered and isolated as at the pro. 
sent time. (Hear, hear. ) He drew attention to the 
Ppeech delivered on the previous day at Birmingham by 
Sir J. Lubbock, whose opinion it was that they had now 
to make their choice between science and suffering. He 
thought nothing of more impoctanco bad ever been 
brought before the citizens. Thero had been no move. 
meat within his memory to which he could give more 
cheerful, ready, and cordial assistance. 
Mr. T. R. 11ILL supported the motion. The present 
movement ba-l grown out of the success of. those 
institutions they had already in operation. It was no 
novelty. People said at one time, "What is the use of 
establishing a free library; nobody will read your 
books. " The history of the last few years had given 
an abundant answer to that, and had shown that the 
library had been the means of increasing the reading habits of the citizens. As to the School of Art there 
were gentlemen present who knew more than he did 
that the training which had been given to 
students 'at that school had proved of ex. 
treme value and importance to the manufactures 
of the pity. The recent commission on technical educa- 
tion had clearly shown, that in England lese attention 
was being paid to technical education than in any other 
country in Europe. France and Germany in that 
respect were leaving them in the lurch. Competition 
with foreign nations was sharp and severe now, and 
was likely to become more intense ; and that could only be met by English artisans having a training at least as 
good as artisans abroad which would enable English 
manufacturers to produce works with a hope of success 
in the competition. He'did nut know how that could 
be accomplished except by schools suoh'as that now 
proposed. Such schools had been a great success in 
other countries and In other towns in our own country. 
He believed the citizens would rejoice in an opportunity 
of putting themselves abreast in this matter with the' 
beet methods that would keep up the manufactures of 
this country in point of superiority, so that England 
might not be left in the urch in the race of competition 
which was intensifying around them.. (Applause).  
Mr. Eaontx said they could not do better than take 
occasion by the hand, as means and appliances seemed 
almost ready made for them. Itoforring to the subject 
of corporate control, no one, lie said, c; tnld be a. greater 
admirer than he was of municipal institutioue. - ITbcry 
ware the malt of our English life; and having been nine 
years in Worcestor he did not believed there was a city 
in Ungland in which,. for its size, the municipal 
spirit burned more intensely or where the work of 
the city was better done. -Ile supposed the body 
by which the combined institutions would, eventually 
be controlled would consist of members of the Town 
Council and other elements, representing science and 
literature and everything connected with art and the 
various. industries of the city. He withed'to address a few words to, them upon secondary education and 
literature.; Far be it for him to say that tho'eeaondnry 
education of Worcester was, not what it ought, to be. 
He had no reacon to believe that was the case;; but he 
had no doubt that In Worcester, as every- 
where, it could be -very much improved. The 
great thing to be guarded against was to 
attempt' to give everyone _a kind of encyclopwio, 
smattering of everything. They wanted not that 
everybody should know everything, but that everybody. 
should have a chance of knowing somethin wortli 
knowing. (Applause. ).; The men who failed in life 
wore'thoso who found nothing in their youth which 
interested thou. For-that reason secondary education 
" should'"embrace a. wide anti varied curriculum, so that 
all minds might ' fiiiä " something germane *, as it 
were to their nature., -- It was desirable that, every 
boy and girl should i have a, chance of. gettir.. to 
the 
, 
highest rung, of the ladder if possible. 
Thero were not manywha could brcak, thron;, h birth's 
invidious bar, " but there were several' w-ho might rise 
to a groat height and boot great 'usc in-various ways to 
society. He knew many young men in Manchester wh4 
got what chance they could from mechanics' iustitutci 
and Owen's College who has now reached vary goo, 
positions in society, not only where they were well-to. 
do, but whore they were useful and hiphlp re. peetedý 
(Applause. ) One word for literature "'ft fýappenod to be thwt which to himself had been. evErythins ; and be 
believed that " it would' bays. to' be mocked after 
and helped if it oral . nob- to. be ehouldered " out by 
Mienoe, . 
Science had become u practical rneeossityand 
did not need pstroaising. But literatera came in at a 
point whc: a acieaeö'conld do nothing for them. ', There 
was ono thing that remans ha-2 noveie been able' ro do. 
It caulH to them, nothing of the eout an' nothiag. of 
the feelings of man; anti it wem jgat wl ere science 
Iailed that literature came in with its go'de: r key and Zincked 
the whole past, with "words that burn'aud- 
thoaghts that bret. the, " inspirhig them to lea i eovie- 
thin; of the honourable and noutel and nneelfi_ah Iiaes 
, 
that bad been lived 
, 
by ot. ncrs' 'Legere, . thoiu: (AGi JtiL9A. 1 .". ''. ' 
L`. a on CYe? oheoit alau-'spoke in support'of the 
'motice. j; hen be reeeiv&i the Unyur a invitation and ' 
road the tehe-mo conceived in auch a: Iarga'uyd i: beral 
! s}Lit, he Nt that rn coming to Worcester be had indeed 
Son-wo e citizen of : 'o -mesa city. There were two,. 
.: 
em3uns why an iuore ea of technical bdaoation Keemed 
, to hire specially valuable. First of all the 
object of technical education was to do away 
with the distinction between the craftsman aua the artist. The development of modern industry 
had unhappily severed the two spheres of work. It was 
most desirable that they should do all they could to 
bridge ove that guiph, which destroyed the pleasure 
of the workman and the valuo of the thing produced. 
. 
(Bear, hoar. ) Nothing that was of real permanent 
intrinsic value to mankind could possibly live unless it 
told on the face of it the story of an intelligent and 
thoughtful mind. The qualities that gave value to any 
work ahatevor were really the intellectual and moral 
qualities of the person that had made it. They looked 
upon thiep, +nat were made by machinery without much 
pleasure ; btt those things which told them of the work 
of the artisan were always precious. The artistic 
qualities of Englishmen ought to xaAk very high. 
They had ranked high in past times. Living in Won' 
caster they were surrounded by the testimonies existing 
of the artistic skill of those who went before them, 
Probably no artistic work had ever been done that was 
equal to the architecture of the English people. It 
was quite enrprisinF when they considered that before 
the coming of-the Normans the English knew nothing 
about architecture at all. The Normans introduogd 
their own style, and it was amazing with what rapidity 
the English caught up the style, and carried it on and 
developed it, as might be seen in 'V oroester Cathedral 
and ran through rll the facts in architectural work, all 
within the pc. iod of a century. They did it because 
they thoroughly enjoyed it. It was desirable 
they should bring back that state of thisga 
when the craftsman and artist were combined, ' 
and when the man who worked took plensura 
in his work ; and did not fling down his chisel, no 
matter what part of his work be might have reached. because the bell rang for his dinner hour. (Laughter 
and hear, bear. ) lie worked, and rejoiced in his 
work. There was something pathetic in the pitiless. 
news of our modern industrial civilisation. It was 
exceedingly pitiless in the way in which it had done 
so much to destroy the possibility of such a life as he 
had mentioned. Now that might be necessary; 
'but the labour, the feeling 'of oppression, might 
be greatly diminished if some intelligence was 
applied to the work. The man who worked intolli" 
gaptly, who thought about what he was doing, might 
learn, however slight the work might be, to take 
pleasure in doing it, and might restore some of those 
elements öf delight which modern industry had unfor" 
'tunatsly removed. (Applause. ) They were doing a 
great moral work if they tried to restore the fooling of 
pleasure in the doing of the dj ily task, and he thought 
by means of an Increase of technical education they 
would very largely succeed in that result. lie did not 
wish, he would never wish to plead for any scheme 
merely on the ground of its material advantages. Ho 
did not think they would raise much enthusiasm for 
, 
technical education among the working classes if they 
merely told them that such education would enable 
them to earn more money; but if they convinced them 
that such education would make their lives happier ae'l 
their work more enjoyable, he believed they would 
awaken a hearty response and a hearty enthusiasm. 
alle believed working men would bail any increase of 
their technical education if it were shown that thereby 
they were qualifying themselves to take a pleasure in 
the facts of theirorlinary occupations. (Applanse). 
The MAYOR, in putting the resolution, said those 
associntod4in this movement believed the present time 
was extremely opportune, because it they lost the 
. present opportunity to erect this central building. and 
a soparato science school should be erected and the 
additions which wore necessary should be made to the Public Library and, Illnsoum, they could not then with 
-any confidence appeal for contributions towards an art 
gallery and museum for local art. That was an import. 
ant reason vvliy they should press upon the citizens of Worcester to avail themselves of the present opportn" 
pity. (Ifear, hear. ) 
The resolution was unanimously carried, 
The DRAY moved "That this raoetiog oordially 
approvea of the resolution to be submitted to the 
Town Council at its next meeting for the estab". 
hshment of a central institution ender " corporate' 
control, combining the most etiicic"nt aide for- the pro. 
motion of literature, science; and art, and the progress 
of tn, zhnioat knowledge, and recommend such resolution to the favonratlo consideration of the Council, and trusts it way be carried into practical effect. " They 
had a great advantage in Wcrcostor in the variety of 
occupations provided for the citirens. " `(Applaaao. ) It bad been said that if a wall were built round 
Worcestershire they Could. Produce everything` 
for, their" ow'ft. use.. ' That variety of team, 
respout, 
that in timer; 5ýý'"ý'prý3srou Wehester did not suII'or eq 
nnoh as, tunny chi't' F1, tcdP. booans, ý jt was not liköly 
thi. t all branches of 1t" manufnctnro would bo dcpros., q. j` 
at the samrn time. lie , en, arked o't the bbrd coaditivnv 
of 
the 
1aho ring classes on thf+ vontirnnt. n" nomparg: f 
with what existed in this count? y: "2bi"'ari tlýe}'ý 
trial classes lived less comfortably sus workodi1ik; ro hours for lower wages than wcro obtained in Englan4. 
Entlieh workin, non, however, could not maintain 
their aupcriir position if their prudueta' wore forced out 
of the market by fore ; in competition ; and ' what they 
II; - wand to enable them to meet that competition saocoas- 1nüy, tvna a thoroughly gdod education for their work. 
ing men. That he believed would bo the result of the 
pr pnt schema . 
He agreed that they ohouki strongly 
pres4 "upuu. the 
Town Council the importanco; of carry- 
nR out, tba work. He hoped the Council would not 
withhold any part of the sum which Mr. Corbett had 
shown to bent their disposal. They could spon: t very 
prott%bly. Ell the money they might obtain, in improve 
tog he lzhary and muaouth, and if possible in founding 
eclwinrehipe. 
lit'. R. WV.. DINNS seconded. SpealSing of tbo advance 
of technical education suroad, he said it had been bis 
'privilege for the last thirty years to have studied 
nearly all the exhibitions of Europe, and he Lad 
watched them with con4derablo anxiety. The English 
hat mprovei in art, while their foreign competitors had 
improved 
in mannfucturo to such a degree 
as toýýýlc eel tu many oepartmente. This be espeoialJI, 
auarki! dl at the s ntnerp exhibition, from whiuh 
be had 
rocenlly returned. Us found in Austria partioulerl a 
aondprful improvement. In porcelain 'and other 
belnohea of industry they were copying English models 
and sending thorn into the market at reduced prices, 
tndet the conditions as to labodr to which 
the Penn h: eJ referred. If they did not 
keft 
pace with the technical education carried on 
abroad the Lrglish would certainly lose their own. 
Its ltesrtily n; 'proved of the means suggested. The 
ScLodl of Art Committee were willing to do all they 
soul: in the mnttir by giving up their control over the 
ache, to th+ Corporation in r''io hope that they might 
t iucitd the people to a more general interest. (Herr, haar. ) 
Caüon DMELVILun euFportod. Two questions which 
R en! beenpying a rood 'ler. 1 of attention at the present 
we, -* oontral or tonal authority and management, ( 
and l od acation. He he pe. tüat in carrying out 
the project which warn before them that evoulo 
they would give an illustration of a" form of local 
r ruanegernent for the advantage of the community. An 
to education he beliovod there was not merely a want 
of odcatioa but a growing doairo for it ;a desire that 
it shbuld be recreative, that it should Increase the 
ictellgoowe, that it should have a practical application., 
Thou, he thought, woo the throe points which the pro.. 
poae4 institntiona would bring into practical experience. 
Thoy{wore meeting one of those aepiratiors or determi. 
5 
na, tiots which would aoonor or later coma before 
thein., as one of the groat policies for outtlmnont in the "1 faturp government of this country. It* knew nothing 
Whic required greater and more far"ronohing delibera- 
tion 
than 
to grass this question before it could. be 
. 4ottla1. 
In advancing the recreative and intelligent And 
Practycal experimental ospauity applied to the industries. 
of the country throngh the community, aA largos they 
were going su, nothiug to make more secure that Rrow6 
of p litioal power on which they looked now,, It 
nit . ith apprehension, at 
least with some anxiety. 
jf 
'hoy were doing something they hoped tu' increase the 
Wunder of those of whom it might be said, "They 
live 
moat vho think most, who feel most nobly, and who'aot boat, (Applause. ) 
Al Dnewxa also spoke to the resolution and, 
erpresad a belief founded on considerable osperlppgo, . that a desire for scientific and teohnical. inatrautlp4; lo'üe 
iucressivvg in Worcester. "ý'' ." 
Th proposition 'was carried. ý' DIr DIc' saaH'r moved that the citizen, preaon6`: e 
4 constituted a committee with poser to ad1 to I, OR 
tmmtjor, for the furtherance of the propos, stbpfdralthe 
Connpil. Its spoke as an employer of laubnrwittho 
reedtihioh existed for something to etimnlate. yona8' 
men £ the search of intellectual culture anal a rualiont'on 
of a l4 her es timato of their neveral ooouratiene. -Thair 
young men needed infused into their uüads a loftier 
aa+bitirion to excel in that which constituted thnir`tiotk 
s in lifq. He trusted that with the narr; inü daä, OP this 
aoherfle they would nee a higher de ree, of tho04ticnt 
know"odgoand amuch more advaueuddogrooof tCohviIoal 
skill (ban hariyot boon attained. ", i"' ' Nrl Lxxrsr DAY seeonded. " Iloboliosclilpmovoo- meat' it nuooeeefal, would brin3 to light much artietle 
taIenl which was nerv Intent in this district., 
The motion was carried. 
bfrl %ti'1LLisx30 r propeeod, and Me Kht: "J7ZiEý+1`C3S' 
34j . 11,0d, the appointment of a sub"oommttted 
for' 
taking practical ntLpe to give erect to the previous 
re oletiona ; which was agreed to. ()a'tho motion of Air. S. i ournAt. L, neeordod by Mi. 
ýVAxrsrr Tuen, bfebers. C. It. Downes an: Llatry Day.. 
were =nminatud honorary snurotiri^, s to . he eotnmltttc; ' 
and r fervuae was made to the valuubIo . orvioes wich Loth gentlemen had ruuderod to similar tuovomonte in 
the peat. 
A Vote cl 'hems hnvinlc been accorded to On Major 
Oil " 
the proposition of the fur.. Hon. H. I? ovor, Le, 
seconded by Mr. Davao, the Mayos, in vc+pnnte, said 
the uiscovety of the fact, that the Io vers of the Ilridgo 
Trnjd iegrlsy rceeod some years age, +n i"cl: a(, gnonco of 
vhk't{ thu. c, 7, Go7 mentioned b; Mr. Corhatt held became 
avail bla, was due to the Town Clerk rSa S. ä+ath*ll)., 
the gombi". +ai irstitutinus, wbun ost4tlinked, would be 
cvo: p ud au the Public Library and 11LtsCuut now wore. F7 
alcommittee, compose l partly of muvib. rr of the 
't'own Council and partly of gontltoiroo rlcotal fro' 
autelJo that body. 
The mooting then concluded. 
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fl, eritral.. Institution 
For Secondary and Technical Education. 
-_ 
: "eeeeeeeeeeseeeceeeeeeaeceaeceeeoeeeee 
The Citizens will shortly be called upon to express in public meeting 
th"Al" opillion . rpon this proposal. 
It is propu:; ed to bring, together, in a central building, under Corporation 
control, u the Public Library and Museum and School of, Art, together with a 
Schohl, of Science and of Technical Education and a Public Art Gallery. 
This proposal is necessary because the various institutions ate all designed 
f,, r the wine end, and can do their work better and in a cheaper manner under 
one management than under many ; because it follows the best models in the 
-. v6rld ; because America, France and Germany are adopting it in all their large 
towns, and their people will have great advantages over ours if we do not arm 
oursOves in the same way. 
{; ommon sense and common knowledge go to prove that an united insti- 
tution c in . cjo more good at a given cost 
than cvcral small Institutions 
actini; apart from, and independent of each other. Consolidation is strength 
and efficiency. 
The Corporation have now the opportunity, which may never recur, of 
becoming the governing body of the Schools of Art and Science. The ex- 
isting system of Art Schools is formally condemned in the report of the Royal 
Uo., nnt; ssior on 't'echnical Education, and these schools will only confer the 
benefits they were meant to confer when thc}" are placed under public control. 
Unless Worcester provides for its pupttlation all the f cilitics pus csscd by 
the most advanced towns in England, we must expect stagnation and decline 
in 1hcr manufacturing position. '. 
A cential Institution for secondary and technical educ Lion \\ill connect 
the Flementary Schools and the Universities. Elementary education by itself 
is OOIV a Comparative benefit. It needs completion. 't'his Institution will 
affc-, "d the mear: s of completion. 1', will, under 'vi, e direction, become to 
11 crces; ý: r rriýat the Mason College is to liirmingharn, what the Vorkshire 
College i-. to Leeds 
[2 
Such an Institution will make'Xoicester a completely equil]l, ed education- 
al centre. Such a centre: will attract residents, to the lasting advantage of the 
Citi ens. It xill encour tge and foster inventiveness and design, on the 
develop- ent of NN-l, cch our very life as a manufacturing city must depend. 
Thu Public Library has been so successful, that the present building is 
too S1i]a; . 
Any enlargement would be costly and unsatislactury, and 
necessitate the destruction of e>. istinc buildings. 
I ne present '". fuseun] Building is much too small, and cannot be enlarged. 
Hundreds of Specimens cannot he exhibited, owing to want of space. 
The present `, pool of Art is a separate building under private mina; ge- 
ment. Local manufacturers complain that it is too much a School of thawing, 
and too little a School of Design ; and they ask for Corporation control in 
order that the n.. inagen]ent may he more fully directed to the interests of local 
rnanzifact ures. 
1: 'orcester at present has no public School of Science, or of 't'echnical 
Education, and our local manuIhctures suffer from the absence of scientific 
training in those cnti. lged in them. 
At 1u ent, Worcester has no public. Art Gallery. The experience of 
other to,. wns shows, that where a building is provided by the Corporation, 
pictures are freely given by private persons. 
It has been ascertained that a suitable building for all these purposes 
could be built for l13, ooo, and that a central site could be bought 
for ; 63,500. 
Tow rd>: this, about / r, 5oo can he obtained from various sources. 
The l rc ent I ibrar', ' L'nildiu1g (Which was bought by private 
ubscrihiion) can he sold for at least ... ... .. 
'3.5oo 
The Committee of the School of Art will give their building 
estimated to sell for over ... t, 3oo 
urant can he ootaine l t: cml the A1'urcestershire 1? xhibition 
Furu1 of ... ... ... 
Goo 
1n ther grant can he had from the Science and Art 
I )elcartinent of ... ... ... ... ... 750 
Subscriptions have been promised towards the School of 
Science, mn, uunting to ... ... ... ... ... 1,000 
lt is intcn,;:; cl to raise by , ubs: riptio! n a further sum of ... . 1,000 
\!:: ': a'teet !. ýr uý r fi1 1.35o 
[3] 
The citizens are asked to supplement these sums by a vote of f 7, C, 00, 
not one: henna; of which would come out of the rates. 'l'he whole 
is proposed 
to be taken from funds to which no livinf, citizen over contributed one 
farthing. The citizens lýoýsess money (called enfran<i? isc, nent money), which, 
by law, they are required to invest in land. They are asked tco use £3,500 of 
this in buying land in a central situation as a site for the new building ; land 
which would always keep its value, and be a good investment. 
Another fund of nearly -1-4,000 has been produced 
by the accumulation 
during the past century, at compound interest, of the surplus rents of on, e 
property adjoining Worcester Bridge. Instead of continuing the accu- 
mulation of this fund für another century, it 
is proltos; 4i to apply Z3,500 out 
of it towards the new building. 
In this way, by the investment in the new building of £3,500, Which has 
hitherto done no good to any one, the Citizens will ac(l; iire a building worth 
f i5,000; the balance of the cost coming from properties and f raids to which 
they have not contributed and which they cannot touch. They will l; et 
fourfi)ld N aloe for the money invested, and the erection of the huilding will final' 
work for the unemployed in the building trades ; and indirectly 
benefit all the 
tradesmen in the City. 
One great improvement leads to others. The impetus given by public, 
will he followed by private enterprise, and trade will be largely benefited by the 
:; access of this great design. 
It cannot he too clearly understood that the Citizens are not asked to l; ise 
anYthing out of the rates, and that, at the ,, resent time (owing to the construction 
put upon a raint Rating Act), they arc not even paying to the Library the 
full rate of Oste Penny in the fý which they intended and desired to give, when 
the libraries Acts were adopted. A penny in the L upon the actual rental of 
Worcester would produce about f Soo a year. The present f rant 
to the Library is only ß; 6co a year. The capitalised amount of this deficiency 
in the penny rate represents no more than the money which the Citizens 
arc now asked to grant to put the library and Museum upon a prolli"r 
footing and to give to Worcester the facilities for, Art 'l'eaching and 'l'cclinir'al 
"Training without which our mannfacttn'crs and their svorkrnen cannot success- 
fully compete against those of other towns and other countries. 
Will the maintenance of the Institution entail in increase of rates ? No, 
meat dlsIir.: ýh and tint ha/billy, The law is strict and clear that no increase 
can be made upon the sutra now collected. The /"enn'. " irr the f, need not be, 
senget be, and i(411 net he ex, -e'di'd. For the new Institution, it will he collected 
on th, , atme basis as it present There will he no ;: Iteration whatever, except 
that the citizens will get far more for their money than they get now. 
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'u many Of J1dvantage$. 
The institution will be central, comprehensive and complete 
It will he the property of the Citizens and under their control 
It will pay the Citizens to accept it. 
It will 0' St th ill no a . 
diiollal rats, -llot a Dug 
The money spent in its erection will be spent in the City 
amongst the Citizens. 
It will make Worcester a great Educational centre. 
It will attract residents. 
It will encourage manufactures. 
It will afford every intelligent and industrious lad in the City 
opportunities of advancement. 
It will teach our youths technical knowledge and so make 
their lives happier and their work more pleasant and profitable. 
It may be done now at a cost to the City which the poorest 
Citizen in Worcester will never feel. 
It must be done, now or never! 
The necessity is urgent. 
The opportunity is rare. 
Citizens ! Lost opportunities cannot be recalled 
If' this golden opportunity is lost, you will have no 
chance of reconsidering it. For good or for evil you 
must choose NOW 
Worcester, Fcbraary, M6. 
W. L. 1i & Co. Colour IIrin., is, Worcc, trr. 
APPENDIX XV 
Circular letter from the City Council 
to the citizens, in relation to the 
Victoria Institute 
(Source: Guildhall, Worcester) 
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CITY OF WORCESTER. ý, ., 
TiCioiia 5itu., 
, 
[his Institute was founded as a Memorial of the Jubilee Year of the reign of our Gracious 
Queen, and the first stone was laid by H. R. H. THE DUKE OF YORK, K. G., in April, 1894. 
It combines- 
I. -A Public Library, at present containing upwards of 30,000 volumes. 
2. -A Museum, collected chiefly through the exertions of the late SIR CHARLES HASTINGS. 
3. --An Art Gallery. 
4. -A School of Art, which has for many years been a very efficient School, having trained 
men, some of whom have attained distinction in the Royal Academy and whose works 
adorn public positions in our County and the private collections of many gentlemen in 
the City and neighbourhood. 
5. -A Technical School, where classes have for a year past been formed, giving instruction 
in various arts and sciences to classes numbering i3oo pupils, including many residing 
in the County. 
To these important objects a Secondary School is now to be added, offering the advantages 
of technical and scientific teaching to pupils who have passed through the Elementary Schools of the 
City, on terms which render the classes available to many whose pecuniary positions would not enable 
them to attend the higher grade schools. 
The buildings erected for the promotion of these various objects have been completed at a cost of 
upwards of £42,000, from funds provided chiefly by the Corporation of Worcester,, aided by the grant 
of Zr, zso from the County Council, and liberal contributions from gentlemen in the City and County 
amounting to upwards of Zr1, ooo. An inspection of the buildings will gratify all interested in pro- 
moting education as being well and carefully arranged, and erected in a thoroughly substantial 
manner and in good taste, while free from costly ornamentation. 
The whole of the funds required for the erection of these buildings have been provided with the 
exception of ,, 4, ooo, towards which there are promises of three sums of 
65oo each from lair. T. 
ROWLEY HILL, Mr. WIIEELEY LEA, and Mr. DYsoN PERRINS, leaving only a balance of 62,5oo, 
which it is hoped may he provided before the public opening of the Institute. 
It is now universally admitted that to maintain the position of our Country at the head of the 
manufacturing industries of the world, we must follow the example of other European nations in pro- 
viding education in the arts and sciences for the industrial classes. It is therefore confidently hoped 
that those who appreciate the importance of extended technical education will provide the amount 
requisite to open the Institute free from debt. 
GUILDHALL, 1VnRCkST«R, 
SEF'TE MRER, I396. 
APPENDIX XVI 
Plans of the Victoria Institute 
(Source: Guildhall, Worcester) 
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Sources have been grouped together as follows: - 
I Bibliographical and General Reference. 
II Contemporary Sources: 
a) Legislation 
b) Reports, from Commissions, Select Committees etc. 
c) Local sources: 
i) General 
ii) Relating to the Cathedral School 
iii) Relating to the Worcester School Board 
iv) Relating to the Victoria Institute 
d) Books: 
i) Local. (Published during the period under 
investigation, or written by individuals 
active during the period. Some modern 
reprints are included). 
ii) General 
e) Journals and conference proceedings 
III Modern Sources: 






I BIBLIOGRAPHICAL AND GENERAL REFERENCE 
ANNUAL CATALOGUES OF BRITISH OFFICIAL PARLIA- 
MENTARY PUBLICATIONS, 1899-1970. CHADWICK 
HEALEY (BISHOPS STORTFORD) (7 vols. ) 
BRITISH EDUCATION INDEX 1962-1976. 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
BRITISH HUMANITIES INDEX 1958-1977. 
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
BRITISH UNION-CATALOGUE OF PERIODICALS. 
BUTTERWORTHS (4 vols. ) 1970 
+ SUPPLEMENTS 1970-1976 
CHECKLIST OF BRITISH PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS. 
IRISH UNIVERSITIES PRESS 1972 
DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY. 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 1917-1971 
GENERAL CATALOGUE OF PRINTED BOOKS. 
(BRITISH MUSEUM) TO 1955 + SUPPLEMENTS 
TO 1970. 
READEX (NEW YORK) 1967-1972 
HANSARDS PARLIAMENTARY DEBATES. 
III SERIES 1829-1891 
IV SERIES 1892-1903 
INDEX TO THESES ACCEPTED FOR HIGHER DEGREES. 
VOLS. I- XXVI 
ASLIB 1950-1977 
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E. G. COX (ed. ) A REFERENCE GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE 
OF TRAVEL. UNIV. OF WASHINGTON 
PRESS Vol. III 1944 
P. & G. FORD SELECT LIST OF BRITISH PARLIAMENTARY 
(eds. ) PAPERS. 1833-99.1969 




A GUIDE TO PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS. 
(ALL IRISH UNIVERSITIES PRESS) 1972 
A. M. HYAMSON DICTIONARY OF UNIVERSAL BIOGRAPHY. 
R. K. P. rep. 1966 
G. H. MARTIN & BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BRITISH AND IRISH 
S. McINTYRE MUNICIPAL HISTORY. 
LEICESTER UNIVERSITY PRESS 
VOL. V 1972 
Wm. MATTHEWS BRITISH DIARIES. 
(comp. ) 
UNIV. OF CALIFORNIA PRESS 1950 
Wm. MATTHEWS BRITISH AUTOBIOGRAPHIES. 
(comp. ) 
UNIV. OF CALIFORNIA PRESS 1955 
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II CONTEMPORARY SOURCES 
a) LEGISLATION 
3 & 4 Gul. IV c 103 FACTORIES ACT 1833 
4 & 5 Gul. IV c 76 POOR LAW AMENDMENT ACT 1834 
5 & 6 Gul. IV c 76 MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS ACT 1835 
3 & 4 Vict.. c 60 CHURCH BUILDING ACT 1840 
3 & 4 Vict. c 77 GRAMMAR SCHOOLS ACT 1840 
3 & 4 Vict. c 113 DEANS AND CHAPTERS ACT 1840 
8 & 9 Vict. c 44 MUSEUMS ACT 1845 
11 & 12 Vict. c 123 PUBLIC HEALTH ACT 1848 
13 & 14 Vict. c 65 PUBLIC LIBRARIES ACT 1850 
13 & 14 Vict. c 99 SMALL TENEMENT RATING ACT 1850 
17 & 18 Vict. c 86 REFORMATORY SCHOOLS ACT 1854 
17 & 18 Vict. c 112 LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC 1854 
INSTITUTIONS ACT 
18 & 19 Vict. c 70 PUBLIC LIBRARIES ACT 1855 
20 & 21 Vict. c 48 INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS ACT 1857 
20 & 21 Vict. c 55 REFORMATORY SCHOOLS ACT 1857 
24 & 25 Vict. c 113 INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS ACT 1861 
25 & 26 Vict. c 43 EDUCATION OF PAUPER CHILDREN 1862 
ACT 
29 & 30 Vict. c 114 PUBLIC LIBRARIES ACT 1866 
29 & 30 Vict. c 117 REFORMATORY SCHOOLS ACT 1866 
29 & 30 Vict. c 118 INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS ACT 1866 
30 & 31 Vict. c 102 REPRESENTATION OF THE 1867 
PEOPLE ACT 
30 & 31 Vict. c 146 WORKSHOPS REGULATIONS ACT 1867 
31 & 32 Vict. c 19 CHAPTERS ACT 1868 
31 & 32 Vict. c 109 CHURCH RATES ACT 1868 
31 & 32 Vict. c 118 PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT 1868 
32 & 33 Vict. c 55 RATING ACT 1869 
32 & 33 Vict. c 56 ENDOWED SCHOOLS ACT 1869 
33 & 34 Vict. c 75 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ACT 1870 
34 & 35 Vict. c 112 PREVENTION OF CRIMES ACT 1871 
36 & 37 Vict. c 86 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ACT 1873 
36 & 37 Vict. c 87 ENDOWED SCHOOLS ACT 1873 
37 & 38 Vict. c 87 ENDOWED SCHOOLS AMENDMENT 1874 
ACT 
39 & 40 Vict. c 79 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ACT 1876 
42 & 43 Vict. c 48 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (INDUS- 1879 TRIAL SCHOOLS ACT 
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43 & 44 Viet. c 23 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ACT 1880 
47 & 48 Viet. c 37 PUBLIC LIBRARIES ACT 1884 
48 & 49 Viet. c 38 SCHOOL BOARDS ACT 1885 
51 & 52 Viet. c 41 LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1888 
52 & 53 Viet. c 76 TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION ACT 1889 
53 & 54 Viet. c 22 EDUCATION CODE (1890) ACT 1890 
53 & 54 Viet. c 60 LOCAL TAXATION (CUSTOMS AND 1890 
EXCISE) ACT 
54 & 55 Viet. c 4 TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION ACT 1891 
54 & 55 Viet. c 56 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ACT 1891 
54 & 55 Viet. c 61 SCHOOLS FOR SCIENCE AND ART 1891 
ACT 
56 & 57 Viet. c 42 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (BLIND 1893 
AND DEAF CHILDREN) ACT 
60 & 61 Viet. c 5 VOLUNTARY SCHOOLS ACT 1897 
60 & 61 Viet. c 32 SCHOOL BOARD CONFERENCE ACT 1897 
62 & 63 Viet. c 32 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (DEFEC- 1899 
TIVE AND EPILEPTIC CHILDREN 
ACT 
62 & 63 Viet. c 33 BOARD OF EDUCATION ACT 1899 
63 & 64 Viet. c 53 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ACT 1900 
1 Edward VII c 11 EDUCATION ACT 1901 
2 Edward VII c 44 EDUCATION ACT 1902 
b) COMMISSIONS, REPORTS etc. 
REPORT FROM THE COMMISSION ON THE EMPLOYMENT OF 
BOYS IN THE SWEEPING OF CHIMNIES (SIC) 1817 
FACTORIES EMPLOYMENT COMMISSION: FIRST REPORT 
ON THE EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN IN FACTORIES 1833 
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS ON MUNICIPAL CORPORA- 
TIONS IN ENGLAND AND WALES 1835 
REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ARTS AND 
MANUFACTURES 1835 
REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ARTS AND 
MANUFACTURES 1836 
CHILDREN'S EMPLOYMENT COMMISSION: FIRST REPORT OF 
THE COMMISSIONERS FOR ENQUIRING INTO THE EMPLOY- 
MENT AND CONDITIONS OF CHILDREN IN MINES AND MANU- 
FACTORIES 1842 
CHILDREN'S EMPLOYMENT COMMISSION: SECOND REPORT OF 
THE COMMISSIONERS (TRADES AND MANUFACTURES) 1842 
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POPULATION OF GREAT BRITAIN IN 1851: EDUCATION 
IN ENGLAND AND WALES VOL. XL. SESSIONAL PAPERS 
1852-53 
REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE PUBLIC 
HEALTH BILL 1855 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE 
COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL ON EDUCATION. FIRST 
REPORT 1865 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE 
COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL ON EDUCATION. SECOND 
REPORT 1866 
SCHOOLS INQUIRY COMMISSION REPORT 1868 
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL FOR EDUCA- 
TION 1869-1870 1870 
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL FOR EDUCA- 
TION 1881-1882 1882 
ROYAL COMMISSION ON SECONDARY EDUCATION. 
REPORT 1895 
POPULATION OF GREAT BRITAIN IN 1901: SUMMARY 
TABLES 1903 
c) LOCAL SOURCES. i) GENERAL 
CITY CHAMBER ORDER BOOKS 1832-1903 
CITY OF WORCESTER YEARBOOKS VOLS. I-XVII 1886-1903 
CITY OF WORCESTER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. 
ANNUAL REPORTS 1-61 1839-1899 
NEWSPAPERS : 
BERROWS WORCESTER JOURNAL 1832-1903 
WORCESTER DAILY TIMES 1881-1903 
WORCESTER HERALD 1849-1903 
WORCESTERSHIRE ADVERTISER 1885-1903 
WORCESTERSHIRE CHRONICLE 1885-1903 
WORCESTERSHIRE ECHO 1885-1903 
ii) THE CATHEDRAL SCHOOL 
WORCESTER CATHEDRAL CHAPTER ACT BOOKS 1848-1869 
1869-1873 
1873-1895 
WORCESTER CATHEDRAL CHAPTER ORDER BOOKS 1850-1862 
1862-1873 
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DRAFT MEMORIAL BY PARENTS OF KINGS SCHOLARS 
TO THE ECCLESIASTICAL COMMISSIONERS 1867 
DRAFT PARTICULARS OF AN APPLICATION FOR 
RETURNS BY THE ECCLESIASTICAL COMMISSIONERS, 
ON THE VALUE OF CAPITULAR ESTATES N. D. 
DRAFT REPORT BY THE CATHEDRAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
RECOMMENDING THE CITY COUNCIL TO PETITION 
PARLIAMENT April 1869 
DRAFT PETITION TO PARLIAMENT April 1869 
SERIES OF LETTERS BETWEEN A. C. SHERRIFF M. P. 
AND a R. WOOF (TOWN CLERK) AND b) ROBERT 
WHISTON RELATING TO THE ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH 
THE VALUE OF CAPITULAR ESTATES June 1869 
DRAFT LETTER FROM EDWARD WEBB (CHAIRMAN OF 
THE CATHEDRAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE) TO LORD 
HOUGHTON, ASKING FOR HIS SUPPORT IN AMENDING 
THE ENDOWED SCHOOLS BILL 1869 June 1869 
COPY OF A RESOLUTION OF COUNCIL 1870 
PRINTED CIRCULAR 'EPISCOPAL AND CAPITULAR 
ESTATES' Aug 1871 
WORCESTER CATHEDRAL SCHOOL: MEMORANDUM ON A 
DRAFT SCHEME FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF THE SCHOOL N. D. 
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES OFA CHAPTER MEETING June 1874 
DRAFT COPY OF THE STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY THE 
CATHEDRAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE TO MARTIN SKIRROW 
(INSPECTOR OF THE CHARITY COMMISSION) Feb 1876 
COPIES OF LETTERS SENT TO THE DEAN AND CHAPTER 
a) FROM THE CHARITY COMMISSION TO THE ECCLES]- 
ASTICAL COMMISSION May 1877 
b) 
.A 
REPLY, TO THE CHARITY COMMISSION June 1877 
cj_FROM THE CHARITY COMMISSION TO THE CHAPTER 
CLERK AT WORCESTER July 1877 
DRAFT MEMORIAL FROM THE CITY COUNCIL TO THE 
CHARITY COMMISSION ON THE SUBJECT OF THE 
CATHEDRAL SCHOOL May 1878 
FLY-SHEET OUTLINING THE COUNCIL'S ACTIONS IN 
RELATION TO THE CATHEDRAL SCHOOL N. D. 
PRINTED EXTRACT FROM THE COUNCIL MINUTES Jan 1881 
MEMORANDUM FROM ROBERT WHISTON ON A DRAFT 
STATEMENT BY THE CITY COUNCIL ON THE SUBJECT April 1881 
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OBSERVATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS RESPECTING HE 
SCHEME OF THE CHARITY COMMISSIONERS, ADOPTED 
BY THE MAYOR, ALDERMEN AND CITIZENS OF THE 
CITY OF WORCESTER April 1881 
PRINTED CIRCULAR FROM THE MAYOR, CALLING FOR 
REPRESENTATIVES FROM OFFICIAL ORGANISATIONS 
TO JOIN A PROJECTED DEPUTATION TO THE CHARITY 
AND THE ECCLESIASTICAL COMMISSIONERS April 1881 
COPY OF THE OBSERVATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS MADE 
BY THE DEAN AND CHAPTER ON THE SCHEME PREPARED 
BY THE CHARITY COMMISSION April 1881 
PRINTED OBSERVATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS RESPEC- 
TING THE AMENDED SCHEME OF THE CHARITY COMMIS- 
SION, TO BE LAID BEFORE THE MAYOR, ALDERMEN 
AND CITIZENS OF THE CITY OF WORCESTER Nov 1883 
AMENDED VERSION OF THE ABOVE 
PRINTED LETTERS FROM DINGLE (CHAIRMAN OF THE 
CATHEDRAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE) ASKING FOR SUPPORT 
FOR A SUBSCRIPTION FUND March 1884 
PRINTED CIRCULAR GIVING DETAILS OF A FURTHER 
IMPROVEMENT IN THE CHARITY COMMISSION SCHEME. 
AND REPEATING THE REQUEST FOR FINANCIAL SUPPORT 
FOR THE SUBSCRIPTION Aug 1884 
PRINTED SCHEME FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE 
WORCESTER CATHEDRAL SCHOOL AS SUBMITTED TO THE 
COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL FOR EDUCATION Dec 1883 
SCHEME FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE CATHEDRAL 
SCHOOL, AS APPROVED BY ORDER IN COUNCIL Oct 1884 
WORCESTER ROYAL GRAMMAR'SCHOOL 
DRAFT SCHEME FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE 
WORCESTER ROYAL GRAMMAR SCHOOL 1889 
PRINTED LETTER FROM F. J. ELD (HEADMASTER OF THE 
SCHOOL) TO THE CHARITY COMMISSIONERS 1889 
PRINTED SCHEME FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE 
WORCESTER ROYAL GRAMMAR SCHOOL. AS APPROVED March 1893 
BY ORDER IN COUNCIL 
iii) WORCESTER BOARD S 
















WORCESTER SCHOOL BOARD. VISITORS REPORTS. 
MONTHLY REPORTS. (Manuscript) 1873-1886 
WORCESTER SCHOOL BOARD. CORRESPONDENCE. 
HOUNDS LANE SCHOOLS. FOLIO I 1873-83 
HOUNDS LANE SCHOOLS. FOLIO II 1884-90 
HOUNDS LANE SCHOOLS. FOLIO III 1891-95 
HOUNDS LANE SCHOOLS. FOLIO IV 1896-1901 
HOUNDS LANE SCHOOLS. FOLIO V 1901-1903 
CHERRY ORCHARD SCHOOL. FOLIO VI 1884-97 
CHERRY ORCHARD SCHOOL. FOLIO VII 1898-1903 





MEMORANDUM OF INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS OF 
THE BOARD AND VISITORS 1892 
RANDUM BY THE CLERK ON THE ELEMENTARY 
ATION (BLIND AND DEAF CHILDREN) ACT 1893 
REPORT BY THE CLERK UPON THE QUESTION OF 
APPOINTING AN ADDITIONAL ATTENDANCE OFFICER 1893 
REPORT BY THE CLERK UPON THE PUBLIC ELEMEN- 
TARY SCHOOL ACCOMMODATION IN WORCESTER 1894 
PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ACCOMMODATION IN 
WORCESTER: COPY OF A LETTER FROM THE 
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT ALLEGING A DEFICIENCY 1895 
MEMORANDUM BY THE CLERK TO THE BOARD ON THE 
NECESSITY OF MAKING FURTHER PROVISION FOR 
THE TEACHING OF COOKERY AND WOODWORK IN 
CONNECTION WITH PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, 
AND ON THE PROVISION OF A HIGHER ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL FOR WORCESTER UNDER THE MINUTE OF 
THE BOARD OF EDUCATION, 6th APRIL 1900 
REPORT BY THE CLERK ON THE QUESTION OF 
MAKING PROVISION FOR THE EDUCATION OF 
DEFECTIVE AND EPILEPTIC CHILDREN IN 
WORCESTER 1902 
REPORT BY THE CLERK ON THE WORK OF TH 
BOARD IN CONNECTION WITH i) THE EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING OF CHILDREN MAINTAINED AT 
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS, TRAINING SHIP AND 
OTHER INSTITUTIONS OF CHILD RESCUE, AND 
ii) ON THE EDUCATION OF BLIND AND DEAF 
CHI 1902 
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REVIEW OF THE WORK OF THE WORCESTER SCHOOL 
BOARD FROM ITS FOUNDATION IN 1871 TO ITS 
ABOLITION IN 1903 1903 
WORCESTER AND DISTRICT PUPIL TEACHER, 
CENTRE. 
ANNUAL REPORTS 1899-1903 
LOG BOOK OF CHURCHMENS CENTRAL COMMITTEE Jan 1871 
GENERAL REPORTS ON THE BREAKFAST AND 1884-92 
DINNER SCHEMES 1892-95 
iv) VICTORIA INSTITUTE 
WORCESTER LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC INSTI- 
TUTION. MINUTE BOOK 1829-1850 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE WORCESTERSHIRE 
BUILDING SOCIETY 1835-1879 
LOG BOOK ON THE ACTIVITIES OF AN INFORMAL 
INSTITUTION AMALGAMATION GROUP 1885-1889 
_WORCESTER 
CITY LIBRARY COMMITTEE, 
MINUTE BOOKS Vol. I 1879-84 
Vol. II 1884-90 
Vol. III 1890-97 
Vol. IV 1897-1903 
REPORT IN ANSWER TO A REQUEST OF THE COM- 
MTTTEE. CONTAINED IN A LETTER FROM 
OF THE SUBSCRIPTION LIBRARY) Nov 1858 
REPORT BY THE TOWN CLERK UPON THE PROPOSED 
AMALGAMATION OF WORCESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY. 
MUSEUM AND SCHOOL OF ART, AND THE PROPOSED 
SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND ART GALLERY 1885 
(FLYSHEET) WORCESTER CITY LIBRARY AND 
MUSED N. D. 
REPORT OF THE INSTITUTIONS AMALGAMATION 
COMMITTEE TO THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE 1885 
THE PROPOSED CENTRAL INSTITUTION 1886 
VICTORIA INSTITUTE: REPORT OF A SUB- 
COMMITTEE ON THE EXTENT AND CHARACTER OF 
SPACE REQUIRED FOR THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS 1889 
THE VICTORIA INSTITUTE: A STATEMENT IN 
REGARD TO THE DAY SCHOOL OF SCIENCE 1900 
LIBRARY AND MUSEUM COMMITTEE: REPORT OF 
ENLARGEMENT SUB-COMMITTEE 1902 
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(NOTE: ) 
The majority of the sources cited above are 
currently held in the Guildhall, Worcester. The City 
Chamber Order Books are stored in the Muniment Room, 
as are many records relating to the Royal Grammar 
School and all the records of the Cathedral School 
used in connection with this thesis, except the 
Chapter Act Books, and Chapter Order Books which are 
to be found in the Cathedral Library. 
In addition, a number of sub-committee and ad 
hoc committee Minute Books are kept in the basement, 
as are some records relating to the Six Masters and 
the endowments they managed on behalf of the Royal 
Grammar School, and a number of papers relating to 
the School Board and the Victoria Institute. A total 
of 31 boxes contain a comprehensive, if largely un- 
sorted, collection of data accumulated from the daily 
work of the School Board. In-coming correspondence 
and draft replies, returns to Board questionnaires, 
draft memorials, and financial details are to be found. 
So too are details of all the Board's welfare schemes, 
posters, election notices, and numerous reports drawn 
up by Spackman. 
Four boxes of material relating to the Natural 
History Society and the Victoria Institute are also in 
the basement, as are the posters reproduced in the text 
above. The City Library has a smaller amount of mat- 
erial, and is not always able to retrieve items which 
are in its catalogue. 
The contents of boxes are uncatalogued at this 
time (1978) apart from an index which classifies the 
boxes according to major contents. Most of the material 
relating to the two endowed grammar schools is in boxes 
devoted to 'Charities'. Problems of cataloguing have 
been exacerbated by local government reorganisation in 
1974; to the task of developing an efficient index 
was added the problem of sorting and assigning a large 
quantity of material that was suddenly unearthed in the 
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process of moving, and merging departments. A good 
deal is still to be done but the Registrar, Mr. Anthony 
Phillips, and a part-time archivist are most helpful 
and can advise on where to find most of the major 
sources of information. They are particularly know- 
ledgable on the City Council's formal records which 
are well cared for and plentiful. The city has been 
well served by its Town Clerks and other administrative 
officers, particularly during the 19th Century. Many 
working papers have been retained, often located with 
the printed reports to which they gave rise. 
d) BOOKS. i) LOCAL 
J. BENTLEY HISTORY AND DIRECTORY OF THE CITY 
OF WORCESTER. 
BENTLEY (WORCESTER) 1840 
- DIRECTORY AND GAZETTEER OF THE 
COUNTY OF WORCESTER. 
J. BILLINGS WORCESTER) 1855 
W. BOLLAND RECOLLECTIONS OF WORCESTER CATHE- 
DRAL GRAMMAR SCHOOL 1879-1896. 
Typescript WORCESTER 1917 
G. T. CLARK REPORT TO THE GENERAL BOARD OF 
HEALTH ON A PRELIMINARY INQUIRY 
INTO THE SANITARY CONDITION OF THE 
INHABITANTS OF THE CITY OF WORCE- 
TER. 
CLOWES (WORCESTER) 1849 
C. M. DOWNES WORCESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY AND THE 
HASTINGS MUSEUM: A RETROSPECT. 
DEIGHTON (WORCESTER) 1881 
T. EATON A CONCISE HISTORY OF WORCESTER. 
EATON (WORCESTER) 1829 
V. GREEN THE HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES OF THE 
CITY AND SUBURBS OF WORCESTER. 




M. E. JAMES 
THE FREE SCHOOLS OF WORCESTERSHIRE. 
AND THEIR FULFILMENT. 
GILPIN 1852 
GOING TO MARKETS AND GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. 
FREEMAN (2 vols. ) 1870 
ALICE OTTLEY: A MEMOIR. 
LONGMAN 
POST OFFICE DIRECTORY OF WORCESTER- 
SHIRE. 1854 
KELLY (MANCHESTER) 1860 
1864 
1915 
_ DIRECTORY AND GAZETTEER OF THE 
CITY OF WORCESTER AND ITS NEIGH- 
BOURHOOD. 
LASCELLES (WORCESTER) 1851 
J. PRICE THE WORCESTER GUIDE. 
PRICE (WORCESTER) 1799 
SLATER'S ROYAL, NATIONAL AND COM- 
MERCIAL DIRECTORY AND TOPOGRAPHY. 
ISAAC SLATER (WORCESTER) 1850 
F. T. SPACKMAN THE ANCIENT MONUMENTS AND HISTORIC 
BUILDINGS OF WORCESTER. 
MIDLAND ED. (BIRMINGHAM) 1913 
T. C. TURBERVILLE WORCESTERSHIRE IN THE 19TH CENTURY. 
LONGMAN 1852 
J. W. WILLIS-BUND VICTORIA COUNTY HISTORY OF WORCES- 
TERSHIRE. 
CONSTABLE 1901 
MRS. H. WOOD MILDRED ARKELL. 
TINSLEY (3 vols. ) 1865 
MRS. H. WOOD MRS. HILIBURTON'S TROUBLES. 
WEST & JOHNSON RICHMOND 1865 ed. 
- WORCESTERSHIRE EXHIBITION: A 
REPORT ON VARIOUS ECTIONS. 
(Intro by C. M. Downes 
TUCKER (WORCESTER) N. D. 
R. WRIGHTON NEW TRIENNIAL DIRECTORY OF 
BIRMINGHAM. 
WRIGHTON (BIRMINGHAM) 1818 
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ii) GENERAL 
H. ADAMS HISTORY OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
CONTEST. 
CHAPMAN & HALL 1882 
C. B. ANDREWS , THE TORRINGTON DIARIES: CONTAINING 
(ed. ) THE TOURS THROUGH ENGLAND AND WALES 
OF HON. JOHN BYNG. 1781-1794. 
EYRE and SPOTTISWOODS (4 vols. ) 1924 
E. BAINES THE SOCIAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND 
RELIGIOUS STATE OF MANUFACTURING 
DISTRICTS. 
SIMPKIN, MARSHALL & CO. 1843 
G. C. T. BARTLEY SCHOOLS FOR THE PEOPLE. 
BELL & DALDY 1871 
T. BERNARD ON THE EDUCATION OF THE POOR. 
BULMER & CO. 1809 
N. CARLISLE 
M. CARPENTER 
A CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF THE ENDOWED 
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS IN ENGLAND AND WALES. 
BULMER (2 vols. 1818 
REFORMATORY SCHOOLS. 
CHARLES GILPIN 
- CENTRAL SOCIETY OF EDUCATION. 




N. CURNOCK (ed. ) 
D. DEFOE 
W. E. GLADSTONE 
G. GRIFFITH 
G. J. HOLYOAKE 
RURAL RIDES. 
DENT (2 vols. ) 
JOHN WESLEY: JOURNALS. 







A TOUR THROUGH ENGLAND AND WALES. 
DENT (2 vols. ) rep. 1959 
THE STATE AND ITS RELATIONS WITH 
THE CHURCH. 
MURRAY 1838 
THE ENDOWED SCHOOLS OF ENGLAND 
AND IRELAND. 
STOURBRIDGE 1864 
60 YEARS OF AN AGITATOR'S LIFE. 
UNWIN (3 vols. ) 1893 
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J. A. St. JOHN THE EDUCATION OF THE PEOPLE. 
CHAPMAN & HALL 1858 
J. P. KAY THE MORAL AND PHYSICAL CONDITION 
OF THE WORKING CLASSES EMPLOYED 
IN THE COTTON MANUFACTURE IN 
MANCHESTER. 
J. RIDGWAY 1832 
Rev. W. MAVOR THE BRITISH TOURISTS, OR A TRAV- 
ELLERS POCKET COMPANION. 
PHILLIPS. (6 vols. ) 1807 
D. MELVILLE THE CONSCIENCE CLAUSE, ITS MEAN- 
ING, ITS AUTHORITY AND ITS USE. 
RIVINGTONS 1865 
D. MELVILLE THE PROBABLE COURSE OF LEGISLATION 
IN POPULAR EDUCATION. 
RIVINGTONS 1868 
H. MORLEY THE STRUGGLE FOR NATIONAL EDUCATION. 
CHAPMAN & HALL 1873 
T. H. SANDERSON SPEECHES AND ADDRESSES OF EDWARD 
(eds. ) & HENRY, EARL OF DERBY. (2 vols. ) 1894 
E. S. ROSCOE 
S. SMILES SELF HELP. 
PARTRIDGE 1859 
J. SOMERS VINE ENGLISH MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS. 
WATERLOW 1879 
J. C. SYMONS SCHOOL ECONOMY. 
J. PARKER 1852 
R. VAUGHAN THE AGE OF GREAT CITIES. 
JACKSON and WALFORD 1843 
W. C. WARD (ed. ) THE DIARY AND LETTERS OF MADAME 
D'ARBLAY. 
VIZETELLY and CO. (3 vols. ) 1890 ed. 
S. & B. WEBB ENGLISH LOCAL GOVERNMENT FROM THE 
REVOLUTION TO THE MUNICIPAL CORPO- 
RATIONS ACT. Vol. II. THE MANOR 
AND THE BOROUGH. 
LONGMAN 1908 
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T. WEMYSS REID LIFE OF THE RT. HON. W. E. FORSTER. 
ADAMS & DART (BATH) rep. 1970 
R. WHISTON CATHEDRAL TRUSTS AND THEIR FUL- 
FILMENT. 
ROCHESTER 1850 ed. 
e) JOURNALS 
EDINBURGH REVIEW VOLS. XLIV-LVI 1826-1832 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
FOR THE PROMOTION OF SOCIAL SCIENCE. 1857-1886 
THE RECORD OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
FOR THE PROMOTION OF TECHNICAL AND 
SECONDARY EDUCATION. 1891-1906 
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III MODERN SOURCES 
a) DISSERTATIONS AND THESES 
K. DAVITTE M. Ed. UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL 1973 
THE DEVELOPMENTS OF FURTHER 
EDUCATION IN STROUD 1860-1910 
G. B. A. M. FINLAYSON B. Litt. UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD 1959 
THE MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS ACT 1835 
J. FLETCHER M. Phil. UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM 1974 
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE WORK OF 
THE WORCESTER SCHOOL BOARD 1871- 
1903, AND ITS CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUCA- 
TION IN THE CITY 
H. W. GILLIAM Dip. Ed. UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM 1966 
THE PROVISION OF EDUCATION FOR 
THE POOR IN THE CITY OF WORCESTER 
IN THE 18TH AND 19TH CENTURIES 
J. W. HICKS M. Ed. UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL 1971 
A SCHOOL BOARD IN A CATHEDRAL 
CITY 
R. B. HOPE Ph. D. UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL 1970 
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 
CITY OF BATH 1830-1902, WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ITS INTER- 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC CHANGE 
E. J. HUNTER M. A. (Lib) UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD 1973 
THE ROLE OF THE PUBLIC LIBRARY 
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION IN GREAT BRITAIN AND. 
IRELAND DURING THE 19TH CENTURY 
J. R. B. JOHNSON Ph. D. UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 1968 
THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 1839-1864: 
A STUDY IN SOCIAL POLICY AND GOV- 
ERNMENT GROWTH 
G. JONES Ph. D. UNIVERSITY OF STRATHCLYDE 1971 
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL FACTORS IN 
THE ADVOCACY OF 'FREE' PUBLIC 
LIBRARIES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 
1801-1922 (2 vols) 
A. J. MARCHAM M. Ed. UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM 1968 
THE CRISIS OF NATIONAL EDUCATION 
1867-1870 
ý, f " 
, iz 
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W. P. McCANN Ph. D. UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER 1960 
TRADE UNIONIST. CO-OPERATIVE 
AND SOCIALIST ORGANISATION IN 
RELATION TO POPULAR EDUCATION 
1870-1902 
H. MELLER Ph. D. UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL 1968 
THE ORGANISED PROVISIONS FOR 
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND THEIR 
IMPACT ON COMMUNITIES, 1870-1910. 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE 
CITY OF BRISTOL 
W. A. MUNFORD Ph. D. (Econ) UNIVERSITY OF LONDON 1962 
EDWARD EDWARDS 1812-1886 AND THE 
EARLY HISTORY OF MUNICIPAL PUBLIC 
LIBRARIES 
M. NASLAS Ph. D. UNIVERSITY OF READING 1975 
THE EFFECTS OF TECHNOLOGICAL, 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC, POLITICAL AND 
CULTURAL TRANSFORMATIONS UPON 
THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE INDUSTRIAL TOWN IN ENGLAND 
1780-1850. WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE 
TO BOLTON, PRESTON, HALIFAX. DUDLEY 
AND WORCESTER 
R. NEWTON Ph. D. UNIVERSITY OF EXETER 1966 
VICTORIAN EXETER 1837-1914 (4 vo'ls) 
J. OZGA M. Ed. UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN 1972 
THE ORIGINS OF THE TRIPARTITE 
SYSTEM: SOCIETY. POLITICS AND 
EDUCATION IN THE MID 19TH 
CENTURY 
A. J. PEACOCK D. Phil. UNIVERSITY OF YORK 1973 
YORK IN THE AGE OF REFORM 
R. PEMBLE M. A. UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM 1968 
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE 
PROMOTION OF SOCIAL SCIENCE: SOME 
SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS 
M. D. W. POOLE Ph. D. UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD 1972 
THE ENGLISH BISHOPS AND EDUCATION 
1830-1870: AN INTRODUCTORY STUDY 
D. ROLAND B. Litt. UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD 1957 
THE STRUGGLE FOR A NATIONAL EDU- 
CATION ACT AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION 
J. ROE M. A. QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY, BELFAST 1970 
THE PUBLIC LIBRARY IN WALES: ITS 
HISTORY AND DEVELOFMENT IN THE 
CONTEXT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
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H. ROPER Ph. D. UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE 1972 
THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 1865- 
1885. A STUDY IN LEGISLATION AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSE 
M. STERRY M. Ed. UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM 1957 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION IN LINCOLN 
1870-1903 
G. SUTHERLAND D. Phil. UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD 1970 
SOME ASPECTS OF THE MAKING OF 
POLICY IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
IN ENGLAND AND WALES 1870-1895 
P. F. SPEED M. A. (Ed. ) UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL 1958 
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS OF-13-AT H 
1862-1902 (2 vols) 
D. WARDLE M. Ed. UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM 1961 
THE WORK OF THE NOTTINGHAM SCHOOL 
BOARD 
E. YEO D. Phil. UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX 1972 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND SOCIAL CHANGE: 
A SOCIAL HISTORY OF SOME ASPECTS 
OF SOCIAL SCIENCE AND SOCIAL 
INVESTIGATION IN BRITAIN 1830-1890- 
b) BOOKS i) LOCAL 
B. H. ADLAM WORCESTER AND ITS REGION. 
(ed) GEOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION 1974 
S. T. BROAD- THE BIRMINGHAM CANAL NAVIGATIONS. 
BRIDGE VOL. I 1768-1846 
DAVID & CHARLES (NEWTON ABBOTT) 1972 
- CITY OF WORCESTER GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
FOR GIRLS. 1908-1958. 
BAYLIS (WORCESTER) 1958 
M. CRAZE KING'S SCHOOL WORCESTER 1541-1971. 
BAYLIS (WORCESTER) 1972 
A. J. DYER THE CITY OF WORCESTER IN THE 16TH 
CENTURY. 
LEICESTER UNIVERSITY PRESS 1973 
F. V. FOLLETT A HISTORY OF WORCESTER ROYAL GRAM- 
MAR SCHOOL. 
BAYLIS (WORCESTER) 1951 
B. GREEN BISHOPS AND DEANS OF WORCESTER. 
(WORCESTER) N. D. 
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H. A. LEICESTER FORGOTTEN WORCESTER. 
S. R. PUBLISHERS rep. 1970 
H. A. LEICESTER WORCESTER REMEMBERED. 
S. R. PUBLISHERS rep. 1970 
D. C. LYES THE LEATHER GLOVE INDUSTRY 
OF WORCESTER IN THE 19TH 
CENTURY. 
WORCESTER. Pamphlet 1976 
A. MacDONALD A HISTORY OF THE KING'S SCHOOL 
WORCESTER. 
BENN 1936 
A. MacDONALD WORCESTERSHIRE IN ENGLISH HIS- 
TORY. 
PRESS ALLIANCE 1943 
V. NOAKE HISTORY OF THE ALICE OTTLEY 
SCHOOL. 
BAYLIS (WORCESTER) 1952 
N. PEVSNER WORCESTERSHIRE. 
PENGUIN BOOKS 1968 ed. 
H. SANDON ROYAL WORCESTER PORCELAIN FROM 
1862 TO THE PRESENT DAY. 
BARRIE and JENKINS 1973 
M. THOMAS THE FIRST 60 YEARS: WORCESTER 
COLLEGE FOR THE BLIND 1866-1926. 
N. I. B. N. D. 
ii) GENERAL 
G. ALMOND & THE CIVIC CULTURE: POLITICAL ATTI- 
S. VERBA TUDES AND DEMOCRACY IN FIVE NATIONS. 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS 1963 
R. L. ARCHER SECONDARY EDUCATION IN THE 19TH 
CENTURY. 
CASS rep. 1966 
M. ARGLES SOUTH KENSINGTON TO ROBBINS. 
LONGMANS 1964 
W. H. G. ARMYTAGE 400 YEARS OF ENGLISH EDUCATION. 
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS 1970 ed. 
H. C. BARNARD A SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLISH EDU- 
CATION 1760-1944. 
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON PRESS 1947 
Q. BELL THE SCHOOLS OF ART. 
R. K. P. 1962 
G. F. A. BEST MID VICTORIAN BRITAIN 1851-1875. 
WEIDENFELD & NICHOLSON 1971 
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C. W. BOYD (ed. ) MR. CHAMBERLAIN'S SPEECHES. 
CONSTABLE (2 vols. ) 1914 
A. BRIGGS VICTORIAN CITIES. 
PENGUIN BOOKS (HARMONDSWORTH) 1968 ed. 
G. F. K. BROWN A HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH CLERGY 
1800-1900. 
FAITH PRESS (LEIGHTON BUZZARD) 1953 
H. J. BURGESS ENTERPRISE IN EDUCATION. 
NATIONAL SOCIETY 1958 
W. L. BURN THE AGE OF EQUIPOISE. 
UNWIN 1968 ed. 
O. CHADWICK THE VICTORIAN CHURCH. 
A. & C. BLACK Vol. I 1966 
Vol. II 1970 
C. W. CHALKLIN THE PROVINCIAL TOWNS OF GEORGIAN 
ENGLAND. 
EDWARD ARNOLD 1974 
P. CLARK & CRISIS AND ORDER IN ENGLISH TOWNS 
P. SLACK 1500-1700. 
R. K. P. 1972 
B. C. COLEMAN THE IDEA OF THE CITY IN THE 19TH 
(ed. ) CENTURY. 
R. K. P. 1973 
V. CROMWELL REVOLUTION OR EVOLUTION: BRITISH 
GOVERNMENT IN THE 19TH CENTURY. 
LONGMAN 1977 
G. CROSSE CHARLES GORE: A BIOGRAPHICAL 
SKETCH. 
MOWBRAY 1932 
M. A. CROWTHER CHURCH EMBATTLED: RELIGIOUS CON- 
TROVERSY IN MID VICTORIAN ENGLAND. 
DAVID & CHARLES (NEWTON ABBOTT) 1970 
M. CRUIKSHANK CHURCH AND STATE IN ENGLISH EDU- 
CATION. 
MACMILLAN 1962 
S. J. CURTIS A HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN GREAT 
BRITAIN. 
UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL PRESS rep. 1968 
R. DALE et al SCHOOLING AND CAPITALISM: A 
SOCIOLOGICAL READER. 
R. K. P. 1976 
G. DAVIES THE EARLY STUARTS 1603-1660. 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 1959 
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H. J. DYOS THE STUDY OF URBAN HISTORY. 
ARNOLD 1968 
H. J. DYOS & THE VICTORIAN CITY. 
M. WOLFF (eds. ) R. K. P. (2 vols. 1973 
E. J. R. EAGLESHADM FROM SCHOOL BOARD TO LOCAL 
AUTHORITY. 
R. K. P. 1956 
E. J. R. EAGLESHAM FOUNDATIONS OF 20TH CENTURY 
EDUCATION IN ENGLAND. 
R. K. P. 1967 
E. J. EVANS (ed. ) SOCIAL POLICY 1830-1914. 
R. K. P. 1978 
G. B. FINLAYSON ENGLAND IN THE 1830s - DECADE 
OF REFORM. 
EDWARD ARNOLD 1969 
D. FRASER URBAN POLITICS IN VICTORIAN 
ENGLAND. 
LEICESTER UNIVERSITY PRESS 1976 
N. GASH REACTION AND RECONSTRUCTION IN 
ENGLISH POLITICS 1832-1852. 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 1965 
P. GORDON THE VICTORIAN SCHOOL MANAGER. 
WOBURN PRESS 1974 
P. H. GOSDEN DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL 
ADMINISTRATION IN ENGLAND AND 
WALES. 
BLACKWELL (OXFORD) 1966 
V. H. H. GREEN THE UNIVERSITIES. 
PENGUIN BOOKS (HARMONDSWORTH) 1969 
E. HALEVY THE TRIUMPH OF REFORM 1830-1841. 
BENN 1950 ed. 
E. HALEVY VICTORIAN YEARS 1841-1895.1970 ed. 
N. HANS NEW TRENDS IN EDUCATION IN THE 
18TH CENTURY. 
R. K. P. 1970 ed. 
J. F. C. HARRISON LEARNING AND LIVING: A STUDY IN 
THE HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH ADULT 
EDUCATION MOVEMENT 1790-1960. 
R. K. P. 1961 
E. P. HENNOCK FIT AND PROPER PERSONS - IDEAL AND 
REALITY IN 19TH CENTURY URBAN 
GOVERNMENT. 
EDWARD ARNOLD 1973 
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SIR F. HILL VICTORIAN LINCOLN. 
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
HISTORY OF EDU- STUDIES IN THE GOVERNMENT AND 
CATION SOCIETY CONTROL OF EDUCATION SINCE 1860. 
METHUEN 
P. HOLLIS (ed. ) 
J. HURT 
K. S. INGLIS 
D. K. JONES 
A. M. KAZAMIAS 
B. KEITH-LUCAS 
CLASS AND CONFLICT IN THE 19TH 
CENTURY ENGLAND 1815-1850. 
R. K. P. 
EDUCATION IN EVOLUTION. 
PALADIN 
CHURCHES AND THE WORKING CLASSES 
IN VICTORIAN ENGLAND. 
R. K. P. 
THE MAKING OF THE EDUCATIONAL 
SYSTEM. 1851-1881. 
R. K. P. 
POLITICS, SOCIETY AND SECONDARY 
EDUCATION IN ENGLAND. 








ENGLISH LOCAL GOVERNMENT FRANCHISE: 
A SHORT HISTORY. 
BLACKWELL (OXFORD) 1952 
T. KELLY A HISTORY OF ADULT EDUCATION IN 
GREAT BRITAIN. 
LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY PRESS 1970 ed. 
T. KELLY A HISTORY OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN 
GREAT BRITAIN. 1845-1965. 
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 1973 
G. KITSON CLARK CHURCHMEN AND THE CONDITION OF 
ENGLAND 1832-1885. 
METHUEN 1973 
G. KITSON CLARK MAKING OF VICTORIAN ENGLAND. 
METHUEN 1973 ed. 
M. KOGAN & COUNTY HALL: THE ROLE OF THE 
W. van der EYKEN C. E. O. 
PENGUIN BOOK (HARMONDSWORTH) 1973 
T. W. LAQUEUR RELIGION AND RESPECTABILITY. 
YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS 1976 
A. LLEWELLYN THE DECADE OF REFORM - THE 1830s. 
DAVID AND CHARLES NEWTON ABBOTT) 1972 
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W. C. LUBENOW POLITICS OF GOVERNMENT GROWTH - 
EARLY VICTORIAN ATTITUDES TO 
STATE INTERVENTION. 
DAVID and CHARLES (NEWTON ABBOTT) 1971 
O. O. G. M. MAC- EARLY VICTORIAN GOVERNMENT 1830- 
DONAGH 70" 
WEIDENFELD and NICHOLSON 1977 
A. MANSBRIDGE EDWARD STUART TALBOT AND 
CHARLES GORE. 
DENT 1935 
P. T. MARSH THE VICTORIAN CHURCH IN DECLINE. 
R. K. P. 1969 
W. P. McCANN (ed. ) POPULAR EDUCATION AND SOCIALISA- 
TION IN THE 19TH CENTURY. 
METHUEN 1977 
H. E. MELLER LEISURE AND THE CHANGING CITY. 
1870-1914. 
R. K. P. 1976 
M. C. MORGAN CHELTENHAM COLLEGE. 
RICHARD SADLER (CHALFONT ST. GILES) 1968 
W. A. MUNFORD PENNY RATE. 
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 1969 ed. 
J. MURPHY CHURCH, STATE AND SCHOOLS IN 
BRITAIN 1800-1970. 
R. K. P. 1971 
J. MURPHY THE EDUCATION ACT. 1870. 
DAVID and CHARLES (NEWTON ABBOTT) 1972 
M. NASLAS THEORY AND METHOD SUITABLE FOR 
THE HISTORICAL INQUIRY IN WHICH 
URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 
ARE EXAMINED. 
SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY (Pamphlet) 1975 
M. NASLAS THE INDUSTRIAL TOWN IN ENGLAND 
1760-1850. 
SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY (Pamphlet) 1976 
D. NICHOLLS CHURCH AND STATE IN BRITAIN SINCE 
1800. 
R. K. P. 1967 
E. R. NORMAN CHURCH AND SOCIETY IN ENGLAND: 
1770-1970: A HISTORICAL STUDY. 
CLARENDON PRESS (OXFORD) 1976 
A. PERCIVAL VERY SUPERIOR MEN. 
KNIGHT 1973 
G. L. PRESTIGE THE LIFE OF CHARLES GORE. 
HEINEMANN 1935 
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J. REDLICH & THE HISTORY OF LOCAL GOVERN- 
F. W. HIRST MENT IN ENGLAND. 
MACMILLAN rep. 1972 
D. A. REEDER (ed) URBAN EDUCATION IN THE 19TH 
CENTURY. 
TAYLOR and FRANCIS 1977 
E. REID-SMITH PARLIAMENT AND POPULAR CULTURE, 
RESEARCH IN LIBRARIANSHIP OLDHATA) 1969 
R. W. RICH THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS IN ENG- 
LAND AND WALES. 
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS 1933 
D. ROBERTS VICTORIAN ORIGINS OF THE BRITISH 
WELFARE STATE. 
ARCHON PRESS (NEW HAVEN) 1960 
M. SHIPMAN EDUCATION AND MODERNISATION. 
FABER & FABER 1971 
H. SILVER ENGLISH EDUCATION AND THE RADI- 
CALS 1780-1850. 
R. K. P. 1975 
B. SIMON (ed. ) EDUCATION IN LEICESTERSHIRE 1540- 
1940. 
LEICESTER UNIVERSITY PRESS 1968 
B. SIMON THE TWO NATIONS AND THE EDUCATION 
STRUCTURE 1780-1870. 
LAWRENCE & WISHART 1974 ed. 
B. SIMON EDUCATION AND THE LABOUR MOVEMENT 
1870-1920. 
LAWRENCE & WISHART 1974 ed. 
J. SIMON THE SOCIAL ORIGINS OF EDUCATION. 
R. K. P. 1970 
K. B. SMELLIE A HISTORY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT. 
UNWIN 1968 ed. 
L. STONE (ed. ) THE UNIVERSITY IN SOCIETY. 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS Vol. I 1974 
Vol. II 1975 
L. STONE (ed. ) SCHOOLING AND SOCIETY - STUDIES IN 
THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION. 
JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS 1976 
M. STURT THE EDUCATION OF THE PEOPLE. 
R. K. P. 1967 
G. SUTHERLAND STUDIES IN THE GROWTH OF THE 19TH 
CENTURY GOVERNMENT. 
R. K. P. 1972 
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G. SUTHERLAND POLICYA'MAKING IN ELEMENTARY EDU- 
CATION 1870-1895. 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 1973 
G. SUTHERLAND EDUCATION. (COMMENTARIES ON 
(ed. ) BRITISH PARLIA: NENTARY PAPERS). 
IRISH UNIVERSITIES PRESS 1977 
D. M. THOMPSON NONCONFORMITY IN THE 19TH 
(ed. ) CENTURY. 
R. K. P. 1972 
E. P. THOMPSON MAKING OF THE ENGLISH WORKING 
CLASS. 
PENGUIN BOOKS (HARMONDSWORTH) 1968 ed. 
J. W. TIBBLE THE STUDY OF EDUCATION. 
(ed. ) R. K. P. 1966 ed. 
R. S. TOMPSON CLASSICS OR CHARITY. 
MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY PRESS 1973 
D. WARDLE EDUCATION AND SOCIETY IN 19TH 
CENTURY NOTTINGHAM. 
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS 1971 
E. G. WEST EDUCATION AND THE STATE. 
INSTITUTE OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS' 1965 




BRITISH JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL STUDIES 
VOL X. No. 2 May 1962 pp 176-93. 
J. ROACH MIDDLE-CLASS EDUCATION AND EXAMINATIONS: 
SOME EARLY VICTORIAN PROBLEMS. 
VOL XI No. 1 Nov 1962 pp 28-43. 
M. SANDERSON THE GRAMMAR SCHOOL AND THE EDUCATION OF 
THE POOR 1786-1840. 
P. GOSDEN THE BOARD OF EDUCATION ACT 1899. pp 44-60. 
VOL XV No. 1 Nov 1966. pp 59-73. 
P. GORDON SOME SOURCES FOR THE HISTORY OF THE ENDOWED 
SCHOOLS COMMISSION 1869-1900. 
VOL XVI No. 2 June 1968. pp 138-63. 
A. S. BISHOP RALPH LINGEN, SECRETARY TO THE EDUCATION 
DEPARTMENT 1849-70. 
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VOL XVIII No. 2 June 1970 pp 121-33. 
. W. H. G. ARMYTAGE THE 1870 EDUCATION-ACT 
W. P. McCANN TRADE UNIONISTS. ARTISANS AND THE 
1870 ACT pp 134-50 
N. J. RICHARDS 
_RELIGIOUS 
CONTROVERSY AND THE SCHOOL 
BOARD 1870-1902. pp 180-96 
VOL XXIII No. 2 June 1975 pp 181-208. 
H. ROPER TOWARD AN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ACT_ 
FOR ENGLAND AND WALES 1865-68. 
HISTORICAL JOURNAL 
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